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Résumé
Les paradigmes de modélisation pour la biologie des systèmes jouent un rôle important dans
l’étude de la fonction orchestrée de divers systèmes biologiques. En outre, ils permettent
d’étudier un système in-silico afin d’obtenir des informations mécanistiques à partir des tra-
jectoires résultant du modèle. Un enjeu majeur pour dériver une représentation idéale pour
un processus de système est de fixer le compromis descriptif entre la simplicité et la précision.
D’une part, les modèles trop simples ont tendance à ne reproduire que les connaissances a priori.
D’autre part, les modèles trop descriptifs donnent lieu à des comportements trop difficiles à anal-
yser, voire à calculer. Dans les deux cas, l’acquisition de nouvelles connaissances est entravée.
C’est pourquoi il est sans doute important, lors de la outils de mesurer l’impact de la sélection
des modèles sur la capture des phénomènes biologiques, en particulier ceux qui peuvent être
vérifiés.

Dans ce manuscrit, nous présentons un cadre formel pour dériver automatiquement des
modèles discrets de systèmes biologiques à partir de réseaux de réactions stochastiques. Pour
ce faire, nous utilisons des techniques offertes par l’interprétation abstraite pour évaluer les
comportements résultant des modèles logiques, un outil de modélisation populaire en biologie des
systèmes. Malgré le succès des modèles logiques pour résumer les observations expérimentales et
prédire les propriétés locales du système, leurs hypothèses de modélisation sous-jacentes restent
souvent implicites. Au lieu de cela, les modèles à gros grains que nous obtenons traitent de
tous les comportements de la sémantique stochastique des réseaux de réaction initiaux, qui
est explicitement définie. Plus précisément, l’espace d’état du réactionnel est divisé en régions
abstraites et les transitions non déterministes entre les régions abstraites sont dérivées de manière
conservatrice. En outre, nous récupérons les probabilités de transitions du réseau réactionnel
de référence, de sorte que les limites du réseau réactionnel non déterministe sont calculées
de manière conservatrice. Il est important de souligner que nous pouvons utiliser ce cadre
pour évaluer, par le biais du modèle formellement dérivé, les comportements du modèle logique
qui l’accompagne. En d’autres termes, le travail établi dans cette thèse ouvre une voie pour
évaluer les modèles qui sont naturellement discrets, tout en ouvrant la voie à l’établissement de
techniques de réduction de modèles plus efficaces pour les systèmes de réaction.

Mots clés : Interprétation abstraite, modélisation logique, méthodes formelles, réseaux de
réaction stochastiques
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Abstract
Modeling paradigms for Systems Biology plays an important role in investigating the orches-
trated function of various biological systems. Additionally, they permit one to study a system
in-silico in order to gain mechanistic insights from the trajectories resulting from the model. A
common battle to derive an ideal representation for a system process is the descriptive trade-off
between the simplicity and accuracy. On one hand, too simple models are prone to reproduce
only a priori knowledge. On the other hand, too descriptive models result in behaviors too diffi-
cult to parse, or even yet compute. In both cases, gaining new insights is hampered. Thus, it is
arguably important in generating tools to measure the impact model selection has in capturing
biological phenomena, especially those which can be verified.

In this manuscript, we report a formal framework to automatically derive discrete models
of biological systems from stochastic reaction networks. To do so, we utilize techniques of-
fered by Abstract Interpretation (AI) to assess the behaviors resulting from logical models, a
popular Systems Biology modeling tool. Albeit the success of logical models in recapitulating
experimental observations and predicting local system properties, their underlying modeling as-
sumptions are often kept implicit. Instead, the coarse-grain models that we obtain deal with
all the behaviors of the stochastic semantics of the initial reaction networks, which is explicitly
defined. More precisely, the state space of the reaction network is split into abstract regions
and non-deterministic transitions between abstract regions are derived conservatively. Also, we
recover the probabilities of transitions from the reference reaction network, so that bounds to
the probability of unlikely behaviors can be computed. Importantly, we emphasize how one can
use this framework to assess, via the formally derived model, the behaviors of the accompanying
logical model of each reaction system. Namely, the work established in this thesis bares an
avenue to assess those models which are naturally discrete, while also paving a path towards
establishing more efficient model reduction techniques for stochastic, combinatorial systems.

Keywords : Abstract interpretation, logical modelling, formal methods, stochastic reaction
networks
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Résumé Chapitre 1

Le chapitre 1 contient l’introduction du contexte, de la motivation et du problème abordé tout
au long du manuscrit. Tout d’abord, nous discutons du problème de l’échelle de concentration
et de temps en biologie, et des questions auxquelles un modélisateur peut être confronté lorsqu’il
étudie des systèmes biologiques in-silico. Ensuite, nous détaillons quelques outils de modélisation
populaires, qui dépendent de la diversité des questions que l’on cherche à résoudre. L’accent
est mis sur un cadre de modélisation particulier : les modèles logiques. La raison en est que
l’objectif du manuscrit de la thèse est d’évaluer les comportements biologiques qui peuvent être
générés à partir d’un modèle logique. Afin d’évaluer les modèles logiques, nous utilisons des
techniques d’interprétation abstraite pour dériver des systèmes de transition structurellement
analogues à ceux observés dans l’espace d’état logique. Les systèmes de transition abstraits de
notre cadre sont générés par l’abstraction des dynamiques qui peuvent émerger des réseaux de
réaction stochastiques. En outre, nous proposons de propager dans nos modèles abstraits des
informations sur les probabilités entre les transitions abstraites, ce qui permet de comparer la
probabilité entre des paires de transitions abstraites concurrentes. Nous concluons l’introduction
en discutant des travaux connexes et en donnant un aperçu du manuscrit de la thèse.
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1.1. The concentration- and time-scale conundrum in Biology

The field of Systems Biology is driven by the development of tools to investigate emergent
behaviors in populations of biological molecules from single entity interactions. Among these
tools, mathematical models of systems of interactions have been critical in identifying hidden
mechanisms. Additionally, these tools have been repurposed to conduct perturbation stud-
ies, identify potentially novel drivers of disease phenotypes, and in generating new hypotheses.
Consequently, a major interest underlies the ability for modeling tools to recapitulate biological
phenomena and its repurposing for predictive studies.

In retrospect, developing modeling tools is a continuous field of investigation as it provides
means to gain understanding of biological systems through in silico studies. A common battle
to derive an ideal representation for a system process is the descriptive trade-off between the
simplicity and accuracy. On one hand, too simple models are prone to reproduce only a priori
knowledge. On the other hand, too descriptive models result in behaviors too difficult to parse,
or even yet compute. In both cases, gaining new insights is hampered. Thus, it is arguably
important in generating tools to measure the impact model selection has in capturing biological
phenomena, especially those which can be verified. For example, an overview of various formal
modeling frameworks for Systems Biology have been reviewed in [9].

1.1 The concentration- and time-scale conundrum in Biology

It has become a well-established practice that the selection of a modeling framework must be
well-suited to capture a biological phenonmenon of interest. This model must thus contain
the necessary ingredients to investigate a dynamical property of a biological system within a
given, contextualized environment. Albeit the process may appear straightfoward, the inevitable
diversity across biological organisms is vast and the information that can be formalized into a
mathematical model and analyzed is computationally limited.

One fundamental aspect that is addressed in this thesis is how the notion of concentration-
and time-scale separation that exists between single cells and across organisms (see Fig. 1.1)
is treated in logical models, a popular discrete modeling framework used in Systems Biology.
Indeed, biological systems exhibit processes at varying size and kinetic scales; those of which
involve interacting systems of metabolites, proteins, genes, organelles, cells, and so on. As a
result, an overarching goal in Systems Biology is to encapsulate information at each scale and
observe communication strategies between scales in order to see how a biological phenotype, such
as the onset of an aggressive tumor from healthy cells, could have occured by following some
sequential behavioral trajectory. In theory, we would like to capture this process in a model and
be able to develop the predictive capacity to generate new insights on the interplay between the
components in the model. In practice, these insights could have to further develop experimental
hypotheses or, in many cases, therapeutic strategies to prevent the onset of a disease.

Thus, the goal of modelers is to construct models that faithfully (or to the best of their ability)
recapitulate a candidate biological behavior. However, constructing such models is hampered not
only by the amount of experimental knowledge available about particular biochemical processes,
but also by the sensitivity (or, limitation) offered by the underlying structure of a modeling

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Adapted from [6, 44]. A table of composed of a collection of biological properties
at varying physical scales and across three organisms that a modeler must consider when con-
textualizing a mathematical model. A subset of parameters are conserved across each biological
organism (e.g., transition time between an active or inactive protein configuration), while other
parameters may be unique to each organism (e.g., the amount of time it takes to translate a
protein).
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1.2. Quantitive and qualitative models in biology

paradigm. Furthermore, one must also consider the diversity of inquiries addressed to various
biological systems, and subsequently their representation. Consequently, one must deal with the
delicate trade-off between knowledge scarcity and the structural capability of a predictive tool.

Cumulatively, we will delve into the treatment of concentration- and time-scale principles in
a common class of modeling styles: discrete models. For us, the goal is to highlight structural
limitations underlying a particular type of discrete model in regards to the aforementioned
principle, and to offer some avenues in formally assessing the behaviors that may be generated.
Namely, we would like to emphasize the generation of a class of discrete models that rely on
information obtained from stochastic reaction networks, those of which are built on solid chemical
kinetic principles (see [42, Chps. 26 & 27]).

Beforehand, we will overview a few selected candidate modeling frameworks that are often
used in Systems Biology. The goal is to discuss these techniques and in which biological context
they appear to be most suitable, and then highlight some limitations they experience in practice.
This is done to offer the reader of the various flavors of models that exist, and the challenges a
modeler must face in order to recapitulate a biological system of interest.

1.2 Quantitive and qualitative models in biology

There are two main classes of modeling paradigms used to investigate biological systems: quan-
titative and qualitative models. In each class, we will focus on a selected subset of models that
one may develop, their application, and limitation.

1.2.1 Quantitative models

In the quantitative setting, models often comprise the use of either differential systems, such
as ordinary differential equations (ODEs), or stochastic (probabilistic) transition systems, such
as continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs). These two modeling styles offer two flavors for
modeling the dynamics of biological systems.

Although in this thesis work we do not dedicate much work to ODEs, it does merit discus-
sion. In the ODE framework, differential systems are composed of variables expressing chemical
concentrations and kinetic parameters detailing reaction rates, those of which constrain the time-
evolution dynamics arising from their numeric simulations. In retrospect, these expressions are
generally derived from a reaction network diagram depicting how each chemical species in a sys-
tem may be transformed or produced via their involvement in a reaction. For example, in [51],
the authors developed an ODE model describing the hepcidin-regulated distribution of iron, a
critical nutrient in several physiological processes, by several biochemical entities in the liver.
Thus, this model describes each of the candidates that are involved in regulating the process
such as transporting iron into a cell, allocating iron to an appropriate storage unit, or changing
the atomic configuration of the iron element itself. A second study [43] focuses on describing
populations of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Here, the authors developed a generic ODE model
detailing the resistance pathway that can be instantiated to different forms antibiotic treat-
ments [7]. Thus, the model can be used to characterize bacterial cells obtained in a clinical
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Chapter 1. Introduction

setting, and predict whether the effectiveness of an antibiotic treatment is realizable. In each
case, the ODEs offer a way to simulate the dynamics of the underlying biological process which
can then be observed to study mechanistic interactions between the populations biochemical
entities. Yet, in both works as well, the ODE models are heavily dependent on experimental
data in order to calibrate the model dynamics to experimental observations; thus making it
difficult to scale in the number of variables which can be included in the model. Thus, one
must be careful to consider only chemical variables that they deem important to the biological
process. Additionally, these systems are often difficult, if not impossible, to solve analytically
due to non-linear effects arising from interactions between chemical variables, thus modelers
must rely on numerical integration strategies to reconstruct the chemical dynamics captured
in the ODE expressions. With respect to time-scale separation across the chemical processes,
analysis of biochemical processes at different rates can become pesky since numerical integration
strategies can lead to unreliable solutions due to step-wise barriers across such processes. This
is known as the stiffness problem. Nevertheless, the ODE framework plays a pivotal role in
detailing mechanistic interactions between populations of interaction species. The framework
that we discuss next focuses on a mechanistic modeling approach that is sensitive to variations
that naturally occur between each individual, discrete molecule in a population; thus making it
more suitable to investigate biological interactions with low molecule count.

In retrospect, stochastic transition systems are another class of quantitative models which
capture physical interactions between each chemical species. In this conxtext, the expressions of
a system of interacting agents can be derived from reaction networks using the classical stochastic
mass-action kinetics principle (see [42, Ch. 26]). In observing the stochastic dynamics, one
models a system state as a vector that composes in each of its indices a discrete value of a chemical
species from a reaction network, and transitions between states are driven by the reaction
rules. Each reaction inherits a natural kinetic value which is often experimentally deduced
and reflects, for each reaction, a statistical quantity regarding the likelihood for reactants to
successfully collide to induce a reaction. One famous example of a stochastic model is the one
of a genetic circuit observed in the Lambda Switch system observed in viruses [47, 48]. Here,
a distinction between two opportunistic pathways of viral integration strategies in bacterial
cells are observed in a stochastic model, as opposed to using ODEs. This is mainly because
there is competition observed between specific proteins that drive their respective pathways,
and which is captured given their abundances and variation in the genetic circuit environment.
This phenomenon is observed by fitting experimental, kinetic data to a CTMC model, and then
computing probability distributions between state configurations to determine which reaction in
the network is likely to occur as compared to another. Interestingly, the Lambda Switch model
was reproduced [10] using the KappaLanguage platform [22], thus making it amenable to static
analysis techniques such as Abstract Intepretation (AI) [18]. In this line, we would also like to
mention a stochastic model of fragments of protein complexes involved in signalling pathways
[29]. In this work, the authors developed an AI-based technique to assess the involvement of
subsets of clusters of proteins involved in a CTMC model Epidermal growth factor pathway
[12], an important pathway in cell homeostasis. By doing so, it was possible to perform model
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1.2. Quantitive and qualitative models in biology

reduction techniques that is capable of recapitulating the equal biological behavior making it
more computationally feasible.

Actually, the behavior of a stochastic system can be summarized by its chemical master
equation (CME) [33]. Indeed, the solution of the CME is an abstraction of the underlying
stochastic transition system. That is, in the CME one cannot express the correlation between
the probability of being in a pair of states at a pair of moments, while this is possible in
the stochastic transition system. However, a limitation to the CME is the fact the one must
enumerate the potential states of a system, resulting in a combinatorial explosion in the number
of species which can be generated. Additionally, stochastic modeling requires to fit kinetic
parameters and to compute distributions over the collection of reactions in order to recapitulate
experimental observations, which can also be tricky if one does not have this kinetic information
or insights regarding the initial configuration of the system. Thus, one must maneuver carefully
an instantiation of a stochastic model for a biological system of interest. In this thesis, we report
a sound-over approximation of the stochastic semantics using AI, and use this information to
recover probabilities into the type of abstract transition systems we will derive, those of which
lose information during the abstraction process. By relying on the stochastic semantics, this
information can be integrated into our framework in light of new, quantitative information.

1.2.2 Qualitative models

This leads us to another modeling paradigm we would like to discuss: qualitative models.
Qualitative models differ from quantitative models in that one can may not necessarily

require kinetic information about each specific processes in a reaction network. Rather, one
can focus on local system properties that may emerge from the changes in chemical quantities
arising from systems of interactions. The two qualitative frameworks we will discuss are Petri
nets (PNs) and logical models.

PNs are a common modeling tool used to investigate concurrent processes [54, 53], and their
applications have found their way into biochemical networks [55] given the structural similarity
between PNs and reaction networks. In this framework, one realizes that the syntax of reaction
networks are similar to that of Petri nets. As such, applications of PNs have found their way into
metabolic modeling [13]. For example, the authors in [61] were able to take advantage of this
topological feature to identify structural cycles for a metabolic network model involved in nu-
cleotide (the fundamental structural back bone keeping intact DNA) metabolism. Yet, PNs are
also amenable to dynamic analyses. A dynamic analysis of a PN model is inherently similar to a
CTMC one, with the exception that the probability values associated to each transition between
states have been abstracted. Thus, PNs retain no information regarding time. Thus, formalizing
the reaction rules from a reaction network into a PN model and analyzing its dynamics permits
one to capture production and consumption events of discrete chemical quantities involved in
the selected reaction network. Importantly, the infusion of chemical components through the
PN transition system is independent of kinetic parameters. Thus, sequences of transitions carry
information about the flux of chemical quantities over some implicit time period (e.g., the order
of indices of each transition in a sequence). As a result, iterating over all the possible sequences
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Chapter 1. Introduction

that can be obtained (which can be infinite in an unlimited resource pool) allows one to keep
track of the token copy numbers dispersed along each sequence. For example, in [40] the authors
used PNs to gain insights and validation on a metabolic sub-network of enzymatic components
involved in converting sucrose, a sugar, into starch in potatoes. Namely, invariant analysis of
this transition system of this PN allowed the authors to determine which pertinent compounds
are associated to a subset of reactions of the corresponding metabolic network.

PNs have become a popular starting point for modeling biological systems, given that it
can be amenable to extensions in order increase its sensitivities to other biological properties.
Additionally, given its formal specification one can also use model checking tools to answer
questions of interest, such as reachability regarding certain state properties.

The second qualiative model we will discuss about in-depth are logical models. Logical
models are another popular class of discretized models. Recent development have made it an
ideal modeling tool to perform perturbation studies for a myriad of biochemical interactions.
For example, one interesting model is an iron metabolism system in breast cancer cells [16].
This model captures the regulation of activity levels for different proteins involved in a signaling
pathway controlled by pools of iron, and how changes in the regulation of these components
could alter the behaviors of a healthy breast cell may lead to a cancerous breast cell. A second
example [5] provides a tool to generate Boolean network models by extracting mechanistic detail
from large, curated interaction maps.

The process of constructing logical models follows three general guidelines [14]:

1. building a regulatory graph;

2. deriving the logical expression for each component in the graph;

3. selecting an update scheme to generate the transition system.

The guidelines can be broken down accordingly. In Step 1, the set chemical species involved
in a selected biological process is gathered either from a literature survey or from experimental
observations, afterwhich their activity levels are encoded into nodes. Afterwhich, edges connect-
ing nodes correspond evidence-based regulatory interactions: these are the interactions between
chemical species and how their respective abundances can affect the activity of other chemical
species for whom to they may be connected. In Step 2, the regulatory graph is used to derive
logical functions that express how each chemical species are updated (regulated) by their inputs
(regulators). Note that the connectivity of the graph does not necessarily lead to the library
of functions derived. To continue, these hand-written logical functions are composed of logical
operators and a threshold is given in order to capture the activity level across each species vari-
ables in the logical expressions. Finally, in Step 3 the logical functions are implemented in a
scheduling algorithm to generate the state transition system under a syncrhonous (all states are
updated at the same time) or asynchronous (one state is updated at each iteration) updating
policy. This state transition system is structurally similar to Petri nets; indeed, logical models fit
into a specific class of PNs called safe Petri-nets. Yet, in logical models the chemical quantities
are not discrete quantities but rather an implicit interval of values denoting a certain level of
activity.

8



1.3. Discrete models by means of Abstract Interpretation

A key feature of logical models is in obtaining knowledge about a process while only partial
information is available about some particular interactions and their kinetics. Albeit their
success in recapitulating experimental observations and predicting local system properties, their
underlying modeling assumptions are often kept implicit. There is indeed a gap between hand-
written logical models and the models that can be formally derived from a more concrete level
of representation (such as a stochastic reaction network, as done for the previous modeling
paradigms). Additionally, once a logical model has been developed, the user must generate
the state space of behaviors, which suffers combinatorially in the number of variables, and
subsequently parse to extract behaviors that are biologically relevant.

Along this line, there has been substantial work to delineate from logical models dubious
behaviors from actual ones. For example, in [49, 60], the authors focus on reducing a logical
model by topological means of its gene regulatory graph. Thus, a goal is to be able to reduce the
number of variables while preserving important behaviors intrinsic to a biological phenotype.
Further, in [46] it is shown that one can potentially identify control points in a logical model
which allows a user to drive local system dynamics towards a stable behavior of interest. This is
done by parameterizing the functions of a logical model with a state of interest, a control point,
and identifying in the logical model nodes and edges that drive the transition system towards
the state of interest. Currently, there are resources that offer a user to carefully build logical
models using existing software suites, for example see [50, 36].

One popular approach to design logical models has been proposed by René Thomas [38, 59].
With this method, each dimension is associated with a unique attractor state (or focal point),
which may depend on the current state of the system. Then the transitions of the system are
obtained by assuming that on each dimension, the system may get closer to its focal point. In
reality, in a more comprehensive description of these systems permits, reverse transitions may
also occur (but at low probabilities), but in practice they are neglected. Such simplifications
of the model is usually justified by some time-scale separation principles [27] (that are mainly
asymptotic reasonings providing convergence results when scales are infinitely separated). In
this work, the authors develop a model of a cell division process in mammalian cells and, in order
to facilitate the analysis of an asyncronous update scheme on the logical expressions derived,
proposes to distinguish between fast or slow process classes of reactions based on literature
evidence by ranking the reactions in the order in which they may occur. Two critical observations
emerge about this modeling process. Firstly, it is unclear to which extent these simplifications
actually impact the behaviors of the systems they try to represent. Secondly, considering all
reverse transitions, without any information about their potential likelihood, would lead to
inaccurate models with many fictitious non-deterministic behaviors.

1.3 Discrete models by means of Abstract Interpretation

In order to increase confidence in the modeling process, we would like to derive formally discrete
models from more precise representations (such as reaction networks). For this purpose we use
the abstract interpretation framework to coarse-grain reaction networks into discrete models of
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abstract regions of states while preserving formal relationships between the respective behaviors
of both models. These endeavors are similar to those reported in [25] where the authors build a
hierarchy of semantics by preserving formal relations between structurally analogous transition
systems. Yet we have to face several issues. Firstly, several behaviors that are usually neglected
in the logical models may occur with a low probability in the initial reaction network. Thus
a non-deterministic abstraction would be unhelpful, because non-deterministic models provide
no means to distinguish rare behaviors from more the common ones. Instead we propose to
propagate the probabilities of transitions from the reference reaction network to the coarse-
grained model, so that bounds to the probability of unlikely behaviors can be indeed computed.
For this purpose, we equip each transition in the abstract model with an interval for their
probabilities which is formally derived from the underlying reaction network. Secondly, even with
probabilities, naive abstractions lead to very imprecise models. This means that we have to adapt
our abstraction in order to highlight the main behaviors of interest. Consequently, we obtain a
Discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) whereby the exclusion of probabilities would structurally
mimic logical models, yet providing an accessible tool to quantify differences between logical
models and the discrete models obtained from our formalizations. One may be tempted to use
Continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC) rather than DTMCs. Yet, the additional information
provided by the continuous setting is not relevant in our context. On one hand, we want to obtain
models comparable to logical models where the notion of time has already been abstracted away.
On the other hand, the exact moment when each event occurs does not affect the computation
of the probabilities of transitions between abstract regions in our coarse-grained models. What
matters is only the relative order between these transitions, not the exact moment when they
have happened. Yet, abstracting away the notion of time of a CTMC while only keeping the
relative order between events induces a DTMC, which justifies our choice thoroughly. Lastly,
using DTMCs instead of CTMCs deeply simplifies the underlying mathematics. For instance, in
the continuous setting, probability density functions are required to define when events are likely
to occur and a topology is necessary to define the probability of which set of model executions can
be computed [29]. In contrast, in the discrete setting, only discrete probabilities are necessary
and the probability of each execution with a finite amount of steps can be computed.

Ideally, the interval of probabilities computed for transitions between abstract states that
correspond to less likely behaviors should be very low. To achieve this goal, it is important
to refine the abstraction process and to distinguish the abstract regions of states according to
which concrete transitions have been taken to enter them. Furthermore, it is also important
that every transition between abstract regions corresponds to sequences composed of at least a
few concrete transitions. Thus, we relate carefully the abstract behaviors to the concrete ones.
That is, for a concrete behavior to enter a new abstract region, a quantity in each behavior must
surpass a threshold given by boundary values. These boundary values correspond to the lower
and upper bound of each abstract interval. Consequently, in the formal discretization process
an interval is composed of a pair of boundary values that enclose a concrete value. Thus, for
each concrete value, an abstract interval computation is sensitive to whether a concrete value
has exited a visited interval. Additionally, since concrete values are driven by their stochastic
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dynamics then we want to ensure exited intervals are not easily re-entered. This motivates the
use of overlapping intervals to coarse-grain models such that bordering intervals share a sub-
region corresponding to common concrete values. In this style of abstraction, we consider that a
value changes to another interval only when it actually leaves its current interval (hence leaving
the overlapping region between its previous and current intervals). This way, when entering
a new region of states, going in the reverse direction requires crossing through the overlap
between two intervals, which is likely to have low probability when it is against the main trend
of the dynamics of the system. The so-obtained abstraction ignores small fluctuations while
strengthening the sequences of transitions that follow the main trend of the system dynamics.

1.4 Related works

Value sampling is widely used to simplify dynamical systems. The first class of discretization
that we will briefly discuss are those which are genered from reaction networks. For example, in
piece-wise linear systems [23], the dynamics are approximated by one system of linear equations
per equivalence class of states. In doing so, the authors are able to approximate gene regulatory
dynamics by discrete transitions between regions of values where the dynamics of a system’s
variables may lie. In [35], an abstract interpretation based on support functions makes the com-
putation of their trajectories scale while ensuring a sound over-approximation of any potential
behavior. In the context of discrete modeling, the Boolean semantics of BIOCHAM [26] is also
an abstract interpretation of the stochastic semantics, but it is too conservative. This follows by
coarse-graining a systems dynamics at the limit of resource availability. In [1, 2], value sampling
is refined by exploiting some formal properties of the initial model. But this abstraction relies on
some informal time-scale separation arguments. We propose to compute conservative bounds on
the probabilities on unlikely transitions in the coarse-grained model rather than ignoring them.
Indeed, the PhD work is built on the aforementioned work, as we focus on coarse-graining the
stochastic semantics of reaction networks.

Our abstraction of states is history sensitive. In [3], the abstraction of each state of a reaction
network also depends on the previous state in its trajectory. That is, one can use a system’s
dynamics to guide the abstraction process, as it may be important to consider how a system
variable may traverse from one region of values to another.

As noticed in [15, 52], refining the sampling intervals further in a discretization process does
not necessarily reduce the amount of potential behaviors. This is why a new update policy has
been introduced to recover this lack of monotonicity — at the cost of considering more fictitious
behaviors. We do not think that non-monotonicity is an issue: when discretizing a system,
refining sampling intervals introduces new check-points. Thus it provides the obtained model
more opportunities to change its trajectories. We think that it is more important to relate the
behaviors of the discretized models to the ones of the initial system, that is to say to ensure
that every behavior of the initial system is reflected in the abstraction, would they be some
additional fictitious behaviors. This is why, we prove formally that the potential behaviors of
each coarse-grain model over-approximate the ones of a reference system (would it be known or
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not).
Regarding the recovery of probabilistic information in our framework, similar work has been

reported in [17, 8] and [34]. Our framework differs in two important regards: first, we extend
the abstract interval domain to include intervals that overlap (see Chap. 5), and we use pa-
rameterized abstraction functions to coarse a concrete transition system. This is done in order
to obtain more precise abstractions of natural stochastic, such as those behaviors which may
oscillate near interval borders; second, we introduce a notion of chemical goals, which allows a
user to reason on the behaviors of the reaction network, and further propagate this probabilistic
information into the abstract transition system, rather than defining a probablistic transition
system on the abstract semantics.

Lastly, our goal is also to compare different modeling paradigms in order to understand their
underlying assumptions. In [25], the authors propose a hierarchy of abstractions of transition
systems. Here, the authors established relations between structurally analogous transition sys-
tems. Indeed, building a landscape of different semantics is one of the initial motivations behind
the abstract interpretation framework [19].

1.5 Thesis outline

In this Chapter, we introduce the concentration- and time-scale problem in Biology. Afterwhich,
we discuss various modeling paradigms used in Systems Biology and provide some study case
examples of how each modeling framework may be used. Then we shift our focus to logical
models, the main modeling paradigm we challenge in the thesis. We show how these models are
derived, instantiated and how some of the incorporated modeling assumptions can be misleading.
Thus, our goal is to build a formal framework not only to derive a sound-approximation of the
stochastic semantics but to offer an AI-based tool to assess the undelying mathematical structure
of logical models.

In Chapter 2, we formally introduce the stochastic semantics for reaction networks. We
often refer to the stochastic semantics as the concrete semantics, since it characterizes each
of the mathematical objects we require to interpret the collection of behaviors that can be
instantiated from a reaction network. Additionally, we compare our stochastic semantics to a
Boolean network semantics in order to provide an intuitive example on how our formal framework
can be used to assess the behaviors from a logical-type model. We make an example on a well-
studied system, the birth and death-model, and show how one can incorporate probabilities into
a formally derived discrete transition system.

In Chapter 3, we introduce our mathematical toolbox, and define the object types, properties,
and functions that we will use throughout the text. Mainly, this toolbox will permit us to derive
to characterize the abstraction process, generate an abstract semantics for reaction networks,
which we refer to as the macro-transition system, and re-introducing probabilities to a macro-
transition system.

The goal of Chapter 4 is to derive a concrete and an abstract transition system using the
classical interval lattice domain in order to highlight the importance of dependency abstraction.
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Namely, we derive each concrete and abstract objects required for its respective transition sys-
tem, establish for each a Galois connection, and show how the abstraction process can greatly
incur loss of precision in our analyses.

In Chapter 5, we generalize the classical interval domain to include intervals which overlap.
Using both non-overlapping and overlapping intervals, we derive a macro-transition system
composed of the abstract elements which over-approximate the chemical transition system in
Chapter2. Similarly to Chapter 4, we establish a Galois connection between each abstract and
chemical element, thus permitting us to traverse between these two domains. Additionally,
our macro-transition system is a type of discrete transition system since the abstraction process
loses information regarding the stochastic behaviors from a reaction network. Thus, the formally
derived models lead to a transition system that is structurally similar to logical models. Thus,
at this point our goal becomes to re-introduce probabilities to our macro-transition system in
order to carefully capture the underlying behaviors of an instantiated reaction network.

In Chapter 6 we re-introduce probabilities between the macro-transitions derived in Chap-
ter 5. Since the abstraction process loses information about probabilities, we recast abstract
notions in the concrete domain and take advantage of monotonicity properties of the probability
functions derived in Chapter 2 in order to compute probability values for chemical quantities to
reach a goal (e.g., an region of chemical quantities) of interest. We show that for some invertible
matrices, this probability can be computed exactly. Indeed, we would like to use this informa-
tion to compare the likelihood between pairs of macro-transitions in order to know which one of
the two is more likely. At this point the macro-transition system is no longer non-deterministic.
Quantitative measures on these macro-transitions can provide information regarding the gen-
eral trend for the dynamics for a particular reaction network. We instantiate our probabilistic
framework on a second case study for a system of competing reactions.

Finally, in Chapter 7 we provide final remarks on our coarse-graining framework for stochastic
reaction networks. We highlight some limitations and future directions regarding scaling the
framework on practical examples.
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In this Chapter, we introduce our formal framework to automatically generate the
stochastic behaviors emerging from reaction networks. That is, we define the collec-
tion of the mathematical objects we require to capture these behaviors, and which
will be fundamental for the design of our coarse-graining framework. Finally, we
conclude with two case studies in order to motivate our formal discretization frame-
work.
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Résumé Chapitre 2

Le chapitre 2 introduit notre notion de réseaux réactionnels. Nous donnons leur syntaxe, ainsi
que leur sémantique qui formalise l’ensemble de tous leurs comportements possibles. En outre,
nous justifions l’utilisation du formalisme susmentionné sur deux études de cas : le processus de
naissance et de mort et un système en concurrence pour une ressource commune. L’objectif de
ces deux études de cas est d’illustrer l’objectif principal de la thèse : comment on peut analyser
grossièrement la dynamique stochastique d’un réseau de réaction, et comment on peut utiliser
l’abstraction résultante pour évaluer la dynamique des modèles logiques.

Tout d’abord, nous commençons par dériver à la main un modèle logique pour chaque étude
de cas, puis nous dérivons un modèle formel à partir d’une instanciation de notre cadre. Dans le
modèle formel, nous considérons deux scénarios : une version où les intervalles ne se chevauchent
pas et une version où les intervalles sont autorisés à se chevaucher. Nous verrons que le système de
transition du modèle logique est structurellement analogue au système de transition du modèle
formel dans le cas où les intervalles ne se chevauchent pas. En outre, dans chaque modèle
formel, nous montrons comment il est possible de récupérer des informations sur les probabilités
de passer d’un intervalle à un autre dans le réseau réactionnel initial. Nous constatons que
dans le modèle formel avec des intervalles qui se chevauchent, on obtient une abstraction plus
précise de la dynamique stochastique sous-jacente du réseau de réaction. Par conséquent, cette
caractéristique de notre cadre formel fournit un outil que l’on peut utiliser pour évaluer la
probabilité entre des macro-transitions concurrentes, qui capturent intrinsèquement la tendance
générale du système sous-jacent.
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A general structure to capture diverse behaviors emerging from interacting (bio-)molecules
are reaction networks. A reaction network models the behavior of a system of interactions. For
example:

r1 : ∅ kA−−→ A r2 : A
kA′−−→ ∅

depicts a reaction network composed of two reactions. The tail of a reaction arrow is preceeded
by reactants, while products follow after the head of the reaction arrow. In this reaction network,
the first pseudo-reaction is a synthesis reaction of molecule A with kinetic constant kA. A second
pseudo-reaction is a consumption reaction of molecule A with kinetic constant kA′ . This reaction
system is commonly known as the birth and death (BD) model because there are two reactions
that generate counter behaviors when the dynamics are observed. Additionally, each kinetic
constant is constrained experimentally and provides information about the speed at which each
reaction can occur. Thus, it is possible that the values of these kinetic parameters and the
quantities of chemical species can vary for diverse, larger reaction systems, which leads to the
notion of time-scale separation discussed in Ch. 1.

A curious observation of interest usually entails how systems of reactions driven by their
interconnected species give rise to biological phenomenon in the form of phenotypes, which is
a physical characteristic seen in an individual or collection of cell(s). In a mathematical sense,
interactions between species are seen as reactions which lead to behaviors upon the application
of at least a reaction, while phenotypes may correspond to long-term behaviors (e.g., intrinsic,
stable behavior(s) of a system) reachable after several reactions.

Reactions are commonly seen as the semantics for the behaviors generated from a reaction
network. Namely, they allow us to instantiate and update the state of the system and observe
their evolution.

The reason we use reaction networks is because they are well-founded on physical chemical
principles. Thus, one can select a semantics (e.g., such as, for example, ODEs) to observe how
the system evolves with respect to the key chemical drivers involved in a physiological pro-
cess. However, choosing the appropriate modeling framework is non-trivial, as each paradigm
offers their own flavor of representation and mechanistic insights. Thus, choosing the appro-
priate framework to model a given biological system is important to understand a property of
interest, such as the quantity of a drug that may inhibit a target or a qualitative phenotype
that may indicate a cell is undergoing cellular division. Nevertheless, one (possibly) has as a
reference a reaction network and must modestly select an appropriate semantics to investigate
the underlying biological behaviors. Our goal is not to exhaust limitations between different
modeling frameworks, but one can suggest to the reader [9] in order to highlight comparison
and differences between candidate paradigms.

Given the nature of the model construction process, a common concern is the reliability given
to one modeling framework over another. That is, whether the framework captures faithfully
the underlying biological process. In the case of this work, one goal is to provide formal tools
to assess a popular discrete modeling paradigm: logical models. More specifically, an objective
is to build more precise discrete models from abstracting behaviors from stochastic reaction
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networks. By building discrete models from a formal basis, we hope to offer structural insights
on the logical modeling paradigm and provide a tool to build models with more confidence.

2.1 Formal stochastic reaction networks

In Chapter 1, we discussed how the selection of a modeling language can impact the biological
properties one may attempt to recapitulate. Indeed, the model selection process plays a critical
role in capturing phenomena of interest, and given the large diversity of biological behaviors
that can be observed, the modeler must choose a suitable paradigm. That is, a modeler gener-
ally faces two major challenges: i) to identify an appropriate mathematical representation for a
selected biological system of interest; and, ii) the design of a strategy to generate the selected
system’s behaviors, which carry information about a property of interest. The two aforemen-
tioned challenges are often driven by direct modeling approaches, which are often hampered by
the amount of information that can be modeled or even available. For example, in a stochastic
setting, a focus on low-copy number interactions between diverse biomolecules may rapidly lead
to an intractable system analysis upon enumeration of all the possible interactions. Yet, it could
be the case that a subset of these enumerations are not biologically relevant. In such a scenario
it is arguable that these challenges could benefit from formal methods which offers a precise
mathematical description of the problem at hand which permits the automatic extraction of
properties of interest while maneuvering between irrelevant behaviors. Additionally, one may
also gain mathematical guarantees.

In this Section, we will derive a formal representation of stochastic chemical reaction net-
works. More specifically, we define for reaction networks a sufficient collection of mathematical
objects that will permit a user to automatically generate their stochastic behaviors. In order to
compute the probabilities of these stochastic behaviors, we instantiate a Discrete-time Markov
Chain (DTMC) which are driven by kinetics associated to each reaction in a network and the
quantity of each chemical species at a given discrete-time instance.

Formally, a reaction is defined as follows (and adapted from [2]).

Definition 2.1 (Chemical Reaction). Let VR be a set of chemical species. Let q be a vector
of quantities of chemical species. A reaction over the set of species VR is defined as a triple
r = (M, V, k) such that:

1. M : VR → N,

2. V : VR → Z,

3. and k : NVR → R≥0

such that if ∃v ∈ VR, q(v) < M(v), then k(q) = 0.

In a chemical reaction, the first component M is a function that maps a chemical species
to its multiplicity which is generally regarded to the amount of reactants required. The second
component, V , is a function that associates to each reactant chemical species respective con-
sumption (negatively) and production (positively) values. Finally, the third component k is a
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function assigning a kinetic term to a reaction and details its frequency. Note that our definition
takes into account potential involvement of enyzmes (e.g., biological catalysts) [24]. Now, we
define a reaction network composed of many reactions.

Definition 2.2 (Chemical Reaction Network). A reaction network R is defined as a pair
(VR, (rj)1≤j≤n) such that:

1. VR is the set of chemical species;

2. (rj)1≤j≤n is a set of n reactions over the set VR indexed with an integer j between 1 and
n.

For each integer j between 1 and n, the reaction rj is also denoted as (Mrj , Vrj , krj ).

In Def. 2.2, a reaction network is defined as a pair such that the first component is the set
of chemical species and in the second component are sequences of reactions that involves each
chemical species.

Example 2.1. For example, we apply our definition of a chemical reaction network:

r1 : A
kB−−→ B r2 : 2A

kC−−→ C.

Here, the set of chemical species is VR = {A, B, C}. This reaction network is made of two
reactions, with respective multiplicity vectors:

Mr1 = [A 7→ 1, B 7→ 0, C 7→ 0];
Mr2 = [A 7→ 2, B 7→ 0, C 7→ 0],

and with the respective reaction vectors:

Vr1 = [A 7→ −1, B 7→ 1, C 7→ 0];
Vr2 = [A 7→ −2, B 7→ 0, C 7→ 1].

Furthermore, each respective reaction has, respectively, kinetic constants kB and kC , which
induces the kinetic terms

kr1(q) = [q 7→ kB · q(A)];
kr2(q) = [q 7→ 1

2 · kC · q(A) · (q(A)− 1)].

Here, q is a vector containing the value of each chemical component; later we refer to this
mathematical object as a chemical state. Additionally, each kinetic term is derived from the
law of stochastic mass-action kinetics.

Definition 2.3 (Chemical State). A chemical state is defined as a function q : VR → N. The
set of all the chemical states for a reaction network is denoted as QR.
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In Def. 2.3, a chemical state is a function q with domain and co-domain as, respectively, the
set of chemical variables and the set of values. This function contains in each of its component
the copy number associated to each chemical species. In retrospect, the values of a subset of
chemical variables in a chemical state can be updated if it happens to be involved in a reaction,
which triggers a chemical transition.

Definition 2.4 (Chemical Transition). A chemical transition is a triple (q, r, q′) ∈ TR relating
two chemical states q, q′ ∈ QR by a reaction r such that for all chemical variables v ∈ VR:

1. Mr(v) ≤ q(v);

2. q′(v) = q(v) + Vr(v).

The set of the all the chemical transitions for a reaction network is denoted as TR.

A chemical transition captures an application of a reaction such that Cond. 1 ensures that
for a given reaction there are for the associated chemical species sufficient amounts available for
this reaction to occur, while Cond. 2 applies a reaction to update the respective values of each
chemical species in a source chemical state to obtain the new values in the corresponding target
chemical state.

In the following definition, we compute probabilities for each chemical transition.

Definition 2.5 (Transition probability). Let (q, r, q′) ∈ TR be a chemical transition. The
probability for a chemical state q ∈ QR involved in a chemical transition is defined as:

λr(q) = kr(q)∑
r′∈{1,...,n}

kr′(q)
.

In Def. 2.5 the probability for a chemical transition is equal to the ratio of the kinetic term
of a reaction to the sum of the kinetic term of each reaction in a reaction network. Note that
each transition may contain diverse quantities of chemical species in its source chemical state,
which is reflected in the probability functions. Namely, we concern ourselves with transitions
with non-constant probability rates.

Example 2.2. For example, an instantiation of Def. 2.5 used on the reaction network from
Ex. 2.1 results in the following transition probability functions:

λr1(q) = 2·kB ·q(A)
q(A)·(2·kB+kC ·(q(A)−1)) and λr2(q) = kC ·q(A)·(q(A)−1)

q(A)·(2·kB+kC ·(q(A)−1))

whenever q(A) > 0. Note that when q(A) = 0, no reaction is enabled and the system is
deadlocked.

Starting from an initial chemical state, it is possible to chain chemical transitions. This leads
to the notion of a chemical trace.
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Definition 2.6 (Chemical Trace). A trace of length k ∈ N is a couple
(q′

0, ((qi, ri, q′
i), µi)1≤i≤k) ∈ QR × (TR × [0, 1])k that satisfies both conditions:

1. for every integer i between 0 and k − 1, we have q′
i = qi+1;

2. for every integer i between 1 and k, we have µi = λri(qi).

Such a trace is usually written as q1
r1−→
µ1

. . .
rk−→
µk

q′
k. The set of all the chemical traces for a

reaction network is denoted as TR.

The set of all the chemical traces of a reaction network defines all the potential long-term
behaviors of its underlying system. Each chemical transition in each chemical trace is associated
to a probability, which is driven by the respective source states.

Example 2.3. Given the initial chemical state q′
0 = [A 7→ 6, B 7→ 0, C 7→ 0] and the kinetic

constants kB = 20 and kC = 1, an example of a chemical trace for the reaction network in
Ex. 2.1 is given as follows:

(6, 0, 0) r1−−→
0.89

(5, 1, 0) r1−−→
0.91

(4, 2, 0) r2−−→
0.07

(2, 2, 1) r1−−→
0.98

(1, 3, 1) r1−→
1

(0, 4, 1),

where a chemical state q is denoted as the triple (q(A), q(B), q(C)). Each transition along
this chemical trace has associated to it a probability for a reaction type. At the end of this
trace, resources (the quantity of molecule A) are depleted.

It is possible to compute for each chemical trace a probability. That is, a stochastic transition
step in a chemical behavior induces a Discrete-time Markov Chain (DTMC).

Definition 2.7 (Discrete-time Markov Chain). Let q ∈ QR be a chemical state. A Discrete-time
Markov Chain is defined as a stochastic process {Si} with i ∈ N and S0 = q′

0 an initial chemical
state such that the following property holds for each qi ∈ QR:

P (Sk = q′
k | S0 = q′

0, ..., Sk−1 = qk) = P (Sk = q′
k | Sk−1 = qk) .

In Def. 2.7, a DTMC models the probability for a chemical transition between two states to
occur. Namely, the probability to reach a target state via a chemical transition is dependent
only on its source state. Thus, along a chemical trace each transition step is independent of
each other, and a reaction type occurs with a probability that is governed by the quantities of
chemical species contained in each transition’s source chemical state and the reaction’s kinetic
constant. Thus, the following definition associates a probability to each chemical trace.

Definition 2.8. Let (q′
0, ((qi, ri, q′

i), µi)1≤i≤k) be a chemical trace that we denote as τ . The
probability P (τ | q′

0) of the chemical trace τ , knowing that the system starts in the initial chemical
state q′

0, is defined as
∏

1≤i≤k
µi.
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Figure 2.1: The iterative scheme of the Gillespie next reaction method [32] for generting the
stochastic behavior of a reaction network. In the tail of step (1), the kinetic term of each reaction
in a system is computed at the chemical state qi. Accordingly, in (2), the activity of the system
is computed: Act(qi) = ∑

r′∈{1,...,n} kr′(qi). After which, (3) a loop condition verifies whether the
activity is null or not and proceeds accordingly. (4) If the activity is non-zero, the probabilities
for each reaction at state qi is computed. In (5), a reaction is chosen according to the underlying
distribution. Finally, in (6) the chemical state qi is replaced with q′

i (see Def. 2.6), and the loop
is repeated.

Example 2.4. For example, the probability for the trace of Ex. 2.3 is: P (τ | (6, 0, 0)) = 0.06
(since 0.89 · 0.91 · 0.07 · 0.98 · 1 = 0.06).

Consequently, we have defined each of the mathematical objects we require to faithfully
represent all the stochastic behaviors of a reaction network. Indeed, our goal is to generate these
behaviors from a more formal description of reaction networks. For example, in Fig. 2.1 is an
iterative scheme, known as Gillespie next reaction method [32], that displays how the stochastic
behaviors of a reaction network may be generated. An overall goal is to be able to approximate
these chemical behaviors with the interval domain borrowed from the Abstract Interpretation
framework. More specifically, we would like to adapt our abstractions to faithfully approximate
an underlying stochastic transition system and further pinpoint the system’s dynamics, yet at a
lower level of representation. To do so, we use the stochastic transition system to re-introduce
probabilities to the resulting abstract transition system. Also, we will show that the replenished
abstract transition system can be used to assess the transition system of a corresponding logical
model.
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2.2 Case Study I: The Birth and Death Model

In this Section and Sect. 2.3, we provide intuition for the type of abstractions we would like
to accomplish on stochastic reaction networks. Accordingly, our case studies include the birth
and death (BD) model (this Section) and a resource competition system (Sect. 2.3). In each
example, we will introduce the system’s reaction network representation, logical model, and a
formal model obtained from an instantiation of our framework. Further, we show how one can
propagate probabilities from a stochastic (concrete) transition system into the formal model;
and, how to use the latter model to assess the behaviors of a corresponding logical model.

2.2.1 Reaction network

The BD system is characterized by two reactions having opposite behaviors. Both reactions are
given as follows:

r1 : ∅ kA−−→ A r2 : A
kA′−−→ ∅.

The reactions represent production and consumption events of molecules of A. The first reaction,
r1, is a birth event with kinetic constant kA, while the second, r2, is a death event with kinetic
constant kA′ . We denote as q the chemical state of the system. The chemical state of the system
maps the components of the system to their copy numbers. In this model, A is the unique
component.

By assuming stochastic mass-action kinetics law, we can obtain the propensity kA for the
production event and the propensity kA′ · q(A) for the death event. Then, the transition proba-
bilities (see Def. 2.5) µ1(q) and µ2(q) that the next event is an instance of the reaction r1 or an
instance of the reaction r2 are defined as follows:

µ1(q) = kA
kA+kA′ ·q(A) and µ2(q) = kA′ ·q(A)

kA+kA′ ·q(A) .

Indeed, a probability for an event type is the ratio between its propensity and the sum of all
possible propensities for this system. We can observe that these probabilities are non-constant,
as the quantity of A, q(A), may vary.

2.2.2 Logical model

A logical model can be provided regardless of the exact structure of the reactions and the effective
values of the kinetic parameters. Following René Thomas’s principles [59], what matters is the
general trend for the evolution of the copy numbers of each kind of components. In our BD case
study, we can indeed distinguish three kinds of states: when the amount of A is such that the
state of the system is likely to be stable; when (below this amount) the quantity of A is likely
to increase; and when (above this amount) the quantity of A is likely to decrease.

These observations lead to the logical model that is described in Fig. 2.2. Firstly, a directed
graph summarizes the potential regulations (or dependencies) between the components. Here
a self arrow on the component A stipulates that the component A auto-regulates itself. We
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Directed graph Logical function Transition system
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1 otherwise.
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Figure 2.2: A logical BD model. A directed graph (left) displays A as a self-regulator, while the
logical function (center) is derived to reflect the expected BD system behaviors. The transition
system (right) is the result of applying the logical function to a state xA ∈ {0, 1, 2}, each
representing an interval of values of molecule A: low (0), medium (1) and high (2). Note that
the notion of time is discrete.

assume that the potential quantities of A are partitioned into three intervals, denoted as 0, 1,
and 2. They stand respectively for below the steady state (low / (0)), for around the steady state
(medium / (1)), and for above the steady state (high / (2)). Consequently, we derive a logical
function that reflects how the system is expected to evolve: below the steady state, the amount of
A increases; around the steady state, it remains constant; above the steady state, it decreases.
Then, the logical function induces a transition system that captures the integrated process.
Note, however, that at this level of abstraction stochastic fluctuations cannot be observed since
reversible interval transitions are not permitted. Thus, the BD logical model is capable of
capturing only the most expected behaviors.

2.2.3 Formal derivation of a coarse-grained model

Now that a logical model for the BD system has been proposed, we would like to compare its
behaviors to those obtained by a formal discretization. We use the same BD reaction network
and formally discretize its state space. Then we show that it is possible to restore information
on probabilities in this new model.

A common discretization method uses a non-overlapping interval schema. This means that
the state space of chemical values are partitioned into intervals that do not share any common
values. For example, in the logical BD model interval partitioning are qualitative states with
implicit meaning. We can obtain a similar representation in the formally derived model by
explicitly choosing a sequence of contiguous intervals (with no intersecting values, see Fig. 2.3).
It is worth noting that we expect this new model to cope with many more behaviors than the
logical model. Consequently, we obtain a non-deterministic abstraction of the BD transition
system. A question then rises as to whether these behaviors are consequence of the imprecision
of the formal abstraction, or whether they reveal important behaviors that are missing in the
logical models.

To answer this question, we use information about the stochastic behaviors of the reaction
network to recover the probabilities to navigate between intervals (see Fig. 2.4). More precisely,
when entering an interval, we compute the probability that the process will cross this interval or
go back to the previous one. It is worth noting that whether an interval is entered from below
or from above matters. So we duplicate each interval accordingly. We expect to observe the
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convergence of the process towards the interval containing the steady state, which is a stable
behavior observed by a system. This is the main qualitative behavior of the reaction network and
it should be reflected in the discretized model independently of the choices of the discretization
intervals.

In the text that follows, we denote an interval by J·J. An interval has a lower bound (inclusive)
and an upper bound (exclusive). For example, the interval J2, 7J denotes the set of natural
numbers between and including 2 up to, and not including, 7, e.g., J2, 7J= {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.

Given an interval with lower bound l ∈ N and upper bound u ∈ N, we consider for every
chemical state q such that l ≤ q(A) < u, the probability P (q) such that the quantity of A will
reach the upper bound u before reaching the lower bound l, knowing that the system starts
in the state q. By reasoning on the potential BD events stemming from the state q and their
probabilities, we obtain the following relation:

P (q) =


0 whenever q(A) = l,

1 whenever q(A) = u,

µ1(q)·P ([A 7→ q(A) + 1]) + (1 − µ1(q))·P ([A 7→ q(A) − 1]) otherwise.

As boundary conditions, the probabilities P ([A 7→ l]) and P ([A 7→ u]) are set respectively to 0
and 1. The last case combines the contribution of two processes: the potential increase in the
amount of A with probability µ1(q) and the potential decrease with probability 1− µ1(q).

Finite unfolding of the previous recurrence relation converges to a lower bound on the proba-
bility P (q). In Chapter 6 we discuss how one can exploit recurrence relations to bound an exact
probability with an interval of probabilities. Yet, in the BD model, a closed form equation can
be derived (the proof can be found in Sect. 6.2.2). The probability P (q) is indeed defined by
the following equality:

P (q) = Aux(q(A))
Aux(u) (2.1)

where Aux(j) = ∑
l≤s′<j

(∏
l<s≤s′

(
kA′ ·s

kA

))
, for each j ∈ {u, q(A)}. We can use Eq. 2.1 to

compute the probability to reach first an upper (resp. lower) bound prior to a lower (resp.
upper) bound.

We show in Fig. 2.4 the macro-transition system that we derive this way. Underlying each
rectangular region are the dynamics stemming from the BD process with kinetic constants
kA = 20 and kA′ = 1. Thus, the collection of intervals displayed are chosen in order to capture
the system’s steady state, which is the qualitative behavior of interest. Here, the system steady
state is when the quantity of the molecule A is equal to 20, or q(A) = 20; and, in this example
it is contained in the interval J20, +∞J. Each macro-transition is composed of a source interval,
an edge labeled with a probability and a target interval. Note that each probability value is
exact thanks to Eq. 2.1. To trigger a macro-transition type, a BD event (birth or death) must
push the value q(A) through an interval upper or lower bound value. Thus, it is possible to enter
a target interval from below (via an upper bound) or above (via a lower bound). Intervals are
duplicated accordingly. The one on the left side of the transition system denotes those entered
from below and the one on the right side, those entered from above. Also the exact position
of the source (resp. target) of each macro-transition indicates from which border of the interval
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Figure 2.3: A non-deterministic macro-transition system of the BD system with non-overlapping
intervals. Each rectangle is a range of values for the molecule A and an edge is a transition from
a source to a target interval. Intervals are duplicated to distinguish whether they are entered
from below or above.
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<latexit sha1_base64="5JOeNWc4z551HRcb1zqHYdoRT8w=">AAAB9XicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2UW4GRxVAhMaAqKSAYW1gYi0QvUhoqx3Vaq44T2Q6oivoeLAwgxMq7sPE2OG0HaPklS5/+c47O8e/HnClt299Wbml5ZXUtv17Y2Nza3inu7jVVlEhCGyTikWz7WFHOBG1opjltx5Li0Oe05Q9vsnrrkUrFInGvRzH1QtwXLGAEa2M9uJ1D166dootaRt1iyS7bE6FFcGZQgpnq3eJXpxeRJKRCE46Vch071l6KpWaE03GhkygaYzLEfeoaFDikyksnV4/RsXF6KIikeUKjift7IsWhUqPQN50h1gM1X8vM/2puooMrL2UiTjQVZLooSDjSEcoiQD0mKdF8ZAATycytiAywxESboAomBGf+y4vQrJSds3Ll7rxUvZ7FkYcDOIITcOASqnALdWgAAQnP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH9PWnDWb2Yc/sj5/AJ2vkKM=</latexit>

[[5A, 10A[[
<latexit sha1_base64="/Gw+2FZk2pclqJRFRNGecqL1DBw=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WS6Mu3YwWwYWUpCq6bHXjsoK9QBrKZDpph04uzEyEGvokblwo4tZHcefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/FnEllWd9GYWV1bX2juFna2t7ZLZt7+20ZJYLQFol4JLoelpSzkLYUU5x2Y0Fx4HHa8ca3Wb3zSIVkUfigJjF1AzwMmc8IVtrqm2Wnd+RcNs6QbTUy7JsVq2rNhJbBzqECuZp986s3iEgS0FARjqV0bCtWboqFYoTTaamXSBpjMsZD6mgMcUClm84On6IT7QyQHwn9QoVm7u+JFAdSTgJPdwZYjeRiLTP/qzmJ8q/dlIVxomhI5ov8hCMVoSwFNGCCEsUnGjARTN+KyAgLTJTOqqRDsBe/vAztWtU+r9buLyr1mzyOIhzCMZyCDVdQhztoQgsIJPAMr/BmPBkvxrvxMW8tGPnMAfyR8fkDh+SRDw==</latexit>

[[10A, 15A[[
<latexit sha1_base64="YCh2149Izrd+I0UWtbpnOVKTXTI=">AAAB+XicbZC7TsMwFIZPuJZyCzCyGCokBlQlBQRjCwtjkehFSqPKcd3WquNEtlOpivomLAwgxMqbsPE2OG0GaDmSpU//f459/AcxZ0o7zre1srq2vrFZ2Cpu7+zu7dsHh00VJZLQBol4JNsBVpQzQRuaaU7bsaQ4DDhtBaP7zG+NqVQsEk96ElM/xAPB+oxgbaSubXudE891ahfIva5l3LVLTtmZFVoGN4cS5FXv2l+dXkSSkApNOFbK3BZrP8VSM8LptNhJFI0xGeEB9QwKHFLlp7PNp+jMKD3Uj6Q5QqOZ+nsixaFSkzAwnSHWQ7XoZeJ/npfo/q2fMhEnmgoyf6ifcKQjlMWAekxSovnEACaSmV0RGWKJiTZhFU0I7uKXl6FZKbuX5crjVal6l8dRgGM4hXNw4Qaq8AB1aACBMTzDK7xZqfVivVsf89YVK585gj9lff4A+nyRSg==</latexit>

[[15A, 20A[[
<latexit sha1_base64="PWEwGnU5ltqOu3dP1oTlwriE0GU=">AAAB+XicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7p0M1oEF1KSquiy1Y3LCvYCaSiT6bQdOpmEmUmhhL6JGxeKuPVN3Pk2TtostPWHgY//nMM58wcxZ0o7zre1srq2vrFZ2Cpu7+zu7dsHh00VJZLQBol4JNsBVpQzQRuaaU7bsaQ4DDhtBaP7rN4aU6lYJJ70JKZ+iAeC9RnB2lhd2/Y6J557XbtAFaeWcdcuOWVnJrQMbg4lyFXv2l+dXkSSkApNOFbKc51Y+ymWmhFOp8VOomiMyQgPqGdQ4JAqP51dPkVnxumhfiTNExrN3N8TKQ6VmoSB6QyxHqrFWmb+V/MS3b/1UybiRFNB5ov6CUc6QlkMqMckJZpPDGAimbkVkSGWmGgTVtGE4C5+eRmalbJ7Wa48XpWqd3kcBTiGUzgHF26gCg9QhwYQGMMzvMKblVov1rv1MW9dsfKZI/gj6/MH/B+RSw==</latexit>

0.12
<latexit sha1_base64="M6hJXyikft9/GSblwbzwnrdnNTg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hqQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wepf73SeqNIvlo5klNBB4LFnECDa55Ll+fVitea63AFonfkFqUKA1rH4NRjFJBZWGcKx13/cSE2RYGUY4nVcGqaYJJlM8pn1LJRZUB9ni1jm6sMoIRbGyJQ1aqL8nMiy0nonQdgpsJnrVy8X/vH5qopsgYzJJDZVkuShKOTIxyh9HI6YoMXxmCSaK2VsRmWCFibHxVGwI/urL66RTd/0rt/7QqDVvizjKcAbncAk+XEMT7qEFbSAwgWd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QPGCY1n</latexit>

0.04
<latexit sha1_base64="OLYxHlNxkhITyUrOgHRR0x1RERw=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi6LblxWsA9oh5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oIbF4q49Yfc+TdmprPQ1gMhh3Pu5d57gpgzbVz32yltbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTro4SRWiHRDxS/QBrypmkHcMMp/1YUSwCTnvB7C7ze09UaRbJRzOPqS/wRLKQEWwyya27zVG1Zr8caJ14BalBgfao+jUcRyQRVBrCsdYDz42Nn2JlGOF0URkmmsaYzPCEDiyVWFDtp/muC3RhlTEKI2WfNChXf3ekWGg9F4GtFNhM9aqXif95g8SEN37KZJwYKslyUJhwZCKUHY7GTFFi+NwSTBSzuyIyxQoTY+Op2BC81ZPXSbdR967qjYdmrXVbxFGGMziHS/DgGlpwD23oAIEpPMMrvDnCeXHenY9lackpek7hD5zPH8eMjWg=</latexit>

0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="qwdErDBbtRO3grGovDj15i8QXKs=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAiuykwVdFl047KCfUA7lEyaaUOTzJBkhDL0F9y4UMStP+TOvzHTzkJbD4QczrmXe+8JE8GN9bxvtLa+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJk41ZS0ai1h3Q2KY4Iq1LLeCdRPNiAwF64STu9zvPDFteKwe7TRhgSQjxSNOic0lr+b5g0rVfXPgVeIXpAoFmoPKV38Y01QyZakgxvR8L7FBRrTlVLBZuZ8alhA6ISPWc1QRyUyQzXed4XOnDHEUa/eUxXP1d0dGpDFTGbpKSezYLHu5+J/XS210E2RcJallii4GRanANsb54XjINaNWTB0hVHO3K6Zjogm1Lp6yC8FfPnmVtOs1/7JWf7iqNm6LOEpwCmdwAT5cQwPuoQktoDCGZ3iFNyTRC3pHH4vSNVT0nMAfoM8fwwCNZQ==</latexit>

0.27
<latexit sha1_base64="/z1o/6Fu+ZORxmHQEuBpNJ/LJ6A=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqUI9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wepf73SeqNIvlo5klNBB4LFnECDa55Ln1xrBa81xvAbRO/ILUoEBrWP0ajGKSCioN4Vjrvu8lJsiwMoxwOq8MUk0TTKZ4TPuWSiyoDrLFrXN0YZURimJlSxq0UH9PZFhoPROh7RTYTPSql4v/ef3URDdBxmSSGirJclGUcmRilD+ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2PjqdgQ/NWX10mn7vpXbv3huta8LeIowxmcwyX40IAm3EML2kBgAs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wfPIo1t</latexit>

0.27
<latexit sha1_base64="/z1o/6Fu+ZORxmHQEuBpNJ/LJ6A=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqUI9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wepf73SeqNIvlo5klNBB4LFnECDa55Ln1xrBa81xvAbRO/ILUoEBrWP0ajGKSCioN4Vjrvu8lJsiwMoxwOq8MUk0TTKZ4TPuWSiyoDrLFrXN0YZURimJlSxq0UH9PZFhoPROh7RTYTPSql4v/ef3URDdBxmSSGirJclGUcmRilD+ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2PjqdgQ/NWX10mn7vpXbv3huta8LeIowxmcwyX40IAm3EML2kBgAs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wfPIo1t</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="TtIgPQprnJE4HSS++PuM3etxya8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPe+uMuQ==</latexit>1<latexit sha1_base64="TtIgPQprnJE4HSS++PuM3etxya8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPe+uMuQ==</latexit>

0.73
<latexit sha1_base64="TeB6uLecWXB+P1rcSRbpfvQETJw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0haoR6LXjxWsLXQhrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6F/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2yltbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTro5TRWiHxDxWvRBrypmkHcMMp71EUSxCTh/D6W3uPz5RpVksH8wsoYHAY8kiRrDJJc9tNobVmud6C6B14hekBgXaw+rXYBSTVFBpCMda930vMUGGlWGE03llkGqaYDLFY9q3VGJBdZAtbp2jC6uMUBQrW9Kghfp7IsNC65kIbafAZqJXvVz8z+unJroOMiaT1FBJlouilCMTo/xxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8WG4K++vE66dddvuPX7q1rrpoijDGdwDpfgQxNacAdt6ACBCTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/Qq41u</latexit>

0.73
<latexit sha1_base64="TeB6uLecWXB+P1rcSRbpfvQETJw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0haoR6LXjxWsLXQhrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6F/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2yltbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTro5TRWiHxDxWvRBrypmkHcMMp71EUSxCTh/D6W3uPz5RpVksH8wsoYHAY8kiRrDJJc9tNobVmud6C6B14hekBgXaw+rXYBSTVFBpCMda930vMUGGlWGE03llkGqaYDLFY9q3VGJBdZAtbp2jC6uMUBQrW9Kghfp7IsNC65kIbafAZqJXvVz8z+unJroOMiaT1FBJlouilCMTo/xxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8WG4K++vE66dddvuPX7q1rrpoijDGdwDpfgQxNacAdt6ACBCTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/Qq41u</latexit>

0.47
<latexit sha1_base64="neMJE0x0FTwRck4SVzH2FXWMjC0=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Ckkt1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2N0IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjed9OxubW9s7u6W98v7B4dFx5eS0o+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244vcv97hNVmsXy0cwSGgg8lixiBJtc8tx6Y1ipeq63AFonfkGqUKA1rHwNRjFJBZWGcKx13/cSE2RYGUY4nZcHqaYJJlM8pn1LJRZUB9ni1jm6tMoIRbGyJQ1aqL8nMiy0nonQdgpsJnrVy8X/vH5qopsgYzJJDZVkuShKOTIxyh9HI6YoMXxmCSaK2VsRmWCFibHxlG0I/urL66RTc/1rt/ZQrzZvizhKcA4XcAU+NKAJ99CCNhCYwDO8wpsjnBfn3flYtm44xcwZ/IHz+QPSLI1v</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="TtIgPQprnJE4HSS++PuM3etxya8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPe+uMuQ==</latexit>

0.99
<latexit sha1_base64="383wR384MQdf+zTWUxGTACq5XJY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkkVtLeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFxW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpf7nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDa55Ln1+qBS9VxvDrRK/IJUoUBzUPnqD2OSCioN4Vjrnu8lJsiwMoxwOiv3U00TTCZ4RHuWSiyoDrL5rTN0bpUhimJlSxo0V39PZFhoPRWh7RTYjPWyl4v/eb3URDdBxmSSGirJYlGUcmRilD+OhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2PjKdsQ/OWXV0m75vqXbu3hqtq4LeIowSmcwQX4cA0NuIcmtIDAGJ7hFd4c4bw4787HonXNKWZO4A+czx/czY12</latexit>

0.53
<latexit sha1_base64="XseTOawmVNaCGJKT/ERjssl1kBI=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0haRY9FLx4r2FpoQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRR8epIrRNYh6rbog15UzStmGG026iKBYhp4/h5Db3H5+o0iyWD2aa0EDgkWQRI9jkkudeNgbVmud6c6BV4hekBgVag+pXfxiTVFBpCMda93wvMUGGlWGE01mln2qaYDLBI9qzVGJBdZDNb52hM6sMURQrW9Kgufp7IsNC66kIbafAZqyXvVz8z+ulJroOMiaT1FBJFouilCMTo/xxNGSKEsOnlmCimL0VkTFWmBgbT8WG4C+/vEo6dddvuPX7i1rzpoijDCdwCufgwxU04Q5a0AYCY3iGV3hzhPPivDsfi9aSU8wcwx84nz/NoY1s</latexit>

0.96
<latexit sha1_base64="6xXEqQ9qz3gyohQjzZ0bGIeNa6c=">AAAB63icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFchaSKj13RjcsK9gFtKJPppB06MwkzE6GE/oIbF4q49Yfc+TdO2iy09cCFwzn3cu89YcKZNp737aysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v7lYPDlo5TRWiTxDxWnRBrypmkTcMMp51EUSxCTtvh+C73209UaRbLRzNJaCDwULKIEWxyyXNvLvuVqud6M6Bl4hekCgUa/cpXbxCTVFBpCMdad30vMUGGlWGE02m5l2qaYDLGQ9q1VGJBdZDNbp2iU6sMUBQrW9Kgmfp7IsNC64kIbafAZqQXvVz8z+umJroOMiaT1FBJ5ouilCMTo/xxNGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbT9mG4C++vExaNdc/d2sPF9X6bRFHCY7hBM7Ahyuowz00oAkERvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+5q0rTjFzBH/gfP4A2EGNcw==</latexit>

0.88
<latexit sha1_base64="j5taFKADIJZxMtu4sIkOdB9Bq4U=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqYI9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wepf73SeqNIvlo5klNBB4LFnECDa55LmNxrBa81xvAbRO/ILUoEBrWP0ajGKSCioN4Vjrvu8lJsiwMoxwOq8MUk0TTKZ4TPuWSiyoDrLFrXN0YZURimJlSxq0UH9PZFhoPROh7RTYTPSql4v/ef3URI0gYzJJDZVkuShKOTIxyh9HI6YoMXxmCSaK2VsRmWCFibHxVGwI/urL66RTd/0rt/5wXWveFnGU4QzO4RJ8uIEm3EML2kBgAs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wfZxI10</latexit>

Figure 2.4: The same BD macro-transition system of Fig. 2.3 refined with probabilities. Each
rectangle is a range of values for the molecule A and a labeled edge is a transition from a source
to a target interval. Intervals are duplicated to distinguish whether they are entered from below
or above.
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2.2. Case Study I: The Birth and Death Model

[[0A, 10A[[
<latexit sha1_base64="pDxOVOd17ZubkRk7E8BtkjX5lAY=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm9EiuJCSVEGXrW5cVrAXSEOZTCft0MkkzEyEGvokblwo4tZHcefbOG2z0NYfBj7+cw7nzB8knCntON/Wyura+sZmYau4vbO7V7L3D1oqTiWhTRLzWHYCrChngjY105x2EklxFHDaDka303r7kUrFYvGgxwn1IzwQLGQEa2P17JLXPfac+jlynfoUe3bZqTgzoWVwcyhDrkbP/ur2Y5JGVGjCsVKe6yTaz7DUjHA6KXZTRRNMRnhAPYMCR1T52ezwCTo1Th+FsTRPaDRzf09kOFJqHAWmM8J6qBZrU/O/mpfq8NrPmEhSTQWZLwpTjnSMpimgPpOUaD42gIlk5lZEhlhiok1WRROCu/jlZWhVK+5FpXp/Wa7d5HEU4AhO4AxcuIIa3EEDmkAghWd4hTfryXqx3q2PeeuKlc8cwh9Znz+AHpEK</latexit>

[[6A, 17A[[
<latexit sha1_base64="6DVkinTFTnDDdNM0c2JDdU5+ovk=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm9EiuJCSVLEuW924rGAvkIYymU7aoZMLMxOhhj6JGxeKuPVR3Pk2TtostPWHgY//nMM583sxZ1JZ1rexsrq2vrFZ2Cpu7+zulcz9g7aMEkFoi0Q8El0PS8pZSFuKKU67saA48DjteOPbrN55pEKyKHxQk5i6AR6GzGcEK231zZLTO3auGufIrjUy7Jtlq2LNhJbBzqEMuZp986s3iEgS0FARjqV0bCtWboqFYoTTabGXSBpjMsZD6mgMcUClm84On6JT7QyQHwn9QoVm7u+JFAdSTgJPdwZYjeRiLTP/qzmJ8q/dlIVxomhI5ov8hCMVoSwFNGCCEsUnGjARTN+KyAgLTJTOqqhDsBe/vAztasW+qFTvL8v1mzyOAhzBCZyBDTWowx00oQUEEniGV3gznowX4934mLeuGPnMIfyR8fkDlDGRFw==</latexit>

[[13A, 24A[[
<latexit sha1_base64="WY485AfLNgPQY3sw1DXysHUc840=">AAAB+XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Slm9EiuJCStAVdtrpxWcFeIA1lMp20QycXZiaFEvomblwo4tY3cefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/FnEllWd9GYWNza3unuFva2z84PDKPTzoySgShbRLxSPQ8LClnIW0rpjjtxYLiwOO0603us3p3SoVkUfikZjF1AzwKmc8IVtoamKbTP3fsWvMaVevNjAdm2apYC6F1sHMoQ67WwPzqDyOSBDRUhGMpHduKlZtioRjhdF7qJ5LGmEzwiDoaQxxQ6aaLy+foUjtD5EdCv1Chhft7IsWBlLPA050BVmO5WsvM/2pOovxbN2VhnCgakuUiP+FIRSiLAQ2ZoETxmQZMBNO3IjLGAhOlwyrpEOzVL69Dp1qxa5XqY73cuMvjKMIZXMAV2HADDXiAFrSBwBSe4RXejNR4Md6Nj2VrwchnTuGPjM8f/yeRTQ==</latexit>

[[20A, 31A[[
<latexit sha1_base64="39L/yw6rnST4oLAiMiAR47bI3iI=">AAAB+XicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7p0M1oEF1KSVtBlqxuXFewF0lIm00k7dDIJM5NCCX0TNy4UceubuPNtnLRZaOsPAx//OYdz5vdjzpR2nG9rbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OLSPjlsqSiShTRLxSHZ8rChngjY105x2Yklx6HPa9sf3Wb09oVKxSDzpaUx7IR4KFjCCtbH6tu11z7yKU79CVbeecd8uOWVnLrQKbg4lyNXo21/dQUSSkApNOFbKc51Y91IsNSOczordRNEYkzEeUs+gwCFVvXR++QxdGGeAgkiaJzSau78nUhwqNQ190xliPVLLtcz8r+YlOrjtpUzEiaaCLBYFCUc6QlkMaMAkJZpPDWAimbkVkRGWmGgTVtGE4C5/eRValbJbLVcer0u1uzyOApzCOVyCCzdQgwdoQBMITOAZXuHNSq0X6936WLSuWfnMCfyR9fkD+PuRSQ==</latexit>

[[27A, +1[[
<latexit sha1_base64="oysdjhSVxGbVXXLYSC6vzHRxTM4=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3U4sgKCWpQl1W3bisYB+QhDKZTNqhk0mYmQgldO3GX3HjQhG3foE7/8ZJ2oVWD1w4nHPv3LnHTxiVyrK+jNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7u51ZZwKTDo4ZrHo+0gSRjnpKKoY6SeCoMhnpOePr3O/d0+EpDG/U5OEeBEachpSjJSWBmbVcatOo3l5CjO3eC0TJJieuJSHajLNzYFZs+pWAfiX2HNSA3O0B+anG8Q4jQhXmCEpHdtKlJchoShmZFpxU0kShMdoSBxNOYqI9LJi+RQeaSWAYSx0cQUL9edEhiIpJ5GvOyOkRnLRy8X/PCdV4YWXUZ6kinA8WxSmDKoY5rnAgAqCFZtogrCg+q8Qj5BAWOn0KjoEe/Hkv6TbqNtn9cbtea11NY+jDA7AITgGNmiCFrgBbdABGDyAJ/ACXo1H49l4M95nrSVjPrMPfsH4+Aa4spms</latexit>

[[0A, 10A[[
<latexit sha1_base64="pDxOVOd17ZubkRk7E8BtkjX5lAY=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm9EiuJCSVEGXrW5cVrAXSEOZTCft0MkkzEyEGvokblwo4tZHcefbOG2z0NYfBj7+cw7nzB8knCntON/Wyura+sZmYau4vbO7V7L3D1oqTiWhTRLzWHYCrChngjY105x2EklxFHDaDka303r7kUrFYvGgxwn1IzwQLGQEa2P17JLXPfac+jlynfoUe3bZqTgzoWVwcyhDrkbP/ur2Y5JGVGjCsVKe6yTaz7DUjHA6KXZTRRNMRnhAPYMCR1T52ezwCTo1Th+FsTRPaDRzf09kOFJqHAWmM8J6qBZrU/O/mpfq8NrPmEhSTQWZLwpTjnSMpimgPpOUaD42gIlk5lZEhlhiok1WRROCu/jlZWhVK+5FpXp/Wa7d5HEU4AhO4AxcuIIa3EEDmkAghWd4hTfryXqx3q2PeeuKlc8cwh9Znz+AHpEK</latexit>

[[6A, 17A[[
<latexit sha1_base64="6DVkinTFTnDDdNM0c2JDdU5+ovk=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm9EiuJCSVLEuW924rGAvkIYymU7aoZMLMxOhhj6JGxeKuPVR3Pk2TtostPWHgY//nMM583sxZ1JZ1rexsrq2vrFZ2Cpu7+zulcz9g7aMEkFoi0Q8El0PS8pZSFuKKU67saA48DjteOPbrN55pEKyKHxQk5i6AR6GzGcEK231zZLTO3auGufIrjUy7Jtlq2LNhJbBzqEMuZp986s3iEgS0FARjqV0bCtWboqFYoTTabGXSBpjMsZD6mgMcUClm84On6JT7QyQHwn9QoVm7u+JFAdSTgJPdwZYjeRiLTP/qzmJ8q/dlIVxomhI5ov8hCMVoSwFNGCCEsUnGjARTN+KyAgLTJTOqqhDsBe/vAztasW+qFTvL8v1mzyOAhzBCZyBDTWowx00oQUEEniGV3gznowX4934mLeuGPnMIfyR8fkDlDGRFw==</latexit>

[[13A, 24A[[
<latexit sha1_base64="WY485AfLNgPQY3sw1DXysHUc840=">AAAB+XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Slm9EiuJCStAVdtrpxWcFeIA1lMp20QycXZiaFEvomblwo4tY3cefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/FnEllWd9GYWNza3unuFva2z84PDKPTzoySgShbRLxSPQ8LClnIW0rpjjtxYLiwOO0603us3p3SoVkUfikZjF1AzwKmc8IVtoamKbTP3fsWvMaVevNjAdm2apYC6F1sHMoQ67WwPzqDyOSBDRUhGMpHduKlZtioRjhdF7qJ5LGmEzwiDoaQxxQ6aaLy+foUjtD5EdCv1Chhft7IsWBlLPA050BVmO5WsvM/2pOovxbN2VhnCgakuUiP+FIRSiLAQ2ZoETxmQZMBNO3IjLGAhOlwyrpEOzVL69Dp1qxa5XqY73cuMvjKMIZXMAV2HADDXiAFrSBwBSe4RXejNR4Md6Nj2VrwchnTuGPjM8f/yeRTQ==</latexit>

[[20A, 31A[[
<latexit sha1_base64="39L/yw6rnST4oLAiMiAR47bI3iI=">AAAB+XicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7p0M1oEF1KSVtBlqxuXFewF0lIm00k7dDIJM5NCCX0TNy4UceubuPNtnLRZaOsPAx//OYdz5vdjzpR2nG9rbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OLSPjlsqSiShTRLxSHZ8rChngjY105x2Yklx6HPa9sf3Wb09oVKxSDzpaUx7IR4KFjCCtbH6tu11z7yKU79CVbeecd8uOWVnLrQKbg4lyNXo21/dQUSSkApNOFbKc51Y91IsNSOczordRNEYkzEeUs+gwCFVvXR++QxdGGeAgkiaJzSau78nUhwqNQ190xliPVLLtcz8r+YlOrjtpUzEiaaCLBYFCUc6QlkMaMAkJZpPDWAimbkVkRGWmGgTVtGE4C5/eRValbJbLVcer0u1uzyOApzCOVyCCzdQgwdoQBMITOAZXuHNSq0X6936WLSuWfnMCfyR9fkD+PuRSQ==</latexit>

0.95
<latexit sha1_base64="VAYnBARcYVpOsVS6pHNb1UV3vm8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CklV1FvRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2N0IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjed9Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwpeNUEdokMY9VJ8SaciZp0zDDaSdRFIuQ03Y4vsv99hNVmsXy0UwSGgg8lCxiBJtc8tyby36l6rneDGiZ+AWpQoFGv/LVG8QkFVQawrHWXd9LTJBhZRjhdFrupZommIzxkHYtlVhQHWSzW6fo1CoDFMXKljRopv6eyLDQeiJC2ymwGelFLxf/87qpia6DjMkkNVSS+aIo5cjEKH8cDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsbGU7Yh+IsvL5NWzfXP3drDRbV+W8RRgmM4gTPw4QrqcA8NaAKBETzDK7w5wnlx3p2PeeuKU8wcwR84nz/WvY1y</latexit>

0.52
<latexit sha1_base64="3kXWggjd9LHHz8d6g4TF3P9/ckk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqoseiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUEdoiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044ucv9zhNVmsXy0UwTGgg8kixiBJtc8tyr+qBa81xvDrRK/ILUoEBzUP3qD2OSCioN4Vjrnu8lJsiwMoxwOqv0U00TTCZ4RHuWSiyoDrL5rTN0ZpUhimJlSxo0V39PZFhoPRWh7RTYjPWyl4v/eb3URDdBxmSSGirJYlGUcmRilD+OhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2PjqdgQ/OWXV0m77voXbv3hsta4LeIowwmcwjn4cA0NuIcmtIDAGJ7hFd4c4bw4787HorXkFDPH8AfO5w/MHY1r</latexit>

0.12
<latexit sha1_base64="M6hJXyikft9/GSblwbzwnrdnNTg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hqQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wepf73SeqNIvlo5klNBB4LFnECDa55Ll+fVitea63AFonfkFqUKA1rH4NRjFJBZWGcKx13/cSE2RYGUY4nVcGqaYJJlM8pn1LJRZUB9ni1jm6sMoIRbGyJQ1aqL8nMiy0nonQdgpsJnrVy8X/vH5qopsgYzJJDZVkuShKOTIxyh9HI6YoMXxmCSaK2VsRmWCFibHxVGwI/urL66RTd/0rt/7QqDVvizjKcAbncAk+XEMT7qEFbSAwgWd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QPGCY1n</latexit>

0.88
<latexit sha1_base64="j5taFKADIJZxMtu4sIkOdB9Bq4U=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqYI9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wepf73SeqNIvlo5klNBB4LFnECDa55LmNxrBa81xvAbRO/ILUoEBrWP0ajGKSCioN4Vjrvu8lJsiwMoxwOq8MUk0TTKZ4TPuWSiyoDrLFrXN0YZURimJlSxq0UH9PZFhoPROh7RTYTPSql4v/ef3URI0gYzJJDZVkuShKOTIxyh9HI6YoMXxmCSaK2VsRmWCFibHxVGwI/urL66RTd/0rt/5wXWveFnGU4QzO4RJ8uIEm3EML2kBgAs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wfZxI10</latexit>

0.48
<latexit sha1_base64="hsMBc8pviPadIWlfTWJsHieK9sw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Ckkt2GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2N0IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjed9OxubW9s7u6W98v7B4dFx5eS0o+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244vcv97hNVmsXy0cwSGgg8lixiBJtc8tx6Y1ipeq63AFonfkGqUKA1rHwNRjFJBZWGcKx13/cSE2RYGUY4nZcHqaYJJlM8pn1LJRZUB9ni1jm6tMoIRbGyJQ1aqL8nMiy0nonQdgpsJnrVy8X/vH5qokaQMZmkhkqyXBSlHJkY5Y+jEVOUGD6zBBPF7K2ITLDCxNh4yjYEf/XlddKpuf61W3uoV5u3RRwlOIcLuAIfbqAJ99CCNhCYwDO8wpsjnBfn3flYtm44xcwZ/IHz+QPTsI1w</latexit>

0.05
<latexit sha1_base64="t02x+nfKLkD1J0G9dr5ZutSBXZU=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxURZdFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRihDf8GNC0Xc+kPu/Bsz01lo64GQwzn3cu89QcyZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRR0eJIrRNIh6pXoA15UzStmGG016sKBYBp91gepf53SeqNIvko5nF1Bd4LFnICDaZ5Nbdq2G1Zr8caJV4BalBgdaw+jUYRSQRVBrCsdZ9z42Nn2JlGOF0XhkkmsaYTPGY9i2VWFDtp/muc3RmlREKI2WfNChXf3ekWGg9E4GtFNhM9LKXif95/cSEN37KZJwYKsliUJhwZCKUHY5GTFFi+MwSTBSzuyIywQoTY+Op2BC85ZNXSadR9y7qjYfLWvO2iKMMJ3AK5+DBNTThHlrQBgITeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L0pJT9BzDHzifP8kQjWk=</latexit>

0.99
<latexit sha1_base64="383wR384MQdf+zTWUxGTACq5XJY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkkVtLeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFxW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpf7nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDa55Ln1+qBS9VxvDrRK/IJUoUBzUPnqD2OSCioN4Vjrnu8lJsiwMoxwOiv3U00TTCZ4RHuWSiyoDrL5rTN0bpUhimJlSxo0V39PZFhoPRWh7RTYjPWyl4v/eb3URDdBxmSSGirJYlGUcmRilD+OhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2PjKdsQ/OWXV0m75vqXbu3hqtq4LeIowSmcwQX4cA0NuIcmtIDAGJ7hFd4c4bw4787HonXNKWZO4A+czx/czY12</latexit>

0.72
<latexit sha1_base64="TDftYNMGRbx3R49ykR+BN/yzMUo=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqUI9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wepf73SeqNIvlo5klNBB4LFnECDa55LmN+rBa81xvAbRO/ILUoEBrWP0ajGKSCioN4Vjrvu8lJsiwMoxwOq8MUk0TTKZ4TPuWSiyoDrLFrXN0YZURimJlSxq0UH9PZFhoPROh7RTYTPSql4v/ef3URDdBxmSSGirJclGUcmRilD+ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2PjqdgQ/NWX10mn7vpXbv3huta8LeIowxmcwyX40IAm3EML2kBgAs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wfPJ41t</latexit>

0.29
<latexit sha1_base64="4CIZQEmU4TQb2Ctw5bxUSJBUTC8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqoN6KXjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6F/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjto5TRWiLxDxW3RBrypmkLcMMp91EUSxCTjvh5C73O09UaRbLRzNNaCDwSLKIEWxyyXPrN4NqzXO9OdAq8QtSgwLNQfWrP4xJKqg0hGOte76XmCDDyjDC6azSTzVNMJngEe1ZKrGgOsjmt87QmVWGKIqVLWnQXP09kWGh9VSEtlNgM9bLXi7+5/VSE10HGZNJaqgki0VRypGJUf44GjJFieFTSzBRzN6KyBgrTIyNp2JD8JdfXiXtuutfuPWHy1rjtoijDCdwCufgwxU04B6a0AICY3iGV3hzhPPivDsfi9aSU8wcwx84nz/SKo1v</latexit>

0.71
<latexit sha1_base64="KHPZuuupZVV75l88cAkDeYDTcMY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqUI9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wepf73SeqNIvlo5klNBB4LFnECDa55LkNf1itea63AFonfkFqUKA1rH4NRjFJBZWGcKx13/cSE2RYGUY4nVcGqaYJJlM8pn1LJRZUB9ni1jm6sMoIRbGyJQ1aqL8nMiy0nonQdgpsJnrVy8X/vH5qopsgYzJJDZVkuShKOTIxyh9HI6YoMXxmCSaK2VsRmWCFibHxVGwI/urL66RTd/0rt/5wXWveFnGU4QzO4RJ8aEAT7qEFbSAwgWd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QPNo41s</latexit>

0.27
<latexit sha1_base64="/z1o/6Fu+ZORxmHQEuBpNJ/LJ6A=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqUI9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wepf73SeqNIvlo5klNBB4LFnECDa55Ln1xrBa81xvAbRO/ILUoEBrWP0ajGKSCioN4Vjrvu8lJsiwMoxwOq8MUk0TTKZ4TPuWSiyoDrLFrXN0YZURimJlSxq0UH9PZFhoPROh7RTYTPSql4v/ef3URDdBxmSSGirJclGUcmRilD+ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2PjqdgQ/NWX10mn7vpXbv3huta8LeIowxmcwyX40IAm3EML2kBgAs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wfPIo1t</latexit>

0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="qwdErDBbtRO3grGovDj15i8QXKs=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAiuykwVdFl047KCfUA7lEyaaUOTzJBkhDL0F9y4UMStP+TOvzHTzkJbD4QczrmXe+8JE8GN9bxvtLa+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJk41ZS0ai1h3Q2KY4Iq1LLeCdRPNiAwF64STu9zvPDFteKwe7TRhgSQjxSNOic0lr+b5g0rVfXPgVeIXpAoFmoPKV38Y01QyZakgxvR8L7FBRrTlVLBZuZ8alhA6ISPWc1QRyUyQzXed4XOnDHEUa/eUxXP1d0dGpDFTGbpKSezYLHu5+J/XS210E2RcJallii4GRanANsb54XjINaNWTB0hVHO3K6Zjogm1Lp6yC8FfPnmVtOs1/7JWf7iqNm6LOEpwCmdwAT5cQwPuoQktoDCGZ3iFNyTRC3pHH4vSNVT0nMAfoM8fwwCNZQ==</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="TtIgPQprnJE4HSS++PuM3etxya8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPe+uMuQ==</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="TtIgPQprnJE4HSS++PuM3etxya8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPe+uMuQ==</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="TtIgPQprnJE4HSS++PuM3etxya8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPe+uMuQ==</latexit>

Figure 2.5: An overlapping macro-transition for the BD system. The interpretation is similar
to the non-overlapping case in 2.4 with the exception that intervals overlap (denoted by a gray
region)

the macro-transition starts (resp. ends).
We then want to observe whether the trend of the system will proceed upwards or downwards.

Since abstraction loses all information about the probabilities of individual reactions, we recover
them using Eq. 2.1. As a result, the probability to exit from the upper bound 19 when starting
from the value q(A) = 15 is equal to 0.27, and its complement 0.73 is the probability to exit from
the lower bound 15. Putting these pieces of information together results in the macro-transition
J15, 19J 0.73−−→ J10, 14J in Fig. 2.4. Namely, after going up to the interval J15, 19J, the system has
a higher tendency to return to a lower interval. Note that this behavior is opposite in direction
to the stable interval J20, +∞J. Actually, the general trend of a majority of macro-transitions
opposes the direction of the interval containing the steady state point. Mainly this is because it
requires only one transition in the initial reaction network to go back to the previous interval,
whereas several ones are required to cross an interval entirely. Hence border effects give too
much importance to backwards macro-transitions.

To cope with this artifact of the abstraction, we introduce a minimal effort for the system
to perform fluctuations between consecutive intervals by using overlapping intervals instead. In
Fig. 2.5, we compute a macro-transition system for the same BD system as in Fig. 2.4 but with
overlapping intervals (overlaps are indicated in gray). The meaning of macro-transitions has to
be defined carefully: we consider a macro-transition between a first interval and a second one,
only when the system leaves the first interval (hence crossing the overlapping region). We adjust
the position of the source and target of the macro-transitions accordingly in the drawing.

Now, the stable interval is J14, 23J. Starting from the value q(A) = 10, the probability to
exit from the upper bound 16 of the interval J7, 16J is equal to 0.95 while the probability to
exit from its lower bound 7 is equal to 0.05. Consequently, we obtained the macro-transition
J7, 16J 0.95−−→ J14, 23J which shows the tendency to move towards the stable interval. Similar
observations can be made about the other macro-transitions leading to the interval J14, 23J.

We notice two major features from our overlapping interval design. Firstly, quantities of
molecule A contained in overlapping regions must surpass a buffer region to be able to go back
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into the previous interval, thus limiting border effects. And, secondly, the general trend of
the system reflects a greater likelihood towards the stable interval which was not the case for
non-overlapping intervals.

Altogether, we show how our framework is capable of coarse-graining the behaviors emerging
from the BD reaction network using a more formal approach. Whereas discretization with non-
overlapping intervals was not enough to keep only the likely behaviors as done in the logical
models, the use of overlapping intervals introduces a minimal effort for the system to go back
after entering an interval. The result is an abstract transition system when unnatural behaviors
are assigned low probabilities, hence allowing to quantify the probability of the behaviors that
are neglected in the hand-written logical model.

2.3 Case Study II: Model of Resource Competition

Now we shift gears to the second case study: the resource competition system.

2.3.1 Reaction network

The second case study is composed of two reactions:

r1 : A
kB−−→ B r2 : 2A

kC−−→ C

where two chemical species, B and C are produced and each consume a common resource, A. In
reaction r1, a quantity of B is produced with a kinetic constant kB. In reaction r2, a quantity
of C is produced with kinetic constant kC . The production of molecule B consumes a quantity
of A, while C requires two.

As in the first case study, we assume stochastic mass-action kinetics law to obtain the
propensities kB ·q(A) and kC ·q(A)·(q(A)−1)

2 for, respectively, the reactions r1 and r2. Consequently,
we derive a probability function for each reaction:

µ1(q) = 2·kB ·q(A)
q(A)·(2·kB+kC ·(q(A)−1)) and µ2(q) = kC ·q(A)·(q(A)−1)

q(A)·(2·kB+kC ·(q(A)−1)) .

Contrary to the first case study, this reaction system does not have reversible reactions and
the quantities of B and C are strictly increasing up to the point at which all resources become
depleted.

2.3.2 A logical model of competition for resources

As in the first case study, we can write by hand a logical model for this second example.
The property of interest is the competition between the production of the molecules B and
C. Namely, depending on the quantity of the resource A, either B or C is produced more
abundantly. When the quantity of A is under a certain value, the quantity of B increases more;
and when it is above this value, the quantity of C increases more.

Using this knowledge we obtain the logical model that is described in Fig. 2.6. The directed
graph shows different kinds of regulations. Firstly, A regulates B and C because it may be
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Directed graph Logical function Transition system

(xA(t), xB(t), xC(t)) ! (xA(t + 1), xB(t + 1), xC(t + 1))
(0, 0, 0) ! (0, 1, 0)
(0, 0, 1) ! (0, 1, 1)
(0, 1, 0) ! (0, 1, 0)
(0, 1, 1) ! (0, 1, 1)
(1, 0, 0) ! (0, 0, 1)
(1, 0, 1) ! (0, 0, 1)
(1, 1, 0) ! (0, 1, 1)
(1, 1, 1) ! (0, 1, 1)
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Figure 2.6: A logical model for a system of resource competition. A directed graph (left) displays
how molecule B and C have a common regulator, molecule A. Moreover, each kind of molecules
auto-regulates it-self. Each logical function (center) is a Boolean rule which reflects the update
scheme for a given chemical species. They can take values in the domain 0, 1. The value 0
stands for low, 1 for high. The transition system (right) reflects the system dynamics from the
logical functions.

consumed to produce them. Secondly, each component auto-regulates itself since whatever it
increases or decreases, its quantity at the next time step depends on the one at the current
state. Lastly, A auto-regulates itself negatively (since it is consumed to produce B and C). We
can abstract quantities by Boolean values. Namely, the state is a triple of Boolean variables
(xA, xB, xC) ∈ {0, 1}3, here 0 stands for low quantity and 1 for high quantity. The logical
(Boolean) functions are derived to capture the main feature of the reaction network. A gets
consumed, while either B or C is produced according to the qualitative abundance of A.

Several update policies exist to define the operational semantics. Our transition system is
derived by assuming the synchronous one, where the value of each chemical species is updated
at each time step. It induces the eight transitions that are described in Fig. 2.6. It is worth
mentioning that similar results can be achieved in the asynchronous mode by taking into account
mass preservation of invariants and using priorities [2]. The model indicates that starting with
a low amount of the molecule A, the system produces some B, but no C: (0, 0, 0) → (0, 1, 0);
whereas with a high amount of the molecule A, the system produces firstly some C: (1, 0, 0)→
(0, 0, 1), then some B: (0, 0, 1) → (0, 1, 1). Here, the target state of the first logical transition
becomes the source of the second. One may wonder whether more behaviors may occur in the
underlying reaction system that have been discarded by the simplification into a logical model.

2.3.3 A formally derived model of competition for resources

This motivates the formal discretization of the reaction network with overlapping intervals to
compare the behaviors of the so-obtained model to the ones of the logical model. Specifically,
we wonder whether our framework is capable of highlighting both main behaviors (production
of B, or production of C followed by production of B), and provides low upper bounds for the
probability of behaving differently.

Firstly, in order to simplify the computation, we would like to eliminate the variable q(A)
which stands for the quantity of A in the system. We denote as q ∈ QR the chemical state,
which contains copy numbers of molecules A, B, and C. The system is constrained by the
following mass invariant q(A) = q′

0(A)− (q(B)− q′
0(B))− 2·(q(C)− q′

0(C)), where q′
0 stands for
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the initial chemical state and is fixed once for all. We can safely replace each occurrence of the
variable q(A) with the right hand side of this equality in any expression.

As in the first case study, the domain of values can be sampled into overlapping intervals.
This way, chemical states are gathered into rectangular regions (we are left with only two
dimensions since we have eliminated the quantity of A), that are called macro-states. Our goal
is then to derive some quantitative information about the macro-transitions in the so-obtained
discretized model. More specifically, when a chemical state enters a new macro-state, the goal is
to compute the probability that the system will cross the corresponding rectangular region and
exit along the same axis, or via the alternate axis. Note that when entering a new macro-state,
we do not know precisely the chemical state of the system. Thus, any potential position on the
entering side must be considered (e.g., the system may be arbitrary close to the corner of the
rectangular region so that exiting the rectangle via the alternate axis may require only one step in
the concrete, see Fig. 2.7). In such a scenario, one may have to deal with several more fictitious
abstract behaviors that may impact the analysis of the underlying system. Consequently, in
order to retain a minimal effort strategy, we do not consider the next consecutive interval in
the alternate axis, but the subsequent one (see Fig. 2.8). For instance, when an event drives
molecule B into a new abstract interval, we consider as target goals the next consecutive interval
for molecule B and the next two consecutive abstract values for molecule C, since we do not
know precisely the concrete amount of C. The initial macro-state receives particular treatment:
we can safely compute by which rectangular face a chemical state will exit, since the initial state
is known perfectly.

The general framework described in Chapter 6 provides for any pair of thresholds for the
quantities of molecules B and C and for any chemical state q ∈ QR, the probability that the
quantity of the molecule B reaches its threshold before the molecule C, and conversely. We
denote by JmB, MBJ (resp. JmC , MCJ) an interval for the quantity of the molecule B (resp. C).
We introduce P G

g1(q) (resp. P G
g2(q)) as the probability for a chemical state where the quantity

of B (resp. C) reaches the threshold MB (resp. MC) before that the quantity of C (resp. B)
reaches the threshold MC (resp. MB) when starting from a state with q(B) and q(C) instances
of the molecule B and C. Therefore, the probability P G

g1(q) satisfies the following relation:

P G
g1(q) =


1 whenever q(B) = MB,

0 whenever q(B) < MB and q(C) = MC ,

µ1(q) · P G
g1(q′) + µ2(q) · P G

g1(q′′) otherwise.

(2.2)

for every q(B), q(C) ∈ N, such that mB ≤ q(B) ≤ MB and mC ≤ q(C) ≤ MC . A similar
expression can be obtained for P G

g2(q) by switching the base cases for the alternate axis. First
two cases stand for the boundary conditions (where thresholds are reached) whereas the third
cases captures an increase in molecule B with probability µ1(q) or C with probability µ2(q).

In general, Eq. 2.2 can be computed exactly by means of inverting a matrix (or equivalently
solving a linear system of equations) or approximated, from below, by using a finite expansion
of the sequence of the powers of a sparse matrix. We derive and discuss this computation into
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<latexit sha1_base64="jjFVuRrEOIt01VWuwsVzu6C99aY=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVFGXRTcuK9gLpKFMppN26GQSZyaFEvocblwo4taHcefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RUlEhCmyTikez4WFHOBG1qpjntxJLi0Oe07Y/usnp7TKVikXjUk5h6IR4IFjCCtbE8t3vsXp0jp5ZBr1yxq/ZMaBmcHCqQq9Erf3X7EUlCKjThWCnXsWPtpVhqRjidlrqJojEmIzygrkGBQ6q8dHb0FJ0ap4+CSJonNJq5vydSHCo1CX3TGWI9VIu1zPyv5iY6uPFSJuJEU0Hmi4KEIx2hLAHUZ5ISzScGMJHM3IrIEEtMtMmpZEJwFr+8DK1a1bmo1h4uK/XbPI4iHMEJnIED11CHe2hAEwg8wTO8wps1tl6sd+tj3lqw8plD+CPr8wf+4ZBL</latexit>

[[6
,1

2[
[

<latexit sha1_base64="jjFVuRrEOIt01VWuwsVzu6C99aY=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVFGXRTcuK9gLpKFMppN26GQSZyaFEvocblwo4taHcefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RUlEhCmyTikez4WFHOBG1qpjntxJLi0Oe07Y/usnp7TKVikXjUk5h6IR4IFjCCtbE8t3vsXp0jp5ZBr1yxq/ZMaBmcHCqQq9Erf3X7EUlCKjThWCnXsWPtpVhqRjidlrqJojEmIzygrkGBQ6q8dHb0FJ0ap4+CSJonNJq5vydSHCo1CX3TGWI9VIu1zPyv5iY6uPFSJuJEU0Hmi4KEIx2hLAHUZ5ISzScGMJHM3IrIEEtMtMmpZEJwFr+8DK1a1bmo1h4uK/XbPI4iHMEJnIED11CHe2hAEwg8wTO8wps1tl6sd+tj3lqw8plD+CPr8wf+4ZBL</latexit>[[6
,1

2[
[

<latexit sha1_base64="jjFVuRrEOIt01VWuwsVzu6C99aY=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVFGXRTcuK9gLpKFMppN26GQSZyaFEvocblwo4taHcefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RUlEhCmyTikez4WFHOBG1qpjntxJLi0Oe07Y/usnp7TKVikXjUk5h6IR4IFjCCtbE8t3vsXp0jp5ZBr1yxq/ZMaBmcHCqQq9Erf3X7EUlCKjThWCnXsWPtpVhqRjidlrqJojEmIzygrkGBQ6q8dHb0FJ0ap4+CSJonNJq5vydSHCo1CX3TGWI9VIu1zPyv5iY6uPFSJuJEU0Hmi4KEIx2hLAHUZ5ISzScGMJHM3IrIEEtMtMmpZEJwFr+8DK1a1bmo1h4uK/XbPI4iHMEJnIED11CHe2hAEwg8wTO8wps1tl6sd+tj3lqw8plD+CPr8wf+4ZBL</latexit>

[[12, 18[[
<latexit sha1_base64="ws/Q8IsyBc3yA3kUm0ful76RXq8=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVMEui25cVrAXSGOZTCft0MkkzEyUEvoeblwo4tZ3cefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RVlEhCWyTikez6WFHOBG1ppjntxpLi0Oe0449vsnrnkUrFInGvJzH1QjwULGAEa2M9uL1j16mdI6eeUb9csav2TGgZnBwqkKvZL3/1BhFJQio04Vgp17Fj7aVYakY4nZZ6iaIxJmM8pK5BgUOqvHR29RSdGmeAgkiaJzSaub8nUhwqNQl90xliPVKLtcz8r+YmOqh7KRNxoqkg80VBwpGOUBYBGjBJieYTA5hIZm5FZIQlJtoEVTIhOItfXoZ2repcVGt3l5XGdR5HEY7gBM7AgStowC00oQUEJDzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCH9kff4AdByQiA==</latexit>

[[12, 18[[
<latexit sha1_base64="ws/Q8IsyBc3yA3kUm0ful76RXq8=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVMEui25cVrAXSGOZTCft0MkkzEyUEvoeblwo4tZ3cefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RVlEhCWyTikez6WFHOBG1ppjntxpLi0Oe0449vsnrnkUrFInGvJzH1QjwULGAEa2M9uL1j16mdI6eeUb9csav2TGgZnBwqkKvZL3/1BhFJQio04Vgp17Fj7aVYakY4nZZ6iaIxJmM8pK5BgUOqvHR29RSdGmeAgkiaJzSaub8nUhwqNQl90xliPVKLtcz8r+YmOqh7KRNxoqkg80VBwpGOUBYBGjBJieYTA5hIZm5FZIQlJtoEVTIhOItfXoZ2repcVGt3l5XGdR5HEY7gBM7AgStowC00oQUEJDzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCH9kff4AdByQiA==</latexit>

[[1
2
,1

8[
[

<latexit sha1_base64="ws/Q8IsyBc3yA3kUm0ful76RXq8=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVMEui25cVrAXSGOZTCft0MkkzEyUEvoeblwo4tZ3cefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RVlEhCWyTikez6WFHOBG1ppjntxpLi0Oe0449vsnrnkUrFInGvJzH1QjwULGAEa2M9uL1j16mdI6eeUb9csav2TGgZnBwqkKvZL3/1BhFJQio04Vgp17Fj7aVYakY4nZZ6iaIxJmM8pK5BgUOqvHR29RSdGmeAgkiaJzSaub8nUhwqNQl90xliPVKLtcz8r+YmOqh7KRNxoqkg80VBwpGOUBYBGjBJieYTA5hIZm5FZIQlJtoEVTIhOItfXoZ2repcVGt3l5XGdR5HEY7gBM7AgStowC00oQUEJDzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCH9kff4AdByQiA==</latexit>

[[1
2
,1

8[
[

<latexit sha1_base64="ws/Q8IsyBc3yA3kUm0ful76RXq8=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVMEui25cVrAXSGOZTCft0MkkzEyUEvoeblwo4tZ3cefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RVlEhCWyTikez6WFHOBG1ppjntxpLi0Oe0449vsnrnkUrFInGvJzH1QjwULGAEa2M9uL1j16mdI6eeUb9csav2TGgZnBwqkKvZL3/1BhFJQio04Vgp17Fj7aVYakY4nZZ6iaIxJmM8pK5BgUOqvHR29RSdGmeAgkiaJzSaub8nUhwqNQl90xliPVKLtcz8r+YmOqh7KRNxoqkg80VBwpGOUBYBGjBJieYTA5hIZm5FZIQlJtoEVTIhOItfXoZ2repcVGt3l5XGdR5HEY7gBM7AgStowC00oQUEJDzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCH9kff4AdByQiA==</latexit>

[[1
8
,+

1
[[

<latexit sha1_base64="ngb8cZ4EwqvBEZcXXIJYlaRUv1Q=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3o0UQlJJUwS6LblxWsA9IQplMJu3QySTMTIQSsnXjr7hxoYhb/8Cdf+Mk7UKrBy4czrl37tzjJ4xKZVlfRmVpeWV1rbpe29jc2t4xd/d6Mk4FJl0cs1gMfCQJo5x0FVWMDBJBUOQz0vcn14XfvydC0pjfqWlCvAiNOA0pRkpLQxM67qFjt85g5paPZYIE+alLeaimeeENzbrVsErAv8SekzqYozM0P90gxmlEuMIMSenYVqK8DAlFMSN5zU0lSRCeoBFxNOUoItLLyuU5PNZKAMNY6OIKlurPiQxFUk4jX3dGSI3loleI/3lOqsKWl1GepIpwPFsUpgyqGBaxwIAKghWbaoKwoPqvEI+RQFjp8Go6BHvx5L+k12zY543m7UW9fTWPowoOwBE4ATa4BG1wAzqgCzB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8z1orxnxmH/yC8fENKLaZYQ==</latexit>

[[1
8
,+

1
[[

<latexit sha1_base64="ngb8cZ4EwqvBEZcXXIJYlaRUv1Q=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3o0UQlJJUwS6LblxWsA9IQplMJu3QySTMTIQSsnXjr7hxoYhb/8Cdf+Mk7UKrBy4czrl37tzjJ4xKZVlfRmVpeWV1rbpe29jc2t4xd/d6Mk4FJl0cs1gMfCQJo5x0FVWMDBJBUOQz0vcn14XfvydC0pjfqWlCvAiNOA0pRkpLQxM67qFjt85g5paPZYIE+alLeaimeeENzbrVsErAv8SekzqYozM0P90gxmlEuMIMSenYVqK8DAlFMSN5zU0lSRCeoBFxNOUoItLLyuU5PNZKAMNY6OIKlurPiQxFUk4jX3dGSI3loleI/3lOqsKWl1GepIpwPFsUpgyqGBaxwIAKghWbaoKwoPqvEI+RQFjp8Go6BHvx5L+k12zY543m7UW9fTWPowoOwBE4ATa4BG1wAzqgCzB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8z1orxnxmH/yC8fENKLaZYQ==</latexit>

q00(A) = 15
<latexit sha1_base64="7RSTYxUuu0wwCf9X0ujRw5m91Ts=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgIGBxaJClKVKCggWpAILY5HoQ2qjyHHc1qrjBNtBqqIs/AoLAwix8hls/A1umgFajnSlo3Pu9fU9XsSoVJb1bRQWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc0tc3unJcNYYNLEIQtFx0OSMMpJU1HFSCcSBAUeI21vdDPx249ESBryezWOiBOgAad9ipHSkmvu9bI3EkH89OHItSpXx/AS2meuWbaqVgY4T+yclEGOhmt+9fwQxwHhCjMkZde2IuUkSCiKGUlLvViSCOERGpCuphwFRDpJtjyFh1rxYT8UuriCmfp7IkGBlOPA050BUkM5603E/7xurPoXTkJ5FCvC8XRRP2ZQhXCSBvSpIFixsSYIC6r/CvEQCYSVzqykQ7BnT54nrVrVPqnW7k7L9es8jiLYBwegAmxwDurgFjRAE2CQgmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+pq0FI5/ZBX9gfP4AQ/mU3w==</latexit>

q00(A) = 100
<latexit sha1_base64="3k+5LuiR6quoWTYeGuGuXjc1DXY=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUTeCm2AR66ZkqqAboerGZQX7gHYYMplMG5p5mGSEMtSNv+LGhSJu/Qt3/o3pdBbaeuDC4Zx7c3OPG3MmFULfRmFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwyt3daMkoEoU0S8Uh0XCwpZyFtKqY47cSC4sDltO0Oryd++4EKyaLwTo1iage4HzKfEay05Jh7veyNVFBvfH/koMrlMbyAFkKOWUZVlAHOEysnZZCj4ZhfPS8iSUBDRTiWsmuhWNkpFooRTselXiJpjMkQ92lX0xAHVNpptn0MD7XiQT8SukIFM/X3RIoDKUeBqzsDrAZy1puI/3ndRPnndsrCOFE0JNNFfsKhiuAkDugxQYniI00wEUz/FZIBFpgoHVpJh2DNnjxPWrWqdVKt3Z6W61d5HEWwDw5ABVjgDNTBDWiAJiDgETyDV/BmPBkvxrvxMW0tGPnMLvgD4/MHsZmVFA==</latexit>

q(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="ABTmIjzjdGiBB+cAO9P6bS6Wwds=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokcvGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJs3Mf3iiSrNI3ptpTH2BR5KFjGCTSY/V5vmgXHFr7hxolXg5qUCO1qD81R9GJBFUGsKx1j3PjY2fYmUY4XRW6ieaxphM8Ij2LJVYUO2n81tn6MwqQxRGypY0aK7+nkix0HoqAtspsBnrZS8T//N6iQmv/ZTJODFUksWiMOHIRCh7HA2ZosTwqSWYKGZvRWSMFSbGxlOyIXjLL6+STr3mXdTqd5eVxk0eRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LfGNqw==</latexit>

q(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="ABTmIjzjdGiBB+cAO9P6bS6Wwds=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokcvGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJs3Mf3iiSrNI3ptpTH2BR5KFjGCTSY/V5vmgXHFr7hxolXg5qUCO1qD81R9GJBFUGsKx1j3PjY2fYmUY4XRW6ieaxphM8Ij2LJVYUO2n81tn6MwqQxRGypY0aK7+nkix0HoqAtspsBnrZS8T//N6iQmv/ZTJODFUksWiMOHIRCh7HA2ZosTwqSWYKGZvRWSMFSbGxlOyIXjLL6+STr3mXdTqd5eVxk0eRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LfGNqw==</latexit>

q(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ha7ZGE2p7flZDVpSefVUvhEbnPw=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokePGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJjeZ//BElWaRvDfTmPoCjyQLGcEmkx6rzfNBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEcrUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14lnXrNu6jV7y4rjWYeRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LGyNqg==</latexit>

q(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ha7ZGE2p7flZDVpSefVUvhEbnPw=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokePGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJjeZ//BElWaRvDfTmPoCjyQLGcEmkx6rzfNBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEcrUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14lnXrNu6jV7y4rjWYeRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LGyNqg==</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

12<latexit sha1_base64="T6tUpzCZvCBiMxBZAbQPhSc8j9c=">AAAB6XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiSptOmu6MZlFfuANpTJdNIOnTyYmQgl9A/cuFDErX/kzr9x2mah1QMXDufcy733+AlnUlnWl1HY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnHRmngtA2iXksej6WlLOIthVTnPYSQXHoc9r1pzcLv/tIhWRx9KBmCfVCPI5YwAhWWrq3nWG5YpkNt+ZUXWSZtZrrNOqaWEsgOycVyNEalj8Ho5ikIY0U4VjKvm0lysuwUIxwOi8NUkkTTKZ4TPuaRjik0suWl87RhVZGKIiFrkihpfpzIsOhlLPQ150hVhO57i3E/7x+qgLXy1iUpIpGZLUoSDlSMVq8jUZMUKL4TBNMBNO3IjLBAhOlwynpEOz1l/+SjmPaVdO5u6o0r/M4inAG53AJNtShCbfQgjYQCOAJXuDVmBrPxpvxvmotGPnMKfyC8fENWTyNPw==</latexit>

12<latexit sha1_base64="T6tUpzCZvCBiMxBZAbQPhSc8j9c=">AAAB6XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiSptOmu6MZlFfuANpTJdNIOnTyYmQgl9A/cuFDErX/kzr9x2mah1QMXDufcy733+AlnUlnWl1HY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnHRmngtA2iXksej6WlLOIthVTnPYSQXHoc9r1pzcLv/tIhWRx9KBmCfVCPI5YwAhWWrq3nWG5YpkNt+ZUXWSZtZrrNOqaWEsgOycVyNEalj8Ho5ikIY0U4VjKvm0lysuwUIxwOi8NUkkTTKZ4TPuaRjik0suWl87RhVZGKIiFrkihpfpzIsOhlLPQ150hVhO57i3E/7x+qgLXy1iUpIpGZLUoSDlSMVq8jUZMUKL4TBNMBNO3IjLBAhOlwynpEOz1l/+SjmPaVdO5u6o0r/M4inAG53AJNtShCbfQgjYQCOAJXuDVmBrPxpvxvmotGPnMKfyC8fENWTyNPw==</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

18
<latexit sha1_base64="G/8gxbhD0/ER2MbCjVGIp766kXM=">AAAB6XicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0iqxXorevFYxX5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyOU0H/gxYMiXv1H3vw3btsIVfTBwOO9GWbmBQlnSrvup1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b37P2DlopTSWiTxDyWnQArypmgTc00p51EUhwFnLaD8fXMbz9QqVgs7vUkoX6Eh4KFjGBtpDuv1rfLnuPOgVynVqm61UtDcuXbKkOORt/+6A1ikkZUaMKxUl3PTbSfYakZ4XRa6qWKJpiM8ZB2DRU4osrP5pdO0YlRBiiMpSmh0VxdnshwpNQkCkxnhPVI/fZm4l9eN9Vhzc+YSFJNBVksClOOdIxmb6MBk5RoPjEEE8nMrYiMsMREm3BKyyH8T1oVxztzKrfn5fpVHkcRjuAYTsGDC6jDDTSgCQRCeIRneLHG1pP1ar0tWgtWPnMIP2C9fwEhY40Z</latexit> 18

<latexit sha1_base64="G/8gxbhD0/ER2MbCjVGIp766kXM=">AAAB6XicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0iqxXorevFYxX5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyOU0H/gxYMiXv1H3vw3btsIVfTBwOO9GWbmBQlnSrvup1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b37P2DlopTSWiTxDyWnQArypmgTc00p51EUhwFnLaD8fXMbz9QqVgs7vUkoX6Eh4KFjGBtpDuv1rfLnuPOgVynVqm61UtDcuXbKkOORt/+6A1ikkZUaMKxUl3PTbSfYakZ4XRa6qWKJpiM8ZB2DRU4osrP5pdO0YlRBiiMpSmh0VxdnshwpNQkCkxnhPVI/fZm4l9eN9Vhzc+YSFJNBVksClOOdIxmb6MBk5RoPjEEE8nMrYiMsMREm3BKyyH8T1oVxztzKrfn5fpVHkcRjuAYTsGDC6jDDTSgCQRCeIRneLHG1pP1ar0tWgtWPnMIP2C9fwEhY40Z</latexit>

12<latexit sha1_base64="ALLz6vmUTDvkzVVEncAtpzSzfDI=">AAACFHicdVBLS8NAGNz4rPUV9ehlsQiCEpLYansrevFYwT4gDWWz3bRLNw92N0IJ+RFe/CtePCji1YM3/41JmkIVHViYnZlv92OckFEhdf1LWVpeWV1bL22UN7e2d3bVvf2OCCKOSRsHLOA9BwnCqE/akkpGeiEnyHMY6TqT68zv3hMuaODfyWlIbA+NfOpSjGQqDdTTuJ8/YvGRY8e6puc407XqRaNmZmSmJIaZDNSKUVyhrtXNml5rwHkAzq0KKNAaqJ/9YYAjj/gSMySEZeihtGPEJcWMJOV+JEiI8ASNiJVSH3lE2HG+TwKPU2UI3YCnx5cwVxcnYuQJMfWcNOkhORa/vUz8y7Mi6dbtmPphJImPZx+5EYMygFlDcEg5wZJNU4Iwp+muEI8RR1imPZYXS/ifdEzNONfM22qleVXUUQKH4AicAANcgia4AS3QBhg8gCfwAl6VR+VZeVPeZ9ElpZg5AD+gfHwDtVqaKA==</latexit> 12<latexit sha1_base64="ALLz6vmUTDvkzVVEncAtpzSzfDI=">AAACFHicdVBLS8NAGNz4rPUV9ehlsQiCEpLYansrevFYwT4gDWWz3bRLNw92N0IJ+RFe/CtePCji1YM3/41JmkIVHViYnZlv92OckFEhdf1LWVpeWV1bL22UN7e2d3bVvf2OCCKOSRsHLOA9BwnCqE/akkpGeiEnyHMY6TqT68zv3hMuaODfyWlIbA+NfOpSjGQqDdTTuJ8/YvGRY8e6puc407XqRaNmZmSmJIaZDNSKUVyhrtXNml5rwHkAzq0KKNAaqJ/9YYAjj/gSMySEZeihtGPEJcWMJOV+JEiI8ASNiJVSH3lE2HG+TwKPU2UI3YCnx5cwVxcnYuQJMfWcNOkhORa/vUz8y7Mi6dbtmPphJImPZx+5EYMygFlDcEg5wZJNU4Iwp+muEI8RR1imPZYXS/ifdEzNONfM22qleVXUUQKH4AicAANcgia4AS3QBhg8gCfwAl6VR+VZeVPeZ9ElpZg5AD+gfHwDtVqaKA==</latexit>

Figure 2.7: A non-deterministic macro-transition system of the resource competition system
without a minimal effort system. In the first case (left), the initial amount of A is equal to 15
whereas it is equal to 100 in the second case (right). The states of both systems are related by
edges with one source and at least one target.

detail in Chapter 6. Here, since the quantities of the molecules B and C never decrease, the
recurrence relation can be solved exactly (up to rounding errors) in a finite amount of iterations.

In the logical version of the reaction network, the unlikely behaviors when C is produced at
low abundance of A and when B is produced at high abundance of A have been discarded. We
thus test our framework in capturing a low upper bound on the probability of the corresponding
macro-transitions in the formal discretization of the underlying reaction network. As a result, in
Fig. 2.8, we computed a macro-transition system for two scenarios: when the copy number of A

is low (Fig. 2.8, left) or high (Fig. 2.8, right). As kinetic constant, we took kB = 20 and kC = 1
and parameterize intervals to reflect the system steady state, which is again when q(A) = 20.
We tune the initial values q0(A) respectively to 15 and 100. In Fig. 2.8, a rectangular region
represents a macro-state and is composed each of a respective range of values for molecules B

and C. A labeled edge connects a source macro-state to a target macro-state. Each time, a
dashed edge, that describes an increase in the quantity of the molecule B, competes with a solid
edge, that describes an increase in the quantity of the molecule C.

Let us take an example by considering, in the first scenario, when q0(A) = 15, the sequence
of chemical reactions that starting from the initial state (where q(B) = 0 and q(C) = 0)
drives the system out of the region (J0, 5J, J0, 5J) into the region (J3, 11J, J0, 5J). To recover
the probability for this macro-transition, by Eq. 2.2 we can compute the probabilities to reach
each next target macro-state. As such, the probability to exceed, from the initial state, the
upper bound q(B) = 5 (resp. upper bound q(C) = 5) first is equal to 0.94 (resp. 0.05). The
remaining 0.01 probability corresponds to the case where the system reaches the state where
q(B) = 5 and q(C) = 5 (that is to say that the molecule A is completely depleted before having
left the initial macro-state). This describes precisely the directional tendency of the behavior
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[[0, 6[[
<latexit sha1_base64="9uIFf4VxKOc++CnQf0jj9qmpvMo=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduRovgQkpSRV0W3bisYB+QhDKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9DfcuFDErT/jzr9x0mahrQcu93DOvcydEyScKW3b31ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdFScSkLbJOax7AVYUc4EbWumOe0lkuIo4LQbjO9yv/tEpWKxeNSThPoRHgoWMoK1kTzXO3btc3SV9361ZtftGdAycQpSgwKtfvXLG8QkjajQhGOlXMdOtJ9hqRnhdFrxUkUTTMZ4SF1DBY6o8rPZzVN0apQBCmNpSmg0U39vZDhSahIFZjLCeqQWvVz8z3NTHd74GRNJqqkg84fClCMdozwANGCSEs0nhmAimbkVkRGWmGgTU8WE4Cx+eZl0GnXnot54uKw1b4s4ynAEJ3AGDlxDE+6hBW0gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MR8tWcXOIfyB9fkDideQDg==</latexit>
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,6

[[
<latexit sha1_base64="9uIFf4VxKOc++CnQf0jj9qmpvMo=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduRovgQkpSRV0W3bisYB+QhDKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9DfcuFDErT/jzr9x0mahrQcu93DOvcydEyScKW3b31ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdFScSkLbJOax7AVYUc4EbWumOe0lkuIo4LQbjO9yv/tEpWKxeNSThPoRHgoWMoK1kTzXO3btc3SV9361ZtftGdAycQpSgwKtfvXLG8QkjajQhGOlXMdOtJ9hqRnhdFrxUkUTTMZ4SF1DBY6o8rPZzVN0apQBCmNpSmg0U39vZDhSahIFZjLCeqQWvVz8z3NTHd74GRNJqqkg84fClCMdozwANGCSEs0nhmAimbkVkRGWmGgTU8WE4Cx+eZl0GnXnot54uKw1b4s4ynAEJ3AGDlxDE+6hBW0gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MR8tWcXOIfyB9fkDideQDg==</latexit>

[[3, 12[[
<latexit sha1_base64="UuT1odgWfNCSHhyN4Fo0Pe0vkaM=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCStIIui25cVrAXSEOZTCft0MkkzkwKJfQ53LhQxK0P4863cdJmoa0/DHz85xzOmd+POVPatr+twtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f1A+PGqrKJGEtkjEI9n1saKcCdrSTHPajSXFoc9pxx/fZfXOhErFIvGopzH1QjwULGAEa2N5bu/UrV8ip5ZBv1yxq/ZcaBWcHCqQq9kvf/UGEUlCKjThWCnXsWPtpVhqRjidlXqJojEmYzykrkGBQ6q8dH70DJ0bZ4CCSJonNJq7vydSHCo1DX3TGWI9Usu1zPyv5iY6uPFSJuJEU0EWi4KEIx2hLAE0YJISzacGMJHM3IrICEtMtMmpZEJwlr+8Cu1a1alXaw9XlcZtHkcRTuAMLsCBa2jAPTShBQSe4Ble4c2aWC/Wu/WxaC1Y+cwx/JH1+QP6PZBI</latexit>

[[9, +1[[
<latexit sha1_base64="M5cZihM9fde0fz6cJBhDpIbHzf4=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXjhZBUEpSBXVXdOOygn1AUspkOmmHTiZhZiKUkKUbf8WNC0Xc+gnu/BsnaRbaeuDC4Zx75849XsSoVJb1bZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3unLcNYYNLCIQtF10OSMMpJS1HFSDcSBAUeIx1vfJP5nQciJA35vZpEpBegIac+xUhpqW/uO+6Bc3UKEzd/KxFkkJ64lPtqkmZW36xaNSsHnCd2QaqgQLNvfrmDEMcB4QozJKVjW5HqJUgoihlJK24sSYTwGA2JoylHAZG9JF+ewiOtDKAfCl1cwVz9PZGgQMpJ4OnOAKmRnPUy8T/PiZV/2Usoj2JFOJ4u8mMGVQizVOCACoIVm2iCsKD6rxCPkEBY6ewqOgR79uR50q7X7LNa/e682rgu4iiDPXAIjoENLkAD3IImaAEMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWklHM7II/MD5/ALRkmSc=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="H2dszAgidQ+0nlSsE25spznHsUI=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3o0UQlJK0gi6LblxWsA9IQplMJu3QySTMTIQSsnXjr7hxoYhb/8Cdf+Mk7UKrBy4czrl37tzjJ4xKZVlfRmVpeWV1rbpe29jc2t4xd/d6Mk4FJl0cs1gMfCQJo5x0FVWMDBJBUOQz0vcn14XfvydC0pjfqWlCvAiNOA0pRkpLQxM67qFjt85g5paPZYIE+alLeaimeeENzbrVsErAv8SekzqYozM0P90gxmlEuMIMSenYVqK8DAlFMSN5zU0lSRCeoBFxNOUoItLLyuU5PNZKAMNY6OIKlurPiQxFUk4jX3dGSI3loleI/3lOqsJLL6M8SRXheLYoTBlUMSxigQEVBCs21QRhQfVfIR4jgbDS4dV0CPbiyX9Jr9mwW43m7Xm9fTWPowoOwBE4ATa4AG1wAzqgCzB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8z1orxnxmH/yC8fENIKCZXA==</latexit>

[[8
,1

6[
[

<latexit sha1_base64="RaaquewhxpCLKFE2UtjeSJD5vOw=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0M1oEF1KSKtpl0Y3LCvYCaSiT6aQdOpnEmUmhhD6HGxeKuPVh3Pk2TtostPWHgY//nMM58/sxZ0rb9re1srq2vrFZ2Cpu7+zu7ZcODlsqSiShTRLxSHZ8rChngjY105x2Yklx6HPa9kd3Wb09plKxSDzqSUy9EA8ECxjB2lie2z1xaxfIuc6gVyrbFXsmtAxODmXI1eiVvrr9iCQhFZpwrJTr2LH2Uiw1I5xOi91E0RiTER5Q16DAIVVeOjt6is6M00dBJM0TGs3c3xMpDpWahL7pDLEeqsVaZv5XcxMd1LyUiTjRVJD5oiDhSEcoSwD1maRE84kBTCQztyIyxBITbXIqmhCcxS8vQ6tacS4r1Yercv02j6MAx3AK5+DADdThHhrQBAJP8Ayv8GaNrRfr3fqYt65Y+cwR/JH1+QMIKJBR</latexit>

[[3
,1

1[
[

<latexit sha1_base64="/eFqHRcWoAQ/ZE+BAfjw1NxKMS0=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCStIIui25cVrAXSEOZTCft0MkkzkwKJfQ53LhQxK0P4863cdJmoa0/DHz85xzOmd+POVPatr+twtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f1A+PGqrKJGEtkjEI9n1saKcCdrSTHPajSXFoc9pxx/fZfXOhErFIvGopzH1QjwULGAEa2N5bu/UrV8ix8mgX67YVXsutApODhXI1eyXv3qDiCQhFZpwrJTr2LH2Uiw1I5zOSr1E0RiTMR5S16DAIVVeOj96hs6NM0BBJM0TGs3d3xMpDpWahr7pDLEeqeVaZv5XcxMd3HgpE3GiqSCLRUHCkY5QlgAaMEmJ5lMDmEhmbkVkhCUm2uRUMiE4y19ehXat6tSrtYerSuM2j6MIJ3AGF+DANTTgHprQAgJP8Ayv8GZNrBfr3fpYtBasfOYY/sj6/AH4tZBH</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

12<latexit sha1_base64="7Ik/onLVpIgPsoWSEKqzhxXYmzU=">AAACFHicdVBJSwMxGM3UrdZt1KOXYBEEy5CZ7reiF48V7ALtUDJp2oZmFpKMUIb+CC/+FS8eFPHqwZv/xnQDFX0QeLz3vuTL8yLOpELo00itrW9sbqW3Mzu7e/sH5uFRU4axILRBQh6Ktocl5SygDcUUp+1IUOx7nLa88dXMb91RIVkY3KpJRF0fDwM2YAQrLfXMi6Q7v6Qjhp6bIAvNkUNWyS6U8+XcSpnazrRnZpFVraKCXYXIKiLkVEqaoLxTKRahvUxmwRL1nvnR7Yck9mmgCMdSdmwUKTfBQjHC6TTTjSWNMBnjIe1oGmCfSjeZ7zOFZ1rpw0Eo9AkUnKvfJxLsSznxPZ30sRrJ395M/MvrxGpQcRMWRLGiAVk8NIg5VCGcNQT7TFCi+EQTTATTu0IywgITpXvM6BJWP4X/k6Zj2XnLuSlka5fLOtLgBJyCc2CDMqiBa1AHDUDAPXgEz+DFeDCejFfjbRFNGcuZY/ADxvsX+yuaWA==</latexit>

11<latexit sha1_base64="HGzzvIucBK3xv75pM8ELMMraJOw=">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</latexit>

16
<latexit sha1_base64="Lk06w18kJG9VZCr02l2FIkSDw2s=">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</latexit>

q00(A) = 15
<latexit sha1_base64="+hC1h2Wu3DTfbYm/uD/UYI5rxLo=">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</latexit>

q(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="ABTmIjzjdGiBB+cAO9P6bS6Wwds=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokcvGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJs3Mf3iiSrNI3ptpTH2BR5KFjGCTSY/V5vmgXHFr7hxolXg5qUCO1qD81R9GJBFUGsKx1j3PjY2fYmUY4XRW6ieaxphM8Ij2LJVYUO2n81tn6MwqQxRGypY0aK7+nkix0HoqAtspsBnrZS8T//N6iQmv/ZTJODFUksWiMOHIRCh7HA2ZosTwqSWYKGZvRWSMFSbGxlOyIXjLL6+STr3mXdTqd5eVxk0eRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LfGNqw==</latexit>

q(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ha7ZGE2p7flZDVpSefVUvhEbnPw=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokePGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJjeZ//BElWaRvDfTmPoCjyQLGcEmkx6rzfNBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEcrUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14lnXrNu6jV7y4rjWYeRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LGyNqg==</latexit>

[[0, 6[[
<latexit sha1_base64="9uIFf4VxKOc++CnQf0jj9qmpvMo=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduRovgQkpSRV0W3bisYB+QhDKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9DfcuFDErT/jzr9x0mahrQcu93DOvcydEyScKW3b31ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdFScSkLbJOax7AVYUc4EbWumOe0lkuIo4LQbjO9yv/tEpWKxeNSThPoRHgoWMoK1kTzXO3btc3SV9361ZtftGdAycQpSgwKtfvXLG8QkjajQhGOlXMdOtJ9hqRnhdFrxUkUTTMZ4SF1DBY6o8rPZzVN0apQBCmNpSmg0U39vZDhSahIFZjLCeqQWvVz8z3NTHd74GRNJqqkg84fClCMdozwANGCSEs0nhmAimbkVkRGWmGgTU8WE4Cx+eZl0GnXnot54uKw1b4s4ynAEJ3AGDlxDE+6hBW0gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MR8tWcXOIfyB9fkDideQDg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="9uIFf4VxKOc++CnQf0jj9qmpvMo=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduRovgQkpSRV0W3bisYB+QhDKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9DfcuFDErT/jzr9x0mahrQcu93DOvcydEyScKW3b31ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdFScSkLbJOax7AVYUc4EbWumOe0lkuIo4LQbjO9yv/tEpWKxeNSThPoRHgoWMoK1kTzXO3btc3SV9361ZtftGdAycQpSgwKtfvXLG8QkjajQhGOlXMdOtJ9hqRnhdFrxUkUTTMZ4SF1DBY6o8rPZzVN0apQBCmNpSmg0U39vZDhSahIFZjLCeqQWvVz8z3NTHd74GRNJqqkg84fClCMdozwANGCSEs0nhmAimbkVkRGWmGgTU8WE4Cx+eZl0GnXnot54uKw1b4s4ynAEJ3AGDlxDE+6hBW0gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MR8tWcXOIfyB9fkDideQDg==</latexit>

[[3, 12[[
<latexit sha1_base64="UuT1odgWfNCSHhyN4Fo0Pe0vkaM=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCStIIui25cVrAXSEOZTCft0MkkzkwKJfQ53LhQxK0P4863cdJmoa0/DHz85xzOmd+POVPatr+twtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f1A+PGqrKJGEtkjEI9n1saKcCdrSTHPajSXFoc9pxx/fZfXOhErFIvGopzH1QjwULGAEa2N5bu/UrV8ip5ZBv1yxq/ZcaBWcHCqQq9kvf/UGEUlCKjThWCnXsWPtpVhqRjidlXqJojEmYzykrkGBQ6q8dH70DJ0bZ4CCSJonNJq7vydSHCo1DX3TGWI9Usu1zPyv5iY6uPFSJuJEU0EWi4KEIx2hLAE0YJISzacGMJHM3IrICEtMtMmpZEJwlr+8Cu1a1alXaw9XlcZtHkcRTuAMLsCBa2jAPTShBQSe4Ble4c2aWC/Wu/WxaC1Y+cwx/JH1+QP6PZBI</latexit>

[[9, +1[[
<latexit sha1_base64="M5cZihM9fde0fz6cJBhDpIbHzf4=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXjhZBUEpSBXVXdOOygn1AUspkOmmHTiZhZiKUkKUbf8WNC0Xc+gnu/BsnaRbaeuDC4Zx75849XsSoVJb1bZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3unLcNYYNLCIQtF10OSMMpJS1HFSDcSBAUeIx1vfJP5nQciJA35vZpEpBegIac+xUhpqW/uO+6Bc3UKEzd/KxFkkJ64lPtqkmZW36xaNSsHnCd2QaqgQLNvfrmDEMcB4QozJKVjW5HqJUgoihlJK24sSYTwGA2JoylHAZG9JF+ewiOtDKAfCl1cwVz9PZGgQMpJ4OnOAKmRnPUy8T/PiZV/2Usoj2JFOJ4u8mMGVQizVOCACoIVm2iCsKD6rxCPkEBY6ewqOgR79uR50q7X7LNa/e682rgu4iiDPXAIjoENLkAD3IImaAEMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWklHM7II/MD5/ALRkmSc=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="H2dszAgidQ+0nlSsE25spznHsUI=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3o0UQlJK0gi6LblxWsA9IQplMJu3QySTMTIQSsnXjr7hxoYhb/8Cdf+Mk7UKrBy4czrl37tzjJ4xKZVlfRmVpeWV1rbpe29jc2t4xd/d6Mk4FJl0cs1gMfCQJo5x0FVWMDBJBUOQz0vcn14XfvydC0pjfqWlCvAiNOA0pRkpLQxM67qFjt85g5paPZYIE+alLeaimeeENzbrVsErAv8SekzqYozM0P90gxmlEuMIMSenYVqK8DAlFMSN5zU0lSRCeoBFxNOUoItLLyuU5PNZKAMNY6OIKlurPiQxFUk4jX3dGSI3loleI/3lOqsJLL6M8SRXheLYoTBlUMSxigQEVBCs21QRhQfVfIR4jgbDS4dV0CPbiyX9Jr9mwW43m7Xm9fTWPowoOwBE4ATa4AG1wAzqgCzB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8z1orxnxmH/yC8fENIKCZXA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="RaaquewhxpCLKFE2UtjeSJD5vOw=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0M1oEF1KSKtpl0Y3LCvYCaSiT6aQdOpnEmUmhhD6HGxeKuPVh3Pk2TtostPWHgY//nMM58/sxZ0rb9re1srq2vrFZ2Cpu7+zu7ZcODlsqSiShTRLxSHZ8rChngjY105x2Yklx6HPa9kd3Wb09plKxSDzqSUy9EA8ECxjB2lie2z1xaxfIuc6gVyrbFXsmtAxODmXI1eiVvrr9iCQhFZpwrJTr2LH2Uiw1I5xOi91E0RiTER5Q16DAIVVeOjt6is6M00dBJM0TGs3c3xMpDpWahL7pDLEeqsVaZv5XcxMd1LyUiTjRVJD5oiDhSEcoSwD1maRE84kBTCQztyIyxBITbXIqmhCcxS8vQ6tacS4r1Yercv02j6MAx3AK5+DADdThHhrQBAJP8Ayv8GaNrRfr3fqYt65Y+cwR/JH1+QMIKJBR</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="/eFqHRcWoAQ/ZE+BAfjw1NxKMS0=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCStIIui25cVrAXSEOZTCft0MkkzkwKJfQ53LhQxK0P4863cdJmoa0/DHz85xzOmd+POVPatr+twtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f1A+PGqrKJGEtkjEI9n1saKcCdrSTHPajSXFoc9pxx/fZfXOhErFIvGopzH1QjwULGAEa2N5bu/UrV8ix8mgX67YVXsutApODhXI1eyXv3qDiCQhFZpwrJTr2LH2Uiw1I5zOSr1E0RiTMR5S16DAIVVeOj96hs6NM0BBJM0TGs3d3xMpDpWahr7pDLEeqeVaZv5XcxMd3HgpE3GiqSCLRUHCkY5QlgAaMEmJ5lMDmEhmbkVkhCUm2uRUMiE4y19ehXat6tSrtYerSuM2j6MIJ3AGF+DANTTgHprQAgJP8Ayv8GZNrBfr3fpYtBasfOYY/sj6/AH4tZBH</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

12<latexit sha1_base64="7Ik/onLVpIgPsoWSEKqzhxXYmzU=">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</latexit>

11<latexit sha1_base64="HGzzvIucBK3xv75pM8ELMMraJOw=">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</latexit>

16
<latexit sha1_base64="Lk06w18kJG9VZCr02l2FIkSDw2s=">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</latexit>

q00(A) = 100
<latexit sha1_base64="1R2kApVYlEOH8JeSFGwjI+ED0P0=">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</latexit>

q(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ha7ZGE2p7flZDVpSefVUvhEbnPw=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokePGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJjeZ//BElWaRvDfTmPoCjyQLGcEmkx6rzfNBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEcrUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14lnXrNu6jV7y4rjWYeRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LGyNqg==</latexit>

Figure 2.8: The derived coarse-grained transition systems for different initial quantities of the
molecule A. In the first case (left), the initial amount of A is equal to 15 whereas it is equal to
100 in the second case (right). The states of both systems are related by edges with one source
and two targets, with the following meaning: upon entering a new state (the source), the range
of probabilities reflects the probability to reach a target before the other one.

of the underlying reaction network. Combining these elements results in the macro-transition
(J0, 5J, J0, 5J) 0.94−−→ (J3, 11J, J0, 5J) (indicated by a dashed edge on the left in Fig. 2.8). Given
a low resource environment, this macro-transition highlights the tendency towards a regime
where the molecule B is created abundantly. Additionally, macro-transitions towards creation
of the molecule C either occur with low probability or are not possible due to limited resources
(indicated by red crosses).

In the second scenario (Fig. 2.8, right) we tune the initial resource pool to q0(A) = 100
and retain the same kinetic conditions. We immediately observe that there are many more
macro-transitions than in the first scenario, a consequence to the abundance in the common
resource. As an example, we detail the computation for the bounds on the probability of the
macro-transition (J0, 5J, J3, 10J) −→ (J0, 5J, J8C, 15CJ), when the region (J0, 5J, J3, 10J) has been
entered from below (i.e. by increasing the abundance of C). Before starting any computation, it
is worth noting that when entering the region (J0, 5J, J3, 10J) from below, q(B) ranges arbitrarily
between 0 and 5, while q(C) is equal to 6. Thus in the computation of the probabilities of macro-
transitions we have to consider any potential value for q(B) between 0 and 5. Then we compute
the minimal probability that the quantity of the molecule C exceeds 10 before the quantity
of the molecule B exceeds the quantity 11. By applying Eq. 2.2, we obtain 0.99 it is indeed
obtained when entering the region for (J0, 5J, J3, 10J) with the state [B 7→ 5, C 7→ 6], the maximal
probability that we obtain is 1.00 (when entering this region with the state [B 7→ 0, C 7→ 6]).
Indeed the value is not exactly 1 but it is conservatively rounded to 1 because of floating point
arithmetics. This highlights that the molecule C is abundantly created with very high probability
at the begin of the system execution, and then eventually some B is synthesized.

We highlight two important points to interpret our results. In both scenarios, we see in
Fig. 2.8 that upon entering a new region of values (e.g., a macro-state) along one particular
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QR × (TR × [0, 1])k (chemical traces)

QR × {ri | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} × QR (chemical transitions)

QR (chemical states)

VR,N,R (chemical variables, values, reaction networks)

Figure 2.9: The hierarchy of the mathematical objects, each containing chemical information,
that we require to characterize the stochastic behaviors of a reaction network.

axis, a macro-transition may begin from a non-deterministic value in the orthogonal axis. Thus
we consider any possible value in its respective interval for a competing macro-transition, and
this fact is reflected in the computation of the interval of probabilities. This notion is formalized
in Chapter 6 as the tendency for chemical behaviors to reach a region of values. Further, it
should also be noted that this non-deterministic value could be arbitrarily close to exiting the
interval along its component. This is a consequence of using overlapping intervals. Thus, in
order to better approximate the underlying stochastic dynamics we consider the subsequent
region of values along the axis of the competing macro-transition.

Reflecting on the two scenarios, it becomes clear that one can bound accurately the proba-
bilities on the likelihood for macro-transitions. Our coarse-graining approach has the following
benefits. Firstly, our framework provides a means to compute lower and upper bounds on the
probabilities of the transitions between macro-states by formally relating the semantics of re-
action networks to its abstract counterpart. Hence providing formal confidence in the formally
derived discretized models. Secondly, by enforcing a minimal effort for the system to perform
any transition between macro-states, we were able to observe the expected dynamics, the same
as in the logical model but without relying on arguments on concentration- and time-scale sep-
aration. This has been obtained by twisting the abstraction function instead. This way, the
interpretation of the behaviors of the abstract model is less intuitive, but it is still rigorously
formally specified. Finally, it is possible to assess the validity of logical models by providing
upper bounds to the probabilities of the transitions that has been discarded during the modeling
process without any formal justification.

2.4 Conclusion

Accordingly, in this section we derived all the (concrete) mathematical objects we require to
describe the behaviors of a stochastic reaction network (Fig. 2.9). Within each object is infor-
mation regarding the quantity of chemical species and their relations among each other which are
driven by the reactions involving one another. Additionally, we compute the likelihood of these
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Chapter 2. Formal Reaction Networks

reactions to occur, which give rise to the stochastic transition systems we focus on throughout
the manuscript.

In Chapter 3 we shift gears and define our mathematical toolbox that will be used to coarse-
grain the behaviors of a reaction network. That is, we introduce the set properties, functions,
and relations between concrete and abstract domains that will permit us to traverse between
varying levels of information of a reaction network and further highlight properties of interest.
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Chapter 3. Mathematical basis for building a coarse-graining framework

In this Chapter, introduce our mathematical toolbox that will allow us to relate
concrete and abstract sets of information; and, the minimal structures we require to
traverse between these set types.

Objectives

Contents
3.1 Sets and set properties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
3.2 Distances and projections between sets of elements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
3.3 Posets and poset properties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
3.4 Conclusion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
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Résumé Chapitre 3

Au chapitre 3, nous présentons les outils mathématiques qui nous permettrons de relier des
ensembles d’informations concrets et abstraits, ainsi que les structures minimales dont nous
avons besoin pour passer d’un type d’ensemble à l’autre. Nous abordons plusieurs notions
importantes du domaine de l’interprétation abstraite, une théorie de l’approximation correcte.
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Chapter 3. Mathematical basis for building a coarse-graining framework

3.1 Sets and set properties

We begin by introducing several notions regarding sets and the operations to combine them. A
set is an unordered collection of non-repeated elements. They are usually denoted as a list of
elements, separated by commas, and enclosed by curly brackets. For example, D = {2,−4,−1, 5}
is an example of a set denoted D that contains four elements. To count the amount of elements
in a set, one can compute its cardinality |D| = 4. A set that contains zero elements is denoted ∅.
If an element belongs to a set then we use the symbol ∈ to denote set membership, otherwise we
use /∈. For example, −1 ∈ D and 4 /∈ D are true statements. Additionally, one can filter in a set
elements that possess an intrinsic property (or hypothesis). For example, the set {s ∈ S | H(s)}
is composed of the set of elements s from a set S that hold the property H(s). A specific example
is D′ = {d ∈ D | d > 0} which contains the set of elements from D that are positive: D′ = {2, 5}.
It is possible to compound properties with a variety of logical mathematical operators: ∧ (AND),
∨ (OR), = (equal), to name a few. Further, D′ is said to be a subset of D which can be written
as D′ ⊆ D. The powerset is a set containing all the possible subsets of a set D, and is denoted
℘(D). We will also use well known number sets such as the set of real numbers, integers, and
natural numbers which are denoted, respectively, R,Z, and N.

We can perform operations over sets of elements. For example, the intersection of two
natural number sets O1 and O′

1 is the set that contain only those elements present in both sets:
O1 ∩ O′

1 = {o ∈ N | o ∈ O1 ∧ o ∈ O′
1}. the set union O1 ∪ O′

1 = {o ∈ N | o ∈ O1 ∨ o ∈ O′
1} is

composed of all elements that are present in at least one of the two sets. The complement of a
set O1 for some universe U is Oc

1 = {o ∈ N | o ∈ U ∧ o /∈ O1} or Oc
1 = U \O1 by the set difference

operator \. A cartesian product of the sets O1 and O′
1 is a set composed of ordered pairwise

components from each set: O1 × O′
1 = {(o, o′) ∈ N × N | o ∈ O1 ∧ o′ ∈ O′

1}. A more specific
example follows.

Example 3.1. Let us take the cartesian product between two integer sets G = {−2,−3, 4}
and S = {0, 5}:

G× S = {(−2, 0), (−2, 5), (−3, 0), (−3, 5), (4, 0), (4, 5)} .

More generally,

O ×O × ...×O︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℓ−times

=
{

(o1, o2, ..., oℓ) ∈ Nℓ | o1 ∈ O ∧ o2 ∈ O ∧ ... ∧ oℓ ∈ O
}

can be expressed as Oℓ and is a set composed of sequences of length ℓ ∈ N. Indeed, an element
of Oℓ is usually written as (oℓ)ℓ∈N where oℓ is the ℓ−th element of the sequence.

We will also use pervasively functions to transform objects. A function f : X → Y maps
each element x in the domain X to the element f(x) in the co-domain Y . When the domain
and co-domain of a function are the same, then the function is referred to as an operator. The
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symbol ◦ denotes a composition between two functions. For example, a composition between
the two functions g : W → Z and h : X → W is denoted as g ◦ h. Note that the co-domain of
h has to be equal to the domain of g. Certain functions also retain specific properties, and we
will derive these on demand.

3.2 Distances and projections between sets of elements

In the following collection of definitions, we define a variety of functions that can either manip-
ulate, assign, or provide a metric among and between sets of elements. For example, the first
of a collection of functions we will define pertains to a decomposition of a component value in
a sequence onto its coordinate.

Definition 3.1 (Orthogonal projection). Let V be a finite set of variables. The orthogonal
projection on a component v ∈ V is defined as:

πv =

 NV → N

(ρv)v∈V 7→ ρv.

In Def. 3.1, the domain and co-domain of πv is, respectively, the set of ordered sequences,
each of length |V|, and the set of natural numbers. Thus, an element of NV can be decomposed
on each of its components by using the respective projections. projection is a decomposition of
a |V|−dimensional sequence of values onto the value in the v−th dimension.

Example 3.2. Let {w, z} be the finite set of variables and xw, xz ∈ N be two natural num-
bers such that (xw, xz) ∈ N{w,z} is a two-dimensional coordinate. The orthogonal projection
of the natural number pair onto the w−th dimension is πw(xw, xz) = xw.

We can immediately extend the notion of orthogonal projection over sets of sequences.

Definition 3.2 (Set extension of the i-th coordinate). Let V be a finite set of variables. The
orthogonal projection of a set of sequences onto a set of values in component v ∈ V is defined
as:

π̇v =

 ℘(NV) → ℘(N)

X 7→ {πv(ρ) | ρ ∈ X} .

In Def. 3.2, the domain and co-domain of the function π̇v, respectively, is a powerset of a
set of sequences and a set of elements. Thus, π̇v inputs a set of sequences and outputs a set of
values whose value in the sequence has been orthogonally projected in the dimension v ∈ V.

The next function we would like to define is a distance metric between elements belonging
to a set.
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Definition 3.3 (Gaussian distance). The Gaussian distance between point pairs is:

distNV ×NV =


NV × NV → R

(x, x′) 7→
√∑

v∈V
(πv(x)− πv(x′))2.

In Def. 3.3, the domain and co-domain of the function distNV ×NV is, respectively, a set com-
posed of paired natural number sequences and the set of real numbers. A distance computation
between paired sequences is done by taking the squared sum of the difference between each
respective component values obtained from their respective orthogonal projections. In Sect. 5
we will use the distance function pervasively to compare the position of overlapping intervals.
Indeed this will allow us to determine which interval is nearest when, and if, a sequence of
values exit from one into another. Actually, the next definition will help us to make these type
of computations, as the objects we consider distances between are products of sets containing
each a range of values. These result in sets with are convex.

Definition 3.4 (Convex sets). Let X is a set of natural numbers. The set X is convex if and
only if one of the following assertions is satisfied:

1. X = ∅;

2. ∃x, x′ ∈ N such that X = {n ∈ N | x ≤ n ≤ x′};

3. or, ∃x such that X = {n ∈ N | x ≤ n};

We introduce few notations for non-empty convex sets of natural numbers. The bounded non-
empty convex set {n ∈ N | x ≤ n ≤ x′} is usually written as Jx, x′K or, equivalently, Jx, x′ + 1J,
whereas the unbounded convex set {n ∈ N | x ≤ n} is written as Jx, +∞J.

In the following definition, we define the projection of an element onto a set.

Definition 3.5 (Projection onto a set). Let X ⊆ N be a non-empty convex set of elements and
x, y ∈ N be two natural numbers. An element y is a projection of x onto X if and only if:

1. y ∈ X;

2. and, ∀y′ ∈ X, distNV ×NV (y − x) ≤ distNV ×NV (x− y′).

In Def. 3.5, the one-dimensional projection of an element onto a set is an element in the set
nearest to the one projected. By nearest, we refer to the distance between two elements that
retains the smallest value. In the following lemma we show that the one-dimensional projection
of an element is unique.

Lemma 3.1. Let Y be a non-empty convex set. Let x ∈ N. Then x has a unique projection on
Y .

Proof. Let Y be a non-empty interval. Let x ∈ N.
We make the proof of Lemma 3.1 by disjunction of cases, depending on whether x is smaller
than the elements of Y , an element of Y , or greater than the elements of Y .
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1. In the case where Y is of the form Jm, MK or Jm, +∞J, with x < m.

Let us prove that m is the projection of x onto the set Y .

(a) By definition we have m ∈ Y .

(b) Let x′ be an element of Y \ {m}.
We have: m < x′.
Thus, x < m < x′.
That is to say that |x−m| < |x− x′|.

We can conclude that x has a unique projection on the set Y and that this projection is
equal to m.

2. In the case where Y is of the form Jm, MK, with x > M .

(a) By definition we have M ∈ Y .

(b) Let x′ be an element of Y \ {M}.
We have: x′ < M .
Thus, x′ < M < x.
That is to say that |x−M | < |x− x′|.

We can conclude that x has a unique projection on the set Y and that this projection is
equal to M .

3. The third case where x ∈ Y .

We have x ∈ Y and |x− x| = 0.

Moreover, for any other element x′ in Y , we have |x− x′| > 0.

Thus, x has a unique projection on the set Y and that this projection is equal to x.

We denote as projN(x, Y ) the projection of x onto the non-empty convex set Y .
Accordingly, we define a special kind of convex sets that we refer to as boxes.

Definition 3.6 (Box). Let V be a set of variables. A box B in J1, nKV can be defined either as
the empty set or as the Cartesian product of some non-empty bounded convex sets. That is to
say that:

B =
∏
v∈V

Jmv, MvK

where (mv)v∈V and (Mv)v∈V are two n-tuples of elements in Nv such that for every v in V, the
property mv ≤Mv is satisfied.

The set of all the boxes in J1, nKV is denoted Box(J1, nKv)

Projections can also be performed over non-empty boxes.
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Definition 3.7 (Sequence Projection). Let B be a non-empty box. Let u, b ∈ NV . We say that
b is a projection of the element u on the set B if and only if:

1. b ∈ B;

2. and, ∀b′ ∈ B, distNV ×NV (u− b) ≤ distNV ×NV (u− b′).

Here, Def. 3.7 is similar to 3.5 with the exception that the operations are done over many
components. In the following lemma, we show that a box set membership is preserved under
orthogonal projection.

Lemma 3.2. Let V be a set of variables. Let Y be a box in Box(J1, nKV). Let u ∈ NV . Then:
u ∈ Y ⇐⇒ ∀v ∈ V, πv(u) ∈ π̇v(Y )
u ∈ Y ⇐⇒ ∀v ∈ V, ∃b ∈ Y, πv(u) = πv(b).

Proof. Let Y be a box in Box(J1, nKV).
Let u ∈ NV .

1. If Y is equal to the empty set.

(a) The property u ∈ Y is false.

(b) Let us prove that the property ∀v ∈ V, πv(u) ∈ π̇v(Y ) is also false.
Let v be an element in V (which is non-empty).
The set π̇v(Y ) is empty (since Y is empty).

Were x an element of π̇v(Y ),
there would be an element y ∈ Y such that: x = πv(y),
which is absurd, since Y is empty.

Thus πv(u) /∈ π̇v(Y ).

(c) Let us prove that the property ∀v ∈ V, ∃y ∈ Y, πv(u) = πv(y) is also false.
This is the case because V is non-empty while Y is.

2. If Y is non-empty.

By definition 3.6, we can introduce two n-tuples (mv)v∈V and (Mv)v∈V of elements in I♯

such that mv ≤Mv for every v ∈ V and:

Y =
∏
v∈V

Jmv, MvK.

Thus we have: Jmv, MvK = .
πv(Y ) for every v ∈ V.

Moreover u can be written as (uv)v∈V with uv ∈ I♯ for every v ∈ V.

Indeed, uv = πv(u) for every v ∈ V.

(a) u ∈ Y ⇒ ∀v ∈ V, πv(u) ∈ π̇v(Y ).
We assume that u ∈ Y .
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It follows that: (uv)v∈V ∈
∏
v∈V

Jmv, MvK.

Thus, for every v ∈ V, uv ∈ Jmv, MvK.
Thus, for every v ∈ V, πv(u) ∈ π̇v(Y ).

(b) u ∈ Y ⇐ ∀v ∈ V, πv(u) ∈ π̇v(Y ).
We assume that ∀v ∈ V, πv(u) ∈ π̇v(Y ).
Let v ∈ V.

By assumption, we have: πv(u) ∈ π̇v(Y ).
It must follow that: uv ∈ Jmv, MvK.

Thus, (uv)v∈V ∈
∏
v∈V

Jmv, MvK.

That is to say, u ∈ Y .

(c) u ∈ Y ⇒ ∀v ∈ V,∃y ∈ Y, πv(u) = πv(y)
We assume that u ∈ Y .
Let i be an element in V.
We know that u ∈ Y and by extension, πv(u) = πv(u).
Thus, there exists an element y ∈ Y such that πv(y) = πv(u).

(d) u ∈ Y ⇐ ∀v ∈ V,∃y ∈ Y, πv(u) = πv(y)
We assume that ∀v ∈ V,∃y ∈ Y, πv(u) = πv(y).
Let v ∈ V.

Let, ∃y ∈ Y, πv(u) = πv(y).
Let y ∈ Y such that πv(u) = πv(y)
Since Y =

∏
v∈V

Jmv, MvK, we have: πv(y) ∈ Jmv, MvK.

So πv(u) ∈ Jmv, MvK.
That is to say uv ∈ Jmv, MvK.

Thus for every v ∈ V, uv ∈ Jmv, MvK.
Since u = (uv)v∈V , we can conclude that u ∈

∏
v∈V

Jmv, MvK.

That is to say that u ∈ Y .

Further, we show that when an element in NV is closer to an element than another one, then
it is necessary also true for at least one coordinate.

Lemma 3.3. Let u, u′, u′′ ∈ NV . Then:
∀u, u′, u′′ ∈ NV ,
distNV ×NV (u, u′) < distNV ×NV (u, u′′)⇒ ∃v ∈ V, |πv(u)− πv(u′)| < |πv(u)− πv(u′′)|.

Proof. Let u, u′, u′′ ∈ NV such that distNV ×NV (u, u′) < distNV ×NV (u, u′′).
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By definition, we have:√∑
v∈V

(πv(q♯)− πv(q♯′))2 <

√∑
v∈V

(πv(q♯)− πv(q♯′))2

Since both hand sides are non negative, we can conclude that:

∑
v∈V

(πv(q♯)− πv(q♯′))2 <
∑
v∈V

(πv(q♯)− πv(q♯′′))2.

Then by compatibility of the sum, it follows that there exists an element v ∈ V such that:

(πv(u)− πv(u′))2 < (πv(u)− πv(u′′))2.

Let i be an element in V such that:

(πv(u)− πv(u′))2 < (πv(u)− πv(u′′))2.

Then, since √. is monotonic, we have:

√
(πv(u)− πv(u′))2 <

√
(πv(u)− πv(u′′))2.

That is to say:
|πv(u)− πv(u′)| < |πv(u)− πv(u′′)|.

We conclude that there exists v ∈ V such that:

|πv(u)− πv(u′)| < |πv(u)− πv(u′′)|.

By reasoning on Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 leads to the following proposition showing that the
projection of a sequence onto a box is unique.

Proposition 3.1. Let Y be a non-empty box in Box(J1, nKV). Let u ∈ NV . Then,

1. u has a projection on Y ;

2. and, proj(u, Y ) = (proj(πv(u), .
πv (Y )))v∈V .

Proof. Let Y be a non-empty box in Box(J1, nKV).
Let u ∈ NV .

1. Let us prove that (proj(πv(u), .
πv (Y )))v∈V ∈ Y .

Let v ∈ V.

By Def. 3.5, we know that proj(πv(u), π̇v(Y )) ∈ π̇v(Y ).

Let us recall that π̇v(Y ) = Jmv, MvK.
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So proj(πv(u), .
πv (Y )) ∈ Jmv, MvK.

Additionally, we know that Y =
∏
v∈V

Jmv, MvK.

Thus, (proj(πv(u), .
πv (Y )))v∈V ∈ Y .

2. Let us prove that for any element y ∈ Y , we have

distNV ×NV (u, (proj(πv(u), .
πv (Y )))v∈V) ≤ distNV ×NV (u, y).

Let y be an element of Y .

By contradiction, let us assume that:

distNV ×NV (u, y) < distNV ×NV (u, (proj(πv(u), .
πv (Y )))v∈V).

Recall by Lemma 3.3, ∃v ∈ V, |πv(u)− πv(y)| <

|πv(u)− πv((proj(πv(u), .
πv (Y )))v∈V)|.

Thus, there must be an v ∈ V such that:

|πv(u)− πv(y)| < |πv(u)− πv((proj(πv(u), .
πv (Y )))v∈V)|.

Yet, y ∈ Y . It follows, by Def. 3.2 that πv(y) ∈ .
πv (Y ).

This is absurd by Def. 3.5.

It follows, by Def. 3.5 that u has a projection on Y and that this projection is indeed the
element (proj(πv(u), .

πv (Y )))v∈V .

At this point we have carefully defined the necessary computations we require over sets to
design our coarse-graining framework. In Sect. 3.3, we will define a particular set that will
permit us to perform coarse-graining and highlighting certain features belonging to an ordered
set of interest.

3.3 Posets and poset properties

We would like to begin by introducing a minimal structure to compare elements in a set: partially
ordered sets.

Definition 3.8 (Partially ordered sets). A partially ordered set (or, poset) over a set P is a
binary relation ⊑∈ P × P between elements in the set P that is:

1. reflexive: ∀p ∈ P, p ⊑ p;

2. anti-symmetric: ∀p, p′ ∈ P, p ⊑ p′ ∧ p′ ⊑ p =⇒ p = p′;

3. and, transitive: ∀p, p′, p′′ ∈ P, p ⊑ p′ ∧ p′ ⊑ p′′ =⇒ p ⊑ p′′

In such a case, a poset is denoted (P,⊑).
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{2, 3, 7}

{2, 3} {2, 7} {3, 7}

{2} {3} {7}

∅

Figure 3.1: The Hasse diagram for the powerset of A = {2, 3, 7}.

A poset is a set with a binary relation. This relation may have certain properties. We would
like a notion of compare pairs of elements in a set, thus the three poset axioms describes one such
particular order. In our context, a poset carries information with varying degrees of precision.
Namely, in the context of a powerset ordered by inclusion, the cardinality of a poset reflects
this degree of precision such that the poset with a smaller number of elements (or, solutions) is
deemed more precise.

Example 3.3. In Fig. 3.1 is a Hasse diagram for the powerset of A = {2, 3, 7}, which is
an example of a partial order by set inclusion. Each node of a Hasse diagram is an element
belonging to ℘(A), and each edge (read from bottom to top) connects two sets that are
ordered by ⊆. Two elements that are partially ordered in a poset can provide information
regarding precision. For example, in the following sequence {2} ⊆ {2, 3} ⊆ {2, 3, 7} of the
Hasse diagram the subset {2, 3} is more precise than {2, 3, 7} and less precise than {2}.
Indeed, a set denotes the potential values for an element. Hence, knowing that an element
x ∈ {2, 3} is more precise than knowing that x ∈ {2, 3, 7}.

In a poset, it is possible to extract elements which possess a particular property such as
upper and lower bounds of a subset and, respectively, the least and greatest one.

Definition 3.9 (Upper bound). Let X ⊑ P . u ∈ P is an upper bound if ∀x′ ∈ X , x′ ⊑ u. The
set of upper bounds of X is denoted X U .

Definition 3.10 (Lower bound). Let X ⊑ P . l ∈ P is a lower bound if ∀x′ ∈ X, l ⊑ x′. The
set of lower bounds of X is denoted XL.

Definition 3.11 (Least upper bound). Let X U ⊑ P . An upper bound u ∈ X U is a least upper
bound if ∀u′ ∈ X U , u ⊑ u′.

In the following proposition, we want to show that if a poset has a least upper bound, then
this element is unique.

Proposition 3.2. Let X ⊑ P . If w and z are least upper bounds of the set X , then w = z.
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Proof. Let w and z be two least upper bounds of the set X .
By Def. 3.9, w, z ∈ X U .
By assumption, w is a least upper bound, thus w ⊑ z.
Also, z is a least upper bound, thus z ⊑ w.
By the anti-symmetry axiom of posets, w = z.

If it exists, the least upper bound for a set X is denoted ⊔X and is also called the join.
We would like to accomplish the same task and characterize the greatest lower bound of a

poset.

Definition 3.12 (Greatest lower bound). Let XL ⊑ P . A lower bound l ∈ XL is a greatest
lower bound if ∀l′ ∈ XL, l′ ⊑ l.

Proposition 3.3. Let X ⊑ P . If w and z are greatest lower bounds of the set X , then w = z.

Proof. Let w and z be two greatest lower bounds of the set X .
By Def. 3.10, w, z ∈ XL.
By assumption, w is a greatest lower bound, thus z ⊑ w.
Also, z is a greatest lower bound, thus w ⊑ z.
By the anti-symmetry axiom of posets, w = z.

If it exists, the greatest lower bound for a set X is denoted ⊓X and is also called the meet.
Given an arbitrary poset, Defs. 3.9 and 3.10 describe for any subset of this poset, respectively,

a set of lower and a set of upper bounds; however, these elements may not necessarily bare set
membership to the subset. Among the upper bounds, there may exist a least one (Def. 3.11).
Similarly, among the lower bounds, there may be a greatest one (Def. 3.12). The proofs of
Prop. 3.2 - 3.3 characterize that the least upper bound and greatest lower bound of a set are,
when they exist, unique elements.

Example 3.4. We compute an example of the join and meet for the poset in Fig. 3.1.
In this Hasse diagram, the set of upper bounds for the elements {2} and {7} is X U =
{{2, 7} , {2, 3, 7}}. By Def. 3.11, the join for these two given elements is ⊔X U = {2, 7}.

Respectively, for the two elements {2, 3} and {3, 7} the set of lower bounds is XL =
{∅, {3}}. Note that ∅ is a member of any set. By Def. 3.12, the meet is ⊓XL = {3}.

Example 3.5. Let A = {2, 3, 7}. We will look at a second example of a poset where a join
may not exist.

The set ℘≤2(A) = {Y ⊆ A | |Y | ≤ 2} has no join operator. Infeed, a subset of it has a
join only if it contains at most one element. In such a case, it is its own lub.
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Example 3.6. We consider a third example of a pair of elements with upper bounds, but
no join. We consider the set A = Z ∪ {−∞1,∞2}, with the relation R that is defined as
xRy if and only if one of the following three properties is satisfied:

1. x = y;

2. x, y ∈ Z and x ≤ y;

3. y ∈ Z and x ∈ {−∞1,−∞2};

Intuitively, integers are ordered usually. Moreover, the elements −∞1 and −∞2 are two
incompatible copies of the minus infinity element. Hence the two elements −∞1 and −∞2

are bounded by any number, but they do not have a least upper bound.

Interestingly, the powerset of any arbitrary set (including the one in our example), benefit
from the existence of a join and a meet for any subset belonging to the powerset. This type of
structural feature forms a special type of poset called a complete lattice.

Definition 3.13 (Complete lattice). A complete lattice is a poset (P,⊑,⊔,⊓, ∅, P ) such that
each P ′ ⊑ P has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound.

Our efforts are geared towards using complete lattices. For example, in Chapters 4 and 5 we
will use complete lattices during the abstraction process to highlight the type of imprecisions
that can occur when one abstracts a concrete element into an abstract one also to coarse-grain
the stochastic transition system for reaction networks. Actually, a useful complete lattice that
we will use pervasively is the powerset domain.

As discussed previously, the powerset domain is a poset made of subsets ordered by the
inclusion operator and expresses a useful mathematical structure to interrogate for information.
For example, the example in Fig. 3.1 forms a complete lattice: (℘(A),⊆,∪,∩, ∅, A). The ex-
istence of a join and meet for each part of the powerset provides the ability to coarse-grain
information at varying scales of (more or less precise) information. For example, in the case of
reaction networks, we can check which values of chemical species belong to a region of interest,
which can reflect a region where chemical behavior for the system is thermodynamically favor-
able. Thus, this ability to coarse-grain will be very useful during the process of abstraction in
order to pinpoint general dynamical trends in a coarse-grained context rather than in the actual
transition system, which can prove to be more cost effective. Thus, one can design a syntax to
symbolically represent precise features present in certain sets and further build a semantics to
automatically extract this information from a complete lattice.

In Sect. 4, we will introduce a generic concrete and an abstract semantics to demonstrate
how it is possible to utilize complete lattices to highlight interesting features for an arbitrary
transition system. This is accomplished by building the necessary mathematical objects to
describe a concrete and abstract generic transition system and then build relations between
sets of respective concrete and abstract elements and for each mathematical object. The goal,
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thus, is to parse from the collection of sets of element information which can reveal interesting
information about each transition system.

In the following collection of definitions, we will show how one can constructively build
relations between concrete and abstract elements. We consider until the rest of the chapter two
sets of elements C and D.

Definition 3.14 (Galois connection). A Galois connection between the powerdomains (℘(C),⊆)
and (℘(D),⊆) is a pair of functions α : ℘(C)→ ℘(D) and γ : ℘(D)→ ℘(C) such that:

∀X ∈ ℘(C), Y ∈ ℘(D), X ⊆ γ(Y ) ⇐⇒ α(X) ⊆ Y.

A Galois connection is typically represented as (℘(C),⊆) −−−→←−−−α

γ
(℘(D),⊆).

In Def. 3.14, a Galois connection provides two representations between sets of elements
belonging to two different domains: a concrete and an abstract one. Thus, a Galois connection
provides a method to tunnel between sets of concrete and abstract elements. More specifically,
the left-hand side of the equivalence in Def. 3.14 compares sets of concrete elements. Here, a
concrete set of elements X is compared to a concretized set of abstract elements γ(Y ) with a
set inclusion operator. Two interpretations arise from this comparision: (i) the concrete set
X is more precise than the concrete set γ(Y ), and (ii) Y is an abstraction of the set X. The
second interpretation is often referred to as soundness, namely that each concrete element in a
concrete set is accounted for in the concrete representation of a corresponding abstract set (e.g.,
∀x ∈ X =⇒ x ∈ γ(Y )). The right-hand side of the equivalence in Def. 3.14 compares sets
of abstract elements. The interpretation is similar to the concrete case. That is, an abstract
representation of a concrete set X, α(X), is more precise than a comparable, sound abstract
set Y . Thus in a Galois connection, α(X) is an abstraction of the set X and among all the
abstraction of X it is the most precise.

It is often useful to build for each element described in a semantics a Galois connection.
This way, one ensures any computations done in one domain can be preserved in the other.
For practical purposes, it may be useful to perform some computations in the abstract domain,
which can be further refined on demand by reasoning in the concrete domain.

As an example of how to establish a Galois connection, we will derive a relation between
sets of concrete and abstract elements. The first step is to derive an abstraction function that
will traverse from a concrete domain to an abstract domain.

Definition 3.15 (Generic set abstract function). The abstraction function maps a concrete
element to an abstract element as:

β :

 C → D

c 7→ a

In Def. 3.15, the domain and co-domain of β is, respectively, a set of concrete elements C

and a set of abstract elements D. Thus, the abstraction function is responsible for mapping a
concrete element c ∈ C to a sound abstract element β(c) ∈ D.
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Now, we lift this notion to sets of concrete elements to obtain sets of abstract elements.

Definition 3.16 (Set abstraction). The abstraction of a set of concrete elements to a set of
abstract elements is:

α =

 ℘(C) → ℘(D)

X 7→ {β(c) ∈ D | c ∈ X}
(3.1)

In Def. 3.16, the domain and co-domain of α is, respectively, powersets of a set concrete and
abstract elements. The function α will therefore take as an input a set of concrete elements and
lift β onto each concrete element in the input set. The consequence is a set of abstract elements
each over-approximating of its concrete counterpart. This is accomplished for all concrete sets,
which leads soundness of all possible concrete elements.

Respectively, we can proceed in the other direction in order to traverse from sets of abstract
elements to sets of concrete ones.

Definition 3.17 (Set concretization). The concretization of a set of abstract elements to a set
of concrete elements is:

γ =

 ℘(D) → ℘(C)

Y 7→ {c ∈ C | β(c) ∈ Y }
(3.2)

In Def. 3.17, the domain and co-domain of γ are reverse to Def. 3.16 and is, respectively,
powersets of a set of abstract and concrete elements. Accordingly, this concretization function
will input an abstract set and return a concrete set whose elements have the property that
its abstraction belongs to the input set. Note that since each abstract element is an over-
approximation of a concrete element, then the concrete set may contain several more solutions
than a native concrete set.

Example 3.7. We consider the abstract domain D is the set of intervals
{J0, 4J, J5, 9J, J9, +∞J} and the abstraction function β : N → D that maps each natural
number x ∈ N to the unique interval I in D such that x ∈ I.

For example, abstracting the value 5 gives β(5) = J5, 9J. We say the interval J5, 9J is a
sound abstraction of the value 5.

We now consider the abstraction function α and the concretization function γ that are
induced by the function β, as in Defs. 3.16 - 3.17. The abstraction of the set of natural
numbers {3, 8, 9} is α({3, 8, 9}) = {J0, 4J, J5, 9J}. Concretizing this abstract set leads to
γ({J0, 4J, J5, 9J}) = J0, 9J. Indeed, [γ ◦ α]({3, 8, 9}) refers to the abstraction process of the
concrete set {3, 8, 9} and incurs a loss of precision. That is, {3, 8, 9} ⊆ {x ∈ N | 0 ≤ x < 9}.

Loss of precision incurred by an abstract analysis is discussed extensively in Chapter 4.

In the following proposition, we will show that α in Def. 3.16 and γ in Def. 3.17 form a
Galois connection with respect to the abstraction function β in Def. 3.15.
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3.4. Conclusion

Proposition 3.4. Let C be the set of concrete elements and D be the set of abstract elements.
Then the function pair α and γ form a Galois connection.

Proof. By the definition of a Galois connection, we have:

∀Y ∈ ℘(D), X ∈ ℘(C), X ⊆ γ(Y ) ⇐⇒ α(X) ⊆ Y.

(⇐) Assume that α(X) ⊆ Y .

Take c ∈ X to be a concrete element.

By assumption, we know that α(X) ⊆ Y and β(c) ∈ α(X).

So, β(c) ∈ Y .

Thus, c ∈ {c ∈ C | β(c) ∈ Y }

So, c ∈ γ(Y ).

(⇒) Assume that X ⊆ γ(Y ).

Take a ∈ α(X) to be an abstract element.

There exists a concrete element c ∈ X such that a = β(c).

There exists a concrete element c ∈ γ(Y ) such that a = β(c).

Let c ∈ γ(Y ) be a concrete element with the property a = β(c).

We have β(c) ∈ Y .

So, a ∈ Y .

Recollecting this information, we show how one can build a Galois connection between sets of
concrete elements and sets of abstract elements, although not all Galois connection can be built
this way. In Sect. 4 and Sect. 5 we build Galois connection between various sets of concrete and
abstract elements. The overall goal is to ensure that the abstractions we incur on each concrete
element is sound. Additionally, we build a hierarchy of concrete and abstract semantics by
building on each abstraction of a concrete element such sound-approximations from the simplest
concrete element.

3.4 Conclusion

In this Chapter we devoted attention to introducing the mathematical toolbox used throughout
the duration of the manuscript. In particular, we place an emphasis on the use of posets in order
to provide a structure that would permit us to extract pertinent information about a system of
interest. In addition, we introduced an important relation between two domains: the concrete
and the abstract domain. This can be accomplished by establishing a Galois connection between
two domains.
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We will see in Chapters 4 and 5 that we use extensively the structures introduced in this
Chapter in order to analyze generic transition systems and chemical transition systems. To
do so, we derive the necessary concrete and abstract objects that allows one to design an ab-
straction system on a concrete system. Further, by establishing correspondances between the
two aforementioned system it will become clear that the former system can be used to address
similar questions at a lower level of representation than in the latter one.
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An Abstract Domain with Non-overlapping
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Chapter 4. An Abstract Domain with Non-overlapping Intervals

In this Chapter, we detail the classical interval framework of Abstract Interpreta-
tion which uses non-overlapping intervals. A major focus is given to the design
of a generic abstract transition system, which is derived from a concrete transition
system. In particular, a special emphasis is given to the analysis of the obtained non-
deterministic abstractions resulting from the abstraction process. After, we conclude
with two case studies using this classical framework.
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Résumé Chapitre 4

Dans ce chapitre, nous détaillons le cadre classique du domaine de treillis d’intervalles de
l’interprétation abstraite, qui utilise des intervalles non chevauchants pour abstraire les quantités
de variables d’intérêt. L’accent est mis sur la conception d’un système de transition abstrait
générique, qui est dérivé d’un système de transition concret. Le système de transition concret
est dérivé parallèlement au système de transition abstrait. En particulier, nous mettons l’accent
sur l’analyse du processus d’abstraction. Pour ce faire, nous établissons une connexion de Galois
entre chaque objet concret et sa contrepartie abstraite. En établissant cette relation entre le
domaine concret et le domaine abstrait, nous mettons en évidence plusieurs différences clés et
naturelles entre une analyse relationnelle et non relationnelle d’un système de transition concret.
En outre, nous discutons de la manière dont ces différences peuvent avoir un impact sur l’analyse
du système de transition concret sous-jacent. Enfin, le chapitre 4 conclut en instanciant notre
cadre générique sur les deux études de cas utilisées au chapitre 2.
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As we have previously mentioned, AI is a technique used in the approximation of mathemat-
ical structures by varying levels of granularity. The AI framework owns a collection of abstract
domains which aim at abstracting object types with several approximation strategies. For ex-
ample, an abstract domain that we will focus on pervasively is the interval lattice domain [18]
to over-approximate numerical values with an interval representing a range of values. For an
in-depth understanding of the tools of AI, the reader is referred to [56] and [20]. For now, a
focus is given to building abstract notions for a specific case of an arbitrary transition system
abstracted by means of non-overlapping intervals.

Generally, an abstract transition system is generated from a specified abstract semantics. An
abstract semantics is composed of a collection of mathematical, abstract objects that permit one
to automatically abstract a corresponding concrete semantics. This abstraction represents which
is the concrete counterpart to the abstract semantics. Yet, a difficult task remains in the design
of an appropriate approximation scheme to highlight certain behaviors of interest. Additionally,
the abstract transition system can introduce unwanted fictitious behaviors due to a loss of
precision. We will also take the opportunity to discuss how this imprecision arises and how it
can be dealt with. Nevertheless, accomplishing this difficult task can lead to several advantages
such as a reduction in behavior complexity and a versatile, modular abstract framework which
can be refined on command to highlight properties of interest.

4.1 The classical interval lattice domain

The first mathematical object belonging to the abstract semantics in this Chapter are abstract
intervals, and the following definition characterizes them.

Definition 4.1 (Abstract intervals). We consider a family
(
Jq♯

p, q♯
pJ
)

1≤p≤n
of n couples of values

in N∪{+∞} where n is a natural number in N such that all the following properties are satisfied:

1. for every natural number p between 1 and n, q♯
p < q♯

p

2. for every natural number p between 2 and n, q♯
p−1 = q♯

p;

3. q♯
1 = 0 and q♯

n = +∞.

We denote this set of non-overlapping intervals
{

Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ
∣∣∣ 1 ≤ p ≤ n

}
by D♯.

In Def. 4.1, an abstract interval is an interval set denoted by a lower bound and an upper
bound. Each interval represents a range of values which includes the lower bound and excludes
the upper bound. In Cond. 1, we ensure intervals are properly formed. In Cond. 2, for two
consecutive intervals the upper bound of the first is equal to the lower bound of the second.
This is done to ensure that each interval representation do not share any common values, or
that intervals do not overlap. In Cond. 3, the lower bound of the first interval Jq♯

1, q♯
1J is set to

zero (q♯
1 = 0), while the last interval Jq♯

n, q♯
nJ has no upper bound (q♯

n = +∞). This is done to
ensure that the set of intervals covers each value in N.
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4.1. The classical interval lattice domain

To begin the first of many type abstractions, we would like to compute abstract intervals
from concrete values, which is the reason why we derive the non-overlapping value abstraction
function using the interval domain in Def. 4.1.

Definition 4.2 (Non-overlapping value abstraction). The value abstraction function βN ∈ N→
D♯ maps a natural number x ∈ N to the unique interval Jq♯

p, q♯
pJ∈ D♯ such that q♯

p ≤ x < q♯
p.

In Def. 4.2, the domain and co-domain of the function βN are, respectively, the set of natural
numbers and the non-overlapping interval domain. We often refer to a natural number as a
concrete value. Thus, the value abstraction function will map a concrete value x ∈ N to the
unique abstract interval βN(x) ∈ D♯ that contains this concrete value. This interval exists since
intervals covers all the values and is unique since they do not overlap. We will show how to use
the value abstraction function in the following example.

Example 4.1. Let D♯ = {J0, 6J, J6, +∞J} be the set of intervals. We would like to use the
value abstraction function in Def. 4.2 to abstract the concrete values 2, 3, 7 into intervals in
our domain. By applying βN onto each concrete value, we obtain the intervals J0, 6J, J0, 6J,
and J6, +∞J.

Consequently, abstracting a concrete value results in an interval that over-approximates
this concrete value. As discussed in Sect. 3.3, we commonly refer to the abstract image of a
concrete value as a sound approximation since by construct of Def. 4.2 an interval encloses
a concrete value.

Now, we will focus on establishing a Galois connection (see Def. 3.14) between the concrete
value and abstract interval domains. That is, we want to ensure that each interval (resp.
concrete) set has a corresponding concrete (resp. abstract) representation.

The purpose of the following definition is to derive the abstraction function of the value
Galois connection, which is responsible for generating sets of intervals from sets of concrete
values.

Definition 4.3 (Concrete set abstraction). The concrete set abstraction function maps each set
of concrete values to a set of abstract intervals:

αN =

 ℘(N) → ℘(D♯)
X 7→

{
βN(x) ∈ D♯

∣∣∣ x ∈ X
}

.

In Def. 4.3, the domain and co-domain of the function αN are, respectively, the powerset
of the set of concrete values and the powerset of the set of intervals. Thus, the concrete set
abstraction function will input a set of concrete values X and output the set of intervals αN(X)
by lifting βN onto each concrete value in X. Consequently, the output set is composed of
intervals that are sound approximations of each concrete value from the input set. Note, also,
that by Def. 3.13, the domain and co-domain are complete lattices. This is particularly useful
because it permits us to extract sets with pertinent information such as the join or the meet of
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{J0, 6J} {J6, +∞J}

{J0, 6J, J6, +∞J}

∅

Figure 4.1: The Hasse diagram composed of the sets of intervals obtained by abstracting each
set of concrete values in Fig. 3.1 by αN (see Def. 4.3).

elements belonging to each powerset, which may compose a set of elements carrying a property
of interest. This structure will become important in Sect. 4.5 to generate automatically all the
abstract (resp. concrete) behaviors for an abstract (resp. a concrete) transition system.

The problem of abstracting a set of concrete values can be specified into collecting the set
of abstract intervals such that each value in a concrete set has the property that it is bounded
by an interval in the corresponding abstract set. This motivates the following explicit form of
the concrete set abstraction function.

Proposition 4.1. Let X ∈ ℘(N) be a set of concrete values. Then:

αN(X) =
{

Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ∈ D♯
∣∣∣ ∃x ∈ X : x ∈ Jq♯

p, q♯
pJ
}

.

Proof. Let X ∈ ℘(N) be a set of natural numbers.

αN(X) =
{

βN(x) ∈ D♯
∣∣∣ x ∈ X

}
=

{
Jq♯

p, q♯
pJ∈ D♯

∣∣∣ ∃x ∈ X : βN(x) = Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ
}

=
{

Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ∈ D♯
∣∣∣ ∃x ∈ X : q♯

p ≤ x < q♯
p

}
=

{
Jq♯

p, q♯
pJ∈ D♯

∣∣∣ ∃x ∈ X : x ∈ Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ
}

.

The expression in Prop. 4.1 provides a more descriptive process as to how the abstraction
of concrete values by βN in a concrete set results in an abstract set composed of those abstract
intervals each of which bound the concrete values in a prescribed set.

Example 4.2. Let D♯ = {J0, 6J, J6, +∞J} be the set of intervals. Let A = {2, 3, 7} be the
set of concrete values. We use the value set abstraction function αN with interval parameters
D♯ on each concrete set in the powerset ℘(A) (see Fig. 3.1) to obtain the interval sets in the
powerset ℘(A♯) (see Fig. 4.1).

Similarly to Ex. 3.4, we can compute the join and meet for any element of the powerset
℘(A♯). For example, the set of upper bounds for the interval sets {J0, 6J} and {J6, +∞J} is
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4.1. The classical interval lattice domain

X U♯ = {{J0, 6J, J6, +∞J}}. Respectively, the join for the two aforementioned interval sets is
⊔X U♯ = {J0, 6J, J6, +∞J}.

Accordingly, the set of lower bounds for the interval sets {J0, 6J} and {J6, +∞J} is
XL♯ = {∅}. Respectively, the meet is ⊓XL♯ = ∅.

In a similar manner to Def. 4.3, we can derive the concretization function to map sets of
intervals and to sets of concrete values. This is the second function required for our value Galois
connection.

Definition 4.4 (Abstract set concretization function). The abstract set concretization function
maps each set of intervals to a set of concrete values:

γD♯ =

 ℘(D♯) → ℘(N)
Y 7→

{
x ∈ N

∣∣∣ βN(x) ∈ Y
}

.

In Def. 4.4, the domain and co-domain of the function γD♯ are, respectively, the powerset
of the set of intervals and the powerset of the set of concrete values. Here, the domain and
co-domain is reversed when compared to the concrete set abstraction function (see Def. 4.3).
Thus, the abstract set concretization function will input a set of intervals Y and output the set of
concrete values γD♯(Y ) composed of those concrete values with the property that its abstraction
belongs to the input set. A more mechanical description of this concretization function is detailed
in the following proposition: since each interval represents a range of concrete values, then we
collect by set union each range of values represented by the abstract intervals in the candidate
set to be concretized.

Proposition 4.2. Let Y ∈ ℘(D♯) be a set of intervals. Then:

γD♯(Y ) =
⋃

Jq♯
p,q♯

pJ∈Y

Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ.

Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘(D♯) be a set of intervals.

γD♯(Y ) =
{

x ∈ N
∣∣∣ βN(x) ∈ Y

}
=

{
x ∈ N

∣∣∣ ∃Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ∈ Y : βN(x) = Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ
}

=
{

x ∈ N
∣∣∣ ∃Jq♯

p, q♯
pJ∈ Y : q♯

p ≤ x < q♯
p

}
=

{
x ∈ N

∣∣∣ ∃Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ∈ Y : x ∈ Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ
}

=
⋃

Jq♯
p,q♯

pJ∈Y

{
x ∈ N

∣∣∣ x ∈ Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ
}

=
⋃

Jq♯
p,q♯

pJ∈Y

Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ.
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Example 4.3. Let D♯ = {J0, 6J, J6, +∞J} be the set of intervals. Let A♯ =
{J0, 6J, J6, +∞J} (see Fig. 4.1). We would like to concretize the set A♯ by γD♯ (see Def. 4.4).

Thus, we obtain γD♯(A♯) = {x ∈ N | 0 ≤ x < +∞}.
Note that the abstraction process γD♯ ◦ αN incurs a loss of precision. For example,

consider the original set of concrete values X = {3, 7} (see Fig. 3.1) that underwent the
abstraction process using the interval parameters D♯. Therefore, X ⊆ [γD♯ ◦ αN](X ).

Very often, abstracting concrete values incurs a loss in precision because the abstraction
process can introduce fictitious concrete values. This is because the first step in the abstraction
process computes a set of intervals from an initial set of concrete values. Since each interval
is an over-approximation of a concrete value, then more values are considered for the sake of
soundness. Consequently, the second step of the abstraction process is to concretize the interval
obtained from the first step. Therefore, concretizing this interval set results in the set union
of the concrete values captured by each interval from step one. We saw this was the case in
Ex. 4.3.

Additionally, the abstraction process is further impacted as to whether or not we have at
our disposal some concrete or abstract dependencies. For each of the abstract elements derived
in Sects. 4.2 - 4.4, we will show how each respective abstract element incurs loss in precision by
comparing relational and non-relational abstractions.

4.2 Abstract states

In Sect. 4.1, we focused on deriving our first abstract function that maps values to intervals. In
this section, we derive the second abstract function that maps concrete states to abstract states,
thus building on the previous abstract element. In order to compute abstract states, we must
first derive its concrete counterpart. A concrete state is a function that associates a variable to
a quantity.

Definition 4.5 (Concrete state). Let V be a set of variables. A concrete state is a function
q : V → N that maps each variable v ∈ V onto the concrete value q(v) ∈ N. The set of concrete
states is denoted as Q.

The domain and co-domain of the function q are, respectively, the set of variables and the
set of concrete values. Accordingly, a concrete state q ∈ Q carries information regarding the
quantity of each variable in a given set of variables. For example, for a given concrete state
q ∈ Q, one refers to q(v) as the concrete value of the variable v ∈ V. A similar mathematical
structure can be derived for abstract states, with the difference being that a variable is associated
to an interval rather than a concrete value.
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4.2. Abstract states

Definition 4.6 (Abstract state). An abstract state is a function q♯ : V → D♯ and that maps
each variable v ∈ V to the abstract interval q♯(v) ∈ D♯. The set of abstract states is denoted as
Q♯.

The domain and co-domain of the function q♯ are, respectively, the set of variables and the
set of intervals. Here, an abstract state holds the potential interval values for a given set of
variables. Thus, for a given abstract state q♯ ∈ Q♯, q♯(v) is the abstract interval value for the
variable v ∈ V. In order to obtain abstract states, one would have to abstract concrete ones.
This will be tasked to the following state abstraction function.

Definition 4.7 (State abstraction). The state abstraction function maps each concrete state to
an abstract state such that:

βQ :

 Q → Q♯

q 7→
[
v ∈ V 7→ βN(q(v)) ∈ D♯

]
.

The domain and co-domain of the function βQ are, respectively, the set of concrete states
and the set of abstract states. Thus, the state abstraction function maps each concrete state to
an abstract state. This is accomplished by lifting the value abstraction function from Def. 4.2
component-wise onto each component quantity in a candidate concrete state to be abstracted.
This results in the abstract state such that each of its component is an interval value that
over-approximates the respective concrete value from the corresponding concrete state.

Example 4.4. Let D♯ = {J0, 6J, J6, 12J, J12, +∞J} be the set of intervals. Let V = {x, y, w}
be the set of variables and q = [x 7→ 2, y 7→ 3, w 7→ 7] ∈ Q be the concrete state such that
the variables x, y, and w are mapped to the respective concrete values 2, 3, and 7. We would
like to abstract the concrete state q using the state abstraction function (see Def. 4.7).

By applying the state abstraction function onto q one obtains the abstract state q♯ =
βQ(q) = [x 7→ J0, 6J, y 7→ J0, 6J, w 7→ J6, 12J] such that the variables x, y, and w are mapped
respectively to the intervals J0, 6J, J0, 6J, and J6, 12J. As a result, the concrete value of each
component in the given concrete state is abstracted into the interval that contains it.

Note, also, that each interval in the abstract state q♯ is a sound-approximation of its
concrete counterpart. Thus, our abstractions propagates the soundness property from the
abstract interval object to abstract states.

Similarly to what was done in Sect. 4.1, we can take advantage of our soundness property
in order to establish a Galois connection between the concrete and abstract domains. Thus, we
derive now the abstract function that maps sets of concrete states to sets of abstract states.

Definition 4.8 (Abstraction of sets of concrete states). The state set abstraction function maps
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a set of concrete states to the set of abstract states:

αQ =

 ℘(Q) → ℘(Q♯)
X 7→

{
βQ(q) ∈ Q♯

∣∣∣ q ∈ X
}

In Def. 4.8, the domain and co-domain of the function αQ are, respectively, the powerset
of the set of concrete states and the powerset of the set of abstract states. Here, the state set
abstraction function inputs a set of concrete states and output the set of abstract states with
the property that each concrete state when abstracted by βQ (see Def. 4.7) belongs to the input
set.

Accordingly, we would like to derive a more specific version of Def. 4.8 with the goal of
assessing how abstracting a set of concrete values can impact the accuracy of the abstraction.

Therefore, in the following proposition one can unfold the abstraction of a given set of
concrete states by considering for each concrete the component-wise abstraction of a variable
value along each coordinate.

Proposition 4.3. Let X ∈ ℘(Q) be a set of concrete states. Then:

αQ(X) =
{

q♯ ∈ Q♯
∣∣∣ ∃q ∈ X,∀v ∈ V : q♯(v) ∈ αN({q(v)})

}
.

Proof. Let X ∈ ℘(Q) be a set of concrete states.

αQ(X) =
{

βQ(q) ∈ Q♯
∣∣∣ q ∈ X

}
=

{
q♯ ∈ Q♯

∣∣∣ ∃q ∈ X : βQ(q) = q♯
}

=
{

q♯ ∈ Q♯
∣∣∣ ∃q ∈ X,∀v ∈ V : βN(q(v)) = q♯(v)

}
=

{
q♯ ∈ Q♯

∣∣∣ ∃q ∈ X,∀v ∈ V : q♯(v) ≤ q(v) < q♯(v)
}

=
{

q♯ ∈ Q♯
∣∣∣ ∃q ∈ X,∀v ∈ V : q♯(v) ∈ αN({q(v)})

}
.

In the following, we denote as αQ,1 the function mapping every set of concrete states X ⊆ Q
into the set of abstract states

{
q♯ ∈ Q♯

∣∣∣ ∃q ∈ X,∀v ∈ V : q♯(v) ∈ αN({q(v)})
}

. Note that, by
Prop. 4.3, the functions αQ and αQ,1 are the same.

Proposition 4.4. Let X ∈ ℘(Q) be a set of concrete states. Then:

αQ(X) ⊆
{

q♯ ∈ Q♯
∣∣∣ ∀v ∈ V : q♯(v) ∈ αN({q(v) | q ∈ X})

}
.

Proof.
αQ(X) =

{
q♯ ∈ Q♯

∣∣∣ ∃q ∈ X,∀v ∈ V : q♯(v) ≤ q(v) < q♯(v)
}

⊆
{

q♯ ∈ Q♯
∣∣∣ ∀v ∈ V : q♯(v) ∈ αN({q(v) | q ∈ X})

}
.
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In the following, we denote as αQ,2 the function mapping every set of concrete states X ⊆ Q
into the set of abstract states

{
q♯ ∈ Q♯

∣∣∣ ∀v ∈ V : q♯(v) ∈ αN({q(v) | q ∈ X})
}

.
In Prop. 4.3, we derived the relational version of the abstraction function from Def. 4.8

that we can use to obtain the best abstraction of a set of concrete states. In this scenario, the
expression αQ,1 abstracts each component value in a concrete state (belonging to the input set)
provided relational information about the value of the other components in the state. On the
contrary, the non-relational version of this abstraction function αQ,2, given by Prop. 4.4, leads
to each component in a concrete state being abstracted independently of one another.

Example 4.5. Let D♯ = {J0, 6J, J6, 12J, J12, +∞J} be the set of intervals and V = {v1, v2}
be the set of variables. Let A = {q1, q2} be the set of concrete states such that q1 = [v1 7→
2, v2 7→ 3] and q2 = [v1 7→ 8, v2 7→ 7]. We would like to compare a relational (by Prop. 4.3)
and non-relational (by Prop. 4.4) abstraction of the set A.

Using the relational abstraction expression, we obtain

A♯
1 = αQ,1(A) = {(J0, 6J, J0, 6J), (J6, 12J, J6, 12J)}

such that each component in each concrete state are abstracted together (see Fig. 4.2, solid
crosses).

Otherwise, using the non-relational abstraction expression results in

A♯
2 = αQ,2(A) = {{J0, 6J, J6, 12J} × {J0, 6J, J6, 12J}}

such that each set in A♯
2 contains an interval value for each component. This leads to four po-

tential abstract states: {(J0, 6J, J0, 6J), (J0, 6J, J6, 12J), (J6, 12J, J0, 6J), (J6, 12J, J6, 12J)} (see
Fig. 4.2, solid and dashed crosses).

Thus, the non-relational set of intervals A♯
2 generates additional abstract states in com-

parison to the relational set of intervals A♯
1 since we lose dependency from each component

in each concrete state in A, and is the reason why we choose relational abstractions for the
state abstraction process. Indeed, the relational set of intervals is more precise than the
non-relational set, e.g., A♯

1 ⊆ A
♯
2.

Definition 4.9 (Concretization of sets of abstract states). The abstract state set concretization
function maps a set of abstract states to the set of concrete states:

γQ♯ =

 ℘(Q♯) → ℘(Q)
Y 7→

{
q ∈ Q

∣∣∣ βQ(q) ∈ Y
}

In Def. 4.9, the domain and co-domain of the function γQ♯ are, respectively, the powerset of
the set of abstract states and the powerset of the set of concrete states. The state concretization
function inputs a set of abstract states and outputs the collection of concrete states with the
property their abstraction belongs to the input set. Indeed, this function functions similarly to
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Chapter 4. An Abstract Domain with Non-overlapping Intervals

the one derived for values (see Def. 4.4), yet now we consider this concretization procedure over
abstract states containing several possible interval values for each variable. We can further de-
compose this concretization process similar to what we did for the state set abstraction function
(see Prop. 4.3). Similarly, in the following proposition, the concretization of a set of abstract
states is decomposed into the problem of taking the union of sets of concrete states such that
each variable value belong to the delimited region conferred by an abstract state.

Proposition 4.5. Let Y ∈ ℘(Q♯) be a set of abstract states. Then:

γQ♯(Y ) =
⋃

q♯∈Y

(∏
v∈V

Jq♯
v, q♯

vJ

)
.

Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘(Q♯) be a set of abstract states.

γQ♯(Y ) =
{

q ∈ Q
∣∣∣ βQ(q) ∈ Y

}
=

{
q ∈ Q

∣∣∣ ∃q♯ ∈ Y : βQ(q) = q♯
}

=
{

q ∈ Q
∣∣∣ ∃q♯ ∈ Y, ∀v ∈ V : βN(q(v)) = q♯(v)

}
=

⋃
q♯∈Y

{
q ∈ Q

∣∣∣ ∀v ∈ V : βN(q(v)) = q♯(v)
}

=
⋃

q♯∈Y

{
q ∈ Q

∣∣∣ ∀v ∈ V : q♯(v) ≤ q(v) < q♯(v)
}

=
⋃

q♯∈Y

(∏
v∈V

Jq♯(v), q♯(v)J
)

.

In the following, we denote as γQ♯,1 the function mapping every set of abstract states Y ⊆ Q♯

into the set of concrete states ⋃q♯∈Y

(∏
v∈V

Jq♯(v), q♯(v)J
)

. Note that, by Prop. 4.5, the functions

γQ♯ and γQ♯,1 are the same.

Proposition 4.6. Let Y ∈ ℘(Q♯) be a set of abstract states. Then:

γQ♯(Y ) ⊆
⋃{

q ∈ Q
∣∣∣ ∀v ∈ V : q(v) ∈ γD♯

({
q♯(v) | q♯ ∈ Y

})}
.

Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘(Q♯) be a set of abstract states.

γQ♯(Y ) =
⋃

q♯∈Y

{
q ∈ Q

∣∣∣ ∀v ∈ V : βN(q(v)) = q♯(v)
}

=
⋃

q♯∈Y

{
q ∈ Q

∣∣∣ ∀v ∈ V : q(v) ∈ γD♯
({

q♯(v)
})}

⊆
⋃{

q ∈ Q
∣∣∣ ∀v ∈ V : q(v) ∈ γD♯

({
q♯(v)

∣∣∣ q♯ ∈ Y
})}

.
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In the following, we denote as γQ♯,2 the function mapping every set of abstract states Y ⊆ Q♯

into the set of concrete states ⋃{q ∈ Q | ∀v ∈ V : q(v) ∈ γD♯
({

q♯(v)
∣∣∣ q♯ ∈ Y

})}
.

Similarly, in Prop. 4.5 is the relational version of the concretization expression from Def. 4.9.
In this case, each abstract state in a set concretized by γQ♯,1 is guided by the interval values of
each variable in an abstract state. Otherwise, the non-relational version of this concretization
function by γQ♯,2 from Prop. 4.6 leads to one each interval value per component of each abstract

state independently. Note that ℘(Q) −−−−−→←−−−−−
αQ,2

γQ♯,2

℘(Q♯) forms another Galois connection between
the states ℘(Q) and ℘(Q♯). It is indeed the non-relational counterpart of the Galois connection

℘(Q) −−−−−→←−−−−−
αQ,1

γQ♯,1

℘(Q♯).

Example 4.6. Let D♯ = {J0, 6J, J6, 12J, J12, +∞J} be the set of intervals and V = {v1, v2}
be the set of variables. Let A = {q1, q2} be the set of concrete states such that q1 = [v1 7→
2, v2 7→ 3] and q2 = [v1 7→ 8, v2 7→ 7].

We would like to apply the relational concretization γQ♯,1 to the relational and to the
non-relational sets of states obtained in the result of Ex. 4.5:

A♯
1 =

{
q♯

1, q♯
2

}
such that q♯

1 = [v1 7→ J0, 6J, v2 7→ J0, 6J] and q♯
2 = [v1 7→ J6, 12J, v2 7→ J6, 12J], and:

A♯
2 =

{
q♯

1, q♯
2, q♯

3, q♯
4

}
such that additionally q♯

3 = [v1 7→ J0, 6J, v2 7→ J6, 12J] and q♯
4 = [v1 7→ J6, 12J, v2 7→ J6, 12J].

Using the relational concretization one obtains

γQ♯,1(A♯
1) = (J0, 6J×J0, 6J) ∪ (J6, 12J×J6, 12J).

By comparison, the non-relational concretization of the set of abstract states A♯
2 is:

γQ♯,2(A♯
2) = J0, 6J×J6, 12J.

Thus, the concretization of each abstract state leads to the regions of concrete states
delimited by each interval value.

Up to this point, we have defined the notion of abstract states, vectors which contain in
its components the interval values of variables. After which, we showed it possible to obtain
abstract states from concrete states using the state abstraction function (see Def. 4.7). Further,
one can propagate this abstract function onto those concrete states belonging to a set, which
was done for the concrete state set abstraction function of Def. 4.8. This generates the sets of
possible abstract states that can be obtained from concrete ones. In contrast, using the abstract
state concretization function allows one to proceed in the reverse direction. That is, to obtain
sets of concrete states from abstract ones. Consequently, we were able to establish a Galois
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0 6

6

q♯(v1)

q♯(v2)

12

12

Figure 4.2: The relational versus non-relational state abstraction of the set of concrete states
A = {q1, q2} such that a concrete state is denoted by a couple (q(v1), q(v2)) containing the value
of the variables v1 and v2. Here, q1 = (2, 3) and q2 = (8, 7). Each box represents an abstract
state. Using the set of intervals Q♯ = {J0, 6J, J6, 12J, J12, +∞J}, the boxes with solid crosses
correspond to the set of abstract states obtained from by a relational abstraction of A by αQ,1.
Respectively, the solid and dashed crosses correspond to the set of abstract states obtained by
the non-relational abstraction of this same concrete set by αQ,2. See Ex. 4.5 for more details
regarding this example.

connection between the concrete and abstract states domain. Finally, it has become clear how
the abstraction process can impact the accuracy of an analysis. For example, we noted that
the state abstraction process γQ♯ ◦αQ outputs an imprecise set of states where larger regions of
values for each variable considered.

Now, we will shift our efforts to deriving in Sect. 4.3 the next abstract object: abstract
transitions. This will us to build relations between abstract states.

4.3 Abstract transitions

The third abstract object of this Chapter that we derive are abstract transitions. Abstract
transitions are obtained from concrete ones, and a concrete transition is a relation between two
concrete states.

We assume that transitions are labelled with a natural number in J1, σK, where σ ∈ N is the
number of kinds of transitions labels.

Definition 4.10 (Concrete transitions). A concrete transition is an element (q, l, q′) ∈ Q ×
J1, σK×Q such that l ∈ J1, σK is a label between two concrete states q, q′ ∈ Q.

We denote the set of all concrete transitions T .

For Def. 4.10, a concrete transition can also be written as q
l−→ q′ and indicates how a source

(or, predecessor) state q can become a target (or, successor) state q′ when an event with label
l is applied to q. Thus, the source and target state of a concrete transition are related by an
event, which can potentially change the value of a subset of variable values in the source state
of this concrete transition.
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Example 4.7. Let V = {v1, v2} be the set of variables. Let q, q′ ∈ Q be two concrete
states. Consider the following concrete transition event relating the two concrete states q

and q′:
[v1 7→ q(v1), v2 7→ q(v2)] 1−→ [v1 7→ q(v1) + 2, v2 7→ q(v2) + 3].

In this generic concrete transition the event labeled 1 is applied to the source state q to
obtain the target state q′, which we can also write as q

1−→ q′.
In a specific example, consider the initialization of the source state to be q = [v1 7→

2, v2 7→ 3]. By applying the event 1, we obtain:

[v1 7→ 2, v2 7→ 3] 1−→ [v1 7→ 4, v2 7→ 6].

Here, the variable v1 (resp. v2) has been increased by two (resp. three) from the source
to the target state in the concrete transition produced.

An abstract transition has a similar mathematical structure as a concrete one with the
difference being that it expresses a relation between two abstract states.

Definition 4.11 (Abstract transitions). An abstract transition is an element (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Q♯ ×
J1, σK×Q♯ such that an event l ∈ J1, σK is a label between two abstract states q♯, q♯′ ∈ Q♯.

The set of all abstract transitions is denoted as T ♯.

Similarly to a concrete transition, an abstract transition in Def. 4.11 can be written as
q♯ l−→ q♯′. Namely, an abstract transition is composed of source and target abstract states, which
are related by an event label l. In the abstract context, an application of an event l to a source
abstract state may change the interval value of a subset of variables and is reflected in the target
abstract state. An interpretation of abstract transitions can be the capacity for a variable to
traverse between contiguous regions of values. Now the goal is to obtain abstract transitions
from concrete ones, which is tasked to the transition abstraction function.

Definition 4.12 (Transition abstraction function). The concrete transition abstraction function
βT maps each concrete transition to the abstract transition:

βT :

 T → T ♯

(q♯, l, q♯′) 7→
(
βQ(q), l, βQ(q′)

)
.

In Def. 4.12, the domain and co-domain of the function βT is the set of concrete transitions
and the set of abstract transitions. The transition abstraction function inputs a concrete tran-
sition and applies to its source and target state the state abstraction function (see Def. 4.7).
Consequently, the output is the abstract transition composed of the abstract concrete states
belonging to the input concrete transition. Note that in Def. 4.12, the label of the abstracted
concrete transition is preserved. The reason for this is because the label will be important when
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it is time to recover concrete transitions via concretization of a collection of abstract transitions
(see Def. 4.14)

Example 4.8. We consider the abstraction of a pair of concrete transitions. Let D♯ =
{J0, 6J, J6, 12J, J12, +∞J} be the set intervals and V = {v1, v2} be the set of variables. We
would like to abstract the following concrete transitions:

[v1 7→ 2, v2 7→ 3] 1−→ [v1 7→ 4, v2 7→ 6];
[v1 7→ 4, v2 7→ 6] 1−→ [v1 7→ 6, v2 7→ 9].

Using the transition abstraction function in Def. 4.12 together with the interval param-
eters Q♯, one obtains:

[v1 7→ J0, 6J, v2 7→ J0, 6J ] 1−→ [v1 7→ J0, 6J, v2 7→ J6, 12J ];
[v1 7→ J0, 6J, v2 7→ J6, 12J ] 1−→ [v1 7→ J6, 12J, v2 7→ J6, 12J ].

Thus, each related source and target state belonging to the candidate concrete transitions
are abstracted, while the event label is preserved.

Accordingly, we can further construct a Galois connection between sets of concrete transitions
and sets of abstract transitions by deriving the corresponding abstraction and concretization
functions.

Definition 4.13 (Abstraction of sets of concrete transitions). The transition set abstraction
function maps a set of concrete transitions to the set of abstract transitions:

αT =

 ℘(T ) → ℘(T ♯)
X 7→

{
βT (q, l, q′)

∣∣∣ (q, l, q′) ∈ X
}

.

In Def. 4.13, the domain and co-domain of the function αT are, respectively, the powerset
of the set of concrete transitions and the powerset of the set of abstract transitions. The
concrete transition set abstraction function inputs a set of concrete transitions and abstracts
each transition in this set with the transition abstraction function (see Def. 4.12). Consequently,
the output are the set of abstract transitions that can be obtained from the input set. In order to
obtain a more explicit version of Def. 4.13, we can use our results obtained in Sect. 4.2 regarding
the concrete state set abstraction function (see Prop. 4.3). Accordingly, we abstract sets of
concrete transitions using a relational approach that preserves the relation between source and
target states of each concrete transition.

Proposition 4.7. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of concrete transitions. Then:

αT (X) =
{

(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ ∃q, q′ ∈ Q : (q, l, q′) ∈ X ∧ q♯ ∈ αQ({q}) ∧ q♯′ ∈ αQ(

{
q′})

}
.
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Proof. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of concrete transitions.

αT (X) =
{

βT (q, l, q′)
∣∣∣ (q, l, q′) ∈ X

}
=

{
(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ ∃(q, l, q′) ∈ X : βT (q, l, q′) = (q♯, l, q♯′)
}

=
{

(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ ∃q, q′ ∈ Q : (q, l, q′) ∈ X ∧ βQ(q) = q♯ ∧ βQ(q′) = q♯′

}
=

{
(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ ∃q, q′ ∈ Q : (q, l, q′) ∈ X ∧ q♯ ∈ αQ({q}) ∧ q♯′ ∈ αQ({q′})
}

.

In the following, we denote αT,1 the function mapping every set of concrete transitions X ⊆ T

into the set of abstract transitions:{
(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ ∃q, q′ ∈ Q : (q, l, q′) ∈ X ∧ q♯ ∈ αQ({q}) ∧ q♯′ ∈ αQ(
{
q′})

}
.

Note that, by Prop. 4.7, the functions αT and αT,1 are equal.

Proposition 4.8. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of concrete transitions. Then:

αT (X) ⊆
{

(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ q♯ ∈ αQ(

{
q | (q, l, q′) ∈ X

}
) ∧ q♯′ ∈ αQ(

{
q′ ∣∣ (q, l, q′) ∈ X

}
)
}

.

Proof. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of concrete transitions.

αT (X) =
{

(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ ∃q, q′ ∈ Q : (q, l, q′) ∈ X ∧ βQ(q) = q♯ ∧ βQ(q′) = q♯′

}
⊆

{
(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ q♯ ∈ αQ({q | (q, l, q′) ∈ X}) ∧ q♯′ ∈ αQ({q′ | (q, l, q′) ∈ X})
}

.

In the following, we denote αT,2 the function mapping every set of concrete transitions X ⊆ T

into the set of abstract transitions:{
(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ q♯ ∈ αQ(
{

q | (q, l, q′) ∈ X
}
) ∧ q♯′ ∈ αQ(

{
q′ ∣∣ (q, l, q′) ∈ X

}
)
}

.

In Prop. 4.7, we derive the relational version of the abstraction function from Def. 4.13 that
we can use to obtain the best abstraction of a set of concrete transitions. Here, the expression
αT,1 abstracts each concrete transition from an input set by preserving the relation between
each respective source and target states. In contrast, the expression αT,2, given by Prop. 4.8,
loses the relation between each source and target state of each concrete transition belonging to
the input set. Thus, one must consider several possible combinations between each source and
target states that arise when these components are abstracted independently.

Example 4.9.
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Let D♯ = {J0, 6J, J6, 12J, J12, +∞J} be the set of intervals. Let V = {v1, v2} be the set of
variables.

We would like to abstract the following set of concrete transitions (see Ex. 4.8):

A =

 [v1 7→ 2, v2 7→ 3] 1−→ [v1 7→ 4, v2 7→ 6];
[v1 7→ 4, v2 7→ 6] 1−→ [v1 7→ 6, v2 7→ 9]


which we can also denote as A =

{
(2, 3) 1−→ (4, 6), (4, 6) 1−→ (6, 9)

}
such that each concrete

state, for example q, is expressed as a tuple (q(v1), q(v2)).
The relational abstraction by αT,1 results in the following set of abstract transitions:

A♯
1 =

 (J0, 6J, J0, 6J) 1−→ (J0, 6J, J6, 12J),
(J0, 6J, J6, 12J) 1−→ (J6, 12J, J6, 12J)

 .

such that each abstract state, for example q♯, is expressed by a tuple (q♯(v1), q♯(v2)) (see
Fig. 4.3, solid arrows). Indeed, the set A♯

1 is composed of the same abstract transitions
obtained in Ex. 4.8.

In contrast, the non-relational abstraction using αT,2 results in:

A♯
2 =


(J0, 6J, J0, 6J) 1−→ (J0, 6J, J6, 12J),

(J0, 6J, J6, 12J) 1−→ (J0, 6J, J6, 12J),
(J0, 6J, J6, 12J) 1−→ (J6, 12J, J6, 12J),
(J0, 6J, J6, 12J) 1−→ (J6, 12J, J6, 12J)


.

In this scenario, in addition to the actual abstract transitions in the set A♯
1, two fictitious

abstract transitions in addition are taken into account in the set A♯
2 (see Fig. 4.3, solid

and dashed arrows). This is because the non-relational abstraction loses the dependency
between the source and target states of each concrete transition that is abstracted in the
initial concrete set. Note also that we use the relational abstraction over these concrete
states. An even coarser abstraction could have been obtained by also considering the non-
relational state abstraction.

Thus, the non-relational analysis takes into account additional abstract transitions and
is more imprecise the its relational counterpart, e.g., A♯

1 ⊂ A
♯
2.

Accordingly, we derive the corresponding concretization function that will permit one to
compute sets of concrete transitions from sets of abstract transitions.

Definition 4.14 (Concretization of sets of abstract transitions). The abstract transition set
concretization function maps a set of abstract transitions to the set of concrete transitions such
that:

γT ♯ =

 ℘(T ♯) → ℘(T )
Y 7→

{
(q, l, q′) ∈ T | βT (q, l, q′) ∈ Y

}
.
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0 6

6

12

12

q♯(v1)

q♯(v2)

Figure 4.3: The relational versus non-relational abstraction of the set concrete transitions A ={
(2, 3) 1−→ (4, 6), (4, 6) 1−→ (6, 9)

}
with the interval domain D♯ = {J0, 6J, J6, 12J, J12, +∞J}. Each

box is an abstract state. An abstract transition proceeds from a source abstract state (an arrow
tail) to a target abstract state (arrow head). The relational abstraction of the set A by αT,1

results in the set of abstract transitions composed of the solid abstract transitions. However, the
non-relational of the same concrete set by αT,2 outputs the set of abstract transitions composed
of both the solid and dashed abstract transitions. For more details see Ex. 4.9.

In Def. 4.14, the domain and co-domain of the function γT ♯ are, respectively, the powerset of
the set of abstract transitions and the powerset of the set of concrete transitions. The abstract
transition set concretization function inputs a set of abstract transitions and outputs the set of
concrete transitions with the property that the abstraction of each concrete transition belongs
to the input set. A specific version of this function is similar in structure to the explicit concrete
transition set abstraction function (see Prop. 4.7). Namely, given a set of abstract transitions,
the relational abstract transition set concretization function retains the relation between each
source and target abstract states of each abstract transition.

Proposition 4.9. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) be a set of abstract transitions. Then:

γT ♯(Y ) =
⋃

q♯,q♯′∈Q♯

{
(q, l, q′) ∈ T

∣∣ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ q ∈ γQ♯
({

q♯
})
∧ q′ ∈ γQ♯

({
q♯′
})}

.

Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) be a set of abstract transitions.

γT ♯(Y ) =
{

(q, l, q′) ∈ T
∣∣ βT (q, l, q′) ∈ Y

}
=

{
(q, l, q′) ∈ T

∣∣ ∃(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y : βT (q, l, q′) = (q♯, l, q♯′)
}

=
{

(q, l, q′) ∈ T
∣∣ ∃q♯, q♯′ ∈ Q♯ : (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ βQ(q) = q♯ ∧ βQ(q′) = q♯′}

=
{

(q, l, q′) ∈ T
∣∣∣ ∃q♯, q♯′ ∈ Q♯ : (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ q ∈ γQ♯ ({

q♯
})
∧ q′ ∈ γQ♯ ({

q♯′})}
=

⋃
q♯,q♯′∈Q♯

{
(q, l, q′) ∈ T

∣∣∣ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ q ∈ γQ♯ ({
q♯
})
∧ q′ ∈ γQ♯ ({

q♯′})} .
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In the following, we denote γT ♯,1 the function mapping every set of abstract transitions
Y ⊆ T ♯ into the set of concrete transitions

γT ♯(Y ) =
⋃

q♯,q♯′∈Q♯

{
(q, l, q′) ∈ T

∣∣∣ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ q ∈ γQ♯
({

q♯
})
∧ q′ ∈ γQ♯

({
q♯′
})}

.

Note that, by Prop. 4.9, the functions γT ♯ and γT ♯,1 are the same.

Proposition 4.10. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) be a set of abstract transitions. Then:

γT ♯

(Y ) ⊆
⋃{

(q, l, q′) ∈ T
∣∣∣ q ∈ γQ♯ ({

q♯
∣∣ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y

})
∧ q′ ∈ γQ♯ ({

q♯′ ∣∣ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y
})}

.

Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) be a set of abstract transitions.

γT ♯(Y ) =
{

(q, l, q′) ∈ T
∣∣∣ ∃q♯, q♯′ ∈ Q♯ : (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ q ∈ γQ♯ ({

q♯
})
∧ q′ ∈ γQ♯ ({

q♯′})}
⊆

⋃{
(q, l, q′) ∈ T

∣∣∣ q ∈ γQ♯ ({
q♯
∣∣ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y

})
∧ q′ ∈ γQ♯ ({

q♯′ ∣∣ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y
})}

.

In the following, we denote as γT ♯,2 the function mapping every set of abstract transitions
Y ⊆ T ♯ into the set of concrete transitions:

⋃{
(q, l, q′) ∈ T

∣∣∣ q ∈ γQ♯
({

q♯
∣∣∣ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y

})
∧ q′ ∈ γQ♯

({
q♯′
∣∣∣ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y

})}
.

Similarly, in Prop. 4.9 is the relational version of the concretization expression from Def. 4.14.
In this case, each abstract transition in a set concretized by γT ♯,1 is guided by the relation
between the source and target states of each abstract transition. Otherwise, the non-relational
version of this concretization function by γT ♯,2 from Prop. 4.6 loses this relation and one must
concretize each source and target states independently to one another.

Note that ℘(T ) −−−−−→←−−−−−
αT,2

γT ♯,2

℘(T ♯) forms another Galois connection between the transitions ℘(T )

and ℘(T ♯). It is indeed the non-relational counterpart of the Galois connection ℘(T ) −−−−−→←−−−−−
αT,1

γT ♯,1

℘(T ♯).
We omit an example because the abstraction process γT ♯,1 ◦αT,1 and γT ♯,2 ◦αT,2 for a set of

concrete transitions as the output can rapidly become exhaustive. Yet, it is important to note
that each abstraction process builds on the relational state abstraction process. As a result,
we are able to track the degree of imprecision that may be propagated to the abstraction of a
concrete element that is slightly more complex.

In this Section, we introduced our third abstract object, abstract transitions; and, derived
the transition abstraction function (see Def. 4.12) to obtain abstract transitions from concrete
transitions. After which, we established a Galois connection between the abstract transition and
concrete transition domains. We use this correspondance between the two domains to examine
how the abstraction process for a set of concrete transitions can introduce fictitious abstract
transitions in our analysis. We will see in Chapter 5 alternative ways that an abstract analysis
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of a concrete system can introduce different types fictitious behaviors. Accordingly, we move on
to the final abstract element of this Chapter: abstract traces.

4.4 Abstract traces

The final abstract element that we consider are the abstract traces, those of which can be
obtained by concrete traces. Informally, a concrete trace is a sequence of transitions that contain
trajectorial information regarding a combinatorial number of transition events that may occur
this sequence. Formally, a concrete trace is the following.

Definition 4.15 (Concrete traces). Let k ∈ N. A concrete trace of size k is defined as an
element (q′

0, (qi, li, q′
i)1≤i≤k) ∈ Q× T k such that q′

i = qi+1 for any integer i such that 0 ≤ i < k.
The set of all concrete traces is denoted as T .

In Def. 4.15, a concrete trace is defined as a couple that contains in the first compo-
nent an initial state q′

0 ∈ Q and in the second component a sequence of concrete transitions
((qi, li, q′

i))1≤i≤k ∈ T k. The former component contains information about the initial amount
of each variable available, while the latter component correspond to those transitions which
can be obtained from the initial state and by the respective transitions. Each trace has the
property that for two consecutive transitions the target state of the first transition is equal
the source state of the second. For two consecutive transitions ti−1, ti, we often represent this
aforementioned property as pre(ti) = post(ti−1) denoting the equality between the source (left)
and target (right) states of each respective transition in a concrete trace. Further, for a concrete
trace τ , we denote the first state in a sequence as first(τ) and it is equal to the initial state of
a trace (first(τ) = q′

0). The final state q′
k of a concrete trace is denoted final(τ). A trace can

also be elongated from its terminal state by a concrete transition (qk+1, lk+1, q′
k+1) ∈ T using

the junction operator ⌢: τ⌢(qk+1, lk+1, q′
k+1) provided that final(τ) = qk+1.

Example 4.10. Let V = {v1, v2} be the set of variables. Let q′
0 = (2, 0) be the initial

concrete state denoting the tuple (q′
0(v1), q′

0(v2)). Consider the following concrete transition
events:

[v1 7→ q(v1), v2 7→ q(v2)] 1−→ [v1 7→ q(v1) + 2, v2 7→ q(v2) + 3]
[v1 7→ q(v1), v2 7→ q(v2)] 2−→ [v1 7→ q(v1) + 1, v2 7→ q(v2)− 1].

We would like to examine a concrete trace that can be obtained from the initial state q′
0

via event 1 or 2. Thus, one sampled trace that can be obtained is:

τ1 = (2, 0) 1−→ (4, 3) 1−→ (6, 6) 1−→ (8, 9).

Alternatively, a second possible trace is:

τ2 = (2, 0) 1−→ (4, 3) 2−→ (5, 2) 1−→ (7, 5) 2−→ (8, 4).
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Now, we define an abstract trace which inherits a similar structure to concrete traces.

Definition 4.16 (Abstract traces). Let k ∈ N. An abstract trace of size k is an element
(q♯′

0 , (q♯
i , li, q♯′

i )1≤i≤k) ∈ Q♯ × T ♯k such that q♯
i = q♯′

i−1.
The set of all abstract traces is denoted as T ♯.

With the same due respect, an abstract trace in Def. 4.16 is a couple that contains in the
first component an initial abstract state q♯

0 ∈ Q♯ and in the second component a sequence of
abstract transitions (q♯

i , li, q♯′
i )1≤i≤k ∈ T ♯k. The former contains information about the initial

interval value of each variable, while the latter component are the abstract transitions that
can be obtained from the initial abstract state. Each abstract trace has the property that for
two consecutive abstract transitions the target abstract state of the first transition is equal the
source abstract state of the second. For two consecutive transitions t♯

i−1, t♯
i, we often represent

this aforementioned property as pre(t♯
i) = post(t♯

i−1) denoting the equality between the source
(left) and target (right) abstract states of each respective transition in an abstract trace. We
can extract certain information from abstract traces and perform operations similar to concrete
traces. Namely, given an abstract trace τ ♯, the first abstract state is first(τ ♯) = q♯′

0 , while the
terminal one is final(τ ♯) = q♯′

k . Finally, an abstract trace can also be elongated by an abstract
transition (q♯

k+1, lk+1, q♯′
k+1) ∈ T ♯: τ ♯⌢(q♯

k+1, lk+1, q♯′
k+1) provided that final(τ ♯) = q♯

k+1.
Abstract traces are computed from concrete ones. Indeed, an abstract trace is an over-

approximation of a concrete trace. In order to obtain such abstract traces, we abstract in each
concrete trace its initial concrete state with the abstract state function in Def. 4.7 and each of its
concrete transitions with the abstract transition function derived in Def. 4.12. This operation
is encapsulated in the following definition.

Definition 4.17 (Trace abstraction function). The trace abstraction function maps a concrete
trace to the abstract trace:

βT :


T → T ♯

(q′
0, (qi, li, q′

i)1≤i≤k) 7→
(

βQ(q′
0),
(
βT (qi, li, q′

i)
)

1≤i≤k

)
.

In Def. 4.17, the domain and co-domain of the function βT are, respectively, the set of
concrete traces and the set of abstract traces. Thus, the trace abstraction function inputs a
concrete trace and outputs the abstract trace obtained by lifting point-wise the appropriate
abstract functions to each concrete element in the input concrete trace.

Example 4.11.
Let D♯ = {J0, 6J, J6, 12J, J12, +∞J} be the set of intervals. We would like to abstract the

concrete traces obtained in Ex. 4.10:

τ1 = (2, 0) 1−→ (4, 3) 1−→ (6, 6) 1−→ (8, 9);
τ2 = (2, 0) 1−→ (4, 3) 2−→ (5, 2) 1−→ (7, 5) 2−→ (8, 4).
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Using the trace abstraction function in Def. 4.17 with interval parameters D♯, we obtain
for the first trace abstraction:

βT (τ1) = (J0, 6J, J0, 6J) 1−→ (J0, 6J, J0, 6J) 1−→ (J6, 12J, J6, 12J) 1−→ (J6, 12J, J6, 12J)

which we denote by τ ♯
1, and for the second:

βT (τ2) = (J0, 6J, J0, 6J) 1−→ (J0, 6J, J0, 6J) 2−→ (J0, 6J, J0, 6J) 1−→ (J6, 12J, J0, 6J) 2−→ (J6, 12J, J0, 6J),

which is denoted as τ ♯
2.

Note that in the abstract trace τ ♯
1 each variable eventually exit their initial interval,

whereas in τ ♯
2 only the variable v1 experiences an interval change.

We can lift our notion of abstracting concrete traces to sets which contain them. This is the
first step in establishing a Galois connection between the concrete and abstract trace domains.
Thus, the abstraction of sets of concrete traces is defined in the following definition.

Definition 4.18 (Abstraction of sets of concrete traces). The trace set abstraction function
maps a set of concrete traces to the set of abstract traces:

αT =

 ℘(T ) → ℘(T ♯)

X 7→
{

βT (τ) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ τ ∈ X

}
.

In Def. 4.18, the domain and co-domain of the function αT are, respectively, the powerset
of the set of concrete traces and the powerset of the set of abstract traces. The concrete trace
set abstraction function inputs a set of concrete traces and outputs the set of abstract traces
that can be obtained by abstracting each concrete trace in the input set by the trace abstraction
function (see Def. 4.17).

A more specific version of Def. 4.18 can be achieved accordingly. Given a set of concrete
traces, the trace set abstraction function pieces together the initial abstract states that can be
obtained from abstracting each initial concrete state (e.g., the trace’s first component); and, the
abstract transitions that can be obtained from abstracting the concrete transitions reachable
from the initial concrete state (e.g., the trace’s second component). Indeed, those abstract
traces obtained must also satisfy the structural property of abstract traces (see Def. 4.16). This
line of reasoning is specificed in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.11. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of concrete traces. Then:

αT (X) =
{

(q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ (q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X : q♯′
0 ∈ αQ(

{
q′

0
}
) ∧ ∀i ∈ J1, kK, t♯

i ∈ αT ({ti})
}

.
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Proof. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of concrete traces.

αT (X) =
{

βT (q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯ | (q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X
}

=
{

(q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ ∃(q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X : βT (q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) = (q♯′

0 , (t♯
i)1≤i≤k)

}
=

{
(q♯′

0 , (t♯
i)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ (q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X : q♯′

0 ∈ αQ({q′
0}) ∧ ∀i ∈ J1, kK, t♯

i ∈ αT ({ti})
}

.

In the following, we denote as αT ,1 the function mapping every set of concrete traces X ⊆ T
into the set of abstract traces{

(q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ (q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X : q♯′
0 ∈ αQ(

{
q′

0
}
) ∧ ∀i ∈ J1, kK, t♯

i ∈ αT ({ti})
}

.

Note that, by Prop. 4.11, the functions αT and αT ,1 are the same.

Proposition 4.12. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of concrete traces. Then:

αT (X) ⊆
{

(q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ q♯′

0 ∈ αQ({q′
0 | (q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X})

∧∀i ∈ J1, kK, t♯
i ∈ αT ({ ti | (q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X}) ∧ pre(t♯
i) = post(t♯

i−1)
}

.

Proof. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of concrete traces.

αT (X) =
{

(q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ ∃(q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X : βT (q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) = (q♯′

0 , (t♯
i)1≤i≤k)

}
=

{
(q♯′

0 , (t♯
i)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ (q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X : βQ(q′

0) = q♯′
0 ∧ ∀i ∈ J1, kK : βT (ti) = t♯

i

}
=

{
(q♯′

0 , (t♯
i)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ (q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X : βQ(q′

0) = q♯′
0 ∧ ∀i ∈ J1, kK :

βT (ti) = t♯
i ∧ pre(t♯

i) = post(t♯
i−1)

}
⊆

{
(q♯′

0 , (t♯
i)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ q♯′
0 ∈ αQ({q′

0 | (q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X})

∧∀i ∈ J1, kK, t♯
i ∈ αT ({ ti | (q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X}) ∧ pre(t♯
i) = post(t♯

i−1)
}

.

In the same spirit, we denote as αT ,2 the function mapping every set of concrete traces
X ⊆ T into the set of abstract traces{

(q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ q♯′

0 ∈ αQ({q′
0 | (q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X})

∧∀i ∈ J1, kK, t♯
i ∈ αT ({ ti | (q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ X}) ∧ pre(t♯
i) = post(t♯

i−1)
}

.

In Prop. 4.11, we derive the relational version of the abstraction function from Def. 4.18
that we can use to obtain the best abstraction of a set of concrete traces. In this scenario,
the expression αT ,1 abstracts each component in a concrete trace (see Def. 4.15) by preserving
the relation between a concrete trace’s initial state and those states reachable by continuing
the initial state by at least some transitions. In contrast, in the non-relational version of this
abstraction function αT ,2, given by Prop. 4.12, leads to each component in a concrete trace
being abstracted independently.
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Figure 4.4: Abstraction of aset composed of three concrete traces. Each scenario represents a
set of abstract traces obtained by either αT ,1, or αT ,2. Note that time denotes the index of an
abstract transition along each abstract trace. Each arrow head denotes a target (resp. source)
abstract state belonging to two consectutive abstract transitions along each trace (see Def. 4.16).
The relational abstraction by αT ,1 of the arbitrary concrete set leads to the set of abstract traces
composed of three abstract traces (left). The non-relational abstraction by αT ,2 results in the
set of abstract traces with five abstract traces (right). For more details, see the explanation in
the text.

An example of each abstraction expression on a set composed of three concrete traces is
given in Fig. 4.4. On the left, we obtain the best abstraction of the aforementioned set. That is,
a set composed of three abstract traces. On the right, a situation arises when the abstraction
must deal with intersecting concrete traces (e.g., concrete states that are shared across concrete
traces) and as a result two additional abstract traces are obtained due to a crossing between
intersecting traces (and occurs at the green arrow heads), and which arises from the fact that
we preserve structural integrity. Thus, the additional two fictitious traces are a hybrid of the
actual abstract traces.

The second part of establishing a Galois connection between abstract and concrete traces
is the respective concretization function. The concretization function for abstract traces will
output for each abstract trace the corresponding concrete traces. A generic version of the trace
set concretization function follows.

Definition 4.19 (Concretization of sets of abstract traces). The abstract trace set concretization
function maps a set of abstract traces to the set of concrete traces:

γT ♯ :

 ℘(T ♯) → ℘(T )

Y 7→
{

τ ∈ T
∣∣∣ βT (τ) ∈ Y

}
.

In Def. 4.19, the domain and co-domain of the function γT ♯ are, respectively, the powerset of
the set of abstract traces and the powerset of the set of concrete traces. The abstract trace set
concretization function takes as an input a set of abstract traces and outputs the set of concrete
traces with the property that abstracting each concrete trace by the trace abstraction function
(see Def. 4.17) is an element of the input set. The relational version of Def. 4.19 is given in
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the following proposition and follows a similar procedure to the relational trace set abstraction
function of Prop. 4.18.

Proposition 4.13. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) be a set of abstract traces. Then:

γT ♯(Y ) =
⋃

(q♯′
0 ,(t♯

i)1≤i≤k)∈Y

{
(q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T
∣∣∣ q′

0 ∈ γQ♯
({

q♯′
0

})
∧∀i ∈ J1, kK, ti ∈ γT ♯

({
t♯
i

})
∧ pre(ti) = post(ti−1)

}
.

Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) be a set of abstract traces.

γT ♯(Y ) =
{

(q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T | βT (q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ Y
}

=
{

(q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T

∣∣∣ ∃(q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ Y : βT (q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) = (q♯′

0 , (t♯
i)1≤i≤k)

}
=

{
(q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T
∣∣∣ ∃(q♯′

0 , (t♯
i)1≤i≤k) ∈ Y : βQ(q′

0) = q♯
0

∧∀i ∈ J1, kK, βT (ti) = t♯
i ∧ pre(ti) = post(ti−1)

}
=

{
(q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T
∣∣∣ ∃(q♯′

0 , (t♯
i)1≤i≤k) ∈ Y : q′

0 ∈ γQ♯
({

q♯′
0

})
∧∀i ∈ J1, kK, ti ∈ γT ♯

({
t♯
i

})
∧ pre(ti) = post(ti−1)

}
=

⋃
(q♯′

0 ,(t♯
i
)1≤i≤k)∈Y

{
(q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T
∣∣∣ q′

0 ∈ γQ♯
({

q♯′
0

})
∧∀i ∈ J1, kK, ti ∈ γT ♯

({
t♯
i

})
∧ pre(ti) = post(ti−1)

}
.

In the following, we denote γT ♯,1 the function mapping every set of abstract traces Y ⊆ T ♯

into the set of concrete traces:⋃
(q♯′

0 ,(t♯
i)1≤i≤k)∈Y

{
(q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T
∣∣∣ q′

0 ∈ γQ♯
({

q♯′
0

})
∧∀i ∈ J1, kK, ti ∈ γT ♯

({
t♯
i

})
∧ pre(ti) = post(ti−1)

}
.

Note that, by Prop. 4.13, the functions γT ♯ and γT ♯,1 are the same.

Proposition 4.14. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) be a set of abstract traces. Then:

γT ♯(Y ) ⊆
{

(q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T

∣∣∣ q′
0 ∈ γQ♯

({
q♯′

0

∣∣∣ (q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ Y
})
∧ ∀i ∈ J1, kK,

ti ∈ γT ♯
({

t♯
i

∣∣∣ (q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ Y
})
∧ pre(ti) = post(ti−1)

}
.

Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) be a set of abstract traces.

γT ♯(Y ) =
{

(q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T

∣∣∣ ∃(q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ Y : q′
0 ∈ γQ♯

({
q♯′

0

})
∧∀i ∈ J1, kK, ti ∈ γT ♯

({
t♯
i

})
∧ pre(ti) = post(ti−1)

}
⊆

{
(q′

0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T
∣∣∣ q′

0 ∈ γQ♯
({

q♯′
0

∣∣∣ (q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ Y
})
∧ ∀i ∈ J1, kK,

ti ∈ γT ♯
({

t♯
i

∣∣∣ (q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ Y
})
∧ pre(ti) = post(ti−1)

}
.
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Accordingly, we denote γT ♯,2 the function mapping every set of abstract traces Y ⊆ T ♯ into
the set of concrete traces{

(q′
0, (ti)1≤i≤k) ∈ T

∣∣∣ q′
0 ∈ γQ♯

({
q♯′

0

∣∣∣ (q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ Y
})
∧ ∀i ∈ J1, kK,

ti ∈ γT ♯
({

t♯
i

∣∣∣ (q♯′
0 , (t♯

i)1≤i≤k) ∈ Y
})
∧ pre(ti) = post(ti−1)

}
.

In Prop. 4.13 is the relational version of the concretization expression from Def. 4.19. In this
case, each abstract trace in a set concretized by γT ♯,1 is guided by preserving the relation between
each component of an abstract trace and preserving structural integrity. More specifically, the
relational concretization of a set of abstract traces results in the union of sets of concrete traces
such that each trace in the collective set is pieced together by an initial concrete state from a
region described by an initial abstract state (e.g., the first component of an abstract trace); and,
by the sequences of concrete transitions delimited by abstract transitions between regions (e.g.,
the second component of a trace). Otherwise, the non-relational version of this concretization
function by γT ♯,2 from Prop. 4.14 loses this relation and one must concretize each abstract
component independently.

Note that ℘(T ) −−−−−→←−−−−−
αT ,2

γT ♯,2

℘(T ♯) forms another Galois connection between the traces ℘(T ) and

℘(T ♯). It is indeed the non-relational counterpart of the Galois connection ℘(T ) −−−−−→←−−−−−
αT ,1

γT ♯,1

℘(T ♯).
Consequently, one may consider two potential abstraction processes for a given set of concrete

traces. In each function, note that we use the relational abstraction process for transitions as
derived in Sect. 4.3.

This concludes the construction of the final abstract object considered in this Chapter. In
this Section, we introduced concrete and abstract traces, and showed how one can obtain the
latter from the former. Further, we established a Galois connection between the set of concrete
and abstract traces, and detailed how either a relational or non-relational analysis can impact
the accuracy of the abstraction process. In the upcoming section, we derive a collection of
operators that we will use to automatically generate the complete set of concrete behaviors,
along with its respective abstract counterpart.

4.5 Collecting the behaviors of a transition system

In Sects. 4.1 - 4.4, we formally derived all the necessary abstract elements we require to abstract
a concrete transition system using the classical interval lattice domain. These results are steered
by a collection of abstraction functions that are used to obtain abstract elements from concrete
ones by ensuring that each abstract element is an over-approximation to its concrete counterpart.
Further, we have encountered different cases when the abstraction process can trigger varying
levels of accuracy which is generally associated to the amount of concrete information available.

In this Section we shift gears and focus our efforts to deriving a collection of operators
to collect the behaviors of a concrete and an abstract transition system. As we will see soon,
operators have several useful mathematical properties that can permit the user to infer properties
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of interest, such as least fixed point computations (see Def. 3.11). In total, two operators will be
derived. One operator for defining the set of concrete behaviors, and the second one for defining
the set of abstract behaviors.

4.5.1 Concrete collecting semantics

Firstly we introduce Q0 ⊆ Q a set of potential initial states and T ′ ⊆ T a set of potential
transitions. We are interested in computing, the collecting semantics TQ0,T ′ , which is the set of
traces starting from a state in Q0 and using transitions in T ′ only. We denote as TQ0 the set of
traces {(q, ()) | q ∈ Q0}, that is the set of the traces made of a single state and no transition.
Then we introduce the first, concrete elongation operator.

Definition 4.20 (Concrete trace elongation). The concrete trace elongation operator is defined
as:

F :

 ℘(T ) → ℘(T )
X 7→ X ∪ {τ⌢(q, l, q′) ∈ T | τ ∈ X ∧ (q, l, q′) ∈ T ′ ∧ q = final(τ)} .

In Def. 4.20, the domain and co-domain of the operator F is the powerset of the set of concrete
traces. The concrete trace elongation operator inputs a set of concrete traces and outputs the
set of elongated concrete traces such that each trace in the input set has been extended on its
terminal end by a concrete transition in T ′. This can be interpreted as an iterative process,
and could potentially proceed without termination. Additionally, each trace could be extended
by several transitions, or not. Consequently, after each iteration, we take the set union with
the input set to filter repeated traces and collect the new reachable traces. When it is not
possible to elongate any concrete trace in a set any longer, then we can say that the set of all
reachable traces has been reached. Indeed, it is usually expensive to compute the set of all
reachable concrete traces, and one may prefer to observe only a subset of such traces. For now,
we will focus on characterizing two expressions that will result in the set of all concrete traces.
In Chapter 5 we will discuss how one can highlight useful information regarding the collection
of chemical behaviors of a reaction network.

We would like to detail two mathematical results for generating the set of all concrete traces
from Def. 4.20. The first of these is known as Tarski’s fixpoint theorem [58] and the second is
Kleene’s fixpoint iteration [39].

The first strategy by Tarski is relatively appealing because it is a mathematical character-
ization on the computation of the set of concrete traces and relies on two main ingredients on
the concrete trace elongation operator: an operator which is monotonic and which operates over
a complete lattice. A careful examination of Def. 4.20 reveals that the function is monotonic,
since the bigger the set in argument is, the bigger the set in result is. Secondly, F is an operator
with a powerset domain and co-domain, therefore making it a complete lattice by Def. 3.13. As
a result, we can use Tarski’s result to compute the meet (see Def. 3.12) of the set of the traces
that are invariant by F and that contains the initial traces, that of which is equal to the set of
concrete traces (see Def. 4.15):

TQ0,T ′ =
⋂
{X ∈ ℘(T ) | F(X) ⊆ X ∧ TQ0 ⊆ X} . (4.1)
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Often, the result in Eq. 4.1 is referred to as the concrete collecting semantics. The concrete
collecting semantics of a concrete transition system describes all the behaviors that can be
obtained. Since each behavior in TQ0,T ′ is a concrete trace, then it is possible to design formal
procedure to extract properties shared among a subset of behaviors that may highlight a feature
of interest.

The second, alternative, strategy by Kleene to compute the concrete collecting semantics is
of an algorithmic nature and corresponds to iterating the operator F until the reachable set of
concrete traces is achieved. In practice, it consists in passing to the limit of the iterates. In this
context, the set of traces can be expressed as:

TQ0,T ′ =
⋃

n∈N
{Fn(TQ0)} . (4.2)

In Eq. 4.2, one computes at each iteration n the set of reachable traces and filters after each
round to collect subsequent iterations. Whether one uses Eq. 4.1 or 4.2 to compute the reachable
set of concrete traces by Def. 4.20, these results naturally describe the same set of objects: the
set of all concrete traces for a concrete transition system. However, the procedure in Eq. 4.2 is
more costly since it requires the user to build an iterative algorithm to generate the set TQ0,T ′

and to pass to the limit, whereas Eq. 4.1 is a mathematical characterization.
In Sect. 4.5.2, we will follow a similar procedure to derive the abstract collecting semantics

responsible in generating the collection of abstract behaviors from a abstract transition system.

4.5.2 Non-overlapping abstract collecting semantics

The second operator of this Section corresponds to the abstract elongation operator.

Definition 4.21 (Abstract trace elongation). The abstract trace elongation operator is defined
as:

F♯ =

 ℘(T ♯) → ℘(T ♯)

Y 7→ αT (F(γT ♯(Y ))).

In Def. 4.21, the domain and co-domain of the operator F♯ is the powerset of the set of
abstract traces. The abstract trace elongation operator inputs a set of abstract traces and
outputs the set of elongated abstract traces obtained by (potentially) extending each abstract
trace of the input set along its terminal by a reachable abstract transition. It does so accordingly.
First, a set of abstract traces is concretized by the abstract trace set concretization function (see
Def. 4.19), and second each concrete trace is elongated by the concrete trace elongation operator
(see Def. 4.20). After which, the set containing the elongated traces is fed into the concrete trace
set abstraction function (see Def. 4.18). Consequently, the abstract trace elongation operator
is naturally an over-approximation of the set of elongated traces that one can achieve from
Def. 4.20. A more abstract version of Def. 4.21 is enclosed in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.15. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) be a set of abstract traces. Then:

F♯(Y ) ⊆ Y ∪
{

τ ♯⌢(q♯, l, q♯′)
∣∣∣ τ ♯ ∈ Y ∧ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ αT (

{
T ′}) ∧ final(τ ♯) = q♯

}
.
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Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯).

F♯(Y ) = αT (F(γT ♯

(Y )))

= αT
(

γT ♯

(Y )
⋃{

τ⌢(q, l, q′) ∈ T
∣∣∣ τ ∈ γT ♯

(Y ) ∧ (q, l, q′) ∈ T ′ ∧ final(τ) = q
})

= αT
(

γT ♯

(Y )
)⋃

αT
({

τ⌢(q, l, q′) ∈ T
∣∣∣ τ ∈ γT ♯

(Y ) ∧ (q, l, q′) ∈ T ′ ∧ final(τ) = q
})

= αT
(

γT ♯

(Y )
)⋃{

βT (τ⌢(q, l, q′)) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ τ ∈ γT ♯

(Y ) ∧ (q, l, q′) ∈ T ′ ∧ final(τ) = q
}

= αT
(

γT ♯

(Y )
)⋃{

βT (τ)⌢βT (q, l, q′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ τ ∈ γT ♯

(Y ) ∧ (q, l, q′) ∈ T ′ ∧ final(τ) = q
}

= αT
(

γT ♯

(Y )
)⋃{

τ ♯⌢(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ ∃τ ∈ γT ♯

(Y ), ∃(q, l, q′) ∈ T ′ :

βT (τ) = τ ♯ ∧ βT (q, l, q′) = (q♯, l, q♯′) ∧ final(τ ♯) = q♯
}

= αT
(

γT ♯

(Y )
)⋃{

τ ♯⌢(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ ∃τ ∈ γT ♯

(Y ), ∃(q, l, q′) ∈ T ′ :

τ ♯ ∈ αT ({τ}) ∧ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ αT ({(q, l, q′)}) ∧ final(τ ♯) = q♯
}

.

= αT
(

γT ♯

(Y )
)⋃{

τ ♯⌢(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ τ ♯ ∈ αT

(
γT ♯

(Y )
)

∧ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ αT ({T ′}) ∧ final(τ ♯) = q♯
}

⊆ Y
⋃{

τ ♯⌢(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣ τ ♯ ∈ Y ∧ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ αT ({T ′}) ∧ final(τ ♯) = q♯

}
.

In the following, we denote F♯,1 the function mapping every set of abstract traces Y ⊆ T ♯

into the set of abstract traces

Y
⋃{

τ ♯⌢(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ τ ♯ ∈ Y ∧ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ αT ({T ′}) ∧ final(τ ♯) = q♯

}
.

Note that, by Prop. 4.15, the function F♯,1 is an over-approximation of the function F♯.
In a similar manner to the concrete trace elongation operator, we can derive fixpoint results

for the abstract trace elongation operator since it inherits the appropriate functional properties
such as monotonity, operating over powersets and continuity. Accordingly, Tarski’s results leads
to:

T ♯
Q0,T ′ =

⋂{
Y ∈ ℘(T ♯)

∣∣∣ F♯,1(Y ) ⊆ Y ∧ αT (TQ0) ⊆ Y
}

. (4.3)

In turn, Kleene’s iterative scheme for sets of abstract traces is:

T ♯
Q0,T ′ =

⋃
n∈N

{[
F♯,1

]n
(αT (TQ0))

}
. (4.4)

Thus, Eqs. 4.3 - 4.4 equips one with two constructs that can be used to compute the set of
abstract behaviors T ♯

Q0,T ′ for an abstract transition system. We refer to such expressions as the
abstract collecting semantics. The abstract collecting semantics is an over-approximation of the
concrete collecting semantics, that is to say that: TR ⊆ γT ♯

( T
♯

R).
Thus, one can, for example, tune the degree of granularity offered by the intervals character-

ized in Def. 4.1. This is because the intervals, corresponding to a region of concrete values, are
propagated throughout our framework since each of the abstract objects we derived in Sects. 4.2 -
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4.4 are built on top of the interval domain. Thus, albeit affecting the accuracy of an analysis by
abstraction, one can use interval coarse-graining to pinpoint general trends that may be observed
in the concrete collecting semantics, while achieving this at a lower level of representation.

Up to now, we have derived the concrete and abstract collecting semantics that are used to
generate, respectively, the collection of all concrete and abstract behaviors. Importantly, we use
two celebrated results to do so, namely Tarski’s and Kleene’s fixpoint characterization schemes.
Naturally the abstract collecting semantics is an over-approximation of the concrete collecting
semantics, and the former incorporates the trace Galois connection we derived in Sect. 4.4 in
order to achieve this.

In the following Section, we will highlight a non-deterministic abstraction of two concrete
transition systems from the case studies given in Chapter 2. The goal is to show how the
abstraction process can be implemented on two stochastic system using the classical interval
domain.

4.6 Non-deterministic, effortless abstract transition systems

In this Section, we examine the non-deterministic abstraction of the BD and resource competition
reaction systems investigated in Chapter 2 with the absence of a minimal effort system. A
non-deterministic abstraction corresponds to an induced abstract transition system that forgets
about the underlying trend of its respective concrete transition system. Our goal is to observe
how such non-deterministic abstractions can induce fictitious behaviors arising from our classical
abstraction procedures derived in this Chapter.

4.6.1 Revisiting the BD model I

In Fig. 4.5 we display the non-deterministic version of Fig. 2.4. That is, we lift the classical
framework derived in this Chapter in order to generate an abstract transition system using the
classical interval domain: those which compose intervals that do not overlap. Accordingly, in
our diagram each rectangular box represents an interval corresponding to the respective ranges
of values for the molecule A. Underlying each rectangle are the concrete behaviors that can
emerge from the BD model, and under the same set of assumptions made in Sect. 2.2. We
note that the abstract transition system in Fig. 4.5 is induced by sampling various concrete
behaviors from this reaction network, and performing a relational abstraction of this set of
chemical behaviors with the concrete trace set abstraction function (see Def. 4.18) with interval
parameters D♯ = {J0, 5J, J5, 10J, J10, 15J, J15, 20J, J20, +∞J}. We notice that at this level of
abstraction, since intervals do not overlap, the coarse-graining may consider oscillations near
the interval borders. This, in retrospect, may add fictitious behaviors into our analysis of this
abstract transition system. Additionally, we no longer retain probabilities from the concrete
transition system, thus have no information regarding the general trend of the underlying BD
dynamics.
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Figure 4.5: The non-deterministic version of Fig. 2.4 of a BD macro-transition system using
non-overlapping interval parameters.

4.6.2 Revisiting the Resource Competition System I

In Fig. 4.6 is the non-deterministic version of Fig. 2.8. Each box depicts an abstract state
and arises from the product of the respective interval set along each coordinate. Underly-
ing each abstract state are the concrete behaviors that can emerge from the resource compe-
tition model, and under the same set of assumptions made in Sect. 2.3. Respectively, this
abstract transition system is induced by sampling the concrete behaviors of the underlying
reaction network, and abstracting by relational means the set containing these behaviors by
the concrete trace set abstraction function (see Def. 4.18) using the interval parameters D♯ =
{J0, 6J, J6, 12J, J12, 18J, J18, +∞J}. At this level of abstraction, we observe additional abstract
transitions between abstract states in the non-deterministic abstraction transition system in
Fig. 4.6. This leads to more potential fictitious behaviors. Additionally, since we have no in-
formation regarding probabilities then one further cannot deduce the distinction between the
competing reaction within their stable, respective regions as observed in Fig. 2.8.

Consequently, using our classical framework derived in this Chapter leads us to consider that
one must take into account fictitious behaviors that may arise from a stochastic system, such as
reaction networks.
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<latexit sha1_base64="9uIFf4VxKOc++CnQf0jj9qmpvMo=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduRovgQkpSRV0W3bisYB+QhDKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9DfcuFDErT/jzr9x0mahrQcu93DOvcydEyScKW3b31ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdFScSkLbJOax7AVYUc4EbWumOe0lkuIo4LQbjO9yv/tEpWKxeNSThPoRHgoWMoK1kTzXO3btc3SV9361ZtftGdAycQpSgwKtfvXLG8QkjajQhGOlXMdOtJ9hqRnhdFrxUkUTTMZ4SF1DBY6o8rPZzVN0apQBCmNpSmg0U39vZDhSahIFZjLCeqQWvVz8z3NTHd74GRNJqqkg84fClCMdozwANGCSEs0nhmAimbkVkRGWmGgTU8WE4Cx+eZl0GnXnot54uKw1b4s4ynAEJ3AGDlxDE+6hBW0gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MR8tWcXOIfyB9fkDideQDg==</latexit>

[[6, 12[[
<latexit sha1_base64="jjFVuRrEOIt01VWuwsVzu6C99aY=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVFGXRTcuK9gLpKFMppN26GQSZyaFEvocblwo4taHcefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RUlEhCmyTikez4WFHOBG1qpjntxJLi0Oe07Y/usnp7TKVikXjUk5h6IR4IFjCCtbE8t3vsXp0jp5ZBr1yxq/ZMaBmcHCqQq9Erf3X7EUlCKjThWCnXsWPtpVhqRjidlrqJojEmIzygrkGBQ6q8dHb0FJ0ap4+CSJonNJq5vydSHCo1CX3TGWI9VIu1zPyv5iY6uPFSJuJEU0Hmi4KEIx2hLAHUZ5ISzScGMJHM3IrIEEtMtMmpZEJwFr+8DK1a1bmo1h4uK/XbPI4iHMEJnIED11CHe2hAEwg8wTO8wps1tl6sd+tj3lqw8plD+CPr8wf+4ZBL</latexit>

[[6, 12[[
<latexit sha1_base64="jjFVuRrEOIt01VWuwsVzu6C99aY=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVFGXRTcuK9gLpKFMppN26GQSZyaFEvocblwo4taHcefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RUlEhCmyTikez4WFHOBG1qpjntxJLi0Oe07Y/usnp7TKVikXjUk5h6IR4IFjCCtbE8t3vsXp0jp5ZBr1yxq/ZMaBmcHCqQq9Erf3X7EUlCKjThWCnXsWPtpVhqRjidlrqJojEmIzygrkGBQ6q8dHb0FJ0ap4+CSJonNJq5vydSHCo1CX3TGWI9VIu1zPyv5iY6uPFSJuJEU0Hmi4KEIx2hLAHUZ5ISzScGMJHM3IrIEEtMtMmpZEJwFr+8DK1a1bmo1h4uK/XbPI4iHMEJnIED11CHe2hAEwg8wTO8wps1tl6sd+tj3lqw8plD+CPr8wf+4ZBL</latexit>

[[6
,1

2[
[

<latexit sha1_base64="jjFVuRrEOIt01VWuwsVzu6C99aY=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVFGXRTcuK9gLpKFMppN26GQSZyaFEvocblwo4taHcefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RUlEhCmyTikez4WFHOBG1qpjntxJLi0Oe07Y/usnp7TKVikXjUk5h6IR4IFjCCtbE8t3vsXp0jp5ZBr1yxq/ZMaBmcHCqQq9Erf3X7EUlCKjThWCnXsWPtpVhqRjidlrqJojEmIzygrkGBQ6q8dHb0FJ0ap4+CSJonNJq5vydSHCo1CX3TGWI9VIu1zPyv5iY6uPFSJuJEU0Hmi4KEIx2hLAHUZ5ISzScGMJHM3IrIEEtMtMmpZEJwFr+8DK1a1bmo1h4uK/XbPI4iHMEJnIED11CHe2hAEwg8wTO8wps1tl6sd+tj3lqw8plD+CPr8wf+4ZBL</latexit>[[6
,1

2[
[

<latexit sha1_base64="jjFVuRrEOIt01VWuwsVzu6C99aY=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVFGXRTcuK9gLpKFMppN26GQSZyaFEvocblwo4taHcefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RUlEhCmyTikez4WFHOBG1qpjntxJLi0Oe07Y/usnp7TKVikXjUk5h6IR4IFjCCtbE8t3vsXp0jp5ZBr1yxq/ZMaBmcHCqQq9Erf3X7EUlCKjThWCnXsWPtpVhqRjidlrqJojEmIzygrkGBQ6q8dHb0FJ0ap4+CSJonNJq5vydSHCo1CX3TGWI9VIu1zPyv5iY6uPFSJuJEU0Hmi4KEIx2hLAHUZ5ISzScGMJHM3IrIEEtMtMmpZEJwFr+8DK1a1bmo1h4uK/XbPI4iHMEJnIED11CHe2hAEwg8wTO8wps1tl6sd+tj3lqw8plD+CPr8wf+4ZBL</latexit>

[[12, 18[[
<latexit sha1_base64="ws/Q8IsyBc3yA3kUm0ful76RXq8=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVMEui25cVrAXSGOZTCft0MkkzEyUEvoeblwo4tZ3cefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RVlEhCWyTikez6WFHOBG1ppjntxpLi0Oe0449vsnrnkUrFInGvJzH1QjwULGAEa2M9uL1j16mdI6eeUb9csav2TGgZnBwqkKvZL3/1BhFJQio04Vgp17Fj7aVYakY4nZZ6iaIxJmM8pK5BgUOqvHR29RSdGmeAgkiaJzSaub8nUhwqNQl90xliPVKLtcz8r+YmOqh7KRNxoqkg80VBwpGOUBYBGjBJieYTA5hIZm5FZIQlJtoEVTIhOItfXoZ2repcVGt3l5XGdR5HEY7gBM7AgStowC00oQUEJDzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCH9kff4AdByQiA==</latexit>

[[12, 18[[
<latexit sha1_base64="ws/Q8IsyBc3yA3kUm0ful76RXq8=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVMEui25cVrAXSGOZTCft0MkkzEyUEvoeblwo4tZ3cefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RVlEhCWyTikez6WFHOBG1ppjntxpLi0Oe0449vsnrnkUrFInGvJzH1QjwULGAEa2M9uL1j16mdI6eeUb9csav2TGgZnBwqkKvZL3/1BhFJQio04Vgp17Fj7aVYakY4nZZ6iaIxJmM8pK5BgUOqvHR29RSdGmeAgkiaJzSaub8nUhwqNQl90xliPVKLtcz8r+YmOqh7KRNxoqkg80VBwpGOUBYBGjBJieYTA5hIZm5FZIQlJtoEVTIhOItfXoZ2repcVGt3l5XGdR5HEY7gBM7AgStowC00oQUEJDzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCH9kff4AdByQiA==</latexit>

[[1
2
,1

8[
[

<latexit sha1_base64="ws/Q8IsyBc3yA3kUm0ful76RXq8=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVMEui25cVrAXSGOZTCft0MkkzEyUEvoeblwo4tZ3cefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RVlEhCWyTikez6WFHOBG1ppjntxpLi0Oe0449vsnrnkUrFInGvJzH1QjwULGAEa2M9uL1j16mdI6eeUb9csav2TGgZnBwqkKvZL3/1BhFJQio04Vgp17Fj7aVYakY4nZZ6iaIxJmM8pK5BgUOqvHR29RSdGmeAgkiaJzSaub8nUhwqNQl90xliPVKLtcz8r+YmOqh7KRNxoqkg80VBwpGOUBYBGjBJieYTA5hIZm5FZIQlJtoEVTIhOItfXoZ2repcVGt3l5XGdR5HEY7gBM7AgStowC00oQUEJDzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCH9kff4AdByQiA==</latexit>

[[1
2
,1

8[
[

<latexit sha1_base64="ws/Q8IsyBc3yA3kUm0ful76RXq8=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCSVMEui25cVrAXSGOZTCft0MkkzEyUEvoeblwo4tZ3cefbOGmz0NYfBj7+cw7nzO/HnClt299WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RVlEhCWyTikez6WFHOBG1ppjntxpLi0Oe0449vsnrnkUrFInGvJzH1QjwULGAEa2M9uL1j16mdI6eeUb9csav2TGgZnBwqkKvZL3/1BhFJQio04Vgp17Fj7aVYakY4nZZ6iaIxJmM8pK5BgUOqvHR29RSdGmeAgkiaJzSaub8nUhwqNQl90xliPVKLtcz8r+YmOqh7KRNxoqkg80VBwpGOUBYBGjBJieYTA5hIZm5FZIQlJtoEVTIhOItfXoZ2repcVGt3l5XGdR5HEY7gBM7AgStowC00oQUEJDzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCH9kff4AdByQiA==</latexit>

[[1
8
,+

1
[[

<latexit sha1_base64="ngb8cZ4EwqvBEZcXXIJYlaRUv1Q=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3o0UQlJJUwS6LblxWsA9IQplMJu3QySTMTIQSsnXjr7hxoYhb/8Cdf+Mk7UKrBy4czrl37tzjJ4xKZVlfRmVpeWV1rbpe29jc2t4xd/d6Mk4FJl0cs1gMfCQJo5x0FVWMDBJBUOQz0vcn14XfvydC0pjfqWlCvAiNOA0pRkpLQxM67qFjt85g5paPZYIE+alLeaimeeENzbrVsErAv8SekzqYozM0P90gxmlEuMIMSenYVqK8DAlFMSN5zU0lSRCeoBFxNOUoItLLyuU5PNZKAMNY6OIKlurPiQxFUk4jX3dGSI3loleI/3lOqsKWl1GepIpwPFsUpgyqGBaxwIAKghWbaoKwoPqvEI+RQFjp8Go6BHvx5L+k12zY543m7UW9fTWPowoOwBE4ATa4BG1wAzqgCzB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8z1orxnxmH/yC8fENKLaZYQ==</latexit>

[[1
8
,+

1
[[

<latexit sha1_base64="ngb8cZ4EwqvBEZcXXIJYlaRUv1Q=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3o0UQlJJUwS6LblxWsA9IQplMJu3QySTMTIQSsnXjr7hxoYhb/8Cdf+Mk7UKrBy4czrl37tzjJ4xKZVlfRmVpeWV1rbpe29jc2t4xd/d6Mk4FJl0cs1gMfCQJo5x0FVWMDBJBUOQz0vcn14XfvydC0pjfqWlCvAiNOA0pRkpLQxM67qFjt85g5paPZYIE+alLeaimeeENzbrVsErAv8SekzqYozM0P90gxmlEuMIMSenYVqK8DAlFMSN5zU0lSRCeoBFxNOUoItLLyuU5PNZKAMNY6OIKlurPiQxFUk4jX3dGSI3loleI/3lOqsKWl1GepIpwPFsUpgyqGBaxwIAKghWbaoKwoPqvEI+RQFjp8Go6BHvx5L+k12zY543m7UW9fTWPowoOwBE4ATa4BG1wAzqgCzB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8z1orxnxmH/yC8fENKLaZYQ==</latexit>

q00(A) = 15
<latexit sha1_base64="7RSTYxUuu0wwCf9X0ujRw5m91Ts=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgIGBxaJClKVKCggWpAILY5HoQ2qjyHHc1qrjBNtBqqIs/AoLAwix8hls/A1umgFajnSlo3Pu9fU9XsSoVJb1bRQWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc0tc3unJcNYYNLEIQtFx0OSMMpJU1HFSCcSBAUeI21vdDPx249ESBryezWOiBOgAad9ipHSkmvu9bI3EkH89OHItSpXx/AS2meuWbaqVgY4T+yclEGOhmt+9fwQxwHhCjMkZde2IuUkSCiKGUlLvViSCOERGpCuphwFRDpJtjyFh1rxYT8UuriCmfp7IkGBlOPA050BUkM5603E/7xurPoXTkJ5FCvC8XRRP2ZQhXCSBvSpIFixsSYIC6r/CvEQCYSVzqykQ7BnT54nrVrVPqnW7k7L9es8jiLYBwegAmxwDurgFjRAE2CQgmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+pq0FI5/ZBX9gfP4AQ/mU3w==</latexit>

q00(A) = 100
<latexit sha1_base64="3k+5LuiR6quoWTYeGuGuXjc1DXY=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUTeCm2AR66ZkqqAboerGZQX7gHYYMplMG5p5mGSEMtSNv+LGhSJu/Qt3/o3pdBbaeuDC4Zx7c3OPG3MmFULfRmFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwyt3daMkoEoU0S8Uh0XCwpZyFtKqY47cSC4sDltO0Oryd++4EKyaLwTo1iage4HzKfEay05Jh7veyNVFBvfH/koMrlMbyAFkKOWUZVlAHOEysnZZCj4ZhfPS8iSUBDRTiWsmuhWNkpFooRTselXiJpjMkQ92lX0xAHVNpptn0MD7XiQT8SukIFM/X3RIoDKUeBqzsDrAZy1puI/3ndRPnndsrCOFE0JNNFfsKhiuAkDugxQYniI00wEUz/FZIBFpgoHVpJh2DNnjxPWrWqdVKt3Z6W61d5HEWwDw5ABVjgDNTBDWiAJiDgETyDV/BmPBkvxrvxMW0tGPnMLvgD4/MHsZmVFA==</latexit>

q(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="ABTmIjzjdGiBB+cAO9P6bS6Wwds=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokcvGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJs3Mf3iiSrNI3ptpTH2BR5KFjGCTSY/V5vmgXHFr7hxolXg5qUCO1qD81R9GJBFUGsKx1j3PjY2fYmUY4XRW6ieaxphM8Ij2LJVYUO2n81tn6MwqQxRGypY0aK7+nkix0HoqAtspsBnrZS8T//N6iQmv/ZTJODFUksWiMOHIRCh7HA2ZosTwqSWYKGZvRWSMFSbGxlOyIXjLL6+STr3mXdTqd5eVxk0eRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LfGNqw==</latexit>

q(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="ABTmIjzjdGiBB+cAO9P6bS6Wwds=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokcvGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJs3Mf3iiSrNI3ptpTH2BR5KFjGCTSY/V5vmgXHFr7hxolXg5qUCO1qD81R9GJBFUGsKx1j3PjY2fYmUY4XRW6ieaxphM8Ij2LJVYUO2n81tn6MwqQxRGypY0aK7+nkix0HoqAtspsBnrZS8T//N6iQmv/ZTJODFUksWiMOHIRCh7HA2ZosTwqSWYKGZvRWSMFSbGxlOyIXjLL6+STr3mXdTqd5eVxk0eRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LfGNqw==</latexit>

q(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ha7ZGE2p7flZDVpSefVUvhEbnPw=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokePGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJjeZ//BElWaRvDfTmPoCjyQLGcEmkx6rzfNBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEcrUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14lnXrNu6jV7y4rjWYeRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LGyNqg==</latexit>

q(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ha7ZGE2p7flZDVpSefVUvhEbnPw=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokePGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJjeZ//BElWaRvDfTmPoCjyQLGcEmkx6rzfNBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEcrUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14lnXrNu6jV7y4rjWYeRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LGyNqg==</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

12<latexit sha1_base64="T6tUpzCZvCBiMxBZAbQPhSc8j9c=">AAAB6XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiSptOmu6MZlFfuANpTJdNIOnTyYmQgl9A/cuFDErX/kzr9x2mah1QMXDufcy733+AlnUlnWl1HY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnHRmngtA2iXksej6WlLOIthVTnPYSQXHoc9r1pzcLv/tIhWRx9KBmCfVCPI5YwAhWWrq3nWG5YpkNt+ZUXWSZtZrrNOqaWEsgOycVyNEalj8Ho5ikIY0U4VjKvm0lysuwUIxwOi8NUkkTTKZ4TPuaRjik0suWl87RhVZGKIiFrkihpfpzIsOhlLPQ150hVhO57i3E/7x+qgLXy1iUpIpGZLUoSDlSMVq8jUZMUKL4TBNMBNO3IjLBAhOlwynpEOz1l/+SjmPaVdO5u6o0r/M4inAG53AJNtShCbfQgjYQCOAJXuDVmBrPxpvxvmotGPnMKfyC8fENWTyNPw==</latexit>

12<latexit sha1_base64="T6tUpzCZvCBiMxBZAbQPhSc8j9c=">AAAB6XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiSptOmu6MZlFfuANpTJdNIOnTyYmQgl9A/cuFDErX/kzr9x2mah1QMXDufcy733+AlnUlnWl1HY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnHRmngtA2iXksej6WlLOIthVTnPYSQXHoc9r1pzcLv/tIhWRx9KBmCfVCPI5YwAhWWrq3nWG5YpkNt+ZUXWSZtZrrNOqaWEsgOycVyNEalj8Ho5ikIY0U4VjKvm0lysuwUIxwOi8NUkkTTKZ4TPuaRjik0suWl87RhVZGKIiFrkihpfpzIsOhlLPQ150hVhO57i3E/7x+qgLXy1iUpIpGZLUoSDlSMVq8jUZMUKL4TBNMBNO3IjLBAhOlwynpEOz1l/+SjmPaVdO5u6o0r/M4inAG53AJNtShCbfQgjYQCOAJXuDVmBrPxpvxvmotGPnMKfyC8fENWTyNPw==</latexit>

6
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Figure 4.6: The non-deterministic version of Fig. 2.8 of a resource competition macro-transition
system using non-overlapping interval parameters.

4.7 Conclusion

In this Chapter, significant efforts were placed on highlighting the abstraction process for various
object types from a concrete system. This was done in order to emphasize how the abstraction
process may impact the analysis of a system of interest. Importantly, it should become clear
at this point how one builds an abstract transition system, which consists of a hierarchy of
abstractions from the simplest abstract object in our classical framework: intervals. More
specifically, at each layer of abstraction we derive the respective abstract function that allows
one to traverse from a concrete object to an abstract object (see Fig. 4.7).

Additionally, these abstract functions underlie each of the Galois connections that we have
established. Consequently, we have direct correspondances between each concrete and abstract
domains, which permits us to coarse-grain a concrete transition system with varying degrees of
granularity, while remaining sound. As such, this leads to the classical framework detailed in
this Chapter and its goals, which is the ability to select, design, and build an abstract framework
which can be tailored to highlight some particular features of interest.
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βT (trace abstraction function)

βT (transition abstraction function)

βQ (state abstraction function)

βN (value abstraction function)

Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ∈ D♯ (non-overlapping intervals)

Figure 4.7: A hierarchy composed of the classical abstract interval domain (bottom) and each
concrete element abstraction function derived in Chapter 4.
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In this Chapter, we extend the interval framework derived in Chapter 4 to include
overlapping intervals. Additionally, we design a coarse-graining framework to ab-
stract the quantities of chemical species using reference intervals. After which, we
construct a hierarchy of abstraction processes to automatically coarse-grain a con-
crete transition system for reaction networks. Finally, we instantiate the derived
framework on two case studies.
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Résumé Chapitre 5

Dans le chapitre 5, nous étendons le cadre d’intervalles dérivé du chapitre 4 pour inclure des
intervalles qui se chevauchent. L’objectif est introduire un effort minimal pour le système pour
revenir sur l’intervalle précédent. En effet, avec des intervalles sans chevauchement, l’état du sys-
tème peut osciller de part et d’autre de la frontière entre deux intervalles par stochasticité. L’idée
est alors d’introduire des chevauchements entre les intervalles successifs, et de ne considérer un
changement entre deux intervalles que quand le système quitte leur partie commune. De ce fait,
l’abstraction d’un état dépend de l’intervalle qui contenait l’état précédent. Nous appelons cet
intervalle, l’intervalle de référence. En conséquence, chaque fonction abstraite dérivée dans ce
cadre est paramétrée par un intervalle de référence ou un macro-état. De la même manière qu’au
chapitre 4, nous construisons une hiérarchie d’abstractions afin d’obtenir automatiquement un
système de transition chimique pour les réseaux de réaction. Ici, nous nous concentrons sur une
analyse relationnelle du processus d’abstraction et nous relions notre produit abstrait à ses con-
treparties respectives dans un modèle logique. Enfin, nous instancions le cadre dérivé sur deux
études de cas pour illustrer l’avantage de l’utilisation d’intervalles chevauchants par rapport aux
intervalles non chevauchants du chapitre 4.
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Prelude. The material discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 have been published in 24th Interna-
tional Conference on Verification, Model Checking, and Abstract Interpretation [30].

In Chapter 4, we derived the abstract semantics for an abstract transition system using
the classical interval lattice domain. The goal was to highlight the abstraction process and
show how this process can lead to varying degrees of fictitious behaviors, such as in the case
of relational and non-relational abstractions. We instantiated the classical framework on two
case studies, the BD model and the competition system, which revealed that our abstractions
were not sufficient in pinpointing the correct dynamics of the underlying reaction networks.
This is because the behaviors we consider are stochastic, and those behaviors abstracted near
interval borders may lead us to consider additional fictitious behaviors. For example, oscillatory
BD behaviors near prescribed interval borders would lead to spurious behaviors in the abstract
model. Namely, the structural abstractions we consider in the classical framework permit an
ease-of-access between regions of states to behavioral oscillations near regional boundaries. Thus,
these subsets of behaviors may not necessarily reflect the general, dynamical trend of a system.
Consequently, we consider additional abstract behaviors at the sake of remaining sound. To
overcome this obstacle, in this Chapter we derive a more general abstract semantics which
extends the classical framework to include overlapping intervals. Additionally, this new abstract
semantics is parameterized by the stochastic reaction networks of Chapter 2. It is also important
to note that our abstract semantics for reaction networks abstracts away information about
probabilities. This is because the probability measure of a fictitious behavior is too high. Thus,
in Chapter 6 we refine the abstract semantics of this Chapter with the probabilistic information
computed from an original reaction network.

We chose to extend the abstraction process to include overlapping intervals to introduce a
minimal effort system to chemical behaviors in order to restrict their ability to traverse between
regions of concrete states (see Fig. 5.1). Traversing from one region to another requires a chemi-
cal behavior’s ability to pass through and exit via a bound of a region shared by two overlapping
intervals: there is a buffer region represented by the area contained between the upper bound
(exclusive) of the first interval and the lower bound (inclusive) of the second interval. Thus,
coarse-graining a chemical transition system generates an abstract transition system denoting
transitions between overlapping (hyper-)regions of quantities of chemical species. From hereon,
a coarse-grained chemical transition system is referred to as a macro-transition system. Here,
the macro-transition system for a given chemical reaction network over-approximates the col-
lection of all the chemical behaviors; and, in this scenario we also consider overlapping intervals
for each quantity of a chemical component. Thus, our abstractions seek to limit oscillations
near interval borders and thus reduce the number of fictitious macro-behaviors that can be
generated during the abstraction process. In retrospect, we expect that our minimal effort
system can assist in pinpointing the correct dynamics of the underlying reaction system of in-
terest. In addition to generating more precise abstractions, a second goal seeks to compare
the models derived from an instantiation of our framework to its corresponding logical model.
In Chapter 1 and 2 we discussed about logical models, their derivation and their applications,
in addition to the type of biological conclusions that can be made from them. In Chapter 2,
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Figure 5.1: A minimal effort system for reaction network dynamics. On the top diagram, three
consecutive non-overlapping intervals are implemented to coarse-grain the values in a chemical
behavior. Given the reference interval Jmp, MpJ, the initial sampling of the stochastic sequence
can trigger an interval change, since the value is near the interval borders Mp−1 and mp. At this
level of abstraction, the system dynamic appears to proceed leftwards (top green arrow). In the
bottom diagram, three bordering overlapping intervals are used to coarse-grain the stochastic
dynamics. Continuing on the previous chemical behavior reveals a rightward shift (bottom blue
arrow) in this system’s dynamics. However, in this scenario since intervals overlap, the value
does not change intervals along its sequence because although it enters in the green interval, it
does not exit the red one.

we observed that even on simple case studies, we were not able to highlight intrinsic proper-
ties of the given stochastic reaction networks. Consequently, in order to better understand the
underlying structure of logical models, we use the macro-transition system derived from our
abstraction framework since they are structurally similar to the state transition system of a
hand-written logical model. That is, we use interval representations for each chemical variable,
observe macro-transitions between regions of states made from interval products, and focus on
phenotypic, time-independent observations representing biological properties. Two additional
features arise from our formally derived models: (i) In general, transitions between macro-states
are reversible, whereas in logical models macro-state transitions are uni-directional and towards
of the systems stable fixpoint [59]; and (ii) probabilities between macro-transitions can be recov-
ered by injecting the stochastic behaviors from a reaction network into its abstraction, which is
not a feature in the logical modeling scenario. This approach differs to that done, for example,
in [57] where the authors impose a CTMC on the Boolean state space, whereas in our work
probabilities are derived from the physical basis governing chemical kinetics. Thus, we provide
a formal tool which can aid in the assessment of the behaviors that emerge from logical-type
models.

In the following sections, we derive the abstract semantics to automatically derive a macro-
transition system from a reaction network. Our method of accomplishing this is similar to
the steps taken in Chapter 4. Namely, we derive each of the abstract objects we require in
face of the chemical content of Chapter 2. Importantly, we characterize overlapping intervals
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and use intervals to guide the abstraction of chemical quantities. This is possible thanks to
the abstraction functions we derive which are parameterized by (or, sensitive to) information
regarding the potential interval value observed by each quantity of a chemical species in a
chemical behavior. Also, for each abstract object we establish a Galois connection between a
chemical object and its abstract counterpart. We focus on the relational aspect of the abstraction
process, since we established in Chapter 4 that a non-relational abstraction results in fictitious
behaviors that can potentially lead to dubious conclusions. Finally, we conclude with the two
case studies considered in Chapter 2 in light of the overlapping intervals we characterized.

5.1 Characterizing overlapping intervals

We begin by generalizing the intervals definition in Def. 4.1, and of Sect. 4.1, so that we can
consider intervals that may overlap, or not.

Definition 5.1 (Intervals). We consider a family (q♯
p, q♯

p)1≤p≤n of n pairs of values in N∪{+∞}
where n is a natural number in N such that the following properties are all satisfied:

1. for every natural number p between 1 and n, q♯
p < q♯

p;

2. for every natural number p between 2 and n, q♯
p ≤ q♯

p−1;

3. and q♯
1 = 0 and q♯

n = +∞.

We denote the set of intervals
{

(q♯
p, q♯

p) | 1 ≤ p ≤ n
}

by I♯.

An interval (q♯
p, q♯

p) denotes the set of values {x ∈ N | q♯
p ≤ x < q♯

p}. Alternatively, we
can express an interval as Jq♯

p, q♯
pJ. There are finitely many of them. By Cond. 1, intervals are

well-formed. Additionally, there may be a region where intervals may overlap. That is, given
two bordering intervals, by Cond. 2 the upper bound of the first interval is greater than or equal
to the lower bound of the second interval. Moreover, by Cond. 3, the lower bound of the first
interval is 0 (q♯

1 = 0) and the upper bound of the last interval is unbounded (q♯
n = +∞). A valid

abstraction for a natural number value is an interval in the domain I♯ that contains this value.
There may be several such intervals. To select the appropriate interval, we rely on a reference
interval to compute the nearest one. The reference interval intends to abstract the previous
value for the quantity of this chemical component. We will detail more on this computation
in Sect. 5.2. Beforehand, and in order to motivate this idea, since the abstraction of a value
can belong to several intervals, we would like to distinguish the selected interval from several
potential candidates.

The purpose of the following proposition is to characterize a region of values (e.g., an interval)
for a scenario exhibited by two ordered intervals that border after a chemical behavior exited
the lower interval into a higher one.

Proposition 5.1. Let it−1 and it be two natural numbers between 1 and n such that it−1 < it.
Then: (r

q♯
it−1

, +∞
r⋂r

q♯
it

, q♯
it

r)
\

 ⋃
it−1<k<it

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
 =

r
q♯

it−1, q♯
it

r
. (5.1)
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Each hand side of Eq. 5.1 describe a region of values. Please note carefully that we distinguish
between an interval’s index at a previous discrete time step it−1 and position in space it − 1.
On the left hand side, the interval

r
q♯

it−1
, +∞

r
denotes the region above the upper bound of

the abstract interval
r

q♯
it−1

, q♯
it−1

r
that was exited. The interval

r
q♯

it
, q♯

it

r
is the region denoted

by the abstract interval that has been entered. The new abstract interval is supposed to be
the least one, hence, the value shall not be in an interval denoted by an abstract interval in
between as formalised by the expression ⋃it−1<k<it

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
. The right hand side describes the

interval between the upper bound (included) of the previous interval position, q♯
it−1, and the

upper bound (excluded) of the level that we have just entered, q♯
it

.

Proof. Let us prove the equality of Proposition 5.1.

1. Let us prove the inclusion from left to right.

Let q be a value in
(r

q♯
it−1

, +∞
r⋂r

q♯
it

, q♯
it

r)
\
(⋃

it−1<k<it

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r)
.

We want to prove that q ∈
r

q♯
it−1, q♯

it

r
.

(a) Let us prove that q ≥ q♯
it−1.

By assumption, the inequality it−1 < it holds.
We consider two cases.

i. We assume that it = it−1 + 1.
We know that:

q ∈
r

q♯
it−1

, +∞
r

.

It follows that:
q ≥ q♯

it−1
.

Since, by assumption:
it−1 = it − 1.

We conclude that q ≥ q♯
it−1.

ii. We assume that it > it−1 + 1.
We have it−1 < it − 1 < it.
It follows from q ̸∈

⋃
it−1<k<it

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
that the following statement:

q ̸∈
r

q♯
it−1, q♯

it−1

r
. (5.2)

holds.
We know that q ∈

r
q♯

it
, q♯

it

r
.

It follows that:
q ≥ q♯

it
.

By assumption on increasing lower bounds, we get that:

q♯
it

> q♯
it−1.
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It follows from both previous inequalities that:

q > q♯
it−1. (5.3)

By 5.2 and 5.3, we conclude that q > q♯
it−1.

In both cases, q ≥ q♯
it−1.

(b) Let us prove that q < q♯
it

.
By assumption, we have:

q ∈
r

q♯
it

, q♯
it

r
.

We conclude that q < q♯
it

.

Thus, q ∈
r

q♯
it−1, q♯

it

r
.

2. Let us prove the inclusion from right to left.

Let q be a state in
r

q♯
it−1, q♯

it

r
.

Let us prove that q ∈
(r

q♯
it−1

, +∞
r⋂r

q♯
it

, q♯
it

r)
\
(⋃

it−1<k<it

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r)
.

(a) Let us prove that q ∈
r

q♯
it−1

, +∞
r

.
We have assumed that it−1 < it.
Since the previous inequality ranges over integers, it follows that:

it−1 ≤ it − 1.

The following inequality follows by assumption on increasing upper bounds:

q♯
it−1

< q♯
it−1.

Since, q ≥ q♯
it−1, we conclude the following inequality:

q > q♯
it−1

which means that q ∈
r

q♯
it−1

, +∞
r

.

(b) Let us prove that q ∈
r

q♯
it

, q♯
it

r
.

i. Let us prove that q ≥ q♯
it

.
By assumption on intervals, the inequality q♯

it−1 ≥ q♯
it

holds.
By assumption, the inequality q ≥ q♯

it−1 is satified.
We conclude that: q ≥ q♯

it
.

ii. Let us prove that q < q♯
it

.
We already know it, since, by assumtion q ∈

r
q♯

it−1, q♯
it

r
.
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Thus, q ∈
r

q♯
it

, q♯
it

r
.

(c) Let us prove that q ̸∈
⋃

it−1<k<it

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
.

Let k be a natural number such that it−1 < k < it.
We want to prove that q ̸∈

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
.

Since k and it are both integers, it follows that the following inequality:

k ≤ it − 1

holds.
By assumption that upper bounds are increasing, the following inequality:

q♯
k < q♯

it−1

holds.
Since q ∈

r
q♯

it−1, q♯
it

r
, we deduce that:

q ≥ q♯
it−1.

The following inequality follows from both previous inequalities:

q > q♯
k

We conclude that q ̸∈
r

q♯
k, q♯

k

r
.

We conclude that q ̸∈
⋃

it−1<k<it

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
.

We conclude that: q ∈
(r

q♯
it−1

, +∞
r⋂r

q♯
it

, q♯
it

r)
\
(⋃

it−1<k<it

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r)
.

In the next proposition, we also express the scenario when a chemical behavior enters new
interval that is in a lower position (e.g., the reverse case of Prop. 5.1).

Proposition 5.2. Let it−1 and it be two natural numbers between 1 and n such that it−1 > it.

(r
0, q♯

it−1

r⋂r
q♯

it
, q♯

it

r)
\

 ⋃
it<k<it−1

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
 =

r
q♯

it
, q♯

it+1

r
(5.4)

Respectively, each hand side of Eq. 5.4 also describes a region of values. On the left hand
side, the interval

r
0, q♯

it−1

r
denotes the region below the lower bound of the abstract interval

r
q♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1

r
that was exited. The interval

r
q♯

it
, q♯

it

r
is the region denoted by the abstract

interval that just entered. The new abstract interval is supposed to be the greatest one, hence,
the value shall not be in an interval denoted by an abstract interval in between as formalised by
the expression

⋃
it<k<it−1

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
. The right hand side describes the interval between the lower
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Chapter 5. An Abstract Domain with Overlapping Intervals

bound (included) of the current interval position, q♯
it

, and the lower bound (excluded) of the
previous upper interval, q♯

it+1.

Proof. Let us prove the equality of Proposition 5.2.

1. Let us prove the inclusion from left to right.

Let q be a value in
(r

0, q♯
it−1

r⋂r
q♯

it
, q♯

it

r)
\

 ⋃
it<k<it−1

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
.

We want to prove that q ∈
r

q♯
it

, q♯
it+1

r
.

(a) Let us prove that q < q♯
it+1.

By assumption, the inequality it−1 > it holds.
We consider two cases.

i. We assume that it = it−1 − 1.
We know that:

q ∈
r

0, q♯
it−1

r
.

It follows that:
q < q♯

it−1
.

Since, by assumption:
it−1 = it + 1.

We conclude that q < q♯
it+1.

ii. We assume that it < it−1 − 1.
We have: it−1 > it + 1 > it.
It follows from q ̸∈

⋃
it<k<it−1

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
that the following statement:

q ̸∈
r

q♯
it+1, q♯

it+1

r
. (5.5)

holds.
We know that q ∈

r
q♯

it
, q♯

it

r
.

It follows that:
q < q♯

it
.

By assumption on intervals, we get that:

q♯
it+1 ≤ q♯

it
.

It follows from both previous inequalities that:

q < q♯
it+1. (5.6)

By 5.5 and 5.6, we conclude that q < q♯
it+1.
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5.1. Characterizing overlapping intervals

In both cases, q < q♯
it+1.

(b) Let us prove that q♯
it
≤ q.

By assumption, we have:
q ∈

r
q♯

it
, q♯

it

r
.

We conclude that q♯
it
≤ q.

Thus, q ∈
r

q♯
it

, q♯
it+1

r
.

2. Let us prove the inclusion from right to left.

Let q be a state in
r

q♯
it

, q♯
it+1

r
.

Let us prove that q ∈
(r

0, q♯
it−1

r⋂r
q♯

it
, q♯

it

r)
\

 ⋃
it<k<it−1

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
.

(a) Let us prove that q ∈
r

0, q♯
it−1

r
.

We have assumed that: it−1 > it.
Since the previous inequality ranges over integers, it follows that:

it−1 ≥ it + 1.

The following inequality follows by assumption on decreasing lower bounds:

q♯
it−1

> q♯
it+1.

Since, q < q♯
it+1, we conclude the following inequality:

q < q♯
it−1

which means that q ∈
r

0, q♯
it−1

r
.

(b) Let us prove that q ∈
r

q♯
it

, q♯
it

r
.

i. Let us prove that q < q♯
it

.
By assumption on intervals, the inequality q♯

it+1 ≤ q♯
it

holds.
By assumption, the inequality q < q♯

it+1 is satified.
We conclude that: q < q♯

it
.

ii. Let us prove that q ≥ q♯
it

.
We already know it, since, by assumtion q ∈

r
q♯

it
, q♯

it+1

r
.

Thus, q ∈
r

q♯
it

, q♯
it

r
.

(c) Let us prove that q ̸∈
⋃

it<k<it−1

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
.

Let k be a natural number such that it−1 > k > it.
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We want to prove that q ̸∈
r

q♯
k, q♯

k

r
.

Since k and it are both integers, it follows that the following inequality:

k ≥ it + 1

holds.
By assumption that lower bounds are increasing, the following inequality:

q♯
k > q♯

it+1

Since q ∈
r

q♯
it

, q♯
it+1

r
, we deduce that:

q < q♯
it+1.

The following inequality follows from both previous inequalities:

q < q♯
k.

We conclude that q ̸∈
r

q♯
k, q♯

k

r
.

We conclude that q ̸∈
⋃

it<k<it−1

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
.

We conclude that: q ∈
(r

0, q♯
it−1

r⋂r
q♯

it
, q♯

it

r)
\

 ⋃
it<k<it−1

r
q♯

k, q♯
k

r
.

Now that we have extended and characterized our interval domain to include overlapping
intervals, we will take advantage of this abstract object as the basis for a collection of abstract
functions we will derive to obtain abstract elements from objects containing chemical infor-
mation. These flavors of abstractions follow a similar to routine to those derivations made in
Chapter 4. In Sect. 5.2, we derive the first of these abstract functions that permit us to map
the values of chemical quantities into an interval.

5.2 Abstractions of quantities of chemical components using ref-
erence intervals

The goal of this section is to derive the value abstraction function that we will use to map the
value of a chemical component to an abstract interval. In order to do so, we use the interval
domain defined in Sect. 5.1 and further parameterize the derived value abstraction function with
a reference interval. Thus, this abstract function will keep track of the quantity of a chemical
species with respect to a given reference interval when computing interval assignments.

In the explanation of Def. 5.1, we mentioned that the abstraction of the quantity of a chemical
species may result in several interval options if one uses overlapping intervals. Additionally, in
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5.2. Abstractions of quantities of chemical components using reference intervals

Props. 5.1 - 5.2 we characterized the region of values that correspond to an interval change in the
situation where bordering intervals may overlap. Thus, we would like to design our abstractions
to take into account the interval options, use a reference interval to guide the abstraction of a
value, and ensure that the selected interval is correct.

Often, we remark the nearest interval as the one for which the distance between the indices
of two intervals that is minimal. For example, a common computation we will conduct is, given
a reference interval and a set of potential intervals where an abstracted value may habituate, we
identify the interval in the candidate set that has its index nearest to the index of the reference
interval. Using the results of the proof of Lemma 3.1 allows us to compute for any reference
interval its projection onto a non-empty interval set. It does so by supplying the value projection
function of Def. 3.5 with a reference interval and a set of intervals of interest. Accordingly, we
integrate this feature into the following interval choice function in order to automatically choose
the nearest interval.

Definition 5.2 (Interval choice function). Let Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ∈ I♯ be a reference interval. The interval
choice function maps the reference interval to the index of the nearest interval in a non-empty
convex set of interval indexes:

HN
Jq♯

p,q♯
pJ

=

 Conv(N) \ {∅} → N

Y 7→ projN(p, Y ).

In Def. 5.2, the domain and co-domain of the function HN
Jq♯

p,q♯
pJ

are, respectively, the set of
non-empty convex intervals of natural numbers and the set of natural numbers. The interval
choice function is parameterized by a reference abstract interval and inputs a non-empty set of
abstract intervals. Given these two pieces of information, the output is the index of the interval
that belongs to the input set and which is nearest to the reference.

The reason we derived the interval choice function is to guide the abstraction of the values
of chemical components. Here, we use reference intervals in order to ensure that the interval
assignment of a value, among several possible candidates, is nearest to the given reference. We
use this strategy to track whether the quantity of a species has been displaced from a reference
interval, thus potentially entering a new one, or not. For this reason, we derive the value
abstraction function and parameterize it with a reference interval.

Definition 5.3 (Value abstraction function). Let Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ∈ I♯ be a reference interval. The value
abstraction function maps each value x ∈ N to the unique abstract interval given by:

β
N
Jq♯

p,q♯
pJ =


N → I♯

x 7→ Jq♯
p′ , q♯

p′J where p′ = HN
Jq♯

p,q♯
pJ

({
k ∈ J1, nK

∣∣∣ q♯
k ≤ x < q♯

k

})
.

In Def. 5.3, the domain and co-domain of the function β
N
Jq♯

p,q♯
pJ are, respectively, the set of

values and the set of intervals. Also, it is well-formed thanks to the hypotheses in Def. 5.1. More
precisely, the existence of an interval in I♯ containing the quantity of a chemical component fol-
lows from the fact that the elements of I♯ forms a covering of N, then thanks to the monotonicity
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Chapter 5. An Abstract Domain with Overlapping Intervals

of lower and upper bounds of the intervals, the set of intervals that contain a given value are
contiguous elements in the domain. The interval choice function (see Def. 5.2) picks the nearest
to the reference interval. Additionally, the value abstraction function in Def. 5.3 differs from
Def. 4.2 since the former is both contextualized by information about reaction networks and
reference intervals.

Example 5.1. Let I♯ = {J0, 6J, J3, 9J, J5, +∞J} be the set of intervals and J0, 6J be the
reference interval.

We would like to abstract the values 3, 6, and 10 an interval in I♯. Thus, applying the
value abstraction function (see Def. 5.3) onto each value gives β

N
J0,6J(3) = J0, 6J, β

N
J0,6J(6) =

J3, 9J, and β
N
J3,9J(10) = J5, +∞J.

We would like to highlight at this point the structural similarity and difference between of our
interval abstractions to those of logical models. The main similarity at this level of abstraction
is the interval representation for each chemical species, yet the interval type is different. In our
value abstraction, an interval denotes a range of values for a given chemical species. A benefit is
that intervals can be fine-tuned to encapsulate each quantity of a chemical species with more or
less accuracy, and may be done to highlight a certain property of interest such as the mechanism
of formation and quantity of some protein complexes under steady state dynamics. Indeed, the
goal of the upcoming value concretization function in Def. 5.5 is to recover a concrete information
from its abstract representation. In contrast, an interval in a logical model is of a qualitative
nature and represents an activity level of a chemical species. Although in some scenarios this
simplification can capture emergent phenotypic properties of interest, such as important stages
of a cell division process [27], one generally loses a lot of information regarding variations in the
copy numbers diverse bio-molecules. In the aforementioned case, drastic assumptions are made
to rank and marginalize such variations by considering the activity among classes of reactions
that may be more likely than others. Yet, it is difficult to verify how these assumptions may
impact the dynamics of this logical model.

At this point, we are able to obtain intervals from values by the corresponding abstraction
function. Now, we would like to follow a similar procedure to that done in Chapter 4 in order
to derive a Galois connection between intervals and values in the context of reaction networks.
The first function we will derive is the value set abstraction function which will generate for us
sets of intervals from sets of values.

Definition 5.4 (Value set abstraction). Let Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ∈ I♯ be a reference interval. The value set
abstraction function maps a set of values to the set of abstract intervals:

αN
Jq♯

p,q♯
pJ

=

 ℘(N) → ℘(I♯)

X 7→
{

β
N
Jq♯

p,q♯
pJ(x)

∣∣∣ x ∈ X
}

.

In Def. 5.4, the domain and co-domain of the function αN
Jq♯

p,q♯
pJ

are, respectively, the powerset
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5.2. Abstractions of quantities of chemical components using reference intervals

of the set of values and the powerset of the set of intervals. This set abstraction function
is parameterized by a reference interval and inputs a set of values. Afterwhich, the interval
reference is propagated to β

N
Jq♯

p,q♯
pJ (see Def. 5.3) which is used to abstract each value in the input

set. However, at this level of representation is remains unclear how the value set abstraction
function carefully assigns each value to its appropriate interval. Thus, a more specific version
of the value set abstraction function is given in the following proposition. Namely, it uses the
characterization in given in Prop. 5.1 to reveal that in order to abstract a value, its value must
be compared to the boundaries of the given reference interval, and then one corrects its interval
assignment by considering its neighboring intervals.

Proposition 5.3. Let X ∈ ℘(N) be a set of values. Let
r

q♯
it−1

, q♯
it−1

r
be a reference interval.

Let X1, X2, X3 ⊆ X such that:

X1 =
{

x ∈ X
∣∣∣ q♯

it−1
≤ x

}
;

X2 =
{

x ∈ X
∣∣∣ x < q♯

it−1

}
;

X3 =
{

x ∈ X
∣∣∣ q♯

it−1
≤ x < q♯

it−1

}
.

Then:
αN

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(X) = Y1 ∪ Y2 ∪ Y3

where:
Y1 =

{
Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J∈ I♯

∣∣ it ∈ J1, nK, ∃x ∈ X1 : it−1 < it ∧ q♯
it−1 ≤ x < q♯

it

}
Y2 =

{
Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J∈ I♯

∣∣ it ∈ J1, nK, ∃x ∈ X2 : it−1 > it ∧ q♯
it

≤ x < q♯
it+1

}
Y3 =


{r

q♯
it−1

, q♯
it−1

r}
if X3 ̸= ∅,

∅ if X3 = ∅.

Proof. Let X ∈ ℘(N) be a set of values. Let Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ∈ I♯ be a reference interval. Let X1, X2, X3 ⊆
X such that:

X1 =
{

x ∈ N
∣∣∣ q♯

it−1
≤ x

}
;

X2 =
{

x ∈ N
∣∣∣ x < q♯

it−1

}
;

X3 =
{

x ∈ N
∣∣∣ q♯

it−1
≤ x < q♯

it−1

}
.

We have:
X = X1 ∪X2 ∪X3.

It follows that:

αN
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J
(X) = αN

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(X1) ∪ αN

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(X2) ∪ αN

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(X3).

1. Let us prove that:

αN
q♯

it

(X1) =
{
Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J∈ I♯

∣∣∣ it ∈ J1, nK,∃x ∈ X1 : it−1 < it ∧ q♯
it−1 ≤ x < q♯

it

}
.
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By definition:
αN

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(X1) =

{
β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x)

∣∣∣∣ x ∈ X1

}
.

Let be x an element of X1.

We denote as it the integer between 1 and n such that β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) = Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J.

We have:

(a) q♯
it−1
≤ x;

(b) x ∈ Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J
(

by Definition of β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J

)
;

(c) for every k ∈ J1, nK such that it−1 < k, we have x /∈ Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J
(

by Definition of β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J

)
;

It follows by Prop. 5.1 that:
x ∈ Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it
J.

We can conclude that there exists it ∈ J1, nK such that it−1 < it and q♯
it−1 ≤ x < q♯

it
.

Since, Jq♯
it−1, q♯

it
J⊆ X1, we get that:

αN
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J
(X1) =

{
β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x)

∣∣∣∣ ∃it ∈ J1, nK : it−1 < it ∧ q♯
it−1 ≤ x < q♯

it

}
.

That is to say:

αN
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J
(X1) =

{
Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J∈ I♯

∣∣∣ it ∈ J1, nK,∃x ∈ X1 : it−1 < it ∧ q♯
it−1 ≤ x < q♯

it

}
.

2. Let us prove that:

αN
q♯

it

(X2) =
{
Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J∈ I♯

∣∣∣ it ∈ J1, nK,∃x ∈ X2 : it−1 > it ∧ q♯
it
≤ x < q♯

it+1

}
.

By definition:
αN

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(X2) =

{
β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x)

∣∣∣∣ x ∈ X2

}
.

Let be x an element of X2.

We denote as it the integer between 1 and n such that β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) = Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J.

We have:

(a) x < q♯
it−1

;

(b) x ∈ Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J
(

by Definition of β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J

)
;

(c) for every k ∈ J1, nK such that it−1 > k, we have x /∈ Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J
(

by Definition of β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J

)
;
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It follows by Prop. 5.2 that:
x ∈ Jq♯

it
, q♯

it+1J.

We can conclude that there exists it ∈ J1, nK such that it−1 < it and q♯
it
≤ x < q♯

it+1.

Since, Jq♯
it

, q♯
it+1J⊆ X2, we get that:

αN
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J
(X2) =

{
β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x)

∣∣∣∣ ∃it ∈ J1, nK : it−1 < it ∧ q♯
it
≤ x < q♯

it+1

}
.

That is to say:

αN
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J
(X2) =

{
Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J∈ I♯

∣∣∣ it ∈ J1, nK,∃x ∈ X2 : it−1 > it ∧ q♯
it
≤ x < q♯

it+1

}
.

3. Finally, we compute αN
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J
(X3) by case analysis.

(a) if X3 = ∅, then αN
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J
(X3) = ∅.

(b) Otherwise,

• Let x ∈ X3.
We have:

β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) = Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1
J.

Thus,
αN

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(X3) ⊆

{
Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1
J
}

• Since X3 is not empty, we can pick x an element in it.
We have:

β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) = Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1
J.

Thus:
Jq♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
, q♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
J∈ αN

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(X3).

It follows that: αN
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J
(X3) =

{
Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1
J
}

In Fig. 5.2, we illustrate how the three sets of values (depicted by the green, red, and blue
regions) may be abstracted. The value set abstraction function of Prop. 5.3 is parameterized
by the (red) reference interval Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J. In this scenario, we consider the abstraction of two sets

of values, one above and below the reference interval, and one set equal to the reference. Note
that each bordering region share some common values. Further, each independent dashed arrow
is an mapping by αN

Jq♯
it

,q♯
it

J
of each region on the left to an interval on the right. The collection

of each interval (instantiated on Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ) forms the set of intervals obtained after the mapping.
Thus, each interval assignment is achieved by comparing the value within each region to the
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αℕ
[q♯

it
,q♯

it[
({x ∈ ℕ})

q]
it
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Figure 5.2: Abstraction of sets of values. On the left hand side are three sets of values depicted
by three colored regions (green, red, and blue). Each line under each region depicts a value, and
bordering regions share common values. On the right, we display the index of an interval along
a vertical line, and the collection of these indices instantiated on the generic construct Jq♯

p, q♯
pJ

make up the set of intervals obtained from abstracting each region from the left. Each dashed
arrow is a mapping of a region to an interval. The mapping from sets of values to sets of intervals
is accomplished by the value set abstraction function of Prop. 5.3, which is parameterized by
the reference interval Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J. This is done by comparing each value of each region on the left

to the boundary values of the reference interval, and assigning this value to its corresponding
interval.

reference interval, and correcting the respective interval assignment by either Prop. 5.1 or 5.2
(which not shown in this diagram for the sake of simplicity).

Example 5.2.
Let I♯ = {J0, 6J, J3, 9J, J5, +∞J} be the set of intervals and J0, 6J be the reference interval.
We would like to abstract the concrete set X = {2, 6, 10}. Accordingly, inputing this con-

crete set into the value set abstraction function outputs αN
J0,6J(X ) = {J0, 6J, J3, 9J, J5, +∞J}.

The second function we consider is the interval set concretization function to obtain sets of
values from sets of intervals.

Definition 5.5 (Abstract interval set concretization). Let Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ∈ I♯ be a reference interval.
The abstract interval set concretization function maps a set of abstract intervals to the set of
values:

γI♯

Jq♯
p,q♯

pJ
=

 ℘(I♯) → ℘(N)

Y 7→
{

x ∈ N
∣∣∣ β

N
Jq♯

p,q♯
pJ(x) ∈ Y

}
.
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5.2. Abstractions of quantities of chemical components using reference intervals

In Def. 5.5, the domain and co-domain for the function γI♯

Jq♯
p,q♯

pJ
are, respectively, the powerset

of the set of intervals and the powerset of the set of values. Similarly to Def. 5.4, the interval set
concretization function is also parameterized with a reference interval. This function outputs,
from an input set of intervals, the set of values with the property that abstracting each value by
the value abstraction function (see Def. 5.3) belongs to the input set. Since each value has more
than one interval representation, then there can be several sets of values from each interval.
Thus, we invoke Prop. 5.1 and take the set union to filter each concrete set, to ensure that our
interval assignments are correct in the context of overlapping intervals. This mechanistic process
becomes more apparent in the following proposition.

Proposition 5.4. Let Y ∈ ℘(I♯) be a set of abstract intervals. Let Jq♯
it−1

, q♯
it−1

J be a reference
interval. Let Y1, Y2, Y3 ⊆ Y such that:

Y1 =
{

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J∈ Y

∣∣∣ it−1 < it

}
;

Y2 =
{

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J∈ Y

∣∣∣ it−1 > it

}
;

Y3 =
{

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J∈ Y

∣∣∣ it−1 = it

}
.

Then:
γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y ) = X1

⋃
X2
⋃

X3

where:

X1 =
⋃

Jq♯
it

,q♯
it

J∈Y1

Jq♯
it−1, q♯

it
J;

X2 =
⋃

Jq♯
it

,q♯
it

J∈Y2

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it+1J;

X3 =

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J if Y3 ̸= ∅,

∅ if Y3 = ∅.

Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘(D♯) be a set of intervals. Let Jq♯
it−1

, q♯
it−1

J be a reference interval. Let
Y1, Y2, Y3 ⊆ Y the three following sets:

Y1 =
{

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J∈ I♯

∣∣∣ it−1 < it

}
;

Y2 =
{

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J∈ I♯

∣∣∣ it−1 > it

}
;

Y3 =
{

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J∈ I♯

∣∣∣ it−1 = it

}
.

We have:
Y = Y1 ∪ Y2 ∪ Y3.

It follows that:

γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y ) = γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y1) ∪ γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y2) ∪ γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y3).
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1. Let us prove that:
γI♯

q♯
it

(Y1) =
⋃

Jq♯
it

,q♯
it

J∈Y1

Jq♯
it−1, q♯

it
J.

• Let us prove that:
γI♯

q♯
it

(Y1) ⊆
⋃

Jq♯
it

,q♯
it

J∈Y1

Jq♯
it−1, q♯

it
J.

By definition:

γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y1) =

{
x ∈ N

∣∣∣∣ β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) ∈ Y1

}
.

Let be x be an element of γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y1).

We denote as it the integer between 1 and n such that β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) = Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J.

We know that: Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J∈ Y1.

Additionally, we have:

(a) q♯
it−1
≤ x;

(b) x ∈ Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J
(

by Definition of β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J

)
;

(c) for every k ∈ J1, nK such that it−1 < k, we have x /∈ Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J(

by Definition of β
N
intexq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1

)
;

It follows by Prop. 5.1 that: x ∈ Jq♯
it−1

, q♯
it
J.

We get that:
γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y1) ⊆

⋃
Jq♯

it
,q♯

it
J∈Y1

Jq♯
it−1, q♯

it
J.

• Let us prove that: ⋃
Jq♯

it
,q♯

it
J∈Y1

Jq♯
it−1, q♯

it
J ⊆ γI♯

q♯
it

(Y1).

Let Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J∈ Y1.

For x ∈ Jq♯
it−1, q♯

it
J, we have β

N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) = Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J.

Thus, Jq♯
it−1, q♯

it
J⊆ γI♯

q♯
it

(Y1).

It follow that: ⋃
Jq♯

it
,q♯

it
J∈Y1

Jq♯
it−1, q♯

it
J ⊆ γI♯

q♯
it

(Y1).

Thus:
γI♯

q♯
it

(Y1) =
⋃

Jq♯
it

,q♯
it

J∈Y1

Jq♯
it−1, q♯

it
J.
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2. Let us prove that:
γI♯

q♯
it

(Y2) =
⋃

Jq♯
it

,q♯
it

J∈Y2

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it+1J.

• Let us prove that:
γI♯

q♯
it

(Y2) ⊆
⋃

Jq♯
it

,q♯
it

J∈Y2

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it+1J.

By definition:

γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y2) =

{
x ∈ N

∣∣∣∣ β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) ∈ Y2

}
.

Let be x an element of γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y2).

We denote as it the integer between 1 and n such that β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) = Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J.

We have:

(a) x < q♯
it−1

;

(b) x ∈ Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J
(

by Definition of β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J

)
;

(c) for every k ∈ J1, nK such that it−1 < k, we have x /∈ Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J(

by Definition of β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J

)
;

It follows by Prop. 5.2 that x ∈ Jq♯
it

, q♯
it+1J.

We can conclude that:

γI♯

q♯
it

(Y2) ⊆
⋃

Jq♯
it

,q♯
it

J∈Y2

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it+1J.

• Let us prove that: ⋃
Jq♯

it
,q♯

it
J∈Y2

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it+1J ⊆ γI♯

q♯
it

(Y2).

Let Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J∈ Y2.

For x ∈ Jq♯
it

, q♯
it+1J, we have β

N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) = Jq♯

it
, q♯

it
J.

Thus, Jq♯
it

, q♯
it+1J⊆ γI♯

q♯
it

(Y2).

It follow that: ⋃
Jq♯

it
,q♯

it
J∈Y2

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it+1J ⊆ γI♯

q♯
it

(Y2).

Thus:
γI♯

q♯
it

(Y2) =
⋃

Jq♯
it

,q♯
it

J∈Y2

Jq♯
it

, q♯
it+1J.

3. Finally,
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(a) if Y3 = ∅, then γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y3) = ∅.

(b) Otherwise,

• Let x ∈ γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y3)

We have:
β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) = Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1
J.

Thus,
γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y3) ⊆

{
Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1
J
}

• Since Y3 is not empty, we can pick Jq♯
it

, q♯
it
J an element in it.

By definition of Y3, we know that it = it−1.
We have:

β
N
Jq♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1
J(x) = Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1
J.

Thus
Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1
J∈ γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y3).

It follows that: γI♯

Jq♯
it−1

,q♯
it−1

J
(Y3) =

{
Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1
J
}

.

In Fig. 5.3, we illustrate how the specific interval set concretization function of Prop. 5.4
handles the extraction of sets of values from overlapping intervals in an input set of intervals.
Here, we display three possible scenarios and note that each interval is split into subsets of
intervals depending on the value of the interval index with respect to the reference interval
Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1
J. The first (top left, Fig. 5.3) corresponds to the concretization of the subset of

intervals whose indices are smaller than the reference (it < it−1). In the second (top right,
Fig. 5.3), we concretize the subset of intervals who indices are larger than the reference interval
(it > it−1). The third (bottom center, Fig. 5.3), and final, concretizes the subset of intervals
which indices equal to the reference (it = it−1). In each scenario, we ensure to remain consistent
with the overlapping interval properties of Props. 5.1 - 5.2. That is, the gray regions of each
interval scenario are removed as we require an interval to be exited completely.

Example 5.3.
Let I♯ = {J0, 6J, J3, 9J, J5, +∞J} be the set of intervals and J0, 6J be the reference interval.
We would like to concretize the set of intervals Y♯ = {J0, 6J, J3, 9J, J5, +∞J} (note that

Y♯ = αN
J0,6J({2, 6, 10}), see Ex. 5.2). Then γI♯

J0,6J(Y♯) = N.
Consequently, and as expected, the abstraction process γI♯

J0,6J ◦αN
J0,6J on the set {2, 6, 10}

has resulted in a concrete set less precise than the original, e.g., {2, 6, 10} ⊂ [γI♯

J0,6J ◦
αN

J0,6J]({2, 6, 10}).
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q♯
it−1

γ𝒟♯
[q♯

it−1
,q♯

it−1[ ({[q♯
it
, q♯

it
[})

q]
it�1
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Figure 5.3: Concretization of sets of abstract intervals. entered in one time step. Thus, each
diagram depicts a scenario for concretizing an entered interval whose index is either lower (top
left), higher (top right) or equal (bottom) to the reference interval (Jq♯

it−1
, q♯

it−1
J). Accordingly,

for each scenario we ensure that the respective set of intervals concretized by the interval set
concretization function in Prop. 5.4 outputs the corresponding set of values pertain to the
correct region of values (as characterized in Props. 5.1 - 5.2), thus omitting, for example, each
gray regions.

In this Section, we introduced the interval domain with overlapping intervals with the goal
of reducing fictitious abstractions that may emerge by the intrinsic stochastic properties of a
reaction network. Additionally, we show how to derive intervals from the values of chemical
components and how these abstractions can be guided by a reference interval. Indeed, the
motivation of the reference interval abstractions is to track the directionality of a value involved
in a reaction and to determine whether a value has exited a reference interval or not. Finally, we
have derived a Galois connection between the values and interval domain. In comparision to the
Galois connections we derived in Chapter 4, we focus our efforts on relational abstractions. Thus,
we have at our disposal correspondances between the value (concrete) and interval (abstract)
domains which ensures that our abstractions are sound by construct, meaning that we do not
miss any component values.

5.3 Chemical state abstraction using reference macro-states

In Sect. 5.2, we introduced the process of abstracing values into intervals, especially those which
overlap. In this Section, we would like to lift these type of operations onto chemical states, those
which contain information regarding the quantity of a number of chemical species. To begin, we
define the abstract counterpart to chemical states: macro-states.
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Chapter 5. An Abstract Domain with Overlapping Intervals

Definition 5.6 (Macro-states). Let V be a set of variables. A macro-state is a function q♯ :
V → I♯.

The set of all macro-states is denoted Q♯.

In Def. 5.6, a macro-state is a function q♯ with a domain and co-domain, respectively, as
the set of variables and the set of intervals. A macro-state can be interpreted as a vector, such
that each respective element of the vector contains information regarding the interval value for
a chemical species. Note that we use one abstract domain for each variable in order to ease the
notation; yet, in practice one may consider several domains for each component. One can also
regard a macro-state as a box (see Def. 3.6) delimited by the interval boundary values of each
variable along its coordinate.

Note that a box corresponds to a convex set of macro-states, and is a prelude to the type of
abstractions we would like to perform in this Chapter. That is, our goal is to abstract chemical
states into macro-states while ensuring that each macro-state is nearest to a reference macro-
state. Indeed, this would require a similar choice function to Def. 5.2. This motivates the
following definition.

Definition 5.7 (Macro-state choice function). Let q♯ = [v 7→ Jq♯
iv

, q♯
iv

J ] be a reference macro-
state in Q♯. The macro-state choice function is defined as:

HB
q♯ =

 Box(J1, nKV) \ {∅} → J1, nKV

Y 7→ (projN(iv,
.
πv(Y )))v∈V

(5.7)

or, equivalently:

HB
q♯ =

 Box(J1, nKV) \ {∅} → J1, nKV

Y 7→ projNV ([v 7→ iv], Y ).
(5.8)

In Def. 5.7, the domain and co-domain of the function HB
q♯ are, respectively, the non-empty

set of boxes and the set of functions from variables to interval indexes. The state choice function
is parameterized by a reference macro-state (q♯) and inputs a box set. The reference macro-state
and box set are used as, respectively, source and target inputs to the state projection function
of Def. 3.7. Thus, the state choice function can be interpreted in two manners. Either we can
compute the projection of a state onto a box by reasoning coordinate wise (Eq. 5.7). Or, one
can compute directly the projection (Eq. 5.8). In either way, the expressions are equivalent and
the state choice function will output a macro-state that is both in the given box set and that
is at minimal distance to the reference. We will use this function to guide the abstraction of
chemical states.

In Fig. 5.4 we provide intuition as to how the macro-state choice function works. A projection
of a given reference state (red) onto a box set is determined by minimizing the distance between
the reference macro-state and each macro-state in the box set. Indeed, this computation is
equivalent to an orthogonal projection of the reference macro-state and each macro-state in the
box set onto its respective variable coordinate. Afterwhich, the distance between the index of
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q♯

Y ∈ ℬox(𝒬♯
ℛ)

·πv2(Y )

⇡̇v2
(Y )
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⇡v1
(q])

<latexit sha1_base64="PBDqts2XgSfGf0k9eomOoEM6qSE=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVFVduBotQNyFJa1t3RTcuK9gHtDFMptN26CQZZyaFEgr+ihsXirj1O9z5N07aCip64MLhnHu59x6fMyqVZX0YS8srq2vrmY3s5tb2zm5ub78po1hg0sARi0TbR5IwGpKGooqRNhcEBT4jLX90mfqtMRGSRuGNmnDiBmgQ0j7FSGnJyx12OfWSsWdPC3e3SVcOkeDTUy+Xt8zzatk5c6BlWlbFKZZT4lRKThHaWkmRBwvUvdx7txfhOCChwgxJ2bEtrtwECUUxI9NsN5aEIzxCA9LRNEQBkW4yO38KT7TSg/1I6AoVnKnfJxIUSDkJfN0ZIDWUv71U/MvrxKpfdRMa8liREM8X9WMGVQTTLGCPCoIVm2iCsKD6Voh1AAgrnVhWh/D1KfyfNB3TLprOdSlfu1jEkQFH4BgUgA0qoAauQB00AAYJeABP4Nm4Nx6NF+N13rpkLGYOwA8Yb5+Z3pXp</latexit>

⇡v2
(q])
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<latexit sha1_base64="dM+ZFerB3KDUNCNska4VSArRI28=">AAACFnicdVBLSwMxGMzWV62vqkcvwSJ40CXbh7a3ohePFexD2qVk07QNzT5IskJZ9ld48a948aCIV/HmvzHddkFFBwLDzHzJl3ECzqRC6NPILC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/ndvZb0Q0Fok/jcFx0HS8qZR5uKKU47gaDYdThtO5PLmd++o0Iy37tR04DaLh55bMgIVlrq50+jqJfc0hUjx46QWauhslU7QWYFoWL1TBNUKlYrlfg2jmE/X0gTME3ANAEtEyUogAUa/fxHb+CT0KWeIhxL2bVQoOwIC8UIp3GuF0oaYDLBI9rV1MMulXaULBTDI60M4NAX+ngKJur3iQi7Uk5dRyddrMbytzcT//K6oRpW7Yh5QaioR+YPDUMOlQ9nHcEBE5QoPtUEE8H0rpCMscBE6SZzuoT0p/B/0iqaVsksXpcL9YtFHVlwAA7BMbDAOaiDK9AATUDAPXgEz+DFeDCejFfjbR7NGIuZffADxvsXTTmbqg==</latexit>

2 Box([[1, n]]V)
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<latexit sha1_base64="wPvViKCrOTqSqiP6zQunZCZBAIM=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARXJWkCrosunFZwT6giWEymbRDJ5M4MxFKiBt/xY0LRdz6F+78G6dpFtp64MLhnHvnzj1+wqhUlvVtVJaWV1bXquu1jc2t7R1zd68r41Rg0sExi0XfR5IwyklHUcVIPxEERT4jPX98NfV7D0RIGvNbNUmIG6EhpyHFSGnJMw+c4o1MkCC/v8scOUIiyb0s98y61bAKwEVil6QOSrQ988sJYpxGhCvMkJQD20qUmyGhKGYkrzmpJAnCYzQkA005ioh0s2J7Do+1EsAwFrq4goX6eyJDkZSTyNedEVIjOe9Nxf+8QarCCzejPEkV4Xi2KEwZVDGcxgEDKghWbKIJwoLqv0KsI0BY6dBqOgR7/uRF0m027NNG8+as3ros46iCQ3AEToANzkELXIM26AAMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH7PWilHO7IM/MD5/AASGl+U=</latexit>
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Y
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Figure 5.4: Determining component-wise the nearest macro-state in a box set to a reference
macro-state. The macro-state choice function HB

q♯ is parameterized by the reference macro-state
q♯ and inputs a box set, Y . The projection of this reference macro-state onto the box is equal to
the nearest macro-state in the box. This distance is computed by calculating the component-
wise distance between the interval index of each reference interval in the reference macro-state
and each respective interval index of each macro-state in the box, and then choosing the macro-
state in the box with the smallest component-wise distance to the reference one (depicted by the
green lines). Each dashed line correspond to the orthogonal projection of the respective object
type.

each interval along their respective coordinates are computed, and the macro-state in the box
with the smallest index distance per variable (depicted by the green lines in Fig. 5.4) to the
reference is chosen.

Now, one can use the macro-state choice function to parameterize the following chemical
state abstraction function, which permits one to compute macro-states from chemical states.

Definition 5.8 (Chemical state abstraction). Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state. The
chemical state abstraction function maps each chemical state to the macro-state:

β
Q
q♯ =


Q → Q♯

q 7→ lift ◦
[
HB

q♯

(∏
v∈V

{
p ∈ J1, nK

∣∣∣ q♯
p ≤ πv(q) < q♯

p

})]
.

where lift maps each function from the set V to the interval J1, nK into the function [v 7→
Jq♯

f(v), q♯
f(v)J ] from the set V to abstract domain I♯.

In Def. 5.8, the domain and co-domain of the function β
Q
q♯ are, respectively, the set of chemical

states and the set of macro-states. The chemical state abstraction function is parameterized by
reference a macro-state and inputs a chemical state. This information is propagated to the
macro-state choice function (see Def. 5.7) which identifies from a set of macro-states (arising
from the fact that there may be several macro-states for a chemical state) the one nearest to
the reference. That is, each macro-state in the candidate set is composed of interval values for
each variable and these intervals, along each respective coordinate, contains the corresponding
component value of the abstracted chemical state. The auxilliary function lift is used to translate
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interval indexes into intervals.

Example 5.4. Let I♯ = {J0, 6J, J3, 9J, J5, +∞J} be the set of intervals and V =
{A, B, C, AB, AC, ABC} be the set of variables. Let q♯ = [A 7→ J0, 6J, B 7→ J0, 6J, C 7→
J0, 6J, AB 7→ J0, 6J, BC 7→ J0, 6J, ABC 7→ J0, 6J] be the reference macro-state.

We would like to abstract the chemical state q• = [A 7→ 5, B 7→ 10, C 7→ 7, AB 7→
0, BC 7→ 2, ABC 7→ 1] with the chemical state abstraction function (see Def. 5.8) and the
interval set I♯.

Thus, we obtain:

β
Q
q♯(q•) = [A 7→ J0, 6J, B 7→ J5, +∞J, C 7→ J3, 9J, AB 7→ J0, 6J, BC 7→ J0, 6J, ABC 7→ J0, 6J].

We notice that in order to obtain the corresponding macro-state, each component value
in the chemical state undergoes an interval inclusion check with each respective interval in
the reference macro-state, and an interval assignment is computed according to how this
value compares to the interval boundary values.

For us, a macro-state depicts a (hyper-)box given by the interval representation of each
chemical variable in a system. More specifically, a macro-state contains information of the
interval value for a collection of variables and along its coordinate, which differs from the macro-
states observed in logical models. Whereas in our formalizations each face of a macro-state
considers a potential range of values, in the corresponding logical model each dimension is an
activity level. This distinction will become important in Sect. 5.4 where we observe the ability
for a macro-state to traverse from one macro-state to another. In the logical model, this ability
to traverse is goverened by the hand-written expression regulating the variables in the logical
system. In our framework, a traversal is governed by the stochastic dynamics of a reaction
network which permits one to pinpoint the direction a macro-state tends to habituate. A flaw,
however, is that we consider additional macro-states that may not carry much information about
the underlying reaction network behaviors. We plan in Chapter 6 to include information on
the likelihood of habituating in one macro-state versus another, which should aid in alleviating
the number of fictitious behaviors.

At this point we will begin to derive a Galois connection between the chemical state and
macro-state domains. Thus, we begin by deriving the chemical state set abstraction function to
map sets of chemical states to sets of macro-states.

Definition 5.9 (Chemical state set abstraction). Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state. The
chemical state set abstraction function αQ

q♯ maps a set of chemical states to the set of macro-
states:

αQ
q♯ =

 ℘(Q) → ℘(Q♯)

X 7→
{

β
Q
q♯(q)

∣∣∣ q ∈ X
}

.

In Def. 5.9, the domain and co-domain of αQ
q♯ are, respectively, the powerset of the set of

chemical states and the powerset of the set of macro-states. The chemical state set abstraction
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function is parameterized by a reference macro-state, q♯, and inputs a set of chemical states.
Accordingly, this function outputs a set of macro-states by lifting the chemical state abstraction
function (see Def. 5.8) over each chemical state in the input set.

In the following proposition, we derive a specific expression for Def. 5.9 to abstract a given set
of chemical states, which is accomplished by ensuring that for each macro-state obtained, their
resulting interval values are elements of the set containing the respective chemical component
value that that has been abstracted by the value set abstraction function (see Def. 5.3).

Proposition 5.5. Let X ∈ ℘(Q) be a set of chemical states. Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-
state. Then:

αQ
q♯(X) =

{
q♯′ ∈ Q♯ | ∃q ∈ X,∀v ∈ V : q♯′(v) ∈ αN

q♯(v)({q(v)})
}

.

Proof. Let X ∈ ℘(Q) be a set of chemical states. Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state.

αQ
q♯(X) =

{
β

Q
q♯(q) | q ∈ X

}
=

{
q♯′ ∈ Q♯ | ∃q ∈ X : β

Q
q♯(q) = q♯′

}
=

{
q♯′ ∈ Q♯ | ∃q ∈ X,∀v ∈ V : β

N
q♯(v)(q(v)) = q♯′(v)

}
=

{
q♯′ ∈ Q♯ | ∃q ∈ X,∀v ∈ V : q♯′(v) ∈ αN

q♯(v)({q(v)})
}

.

One immediate observation one should make of Prop. 5.5 is that the expression has built on
the value set abstraction function of Prop. 5.3. Thus, the process of abstracting a set of chemical
states narrows down to performing interval abstraction of each value in each chemical state.

Example 5.5. Let I♯ = {J0, 6J, J3, 9J, J5, +∞J} be the set of intervals and V =
{A, B, C, AB, AC, ABC} be the set of variables. Let q♯ = [A 7→ J0, 6J, B 7→ J0, 6J, C 7→
J0, 6J, AB 7→ J0, 6J, BC 7→ J0, 6J, ABC 7→ J0, 6J] be the reference macro-state.

We would like to abstract with the chemical state set abstraction function (see Prop. 5.5)
the set containing the following chemical states:

q• = [A 7→ 5, B 7→ 10, C 7→ 7, AB 7→ 0, BC 7→ 2, ABC 7→ 1],
q⋄ = [A 7→ 1, B 7→ 6, C 7→ 2, AB 7→ 0, BC 7→ 7, ABC 7→ 0].

Thus, one obtains αQ
q♯({q•, q⋄}) =

{
q♯

•, q♯
⋄
}

where:

q♯
• = [A 7→ J0, 6J, B 7→ J5, +∞J, C 7→ J3, 9J, AB 7→ J0, 6J, BC 7→ J0, 6J, ABC 7→ J0, 6J],

q♯
⋄ = [A 7→ J0, 6J, B 7→ J3, 9J, C 7→ J0, 6J, AB 7→ J0, 6J, BC 7→ J3, 9J, ABC 7→ J0, 6J].
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Accordingly, the following macro-state set concretization function will be used to obtain sets
of chemical states from sets of macro-states.

Definition 5.10 (Macro-state set concretization). Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state. The
macro-state set concretization function maps a set of macro-states to the set of chemical states:

γQ♯

q♯ :

 ℘(Q♯) → ℘(Q)

Y 7→
{

q ∈ Q
∣∣∣ β

Q
q♯(q) ∈ Y

}
.

In Def. 5.10, the domain and co-domain of the function γQ♯

q♯ are, respectively, the powerset
of the set of macro-states and the powerstate of the set of chemical states. The macro-state set
concretization function is parameterized by a reference macro-state and inputs a set of macro-
states. This function will output a set of chemical states with the property that abstracting each
chemical state by the chemical state abstraction function (see Def. 5.8) will retain its abstract
counterpart in the input set.

Respectively, a more specific version of how a set of macro-states is concretized into a set of
chemical states is given in the following proposition. In this case, a collection of concrete states
are retrieved from each macro-state in a given abstract set by checking that for a given variable,
each value in its chemical state belongs to a corresponding interval value of each macro-state in
the given set.

Proposition 5.6. Let Y ∈ ℘(Q♯) be a set of macro-states. Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-
state.

γQ♯

q♯ (Y ) =
⋃

q♯′∈Y

{
q ∈ Q | ∀v ∈ V : q(v) ∈ γI♯

q♯(v)

({
q♯′(v)

})}
.

Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘(Q♯) be a set of macro-states. Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state.

γQ♯

q♯ (Y ) =
{

q ∈ Q | βQ
q♯(q) ∈ Y

}
=

{
q ∈ Q | ∃q♯′ ∈ Y : β

Q
q♯(q) = q♯′

}
=

{
q ∈ Q | ∃q♯′ ∈ Y, ∀v ∈ V : β

N
q♯(v)(q(v)) = q♯′(v)

}
=

{
q ∈ Q | ∃q♯′ ∈ Y,∀v ∈ V : q(v) ∈ γI♯

q♯(v)

({
q♯′(v)

})}
=

⋃
q♯′∈Y

{
q ∈ Q | ∀v ∈ V : q(v) ∈ γI♯

q♯(v)

({
q♯′(v)

})}

Example 5.6. Let I♯ = {J0, 6J, J3, 9J, J5, +∞J} be the set of intervals and V =
{A, B, C, AB, AC, ABC} be the set of variables. Let q♯ = [A 7→ J0, 6J, B 7→ J0, 6J, C 7→
J0, 6J, AB 7→ J0, 6J, BC 7→ J0, 6J, ABC 7→ J0, 6J] be the reference macro-state.
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We would like to concretize with the macro-state set concretization function (see
Prop. 5.6) the abstract set obtained in the result of Ex. 5.5. Namely, the abstract set
of macro-states

{
q♯

•, q♯
⋄
}

such that:

q♯
• = [A 7→ J0, 6J, B 7→ J5, +∞J, C 7→ J3, 9J, AB 7→ J0, 6J, BC 7→ J0, 6J,

ABC 7→ J0, 6J],
q♯

⋄ = [A 7→ J0, 6J, B 7→ J3, 9J, C 7→ J0, 6J, AB 7→ J0, 6J, BC 7→ J3, 9J,
ABC 7→ J0, 6J].

Thus, we obtain that γQ♯

q♯ (
{

q♯
•, q♯

⋄
}

) is equal to:

{
[A 7→ J0, 6J, B 7→ J9, +∞J, C 7→ J6, 9J, AB 7→ J0, 6J, BC 7→ J0, 6J, ABC 7→ J0, 6J]
[A 7→ J0, 6J, B 7→ J6, 9J, C 7→ J0, 6J, AB 7→ J0, 6J, BC 7→ J6, 9J, ABC 7→ J0, 6J]

}

The output set is a super-set of the original set of chemical states (see Ex. 5.5). For example,
note that the abstraction process [γQ♯

q♯ ◦ αQ
q♯ ]({q•, q⋄}) such that:

q• = [A 7→ 5, B 7→ 10, C 7→ 7, AB 7→ 0, BC 7→ 2, ABC 7→ 1],
q⋄ = [A 7→ 1, B 7→ 6, C 7→ 2, AB 7→ 0, BC 7→ 7, ABC 7→ 0].

has resulted in an unbounded solution space for the species B.

Similar to the chemical state set abstraction function of Prop. 5.5, the expression in Prop. 5.6
builds on the interval set concretization function derived in Prop. 5.4. This means that, for
example, we can reason on the concretization of a macro-state in an abstract set component-
wise and reconstruct the corresponding chemical state in a concrete set from the product of
interval sets considered for each variable. Each interval set comes from the interval values of
each variable in the macro-state.

The abstraction process γQ♯

q♯ ◦ αQ
q♯ for an initial set of chemical states may consider a larger

region of values as it traverses to the macro-state domain and then back to the chemical state
domain. The consequence is an analysis that can be largely imprecise since we consider a bigger
set of solutions for each chemical species in a reaction system. However, one possible way to
retain a degree of precision is to impose intrinsic chemical constraints on the variables of an
underlying system. For example, a common linear constraint is mass invariance, meaning that
the molecular composition of certain chemical species are bounded by the number of diverse
markers that form a species. This property was formalized in [2] to increase the precision of the
proposed abstractions of a deterministic reaction system. In our work, we also considered the
resource constraint which bounded the competition system of Chapter 2.

We have discussed in this Section the process of abstracing chemical states to macro-states,
and how one can parameterize the chemical state abstract function with a reference macro-
state. Further, this parameterization is guided by the state choice function which ensures that
the macro-state that approximates a chemical state is nearest to a given reference. In our
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context, macro-states depict regions of values that arise from each interval representation of
each chemical species considered in a reaction network. We also show that the chemical and
macro-state domains form a Galois connection, and how each Galois function for states build
on its predecessor functions derived for the value domains in Sect. 5.2. In the next section,
Sect. 5.4, we will derive relations between macro-states, which give rise to macro-transitions.
These macro-transitions will provide further insights as to how, for example, one variable can
traverse from one region to another.

5.4 Macro-transitions between regions of chemical states

So far, we have derived two abstract elements: intervals, which are obtained from abstracting the
values of variables; and, macro-states, which are generated from abstracted chemical states. In
this Section, we will derive the third abstract object: macro-transitions, and further derive the
necessary functions to obtain this object from chemical transitions (see Def. 2.4). Finally, we will
conclude by deriving a Galois connection between the chemical transition and macro-transition
domains.

First, we define a macro-transition which shares a common structure to the abstract transi-
tions in Def. 4.11 but further equipped with information from reaction networks.

Definition 5.11 (Macro-transitions). An element (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Q♯ × J1, σK × Q♯ is called an
abstract transition.

The set of all abstract transitions is denoted T ♯.

In Def. 5.11, a macro-transition is a relation between two macro-states. Each transition
between macro-states is labeled by the index of an event l which denotes which reaction in the
network has been triggered. An application of an event may change the interval value of a
subset of variables and is reflected in the target macro-state. Underlying this interval change is
a chemical transition that occurred, and its abstraction captures the ability for chemical state
to traverse from one region to another. Thus, one obtains macro-transitions from chemical ones.

Definition 5.12 (Chemical transition abstraction). Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state.
The chemical transition abstraction function maps each chemical transition (q, l, q′) such that
β

Q
q♯(q) = q♯ to a macro-transition:

β
T
q♯ =

 {(q, l, q′) ∈ T | βQ
q♯(q) = q♯} → {(q♯′′, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯ | q♯′′ = q♯}

(q, l, q′) 7→
(
q♯, l, β

Q
q♯(q′)

)
.

In Def. 5.12, the chemical transition abstraction function is parameterized by a reference
macro-statet q♯. The domain and co-domain of the function β

T
q♯ are, respectively, the set of the

chemical transitions that starts in a state q such that β
Q
q♯(q) = q♯ and the set of the macro-

transitions that starts in the macro-state q♯. This way, the reference macro-state must be equal
to the abstracted source chemical state of the input chemical transition. This will ensure that
the abstracted target state of the same chemical transition is nearest to the reference, and will
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5.4. Macro-transitions between regions of chemical states

aid in pinpointing the direction of the dynamics of the underlying chemical transition system.
Furthermore, the abstraction of the aformentioned target chemical state is accomplished using
the chemical state abstraction function (see Def. 5.8).

Example 5.7. Let I♯ = {J0, 6J, J3, 9J, J5, +∞J} be the set of interval parameters and V =
{A, B, C, AB, AC, ABC} be the set of variables. Let q♯ = [A 7→ J0, 6J, B 7→ J5, +∞J, C 7→
J3, 9J, AB 7→ J0, 6J, BC 7→ J0, 6J, ABC 7→ J0, 6J] be the reference macro-state. Consider the
following reaction network:

r1 : A + B
k1−→ AB

r3 : AB + C
k3−→ ABC

r2 : B + C
k2−→ BC

r4 : A + BC
k4−→ ABC

We would like to abstract using the chemical transition abstraction function (see
Def. 5.12) the following two chemical transitions obtained from a starting chemical state
q1 = (5, 10, 7, 0, 0, 0) using the aforementioned reaction rules and using the kinetic constants
from [2] (all reaction rates have been set to 1):

(5, 10, 7, 0, 0, 0) 1−−→
0.42

(4, 9, 7, 1, 0, 0),

(4, 9, 7, 1, 0, 0) 2−−→
0.59

(4, 8, 6, 1, 1, 0)

Note that the probabilities have been computed using Def. 2.5.
As such, applying β

T
q♯ on these chemical transitions results in the following macro-

transitions:

(J0, 6J, J5, +∞J, J3, 9J, J0, 6J, J0, 6J, J0, 6J) 1−→♯ (J0, 6J, J5, +∞J, J3, 9J, J0, 6J, J0, 6J, J0, 6J),

(J0, 6J, J5, +∞J, J3, 9J, J0, 6J, J0, 6J, J0, 6J) 2−→♯ (J0, 6J, J5, +∞J, J3, 9J, J0, 6J, J0, 6J, J0, 6J).

We notice two things from our abstraction example. First, the macro-states do not
change along each macro-transition. We notice two things from our abstraction example.
First, the macro-states do not change along each macro-transition. This is specific to the two
transitions that we have abstracted. In particular, we notice that in the second transition,
the value of the variable B enter a new interval. Yet, since it does not exit the previous one,
it does not induce a change of abstract value. This illustrate the minimal effort strategy that
is introduced by the overlapping between intervals. Second, our abstraction of a chemical
transition loses information regarding probabilities, thus macro-transitions have become
non-deterministic.

In Sect. 5.3, we briefly discussed the ability of a macro-state traversing to another, and in
Sects. 2.2 - 2.3 its comparison to the same feature in logical models. We will expand on these
details now. Namely, a logical state in a logical model is driven by the hand-written expression
that regulates each of the chemical variable in each state. Further, following Réné Thomas’
principle [59], a logical state transition is uni-directional and towards a state configuration
that is stable and reveals some phenotypic observation(s) that is deemed biologically plausible.
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Chapter 5. An Abstract Domain with Overlapping Intervals

Reverse directions in logical macro-transitions are possible, but this implodes the number of
macro-states that one must consider and thus hampers the analysis of the transition state
space. In our formal framework, we do not restrict the directionality of a macro-transition.
Thus, bi-directional macro-transitions are plausible and are driven by the dynamics from a
reaction network. However, as mentioned previously, we must also consider additional behaviors
for the macro-states as a consequence. Additionally, our abstractions of chemical transitions
loses information regarding probabilities. Thus, the resulting macro-transition system is non-
deterministic. In order to circumvent the introduction of artifacts in our abstractions, we will
examine the likelihood for a given pair of macro-transitions to occur in Chapter 6, and attempt
to refine the macro-transition system with information pertaining to the actual dynamics of the
underlying reaction network. This allows, for example, to evaluate as to whether some macro-
transitions are more plausible than others, and thus omissions of certain macro-transitions can
be guided by their association to low probabilities.

Similarly to the previous abstract domains, we will establish a Galois connection between
the chemical transition and macro-transition domains. Thus, we derive the chemical transition
set abstraction function to map sets of chemical transitions to sets of macro-transitions.

Definition 5.13 (Chemical transition set abstraction). Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state.
The chemical transition set abstraction function maps a set of chemical transitions all starting
in a state q such that β

Q
q♯(q) = q♯ to a set of macro-transitions:

αT
q♯ =

 ℘({(q, l, q′) ∈ T | βQ
q♯(q) = q♯}) → ℘({(q♯′′, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯ | q♯′′ = q♯})

X 7→
{

β
T
q♯(q, l, q′) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ (q, l, q′) ∈ X
}

.

In Def. 5.13, the chemical transition set abstraction function is parameterized by a reference
macro-state q♯. The domain and co-domain of the function αT

q♯ are, respectively, the powerset
of the set of chemical transitions (q, l, q′) such that β

Q
q♯(q) = q♯ and the powerset of the set

of macro-transitions that start from the macro-state q♯. Thus, each chemical transition in the
input set is abstracted by the chemical transition abstraction function of Def. 5.12.

In the following proposition, a more specific version of Def. 5.13 reveals that abstracting
a given set of chemical transitions equals a set composed of macro-transitions such that each
macro-transition’s source and target macro-states are elements belonging to abstract sets ob-
tained from lifting the chemical state set abstraction function (see Def. 5.5) onto the distinct,
respective, sets containing the source and target chemical states of each chemical transition in
the given set.

Proposition 5.7. Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of chemical
transitions (q, l, q′), such that β

Q
q♯(q) = q♯. Then:

αT
q♯(X) =

{
(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ ∃q, q′ ∈ Q : (q, l, q′) ∈ X ∧ q♯′ ∈ αQ
q♯(
{
q′})

}
.

Proof. Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of chemical transitions
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5.4. Macro-transitions between regions of chemical states

(q, l, q′), such that β
Q
q♯(q) = q♯.

αT
q♯(X) =

{
β

T
q♯(q, r, q′) ∈ T ♯ | (q, l, q′) ∈ X

}
=

{
(q♯′′, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯ | ∃(q, r, q′) ∈ X : β

T
q♯(q, r, q′) = (q♯′′, l, q♯′)

}
=

{
(q♯′′, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯ | ∃q, q′ ∈ Q : (q, l, q′) ∈ X ∧ β

Q
q♯(q) = q♯′′ ∧ β

Q
q♯(q′) = q♯′

}
=

{
(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯ | ∃q, q′ ∈ Q : (q, l, q′) ∈ X ∧ β

Q
q♯(q′) = q♯′

}
=

{
(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯ | ∃q, q′ ∈ Q : (q, l, q′) ∈ X ∧ q♯′ ∈ αQ

q♯({q′})
}

.

Accordingly, we derive the macro-transition set concretization function responsible for map-
ping sets of macro-transitions to sets of chemical transitions.

Definition 5.14 (Macro-transition set concretization). Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state.
The macro-transition set concretization function maps a set of macro-transitions to the set of
chemical transitions:

γT ♯

q♯ =

 ℘({(q♯′′, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯ | q♯′′ = q♯}) → ℘({(q, l, q′) ∈ T | βQ
q♯(q) = q♯})

Y 7→
{

(q, l, q′) ∈ T
∣∣∣ β

T
q♯(q, l, q′) ∈ Y

}
.

In Def. 5.14, the macro-transition set concretization function is parameterized by a reference
macro-state q♯. The domain and co-domain of the function γT ♯

q♯ are, respectively, the powerset
of the set of the macro-transitions that starts in the state q♯ and the powerset of the set of
chemical transitions that start in a state q such that β

Q
q♯(q) = q♯. The function takes as an input

a set of macro-transitions. The resulting output concrete set is composed with those chemical
transitions with the property that their abstraction is an element of the input set.

In the following proposition, this becomes more evident as concretizing a given set of macro-
transitions output the union of the sets of chemical transitions which are composed of chemical
transitions whose source and target chemical states are elements of the sets composed of, respec-
tively, the source and target macro-states of each macro-transition in the input set after having
been concretized by the macro-state set concretization function (see Prop. 5.6).

Proposition 5.8. Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state.
Let Y ∈ ℘({(q♯′′, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯ | q♯′′ = q♯}) be a set of macro-transitions. Then:

γT ♯

q♯ (Y ) =
⋃

q♯′∈Q♯

{
(q, l, q′) ∈ T | (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ q ∈ γQ♯

q♯

({
q♯
})
∧ q′ ∈ γQ♯

q♯

({
q♯′
})}

.

Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘({(q♯′′, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯ | q♯′′ = q♯}) be a set of macro-transitions. Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a
reference macro-state and q ∈ Q be a chemical state such that β

Q
q♯(q) = q♯.
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Chapter 5. An Abstract Domain with Overlapping Intervals

γT ♯

q♯ (Y ) =
{

(q, l, q′) ∈ T
∣∣∣ β

T

q♯(q, l, q′) ∈ Y
}

=
{

(q, l, q′) ∈ T | ∃q♯′′, q♯′ ∈ Q♯ : (q♯′′, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ β
T

q♯(q, l, q′) = (q♯′′, l, q♯′)
}

=
{

(q, l, q′) ∈ T | ∃q♯′ ∈ Q♯ : (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ β
T

q♯(q, l, q′) = (q♯, l, q♯′)
}

=
{

(q, r, q′) ∈ T | ∃q♯′ ∈ Q♯ : (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ β
Q
q♯(q) = q♯ ∧ β

Q
q♯(q′) = q♯′

}
=

{
(q, r, q′) ∈ T | ∃q♯′ ∈ Q♯ : (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ q ∈ γQ♯

q♯

({
q♯
})
∧ q′ ∈ γQ♯

q♯

({
q♯′})}

=
⋃

q♯′∈Q♯

{
(q, r, q′) ∈ T | (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ Y ∧ q ∈ γQ♯

q♯

({
q♯
})
∧ q′ ∈ γQ♯

q♯

({
q♯′})} .

For the two Galois connection functions belonging to the chemical transition and macro-
transition domains, we did not provide clear examples. The reason is because the abstraction
process γT ♯

q♯ ◦αT
q♯ can result in an intractable number of chemical transitions arising from travers-

ing to the macro-transition domain and then back to the chemical transition domain. More
specifically, this abstraction process first generates, from an initial set of chemical transitions,
a set of macro-transitions using the expression in Prop. 5.7. Consequently, the resulting set
of contains macro-transitions each denoting a potential transition from one region of chemical
states to another. Afterwhich, we plug this abstract set into Prop. 5.8, which generates the
corresponding collection of sets of chemical transitions such that each chemical transition is a
result of piecing together the source (resp. target) chemical states related by a reaction type and
whose species values are delimited by the source (resp. target) regions of each macro-transitions
in the abstract set. That is, if there exists a reaction type that relates a value in the source
region to the target region, then this chemical transition is recovered. Thus, one must consider
such a relation for each chemical species involved in a reaction network.

In this Section, we introduced the notion of macro-transitions, and showed how this abstract
object can be derived from chemical transitions using the chemical transition abstraction func-
tion. Afterwhich, we derived a Galois connection between the macro-transition and chemical
transition domains. In Sect. 5.5 we will characterize the final abstract element we will consider
for reaction networks: macro-traces. Macro-traces are the result of piecing together each ab-
stract objects derived up to this point, and describe the abstract behaviors of a macro-transition
system.

5.5 Characterizing behaviors for a macro-transition system

The final abstract object we will derive are macro-traces. Macro-traces correspond to the ab-
stract behaviors that can be generated from reaction networks, thus this abstract element shares
a structure similar its concrete counterpart: chemical traces (see Def. 2.6); and, are defined as
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5.5. Characterizing behaviors for a macro-transition system

follows.

Definition 5.15 (Macro-traces). Let k be an element in N. A macro-trace of size k is an element
(q♯′

0 , (q♯
i , li, q♯′

i )1≤i≤k) ∈ Q♯ × T ♯k such that q♯
i = q♯′

i−1 for every integer i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
The set of all macro-traces is denoted T ♯.

In Def. 5.15, a macro-trace carries two components. The first component describes an initial
macro-state. An initial macro-state contains all the initial interval values for each chemical
species in a reaction network. The second component describes sequences of macro-transitions
that follow from an initial macro-state. Note that the property q♯

i = q♯′
i−1 can also be written as

pre(t♯
i) = post(t♯

i−1) for each macro-transition t♯
i belong to a macro-trace. Here, a single macro-

trace describes an abstract behavior for a macro-transition system. All the abstract behaviors
that can be obtained from an initial macro-state is contained in T ♯. A main distinction to
chemical traces arises from the fact that macro-traces carry no information about probabilities.
To obtain macro-traces, we can abstract chemical ones.

Definition 5.16 (Chemical trace abstraction function). Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state.
The chemical trace abstraction function is defined as:

β
T
q♯ =

 T ⇀ T ♯

(q′
0, ((qi, ri, q′

i), µi)1≤i≤k) 7→ (q♯′
0 , (q♯

i , l′i, q♯′
i )1≤i≤k)

maps each chemical trace (q′
0, ((qi, ri, q′

i), µi)1≤i≤k) to the macro-trace that is defined inductively
as follows:

1. β
T
q♯(q′

0, ()) = (βQ
q♯(q♯′

0 ), ());

2. By induction,

β
T
q♯ (q′

0, ((qi, ri, q′
i), µi)1≤i≤k) =

(
q♯′

0 , (q♯
i , l′i, q♯′

i )1≤i<k

)⌢
β

T
q♯′

k−1
((qk, rk, q′

k), µk).

where (q♯′
0 , (q♯

i , l′i, q♯′
i )1≤i<k) = β

T
q♯(q′

0, (qi, ri, q′
i)1≤i<k).

In Def. 5.16, q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state. The domain and co-domain of the function
β

T
q♯ are, respectively, the set of chemical traces and the set of macro-traces. The chemical trace

abstraction function inputs a chemical trace and, from its initial chemical state, abstracts each
chemical state along the sequence inductively. It does so accordingly. If the trace is composed
of only an initial chemical state (Cond. 1), then this state will be set to its initial abstract
state while taking into account the initial reference macro-state q♯. Otherwise, if there is at
least one transition in the second component of a chemical trace (Cond. 2), then the chemical
transition abstraction function (see Def. 5.12) will zip through each transition in the input
chemical trace and abstract inductively each chemical transition. Note that at each chemical
transition abstraction, the reference macro-state is updated with the abstracted target macro-
state of the previously abstracted chemical transition. This is the reason that the chemical
trace abstraction function is not parameterized with a single macro-state. Additionally, this
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Chapter 5. An Abstract Domain with Overlapping Intervals

function construct allows one to better abstract chemical behaviors such as to hone in on to the
directionality of the chemical behaviors to be abstracted as they can give us dynamic insights
as to which particular regions of each chemical states habituate.

Example 5.8. Let D♯
1 = {J0, 5J, J5, 10J, J10, +∞J} be a set of non-overlapping intervals

and D♯
2 = {J0, 6J, J2, 8J, J4, +∞J} be a set of overlapping intervals. We will show how the

chemical trace abstraction function (see Def. 5.16) abstracts a chemical trace. Given the
following chemical trace for the BD model discussed in Sect. 2.2:

3 r1−−→
0.87

4 r1−−→
0.83

5 r2−−→
0.20

4 r1−−→
0.83

5 r2−−→
0.20

4 r1−−→
0.83

5 r1−−→
0.80

6.

With the choice of non-overlapping intervals, D♯
1, we obtain the following abstract trace:

J0, 5J r1−→♯ J0, 5J r1−→♯ J5, 10J r2−→♯ J0, 5J r1−→♯ J5, 10J r2−→♯ J0, 5J r1−→♯ J5, 10J r1−→♯ J5, 10J

whereas with the choice of overlapping intervals, D♯
2 we obtain the following one (we set the

initial reference macro-state as J0, 6J):

J0, 6J r1−→♯ J0, 6J r1−→♯ J0, 6J r2−→♯ J0, 6J r1−→♯ J0, 6J r2−→♯ J0, 6J r1−→♯ J0, 6J r1−→♯ J2, 8J.

We notice that with the second choice of intervals, the system remains in initial macro-
state almost all the trace, except for the last transition. By emphasizing the effort to
go back and forth between neighboring intervals, the abstraction has abstracted away the
oscillations near the interval borders. This is not the case with the first choice of intervals.
Please observe that no chemical behavior has been lost in the process. Indeed, each choice of
sampling intervals comes with a different interpretation of macro-traces, which may highlight
or hide some information accordingly.

In our framework, a macro-trace corresponds to sequences of macro-transitions that begin
from an initial macro-state. Namely, underlying each macro-trace are several possible chemical
traces that one can use to pinpoint some general, behavioral trend for a given reaction network.
Also, thanks to the structure of the chemical trace abstraction function (see Def. 5.16), we
abstract chemical traces inductively and ensure that each chemical state abstraction has been
carefully parameterized by a respective reference macro-state at each step along the sequence.
Thus, our macro-traces carry information regarding the range of quantities each chemical species
will exhibit as a consequence to the reaction dynamics of a system. In the logical counterpart, a
sequence from the transition state space carries information regarding the activity evolution of
some number of chemical variables. Indeed, our macro-traces and logical traces share similarly
in that they capture sequences of events and where time has been discretized. Yet, our macro-
traces carry additional information since in a sequence a transition may proceed in two directions,
rather than in one direction observed in logical traces. Additionally, the long-term dynamics
that are observed in our macro-traces are governed by the steady state dynamics computed from
a reaction network. For example, if a macro-trace stabilizes onto an interval that contains a
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steady state value, then we can be more confident that the macro-trace dynamics converged. In
the logical case, a logical trace converging to an attractor point would have to be confirmed by
expert knowledge and should relay a phenotypic observation resulting from the combination of
different chemical species activity levels.

At this point, we will begin to derive a Galois connection between the macro-traces and
chemical traces domain. In the following definition we derive the chemical trace set abstraction
function which is responsible for generating sets of macro-traces from sets of chemical traces.

Definition 5.17 (Chemical trace set abstraction). Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state.
The chemical trace set abstraction function maps a set of chemical traces to the set of macro-
transitions:

αT
q♯ =

 ℘(T ) → ℘(T ♯)

X 7→
{

β
T
q♯(τ) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ τ ∈ X
}

.

In Def. 5.17, q♯ ∈ Q♯ is a reference macro-state. The domain and co-domain of the function
αT

q♯ are, respectively, the powerset of the set of chemical traces and the powerset of the set
of macro-traces. The chemical trace set abstraction function inputs a set of chemical traces
and outputs those macro-traces obtained by lifting the chemical trace abstraction function of
Def. 5.16 onto each chemical trace in the input set.

Accordingly, the following proposition explicitly abstracts a given set of chemical traces
to a set of macro-traces composed of macro-traces that are obtained by ensuring that each
component of each macro-trace (see Def. 5.15) belong to the abstracted concrete sets containing
each corresponding chemical trace component counterpart, those of which have been abstracted
by their respective abstraction functions.

Proposition 5.9. Let q♯ be a reference macro-state. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of chemical traces.
We introduce X0 as the set of the chemical traces in X of size 0 and X≥1 as the set of the

chemical traces in X of size greater or equal to 1.
Then:

αT
q♯(X) = Y0 ∪ Y≥1.

where:

• Y0 =
{

(q′
0, ())

∣∣∣ q′
0 ∈ αQ

q♯ ({q′
0 ∈ Q | (q′

0, ()) ∈ X0 }
)}

;

• Y≥1 =
{

(q♯′
0 , (q♯

i , li, q♯′
i )1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ ∃ (q′
0, (ti, µi)1≤i≤k) ∈ X≥0 :(

q♯′
0 , (q♯

i , li, q♯′
i )1≤i<k

)
∈ αT

q♯ ({(q′
0, (ti)1≤i<k)}) ∧ (q♯

k, lk, q♯′
k ) ∈ αT

q♯′
k−1

({tk})
}

.

Proof. Let q♯ be a reference macro-state. Let X ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of chemical traces.
We introduce X0 as the set of the chemical traces in X of size 0 and X≥1 as the set of the

chemical traces in X of size greater or equal to 1.
We have: X = X0 ∪X≥0.
Then: αT

q♯(X) = αT
q♯(X0) ∪ αT

q♯(X≥1).

1. Let us prove that αT
q♯(X0) =

{
(q′

0, ())
∣∣∣ q′

0 ∈ αQ
q♯ ({q′

0 ∈ Q | (q′
0, ()) ∈ X0 }

)}
.
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We have:

αT
q♯(X0) =

{
β

T
q♯ (q′

0, (ti, µi)1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ (q′

0, (ti, µi)1≤i≤k) ∈ X0

}
=

{
β

T
q♯(q′

0, ()) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ (q′

0, ()) ∈ X0

}
=

{
(βQ

q♯(q′
0), ()) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ (q′
0, ()) ∈ X0

}
=

{
(q′

0, ())
∣∣∣ q′

0 ∈ αQ
q♯ ({q′

0 ∈ Q | (q′
0, ()) ∈ X0 }

)}
;

2. Let us prove that:

αT
q♯(X≥0) =

{
(q♯′

0 , (q♯
i , li, q♯′

i )1≤i≤k) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ ∃ (q′

0, (ti, µi)1≤i≤k) ∈ X≥0 :(
q♯′

0 , (q♯
i , li, q♯′

i )1≤i<k

)
∈ αT

q♯ ({(q′
0, (ti)1≤i<k)}) ∧ (q♯

k, lk, q♯′
k ) ∈ αT

q♯′
k−1

({tk})
}

.

We have:
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The abstraction of sets of chemical traces is straightfoward. Given an input set of chemical
traces, the specific chemical trace abstraction function in Prop. 5.9 proceeds by induction. The
traces of size 0 are abstracted by the abstraction of the set of their initial states by Prop. 5.5.
Then each trace of size greater or equal to 1 is abstracted by abstracting inductively its prefix,
while its final transition is abstracted by Prop. 5.7 with the final state of the prefix as reference
macro-state. Note that we keep the relation between prefixes and final transitions.

Now we define the macro-trace set concretization function to concretize sets of macro-traces
to sets of chemical traces.

Definition 5.18 (Macro-trace set concretization). Let q♯ be a reference macro-state. The macro-
trace concretization function maps a set of macro-traces to the set of chemical traces:

γT ♯

q♯ =

 ℘(T ♯) → ℘(T )

Y 7→
{

τ ∈ T
∣∣∣ β

T
q♯(τ) ∈ Y

}
.
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In Def. 5.18, q♯ is a reference macro-state. The domain and co-domain of the function γT ♯

q♯

are, respectively, the powerset of the set of macro-traces and the powerset of the set of chemical
traces. The macro-trace set concretization function inputs a set of macro-traces and outputs
the set of chemical traces such that each chemical trace in the output set has the property that
its abstraction by the chemical trace abstraction function (see Def. 5.16) belongs to the input
set.

In the following proposition, concretization of a given set of macro-traces breaks down to
piecing together chemical traces from their constituents, those of which that can be constructed
by pieces obtained from the concretization of the abstract sets, and using the appropriate func-
tions, composed each of the abstract components of each macro-trace in the given set.

Proposition 5.10. Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) be a set of macro-
traces. Let q♯

0, q♯ ∈ Q♯ be two reference macro-states.
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{
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.

Proof. Let q♯ ∈ Q♯ be a reference macro-state. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) be a set of macro-traces.
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∣∣∣ β
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.

The specific macro-trace set concretization function derived in Prop. 5.10 considers two cases.
The first case corresponds to when a macro-trace inside the set to be concretized is constituted of
a single macro-state (e.g., the second component of the macro-trace is empty). Thus, concretizing
this abstract set gives the concrete set containing chemical traces of length one, specifically those
traces that contain in its first component the of initial chemical states stemming from the initial
macro-state of the macro-trace. The second case of the specific concretization function unwinds
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in a forward manner each macro-trace of at least length two in the prescribed abstract set
and reconstructs from the initial macro-state, and for each macro-trace, those chemical traces
that can be extracted. This is done by splitting the initial macro-transition of a macro-trace,
and concretizing the set containing this macro-transition using Prop. 5.8 in order to obtain the
potential set of chemical transitions. This process is repeated until the macro-trace terminal
is reached, and along the way the set of chemical traces are reconstructed by appending those
chemical transitions that are obtained throughout each iterative cycle.

Indeed, the abstraction process γT ♯

q♯ ◦ αT
q♯ traverses from the domain of chemical traces to

the domain of macro-traces, and back. Consequently, and as one observed in Sect. 4.4, this
process incurs a loss in accuracy since the analysis results in a final set of chemical traces that is
larger than an original set. Nevertheless, a Galois connection between macro-traces and chemical
traces ensure that no chemical behaviors are lost, and that one can design a tailored abstract
interpretation to highlight and pinpoint diverse chemical behaviors of interest.

In this Section, we have derived our notion of macro-traces for the macro-transition system
of Sect. 5.4, which pertain to the abstract behaviors of a reaction network. Additionally, we
show how we can obtain macro-traces from chemical traces and also discussed how this process
abstracts away information about probabilities associated to each chemical trace. Finally, we
derive a Galois connection between the macro-traces and chemical traces domain, which allow us
to recover chemical traces following the abstraction process. Yet, we do not recover probabilities.
In Chapter 6, we detail how to recover these probabilities.

In Sect. 5.6, we will derive an approximation of the chemical collecting semantics in order to
generate automatically the set of all chemical and abstract behaviors from a reaction network,
similarly to what was done in Sect. 4.5. These results will rely heavily on the expressions derived
in this Section in order to generate each respective collection of traces.

5.6 Approximation of the collecting semantics

In this Section, the objective is to derive a collection of operators in order to over-approximate
the behaviors of a reaction network, in the case of overlapping intervals.

Firstly we introduce QR,0 ⊆ Q a set of potential initial states and T ′ ⊆ T a set of potential
transitions. We also denote as TQR,0 the set of traces {(q, ()) | q ∈ QR,0}, that is the set of
the traces made of a single state and no transition. The collecting semantics TQR,0,T ′ has been
defined in Sect. 4.5.1, and could also be seen analogous as the compete lattice of reaction systems
[25].

We derive the macro-trace elongation operator that can be used to extend a macro-trace in
a set by a macro-transition. We use macro-state which maps each variable to the first interval
as reference. We denote it as 0♯.

Definition 5.19 (Elongation of macro-traces). The macro-trace elongation operator is defined
as:

F♯:

 ℘(T ♯) → ℘(T ♯)

Y 7→ αT
0♯

(
F
(
γT ♯

0♯ (Y )
))

.
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In Def. 5.19, the domain and co-domain of the function F♯ are both the powerset of the set
of macro-traces. The macro-trace elongation operator inputs a set of macro-traces and outputs
an elongated abstract set of macro-traces in the following three steps. First, an input set of
macro-traces is concretized by the macro-state set concretization function of Prop. 5.10. Thus,
from each macro-trace in the input set, a collection of filtered sets of chemical traces will be
extracted. Second, each chemical trace in the concrete set from the first step will be elongated
thanks to chemical trace elongation operator in Def. 4.20. Third, and finally, the elongated set
from the second step will be abstracted by chemical trace set abstraction function in Prop. 5.9.
Thus, the output set of the macro-trace elongation operator will be an abstract set larger than
the input abstract set, since this process considers the abstraction of elongated chemical traces.
An approximate version of Def. 5.19 is enclosed in the following proposition.

Proposition 5.11. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ) be a set of macro-traces. We have:

F♯ ⊆ Y
⋃{

τ ♯⌢(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ τ ♯ ∈ Y ∧ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ αT

q♯(T ′) ∧ final(τ ♯) = q♯
}

.

Proof. Let Y ∈ ℘(T ♯).
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0♯ (F(γT ♯
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(
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⊆ Y

⋃{
τ ♯⌢(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯

∣∣∣ τ ♯ ∈ Y ∧ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ αT
q♯ (T ′) ∧ final(τ ♯) = q♯

}
.

In the following, we denote F♯,1 the function mapping every set of macro-traces Y ⊆ T ♯ into
the set of macro-traces:

Y
⋃{

τ ♯⌢(q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ T ♯
∣∣∣ τ ♯ ∈ Y ∧ (q♯, l, q♯′) ∈ αT

q♯(T ′) ∧ final(τ ♯) = q♯
}

.

Note that, by Prop. 5.11, the function F♯,1 is an over-approximation of the function F♯.
Similar to the chemical trace elongation operator, we can define the collection of all abstract
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behaviors for a macro-transition system using Tarski and Kleene results as, respectively:

T ♯
QR,0,T ′ =

⋂{
Y ∈ ℘(T ♯) | F♯,1(Y ) ⊆ Y ∧ αT

0♯(TQR,0) ⊆ Y
}

. (5.9)

and:
T ♯

QR,0,T ′ =
⋃

n∈N

{[
F♯,1]n (αT

0♯(TQR,0))
}

. (5.10)

Thus, we have two strategies for computing the set of macro-traces from a reaction network,
which we refer to as the macro-behavior collecting semantics. The set of macro-behaviors is by
construction an over-approximation of the set of chemical behaviors, that is to say T ⊆ γT ♯

0♯ (T ♯).
At this point, we derived the macro-behavior collecting semantics, those which allow us

to over-approximate the set of chemical traces for a reaction network. This is done by taking
advantage of the fact that the domains of each of our operators are powersets, and hence complete
lattices (see Def. 3.13); and, invoking the results of Tarski and Kleene in order to extract
invariants of interest from this mathematical structure. Additionally, for the macro-behavior
collecting semantics we were able to unfold the computation of macro-trace elongations by
taking advantage of the Galois connection we derived in Sect. 5.5.

In Sect. 5.7, we consider a case study of an instantiation of our formal framework of this
Chapter to coarse-grain the reaction networks of the BD model and the resource competition
system introduced in Chapter 2. In this scope, we hope assess a non-deterministic macro-
transition system using our interval domain that uses overlapping intervals.

5.7 Non-deterministic macro-transition systems with minimal
effort

In this Section we instantiate the formal framework derived in this Chapter on the BD model
from Sect. 2.2 and the resource competition system from Sect. 2.3. As we discussed exten-
sively, the abstraction process for a given set of chemical behaviors induces a non-deterministic
macro-transition system that carries no probabilities. Thus, our goal for investigating the non-
deterministic version of the aforementioned systems is two-folded: i) to highlight the structural
similarity of a macro-transition system to that of a logical model’s; and, ii) to discuss the reason
and how one introduces a minimal effort system onto each reaction system investigated.

5.7.1 Revisiting the BD model II

In Fig. 5.5 we display the non-deterministic version of Fig. 2.5. That is, we lift the formal frame-
work derived in this Chapter in order to generate the BD macro-transition system using intervals
that overlap. Accordingly, in our diagram each rectangular box represents an interval corre-
sponding to the respective ranges of values for the molecule A. Underlying each rectangle are
the chemical behaviors emerge from the BD model, and under the same set of assumptions made
in Sect. 2.2. We note that the macro-transition system in Fig. 4.5 is induced by sampling various
chemical behaviors from this reaction network, and lifting the chemical trace set abstract func-
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Figure 5.5: The non-deterministic version of Fig. 2.5 of a BD macro-transition system using
overlapping interval parameters.

tion (see Prop. 5.9) this set of chemical behaviors with the concrete trace set abstraction function
(see Def. 4.18) with interval parameters I♯ = {J0, 10J, J6, 17J, J13, 24J, J20, 31J, J27, +∞J}.

We notice that at this level of abstraction, since intervals do overlap then the coarse-graining
may consider less oscillations near the interval borders. This, in retrospect, may reduce the num-
ber of fictitious behaviors into our analysis of this macro-transition system. Using overlapping
intervals permit us to introduce a minimal effort system into our abstractions. Given the stochas-
tic nature of the potential behaviors from a reaction network, then abstraction of these behaviors
could highlight oscillations near interval borders for the values of a subset of chemical species
involved in the reaction network. Indeed, these oscillations are a source that may contribute to
some of the fictitious behaviors observed in Sect. 4.6.1 from the abstraction of the BD dynam-
ics using intervals that do not overlap. Thus, one of the reasons we consider the overlapping
intervals in Fig. 5.5 is to reduce the emphasis in our abstractions on these oscillatory behaviors.
In this example, the effort system is depicted by the gray regions, and the size of each buffer
region is four. As a consequence, the minimal effort system for the BD model is implemented
to better pinpoint the trend underlying its dynamics. However, at this level of abstraction the
BD macro-transition system is unlabeled, thus one cannot simply deduce the general direction
of this system’s behaviors.

In Sect. 2.2, we derived the BD logical model in order to compare it to the formally derived
one. Our goal, thus, is to use the formal model to assess the behaviors of the corresponding log-
ical model. For example, in the logical BD model we observed that by following the assumption
of Réne Thomas [59], the state transition system is unidirectional in its approach to the system’s
focal point, corresponding to a stable interval. This, however, does not take into account the
BD models ability to proceed bidirectionally, since this reaction system is composed of comple-
mentary reactions. In our macro-transition system in Fig. 5.5, we allow for reversible transitions
between interval values of the molecule A. Additionally, using the intervals we characterized
in Def. 5.1, we can tune these interval values to highlight regions of interest that may better
approximate the underlying stochastic behaviors of a reaction network. Our non-deterministic
abstractions lead to a macro-transition system that is more representative to the system it is
abstracting, yet we are not able to deduce in a quantitative manner the dynamical trend of the
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6  q′ 0(A) = 15 [0,6[

[[0, 6[[
<latexit sha1_base64="9uIFf4VxKOc++CnQf0jj9qmpvMo=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduRovgQkpSRV0W3bisYB+QhDKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9DfcuFDErT/jzr9x0mahrQcu93DOvcydEyScKW3b31ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdFScSkLbJOax7AVYUc4EbWumOe0lkuIo4LQbjO9yv/tEpWKxeNSThPoRHgoWMoK1kTzXO3btc3SV9361ZtftGdAycQpSgwKtfvXLG8QkjajQhGOlXMdOtJ9hqRnhdFrxUkUTTMZ4SF1DBY6o8rPZzVN0apQBCmNpSmg0U39vZDhSahIFZjLCeqQWvVz8z3NTHd74GRNJqqkg84fClCMdozwANGCSEs0nhmAimbkVkRGWmGgTU8WE4Cx+eZl0GnXnot54uKw1b4s4ynAEJ3AGDlxDE+6hBW0gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MR8tWcXOIfyB9fkDideQDg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="9uIFf4VxKOc++CnQf0jj9qmpvMo=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduRovgQkpSRV0W3bisYB+QhDKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9DfcuFDErT/jzr9x0mahrQcu93DOvcydEyScKW3b31ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdFScSkLbJOax7AVYUc4EbWumOe0lkuIo4LQbjO9yv/tEpWKxeNSThPoRHgoWMoK1kTzXO3btc3SV9361ZtftGdAycQpSgwKtfvXLG8QkjajQhGOlXMdOtJ9hqRnhdFrxUkUTTMZ4SF1DBY6o8rPZzVN0apQBCmNpSmg0U39vZDhSahIFZjLCeqQWvVz8z3NTHd74GRNJqqkg84fClCMdozwANGCSEs0nhmAimbkVkRGWmGgTU8WE4Cx+eZl0GnXnot54uKw1b4s4ynAEJ3AGDlxDE+6hBW0gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MR8tWcXOIfyB9fkDideQDg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="9uIFf4VxKOc++CnQf0jj9qmpvMo=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduRovgQkpSRV0W3bisYB+QhDKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9DfcuFDErT/jzr9x0mahrQcu93DOvcydEyScKW3b31ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdFScSkLbJOax7AVYUc4EbWumOe0lkuIo4LQbjO9yv/tEpWKxeNSThPoRHgoWMoK1kTzXO3btc3SV9361ZtftGdAycQpSgwKtfvXLG8QkjajQhGOlXMdOtJ9hqRnhdFrxUkUTTMZ4SF1DBY6o8rPZzVN0apQBCmNpSmg0U39vZDhSahIFZjLCeqQWvVz8z3NTHd74GRNJqqkg84fClCMdozwANGCSEs0nhmAimbkVkRGWmGgTU8WE4Cx+eZl0GnXnot54uKw1b4s4ynAEJ3AGDlxDE+6hBW0gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MR8tWcXOIfyB9fkDideQDg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="9uIFf4VxKOc++CnQf0jj9qmpvMo=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduRovgQkpSRV0W3bisYB+QhDKZTtqhk0mYmQgl9DfcuFDErT/jzr9x0mahrQcu93DOvcydEyScKW3b31ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4fdFScSkLbJOax7AVYUc4EbWumOe0lkuIo4LQbjO9yv/tEpWKxeNSThPoRHgoWMoK1kTzXO3btc3SV9361ZtftGdAycQpSgwKtfvXLG8QkjajQhGOlXMdOtJ9hqRnhdFrxUkUTTMZ4SF1DBY6o8rPZzVN0apQBCmNpSmg0U39vZDhSahIFZjLCeqQWvVz8z3NTHd74GRNJqqkg84fClCMdozwANGCSEs0nhmAimbkVkRGWmGgTU8WE4Cx+eZl0GnXnot54uKw1b4s4ynAEJ3AGDlxDE+6hBW0gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MR8tWcXOIfyB9fkDideQDg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="UuT1odgWfNCSHhyN4Fo0Pe0vkaM=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCStIIui25cVrAXSEOZTCft0MkkzkwKJfQ53LhQxK0P4863cdJmoa0/DHz85xzOmd+POVPatr+twtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f1A+PGqrKJGEtkjEI9n1saKcCdrSTHPajSXFoc9pxx/fZfXOhErFIvGopzH1QjwULGAEa2N5bu/UrV8ip5ZBv1yxq/ZcaBWcHCqQq9kvf/UGEUlCKjThWCnXsWPtpVhqRjidlXqJojEmYzykrkGBQ6q8dH70DJ0bZ4CCSJonNJq7vydSHCo1DX3TGWI9Usu1zPyv5iY6uPFSJuJEU0EWi4KEIx2hLAE0YJISzacGMJHM3IrICEtMtMmpZEJwlr+8Cu1a1alXaw9XlcZtHkcRTuAMLsCBa2jAPTShBQSe4Ble4c2aWC/Wu/WxaC1Y+cwx/JH1+QP6PZBI</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="UuT1odgWfNCSHhyN4Fo0Pe0vkaM=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCStIIui25cVrAXSEOZTCft0MkkzkwKJfQ53LhQxK0P4863cdJmoa0/DHz85xzOmd+POVPatr+twtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f1A+PGqrKJGEtkjEI9n1saKcCdrSTHPajSXFoc9pxx/fZfXOhErFIvGopzH1QjwULGAEa2N5bu/UrV8ip5ZBv1yxq/ZcaBWcHCqQq9kvf/UGEUlCKjThWCnXsWPtpVhqRjidlXqJojEmYzykrkGBQ6q8dH70DJ0bZ4CCSJonNJq7vydSHCo1DX3TGWI9Usu1zPyv5iY6uPFSJuJEU0EWi4KEIx2hLAE0YJISzacGMJHM3IrICEtMtMmpZEJwlr+8Cu1a1alXaw9XlcZtHkcRTuAMLsCBa2jAPTShBQSe4Ble4c2aWC/Wu/WxaC1Y+cwx/JH1+QP6PZBI</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="M5cZihM9fde0fz6cJBhDpIbHzf4=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXjhZBUEpSBXVXdOOygn1AUspkOmmHTiZhZiKUkKUbf8WNC0Xc+gnu/BsnaRbaeuDC4Zx75849XsSoVJb1bZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3unLcNYYNLCIQtF10OSMMpJS1HFSDcSBAUeIx1vfJP5nQciJA35vZpEpBegIac+xUhpqW/uO+6Bc3UKEzd/KxFkkJ64lPtqkmZW36xaNSsHnCd2QaqgQLNvfrmDEMcB4QozJKVjW5HqJUgoihlJK24sSYTwGA2JoylHAZG9JF+ewiOtDKAfCl1cwVz9PZGgQMpJ4OnOAKmRnPUy8T/PiZV/2Usoj2JFOJ4u8mMGVQizVOCACoIVm2iCsKD6rxCPkEBY6ewqOgR79uR50q7X7LNa/e682rgu4iiDPXAIjoENLkAD3IImaAEMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWklHM7II/MD5/ALRkmSc=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="/eFqHRcWoAQ/ZE+BAfjw1NxKMS0=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm9EiuJCStIIui25cVrAXSEOZTCft0MkkzkwKJfQ53LhQxK0P4863cdJmoa0/DHz85xzOmd+POVPatr+twtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f1A+PGqrKJGEtkjEI9n1saKcCdrSTHPajSXFoc9pxx/fZfXOhErFIvGopzH1QjwULGAEa2N5bu/UrV8ix8mgX67YVXsutApODhXI1eyXv3qDiCQhFZpwrJTr2LH2Uiw1I5zOSr1E0RiTMR5S16DAIVVeOj96hs6NM0BBJM0TGs3d3xMpDpWahr7pDLEeqeVaZv5XcxMd3HgpE3GiqSCLRUHCkY5QlgAaMEmJ5lMDmEhmbkVkhCUm2uRUMiE4y19ehXat6tSrtYerSuM2j6MIJ3AGF+DANTTgHprQAgJP8Ayv8GZNrBfr3fpYtBasfOYY/sj6/AH4tZBH</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="en610beLkXEYkwEwIpMC/5Hmsis=">AAACE3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIjJkphfbXdGNywr2AtOhZNK0Dc1cSDJCGfoObnwVNy4UcevGnW9jehlQ0QOBn/87Jzn5vYgzqRD6NDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve+GrG23dUSBYGt2oSUdfHw4ANGMFKW738WdKdX+KIoecmyKzVUMmqnSOzjJBdrWiBina1XJ5Wpr18IeUw5TDl0DLRvApgWY1e/qPbD0ns00ARjqV0LBQpN8FCMcLpNNeNJY0wGeMhdbQMsE+lm8zXmcIT7fThIBT6BArO3e8TCfalnPie7vSxGsnfbGb+xZxYDapuwoIoVjQgi4cGMYcqhLOAYJ8JShSfaIGJYHpXSEZYYKJ0jDkdQvpT+L9o2aZVNO2bUqF+uYwjC47AMTgFFrgAdXANGqAJCLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarwtWjPGcuYQ/Cjj/QvSLZpR</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="7Ik/onLVpIgPsoWSEKqzhxXYmzU=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="7Ik/onLVpIgPsoWSEKqzhxXYmzU=">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</latexit>

11
<latexit sha1_base64="HGzzvIucBK3xv75pM8ELMMraJOw=">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</latexit>

11
<latexit sha1_base64="HGzzvIucBK3xv75pM8ELMMraJOw=">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</latexit>

16
<latexit sha1_base64="Lk06w18kJG9VZCr02l2FIkSDw2s=">AAACFHicdVBLSwMxGMzWV62vqkcvwSIIypLdPtzeil48VrAPaJeSTdM2NPsgyQpl6Y/w4l/x4kERrx68+W9Mty2o6EBgmJkv+TJexJlUCH0amZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9CUYSwIbZCQh6LtYUk5C2hDMcVpOxIU+x6nLW98NfNbd1RIFga3ahJR18fDgA0YwUpLvfxZ0k0v6Yih5yaWiVKcI9Mpl0tlR5O5MrUq016+gMxqFZWsKkRmGSHbqWiCirYOw+VsASxQ7+U/uv2QxD4NFOFYyo6FIuUmWChGOJ3murGkESZjPKQdTQPsU+km6T5TeKKVPhyEQp9AwVT9PpFgX8qJ7+mkj9VI/vZm4l9eJ1YDx01YEMWKBmT+0CDmUIVw1hDsM0GJ4hNNMBFM7wrJCAtMlO4xp0tY/hT+T5q2aRVN+6ZUqF0u6siCI3AMToEFLkANXIM6aAAC7sEjeAYvxoPxZLwab/NoxljMHIIfMN6/AA3/mmQ=</latexit>

16
<latexit sha1_base64="Lk06w18kJG9VZCr02l2FIkSDw2s=">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</latexit>

q00(A) = 15
<latexit sha1_base64="+hC1h2Wu3DTfbYm/uD/UYI5rxLo=">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</latexit>

q00(A) = 100
<latexit sha1_base64="1R2kApVYlEOH8JeSFGwjI+ED0P0=">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</latexit>

q(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="ABTmIjzjdGiBB+cAO9P6bS6Wwds=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokcvGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJs3Mf3iiSrNI3ptpTH2BR5KFjGCTSY/V5vmgXHFr7hxolXg5qUCO1qD81R9GJBFUGsKx1j3PjY2fYmUY4XRW6ieaxphM8Ij2LJVYUO2n81tn6MwqQxRGypY0aK7+nkix0HoqAtspsBnrZS8T//N6iQmv/ZTJODFUksWiMOHIRCh7HA2ZosTwqSWYKGZvRWSMFSbGxlOyIXjLL6+STr3mXdTqd5eVxk0eRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LfGNqw==</latexit>

q(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="ABTmIjzjdGiBB+cAO9P6bS6Wwds=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokcvGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJs3Mf3iiSrNI3ptpTH2BR5KFjGCTSY/V5vmgXHFr7hxolXg5qUCO1qD81R9GJBFUGsKx1j3PjY2fYmUY4XRW6ieaxphM8Ij2LJVYUO2n81tn6MwqQxRGypY0aK7+nkix0HoqAtspsBnrZS8T//N6iQmv/ZTJODFUksWiMOHIRCh7HA2ZosTwqSWYKGZvRWSMFSbGxlOyIXjLL6+STr3mXdTqd5eVxk0eRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LfGNqw==</latexit>

q(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ha7ZGE2p7flZDVpSefVUvhEbnPw=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokePGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJjeZ//BElWaRvDfTmPoCjyQLGcEmkx6rzfNBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEcrUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14lnXrNu6jV7y4rjWYeRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LGyNqg==</latexit>

q(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ha7ZGE2p7flZDVpSefVUvhEbnPw=">AAAB63icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokePGIiSAJbEi3dKGh7a5t14Rs+AtePGiMV/+QN/+NXdiDgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+POjpKFKFtEvFIdQOsKWeStg0znHZjRbEIOH0IJjeZ//BElWaRvDfTmPoCjyQLGcEmkx6rzfNBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEcrUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14lnXrNu6jV7y4rjWYeRxFO4BSq4MEVNOAWWtAGAmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/LGyNqg==</latexit>

Figure 5.6: The non-deterministic version of Fig. 2.8 of a resource competition macro-transition
system using overlapping interval parameters.

underlying stochastic BD system. For example, we know which is steady state interval (since we
computed the steady state value prior to the abstraction process, see Sect. 2.2), and could parse
the macro-transition system and extract this interval value (which is J13, 24J) as one would do
in the logical model counterpart. However, this would not be particularly insightful and, in light
of a system with a larger number of variables, could be cumbersome.

5.7.2 Revisiting the Resource Competition System II

In Fig. 5.6 we display the non-deterministic version of Fig. 2.8. Each box depicts an abstract state
and arises from the product of the respective interval set along each coordinate. Underlying each
abstract state are the chemical behaviors that can emerge from the resource competition model,
and under the same set of assumptions made in Sect. 2.3. Respectively, this macro-transition
system is induced by sampling the chemical behaviors of the underlying reaction network, and
abstracting by relational means the set containing these behaviors by the chemical trace set
abstraction function (see Def. 5.17) using the interval parameters I♯

1 = {J0, 6J, J3, 12J, J9, +∞J}
for the molecule B and I♯

2 = {J0, 6J, J3, 11J, J8, 16J, J13, +∞J} for the molecule C. As a reminder,
dashed arrow correspond to macro-transitions along the horizontal axis, while solid arrows are
along the vertical axis. Additionally, the resource competition system compose reactions that
increase the amount of molecules B and C, until the molecule A is depleted. Therefore, in the
left diagram of Fig. 4.6, where resources are scarce, the red crosses correspond to unreachable
regions. In the right scenario, resources are in abundance and thus more macro-transitions are
a result. Thus, we obtain the same scenario as in Fig. 2.8 with the exception that we do not
retain the likelihood of a macro-transition to occur prior to another.

The manner in which we consider a minimal effort system in the resource competition system
differs from the BD system. In the latter system, we considered buffer regions between two
overlapping regions of values for the given variable, while in the former this effort policy is
implemented by considering the subsequent region for an orthogonal macro-transition which has
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5.8. Conclusion

β
T
q♯ (trace abstraction function)

β
T
q♯ (transition abstraction function)

β
Q
q♯ (state abstraction function)

β
N
Jq♯

p,q♯
pJ (value abstraction function)

Jq♯
p, q♯

pJ∈ I♯ (overlapping intervals)

Figure 5.7: A hierarchy of the abstract functions derived in Chapter 5.

entered along the horizontal (resp. vertical) axis. This is done to take care of, for example, the
values of each component that may be arbitrarily close to their upper bounds upon entering a
new region that is of interest to an alternative component.

The structural similarties of the resource competition macro-transition system to its logical
counterpart can be interpreted similar to what was done for the BD system in Sect. 5.7.1. That is,
since our formal framework envelops the stochastic dynamics of the resource competition system,
then we can say more about its reference reaction network representation than its logical model
(see Sect. 2.3). Thus, we can fine-tune our abstractions, for example, to highlight the distinction
between the initial availability of the resource pool, namely by the quantities of the molecule A.
Additionally, we can impose constraints on this common resource to unmask the dynamics of
the two variables modeled in the system, molecules B and C (see Sect. 2.3). Such a constraint
would not be as straightfoward to implement in the resource competition logical model.

5.8 Conclusion

To come into conclusion, in this Chapter we have managed to extend the classical interval
introduced in Sect. 4 to include overlapping intervals. Our reason for this was to be able to gain
flexibility in the ability to fine-tune interval abstractions to better approximate the behaviors of
a reaction network of interest. Additionally, in order to abstract the quantities of variables we
use reference intervals to guide the abstraction process. This construct was developed because,
in light of overlapping intervals, it became possible for a value to be abstracted into several
intervals. Thus, we wanted to ensure that the actual interval assignment of an abstracted value
is the interval nearest to a given reference. Further, we have characterized interval assignments
for chemical behaviors that contain quantities of variables that may traverse from one region of
values to another (see Props. 5.1 and 5.2).
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Chapter 5. An Abstract Domain with Overlapping Intervals

Consequently, we have derived a collection of abstract functions built on our new interval
domain that allows us to traverse from an element containing chemical information to an ab-
stract element containing its over-approximation (see Fig. 5.7). A subset of these functions are
parameterized by either a reference interval or a macro-state. We use this information to pin-
point the evolution of the values of variables given by chemical behaviors, and ensure that such
the reactions transforming their values are carefully abstracted by our framework. Addition-
ally, our abstract functions allowed us to establish a Galois connection between each concrete
and abstract element in this Chapter. Following several examples, we showed how one can use
our formal framework to highlight certain behaviors belonging to stochastic reaction networks.
Further, it should now be clear that the abstractions from Chapter 4 and this Chapter lead to
non-deterministic abstractions, since we lose information about the probabilities of the under-
lying system. In Chapter 6, we derive a formal scheme to re-introduce probabilities into our
abstract systems.
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Chapter 6
Chemical Goals: Propagating Probabilities to
the Abstract Semantics
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Chapter 6. Chemical Goals: Propagating Probabilities to the Abstract Semantics

In this Chapter, we formalize the notion of goals in order to re-introduce probabilities
into the non-deterministic abstractions obtained in Chapters 4 and 5. We do so by
carefully reasoning on the concrete domain, and propagating this information into
our abstractions. Additionally, we provide results for a closed-form expression to
compute such probabilities for a one-dimensional system, such as the BD model.
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Résumé Chapitre 6

Dans ce chapitre, nous formalisons la notion de but chimique afin de réintroduire les probabilités
dans les abstractions non déterministes obtenues aux chapitres 4 et 5. Pour nous, un objectif
chimique correspond à une région composée de quantités d’espèces chimiques. De plus, nous
utilisons les informations provenant des objectifs chimiques pour définir notre notion de traces
minimales réussies, qui correspondent à des traces chimiques qui ont été coupées une fois qu’un
composant chimique a atteint une valeur d’intérêt. En raisonnant sur la capacité des traces
chimiques à atteindre une région cible d’intérêt, ce que nous faisons en raisonnant soigneusement
sur son domaine concret, nous pouvons relayer cette information dans nos abstractions. Cela
est possible car une région d’intérêt est intrinsèquement un macro-état. Ainsi, nous sommes
en mesure de récupérer pour les macro-transitions la probabilité de passer d’une région à une
autre. En outre, nous fournissons des résultats pour une expression de forme fermée permettant
de calculer ces probabilités pour un système unidimensionnel, tel que le modèle BD. Nous
concluons le chapitre 6 en récupérant la probabilité entre les macro-transitions pour les deux
études de cas du chapitre 5.
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Chapter 6. Chemical Goals: Propagating Probabilities to the Abstract Semantics

We discovered in Chapter 5 that abstracting a stochastic transition system results in a non-
deterministic abstract transition system. Consequently, we obtain a structure that is similar to
those transition systems observed in logical models; however, at this level of abstraction we are
not able to deduce the trend of the underlying stochastic system. Thus, in this Chapter we will
re-introduce probabilities into the abstract transition system obtained in Chapter 5 by reasoning
on the behaviors that can emerge from a corresponding reaction network. We accomplish this
task by introducing notions of target regions, which we often refer to as chemical goals that can
be achieved by the quantities of chemical species via chemical behaviors.

6.1 Relaying probabilities to macro-transitions

In this Section, we refine the abstract semantics for reaction networks with some quantitative
information to compare the likelihood of macro-transitions. This basically means that know-
ing that the system has just entered a new macro-state, and a given pair of potential macro-
transitions, we would like to know with which probability will a macro-transition (in the pair)
occur prior to the other. In order to compute these probabilities, we relate closely the abstract
and chemical semantics of Chapter 5 by bounding the quantities of chemical species with in-
tervals and then computing the probability of reaching a boundary value and exiting this value
prior to another when starting from a position inside of the prescribed interval.

By construction of our abstract domain, macro-transitions are triggered when a given chem-
ical species reaches a particular copy number. Accordingly, we introduce the notion target
regions.

Definition 6.1 (Target region). A target region is a set of chemical states of the form

{q ∈ QR | q(v) □ b} ,

where v is a chemical species in VR, □ a binary relation in the set {≤,≥}, and b a natural
number in N.

This target region is denoted as gv,□,b.

In Def. 6.1, a target region corresponds to a set of chemical states such that the quantity
of a chemical species in some chemical state(s) has reached a particular threshold. For us, this
threshold corresponds to the value of a boundary for a given interval bounding the value of a
chemical species. We can also refer to a target region as a chemical goal.

For the remainder of this Section, we consider q• ∈ QR to be a chemical state, G a set of
goals, and g a specific goal in the set G. With this information, we want to define the probability
that the system, when starting from the state q•, will enter the specific goal g before entering
any other goals of the set G. In order not to overcount the probabilities, we cut chemical traces
as soon as they enter the goal g and ignore the behaviors that enter another region in the set G
before.

Definition 6.2 (Minimum successful traces). We denote as χ(q•,G,g) the set of the chemical
traces (q′

0, ((qi, ri, q′
i), µi)1≤i≤k) such that the following conditions are satisfied:
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6.1. Relaying probabilities to macro-transitions

(6, 0, 0)

(4, 0, 1)
(2, 0, 2)

r2

(3, 1, 1)r1

r2

(5, 1, 0)
r1

Figure 6.1: A sample transition system of the resource competition system reaching a target
region. Note that for illustration purposes we do not show the complete set of reachable states.
This transition system initiates from the initial chemical state q′

0 = (6, 0, 0), composing the
initial quantities of, respectively, the molecules A, B, and C. From this starting point several
chemical traces can be generated via reaction r1 or r2 either until a goal along a trace has been
achieved or until the common resource (molecules of A) become depleted. See in text for the
complete reaction network of this system. In this example, we consider as a goal those trace who
achieve in their final state a value of the molecule C equal to two, q(C) = 2 (indicated in blue).
Alternatively, a second competing goal is when the trace terminates at the value of molecule B
equal to one, q(B) = 1 (indicated in red).

1. q′
0 = q•;

2. q′
k ∈ g; and

3. ∀i ∈ N, such that 0 ≤ i < k, q′
i /∈

⋃
G.

In Def. 6.2, the set χ(q•,G,g) contains all the chemical traces that start in the state q• (Cond. 1),
reach the target region g in their final state (Cond. 2), and have reached no other target re-
gions before (Cond. 3). Thus, one can assess the content of successful traces in order to gain
information about the which goals tend to be more habituated than others.

Example 6.1. We illustrate those minimum successful traces that can be obtained from
the initial state q• = (6, 0, 0) containing an initial copy number of the molecules of A, B,
and C (e.g., the tuple (q•(A), q•(B), q•(C))) from the following reaction network:

r1 : A
kB−−→ B r2 : 2A

kC−−→ C.

As such, in the diagram depicted in Fig. 6.1, either one of two reactions can occur (along each
branch) from the initial state which respectively updates the corresponding molecule copy
number at each transition. A sequence of transitions from the initial state is a chemical trace.
Note that the diagram does not depict the complete set of traces for the given system, but
only the minimum successl traces. The minimal successful traces are those traces indicated
on their terminal either blue or red corresponding to a goal. Here, two goals can be achieved.
Either those traces which reach the goal gC,≥,2, that is to say the set {q | q(C) ≥ 2} (see
Def. 6.1). A second goal is gB,≥,1 which corresponds to the set {q | q(B) ≥ 1}. Thus, the set
of goals in this example is G = {gC,≥,2, gB,≥,1}. Namely, by Def. 6.2, we keep those traces τ
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Chapter 6. Chemical Goals: Propagating Probabilities to the Abstract Semantics

that have the properties that final(τ) ∈ gC,≥,2 (final state drawn in blue) and exclude the
traces such that final(τ) ∈ G \ {gC,≥,2} (final state drawn in red).

We are now ready to compute probabilities of minimal successful traces.

Definition 6.3 (Probability to reach a specific goal first). The probability that the system reaches
the target region g before any other target regions in G when starting in the state q• is defined
as:

P G
g (q•) =

∑
τ∈χ(q•,G,g)

P (τ | q•).

Namely, the probability to reach a specific goal first is computed by summing the probability
of all minimum successful traces that begin from the same initial state. Note that the probability
of each minimum successful trace is computed similarly to that done in Def. 2.8.

The following proposition provides an easier way to compute this probability.

Proposition 6.1. Let g ∈ G be a goal. The probabilities P G
g (q) for every state q ∈ QR are

related by the following three conditions:

1. P G
g (q) = 1 whenever q ∈ g;

2. P G
g (q) = 0 whenever q ∈

⋃
G \ g;

3. P G
g (q) =

∑
q

ri−→q′

µi(q) · P G
g (q′) whenever q ̸∈

⋃
G.

Prop. 6.1 provides an iterative scheme that computes for every state q a sequence of values
that converges from below to the value of P G

g (q). It does so accordingly. By Cond. 1, the first case
covers the scenario when a chemical state begins from within the goal of interest. By contrast,
in Cond. 2 a chemical state begins in an alternate goal. The final case covers those chemical
states that are not contained in any defined goal, thus by Cond. 3 one can compute recursively
the probability to reach the prescribed goal by zipping through each transition, while computing
the transition probability along the way, in each minimum successful trace. Indeed, computing
the complete set of successful traces is usually not possible. Thus, one under-approximates the
probability to reach the indicated goal by effectively summing each transition probability. By
complementing, we can also obtain an upper bound to this probability. That is, ∑g∈G P G

g (q) ≤ 1
is the probability sum of each successful trace to reach the goal g ∈ G from the chemical state
q. Thus, P G

g (q) ≤ 1−∑g∈G\{g′} P G
g′(q) is the probability to reach an alternate goal g′ /∈ G. The

result is an interval of probabilities that bound the exact probability to reach a new goal from
a source goal.

Fig. 6.2 provides an intuition on how intervals of probabilities can be computed for pairs of
macro-transitions. Here we portray the resource competition system of Sect. 2.3. A minimum
successful trace τ will begin from an initial state belonging to a bounded region. By noting that
the aforementioned reaction system the quantities of the molecules B and C can only increase, up
until the quantities of molecule A deplete, then one can bound the instances of these molecules
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6.1. Relaying probabilities to macro-transitions

g2 = {q | q(C) ≥ M′ 2}

[P𝒢
g2,1 − P𝒢

g1]

(q00(B), q00(C))
<latexit sha1_base64="oUrV9V6IMNNYmL8TCseRrw4WZiI=">AAACBnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrepShGARW5AyUwVdlnbjsoK9QGcomTTThmYyY3JGKKUrN76KGxeKuPUZ3Pk2ppeFtv4Q+PjPOZyc348F12Db31ZqZXVtfSO9mdna3tndy+4fNHSUKMrqNBKRavlEM8ElqwMHwVqxYiT0BWv6g+qk3nxgSvNI3sEwZl5IepIHnBIwVid77AoWQP7+rGPnK4VzPIVqwVW814dCJ5uzi/ZUeBmcOeTQXLVO9svtRjQJmQQqiNZtx47BGxEFnAo2zriJZjGhA9JjbYOShEx7o+kZY3xqnC4OImWeBDx1f0+MSKj1MPRNZ0igrxdrE/O/WjuB4NobcRknwCSdLQoSgSHCk0xwlytGQQwNEKq4+SumfaIIBZNcxoTgLJ68DI1S0bkolm4vc+XKPI40OkInKI8cdIXK6AbVUB1R9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi1pqz5zCH6I+vzBy+PlmQ=</latexit>

[PG
g1

, 1 � PG
g2

]
<latexit sha1_base64="ugBi9cIiYVjH70rZJZdJjzDow+A=">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</latexit>

[PG
g2

, 1 � PG
g1

]
<latexit sha1_base64="2FQQAaybIOULYQr27f3dr4rmlhs=">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</latexit>

g2 = {q | q(C) � M 0
2}

<latexit sha1_base64="GIuR10ab0YPxVPfBqgw4Y0wVeYc=">AAACH3icbVDLahtBEJx1bMeRH5Hjoy+DhUG+iF052AERMNHFF4MMlmzQyMvsqHc1aPahmV6D2Oyf5JJfycUHhxBy099k9DgktgsaiqpuuruCTEmDrjtz1t6sb2y+3XpX2d7Z3Xtf3f/QM2muBXRFqlJ9F3ADSibQRYkK7jINPA4U3Abj9ty/fQBtZJrc4DSDQcyjRIZScLSSXz2L/Cb9TJmCEFkxoaz1lbXopN4+oSyCCb3yi2Z5X7BMyxhKyrSMRshKv1pzG+4C9CXxVqRGVuj41T9smIo8hgSF4sb0PTfDQcE1SqGgrLDcQMbFmEfQtzThMZhBsfivpMdWGdIw1bYSpAv134mCx8ZM48B2xhxH5rk3F1/z+jmGnwaFTLIcIRHLRWGuKKZ0HhYdSg0C1dQSLrS0t1Ix4poLtJFWbAje85dfkl6z4Z02mtcfaxdfVnFskUNyROrEI+fkglySDukSQb6RH+SJ/HS+O4/OL+f3snXNWc0ckP/gzP4CbmShbw==</latexit>

g1 = {q | q(B) � M 0
1}

<latexit sha1_base64="5nGgfTUuuzcyRA2QdZTpSoVCqrk=">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</latexit>

M1
<latexit sha1_base64="tgUff1w6KekbKu2Qf3LkgSvjRj0=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRV0GPRixehgv2ANpbNZtou3WzC7kYpof/DiwdFvPpfvPlv3KY5aOuDgcd7Mzs7z485U9pxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aKkokRSbNOKR7PhEIWcCm5ppjp1YIgl9jm1/fD3z248oFYvEvZ7E6IVkKNiAUaKN9NDLXkglBtPbvtsvV5yqk8FeJm5OKpCj0S9/9YKIJiEKTTlRqus6sfZSIjWjHKelXqIwJnRMhtg1VJAQlZdmO6f2iVECexBJU0Lbmfp7IiWhUpPQN50h0SO16M3E/7xuogeXXspEnGgUdL5okHBbR/YsAjtgEqnmE0MIlcz81aYjIgnVJqiSCcFdPHmZtGpV96xauzuv1K/yOIpwBMdwCi5cQB1uoAFNoCDhGV7hzXqyXqx362PeWrDymUP4A+vzB57fkpU=</latexit>

M2
<latexit sha1_base64="0lVppuoKuiJHBXjgWAPksjOoBJU=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRV0GPRixehgv2ANpbNZtou3WzC7kYpof/DiwdFvPpfvPlv3KY5aOuDgcd7Mzs7z485U9pxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aKkokRSbNOKR7PhEIWcCm5ppjp1YIgl9jm1/fD3z248oFYvEvZ7E6IVkKNiAUaKN9NDLXkglBtPbfq1frjhVJ4O9TNycVCBHo1/+6gURTUIUmnKiVNd1Yu2lRGpGOU5LvURhTOiYDLFrqCAhKi/Ndk7tE6ME9iCSpoS2M/X3REpCpSahbzpDokdq0ZuJ/3ndRA8uvZSJONEo6HzRIOG2juxZBHbAJFLNJ4YQKpn5q01HRBKqTVAlE4K7ePIyadWq7lm1dndeqV/lcRThCI7hFFy4gDrcQAOaQEHCM7zCm/VkvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD6BjkpY=</latexit>

M 0
2

<latexit sha1_base64="qP5oqifzlYjgDW4BMlbDNcrz7/0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebYBFclaQKuiy6cSNUsA9oYphMb9qhkwczEyWEgBt/xY0LRdz6E+78G6dpFtp64MLhnHvnzj1ezKiQpvmtLSwuLa+sVtaq6xubW9v6zm5HRAkn0CYRi3jPwwIYDaEtqWTQizngwGPQ9caXE797D1zQKLyVaQxOgIch9SnBUkmuvm8Xb2QpMBY95Ndu4y6zY04DyF29ZtbNAsY8sUpSQyVarv5lDyKSBBBKwrAQfcuMpZNhLilhkFftRECMyRgPoa9oiAMQTlbsz40jpQwMP+KqQmkU6u+JDAdCpIGnOgMsR2LWm4j/ef1E+udORsM4kRCS6SI/YYaMjEkgxoByIJKlimDCqfqrQUaYYyJVbFUVgjV78jzpNOrWSb1xc1prXpRxVNABOkTHyEJnqImuUAu1EUGP6Bm9ojftSXvR3rWPaeuCVs7soT/QPn8AFBOYbw==</latexit>

M 0
1

<latexit sha1_base64="o4Yyvcl0CoQTeFpWPLV04Fuu0ic=">AAAB+XicjVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkV0VZIq6LLoxo1QwdpCG8JketMOnUzCzKRQQv/EjQtF3Pon7vwbp2kXKgoeuHA45744YcqZ0q77YZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3fvXiWZpNiiCU9kJyQKORPY0kxz7KQSSRxybIejq5nfHqNULBF3epKiH5OBYBGjRBspsO1esSMPeYbTm+PAC+yqV3MLOH+TKizQDOz3Xj+hWYxCU06U6npuqv2cSM0ox2mllylMCR2RAXYNFSRG5efF1alzZJS+EyXSlNBOoX6dyEms1CQOTWdM9FD99Gbib14309GFnzORZhoFnR+KMu7oxJnF4PSZRKr5xBBCJTO/OnRIJKHahFX5Xwj39Zp3WqvfnlUbl4s4ynAAh3ACHpxDA66hCS2gMIYHeIJnK7cerRfrdd5ashYz+/AN1tsnUQ6TcQ==</latexit>

q(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="3svcQ4XbwsKW/ux3L8e5CW2UJ+w=">AAACFnicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQJuhop6DH4S4eJ7gX6MpIs3QLS9OapMIo/RRe/CpePCjiVbz5bcy6Crr5QODH//88yZO/FzEqlWV9GYWl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3vH3N1ryzAWmLRwyELR9ZAkjHLSUlQx0o0EQYHHSMcbN6Z+554ISUN+qyYRcQM05NSnGCkt9c3TpJdd4oih5yZW1crqZAHSu0rjOO2b5R8BLoKdQxnk1eybn71BiOOAcIUZktKxrUi5CRKKYkbSUi+WJEJ4jIbE0chRQKSbZBul8EgrA+iHQh+uYKb+nkhQIOUk8HRngNRIzntT8T/PiZV/6SaUR7EiHM8e8mMGVQinGcEBFQQrNtGAsKB6V4hHSCCsdJIlHYI9/+VFaNeq9lm1dnNerl/lcRTBATgEFWCDC1AH16AJWgCDB/AEXsCr8Wg8G2/G+6y1YOQz++BPGR/fuN2apg==</latexit>

q(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="1e09tmIPjZ+eoT7s0Vz+VEFl+hA=">AAACFnicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQJuhop6DHMS8eJ7gX6MpIs3QLS9OapMIo/RRe/CpePCjiVbz5bcy6Crr5QODH//88yZO/FzEqlWV9GYWl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3vH3N1ryzAWmLRwyELR9ZAkjHLSUlQx0o0EQYHHSMcbX039zj0Rkob8Vk0i4gZoyKlPMVJa6punSS+7xBFDz02sqpXVyQKkd5XGcdo3yz8CXAQ7hzLIq9k3P3uDEMcB4QozJKVjW5FyEyQUxYykpV4sSYTwGA2Jo5GjgEg3yTZK4ZFWBtAPhT5cwUz9PZGgQMpJ4OnOAKmRnPem4n+eEyv/0k0oj2JFOJ495McMqhBOM4IDKghWbKIBYUH1rhCPkEBY6SRLOgR7/suL0K5V7bNq7ea8XG/kcRTBATgEFWCDC1AH16AJWgCDB/AEXsCr8Wg8G2/G+6y1YOQz++BPGR/ft1eapQ==</latexit>

r1
<latexit sha1_base64="w+fMBncFYKx0kEKsDtLgWG6j6to=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0oPpev1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNUBomqNZdz02Mn1FlOBM4LfVSjQllYzrErqWSRqj9bH7qlJxZZUDCWNmShszV3xMZjbSeRIHtjKgZ6WVvJv7ndVMTXvsZl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsiF4yy+vklat6l1Ua/eXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAD2o2e</latexit>

r1
<latexit sha1_base64="w+fMBncFYKx0kEKsDtLgWG6j6to=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0oPpev1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNUBomqNZdz02Mn1FlOBM4LfVSjQllYzrErqWSRqj9bH7qlJxZZUDCWNmShszV3xMZjbSeRIHtjKgZ6WVvJv7ndVMTXvsZl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsiF4yy+vklat6l1Ua/eXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAD2o2e</latexit>

r2
<latexit sha1_base64="qRYq8+LBOBKrAYqfcugvOTPcEds=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0oPq1frniVt05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwWuqlGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72fzUKTmzyoCEsbIlDZmrvycyGmk9iQLbGVEz0sveTPzP66YmvPYzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2nZEPwll9eJa1a1buo1u4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAFXo2f</latexit>

r1
<latexit sha1_base64="w+fMBncFYKx0kEKsDtLgWG6j6to=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0oPpev1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNUBomqNZdz02Mn1FlOBM4LfVSjQllYzrErqWSRqj9bH7qlJxZZUDCWNmShszV3xMZjbSeRIHtjKgZ6WVvJv7ndVMTXvsZl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsiF4yy+vklat6l1Ua/eXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAD2o2e</latexit>

r2
<latexit sha1_base64="qRYq8+LBOBKrAYqfcugvOTPcEds=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0oPq1frniVt05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwWuqlGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72fzUKTmzyoCEsbIlDZmrvycyGmk9iQLbGVEz0sveTPzP66YmvPYzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2nZEPwll9eJa1a1buo1u4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAFXo2f</latexit>

r1
<latexit sha1_base64="w+fMBncFYKx0kEKsDtLgWG6j6to=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0oPpev1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNUBomqNZdz02Mn1FlOBM4LfVSjQllYzrErqWSRqj9bH7qlJxZZUDCWNmShszV3xMZjbSeRIHtjKgZ6WVvJv7ndVMTXvsZl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsiF4yy+vklat6l1Ua/eXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAD2o2e</latexit>

q0•<latexit sha1_base64="LaJe2J0nRDtMsCDafmqMx76aFnA=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXZWkCrosunFZwT6gCWEyuW2HTh7OTIQSu/BX3LhQxK2/4c6/cZpmoa0HLhzOuXfu3OMnnEllWd9GaWl5ZXWtvF7Z2Nza3jF399oyTgWFFo15LLo+kcBZBC3FFIduIoCEPoeOP7qe+p0HEJLF0Z0aJ+CGZBCxPqNEackzD5z8jUxAMLk/8Rw/5RwU9syqVbNy4EViF6SKCjQ988sJYpqGECnKiZQ920qUmxGhGOUwqTiphITQERlAT9OIhCDdLN89wcdaCXA/FroihXP190RGQinHoa87Q6KGct6biv95vVT1L92MRUmqIKKzRf2UYxXjaRg4YAKo4mNNCBVM/xXTIRGEKh1ZRYdgz5+8SNr1mn1Wq9+eVxtXRRxldIiO0Cmy0QVqoBvURC1E0SN6Rq/ozXgyXox342PWWjKKmX30B8bnDzH5ljQ=</latexit>

Figure 6.2: The process of refining the abstracted resource competition system with probabilities.
Each rectangular regions depicts a macro-state and forms a covering of chemical states. Note that
lower bounds for each interval have been removed for illustration purposes (e.g., the quantities
of B and C can only increase over time), yet the overlapping regions are retained (in gray).
Upon exiting the initial (red) region along the horizontal axis two macro-transitions may occur
(via minimum successful traces) from the (green) chemical state in the newly entered region:
either along the same axis into the next (blue) region or the subsequent (yellow) region along
the vertical axis. That is, since the (green) state is close to the border M2, it is not interesting
to investigate about whether M2 will be reached before M ′

1. To ensure that there is a minimal
effort in both direction, one considers whether M ′

2 will be reached before M ′
1. Thus, the set

of goals is G =
{

gB,≤,M ′
1

, gC,≤,M ′
2

}
(see Def. 6.1). Using Prop. 6.1, an interval with a lower

and upper bound probability can be computed for the macro-transition pair and contains the
respective, exact probabilities for which of these macro-transitions will trigger.
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by an upper bound. In this example, τ enters a new region along the horizontal axis (green
point; final(τ)(B) > M1). The state abstraction of final(τ) would provide information about
molecule B entering a new interval, but lose information about the exact location of molecule
C. In order to introduce a minimal effort for C to reach its upper bound, , we consider the next
goal for the molecule B to be gB,≤,M ′

1
and the subsequent one for C to be gC,≤,M ′

2
. As such, in

Fig. 6.2, we consider two possible macro-transitions starting from the (green) state that exited
the initial region accordingly; and, compute an interval of probabilities using Prop. 6.1 for those
macro-transitions that reach, respectively, the goals gB,≤,M ′

1
and gC,≤,M ′

2
.

We can go further by the means of matrix computations. We consider one dimension for
each potential state. Each function that maps states to real numbers is interpreted as a vector,
whereas each function that maps pairs of states to real numbers is interpreted as a matrix.

We define the cases vector B as follows:

B(q) =

1 whenever q ∈ g,

0 otherwise.

The cases vector corresponds to the base cases indicated in Prop. 6.1. Mathematically, it is
a column vector that holds information regarding the prescribed goals of interest. Thus, it takes
into account the instances when a chemical state belongs to a goal or not. Further, the identity
matrix can be defined accordingly:

I(q, q′) =

1 whenever q = q′,

0 otherwise.

And, the transition matrix as:

A(q, q′) =


0 when q ∈

⋃
G,∑

q
ri−→q′

µi(q) · P G
g (q′) otherwise.

Here, the transition matrix contains the transition probabilities for minimum successful
traces.

Afterwhich, the sequence (Xk)k∈N of column vectors that is defined by:

1. X0 = B;

2. Xk+1 = A ·Xk + B for every k ∈ N;

converges component-wise to the probability P G
g (q). It follows that P G

g = (
∑
j∈N

Aj) ·B. Or even,

P G
g = (I −A)−1 ·B, whenever the matrix (I −A) is invertible.

The computation of the probabilities P G
g (q) can be proceeded by using any available linear

algebra library. This is indeed what the model checker PRISM [41, 31] is doing. Yet, having
unfolded the computation offers several advantages. For instance, in our setting, the probabilities
can be approximated from below by finitely approximating the formal expansion of the sums
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of the powers of the sparse matrix A. Secondly, when dealing with high dimensional models,
expressions with scalar coefficients can be symbolically simplified into expressions over interval
coefficients [45] in order to eliminate some dimensions and to tune the trade-off between accuracy
and efficiency. This would not be possible with a black box approach.

6.2 Case Study

In this Section, we target a more in-depth discussion of the probability computations that were
accomplised for the BD model of Sect. 2.2. Indeed, the exact probabilities that we computed
for both the non-overlapping and overlapping abstract transition systems were possible thanks
to probabilistic expressions we discuss in this Section.

6.2.1 Biased one-dimensional random walk with non-constant coefficients

In the following, we aim at deriving for the BD model a closed form expression that permits us
to compute the probability of, when bounded by an interval, to reach a prescribed goal prior to
another.

The BD model is a particular instance of a one-dimensional random walk with non-equal
non-constant parameters. In the rest of the Section, we consider m < M two natural numbers
such that M − m ≥ 2, k0 a number in the set {m . . . M}, and (µk)m<k<M a family of real
numbers indexed over the set {m + 1 . . . M − 1} such that 0 ≤ µk ≤ 1 for every k in the set
{m + 1 . . . M − 1}.

Definition 6.4. We define the 1-dimensional random walk over the state space {m . . . M} with
the parameters (µk)m<k<M and the initial state k0 as the DTMC that starts in the state k0 with
probability 1, and at each state k proceeds as follows:

1. Whenever k ∈ {m, M} then the state remains the same.

2. Otherwise, the system jump at state k + 1 with probability µk and at state k − 1 with
probability µk − 1.

In the following proposition, we provide an explicit expresson for the probability that the
system reaches the state M before the state m.

Proposition 6.2. In the one-dimensional random walk over the state space {m . . . M} with the
parameters (µk)m<k<M and the initial state k0, the probability Uk0 to reach the state M before
the state m is equal to:

Uk0 =
1 +∑

m<o<k0

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µl
− 1

)
1 +∑

m<o<M

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µl
− 1

) .

Proof. For any integer k such that m ≤ k ≤M , we denote as Uk the probability that the system
reach the state M before the state m, knowing that the system starts in state k.
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We have: 
Um = 0,

UM = 1,

Uk = µk · Uk+1 + (1− µk) · Uk−1 whenever m < k < M.

Thus, for k such that m < k < M , we have:

Uk = µk · Uk+1 + (1− µk) · Uk−1

(µk + (1− µk)) · Uk = µk · Uk+1 + (1− µk) · Uk−1

(1− µk) · (Uk − Uk−1) = µk · (Uk+1 − Uk)

Uk+1 − Uk = 1− µk

µk
· (Uk − Uk−1)

Uk+1 − Uk =
( 1

µk
− 1

)
· (Uk − Uk−1)

It follows that, for k such that m < k < M ,

Uk+1 − Uk = (Um+1 − Um) ·
∏

m<l≤k

( 1
µl
− 1

)
.

Then, for k such that m < k ≤M ,

Uk = Um +
∑

m≤o<k

Uo+1 − Uo

Uk = Um + (Um+1 − Um) ·
∑

m≤o<k

∏
m<l≤o

( 1
µl
− 1

)
.

Since Um = 0 and UM = 1, for k such that m < k ≤M , we get that:

Uk =
(Um+1 − Um) ·

(∑
m≤o<k

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µl
− 1

))
(Um+1 − Um) ·

(∑
m≤o<M

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µl
− 1

))
Uk =

∑
m≤o<k

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µl
− 1

)
∑

m≤o<M

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µl
− 1

)
Uk =

1 +∑
m<o<k

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µl
− 1

)
1 +∑

m<o<M

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µl
− 1

)

By differentiating this expression, we study how this probability increases when one param-
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eter µk′ increases:

Proposition 6.3. The probability that the system reaches the state M before the state m in-
creases when the rates (µk)m<k<M increase.

Proof. Let us consider two integer k, k′ such that m < k < M and m < k′ < M . Let us compute
the derivative of the expression Uk with respect to µk′ .

Let us write:
Uk = Pk

PM

where:

• Pi = ∑
m≤o<i To;

• To = ∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µl
− 1

)
.

We have:

δTk

δµk′
=


0 whenever o < k′

− Tk

µ2
k′ ·
(

1
µk′

−1
) otherwise

That is to say:

δTk

δµk′
=


0 whenever o < k′

Tk

µ2
k′ −µk′

otherwise

Then:
δPi

δµk′
=

∑
m≤o<i

δTo

δµk′
.

It follows that:
δPi

δµk′
=


0 when k′ > i∑

k′≤o<i
To

µ2
k′ −µk′

otherwise

And:
δPi

δµk′
=


0 when k′ > i

Pi−Pk′
µ2

k′ −µk′
otherwise

Also, we have:
Uk = Pk

PM
.

Thus:
δUk

δµk′
=

δPk
δµk′
· PM − δPM

δµk′
· Pk

PM
2 .

It follows that:

δUk

δµk′
=


−(PM −Pk′ )·Pk

µ2
k′ −µk′

when k′ > q(A)

(Pk−Pk′ )·PM −(PM −Pk′ )·Pk

µ2
k′ −µk′

otherwise
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That is to say:

δUk

δµk′
=


(PM −Pk′ )·Pk

µk′ −µ2
k′

when k′ > q(A)

Pk′ ·(PM −Pk)
µk′ −µ2

k′
otherwise

Given that:

• 0 < µr(q) < 1,

• Pn ≥ 0 for any n ∈ N,

• Pm ≤ Pm+n for any m, n ∈ N,

we can conclude that:
δUk

δµk′
≥ 0.

It follows from Prop. 6.3 that the probability of reaching the state M before the state m

increases when the parameters (µk)m<k<M increases. Thus we can get a lower bound on the
probability to reach the state M before the state m by replacing each parameter by a lower
bound on them, and an upper bound to this probability by replacing these parameters by an
upper bound on them.

Proposition 6.4. Let µ and µ be two real numbers such that 0 < µ ≤ µ < 1 and for every
integer k such that m < k < M , µ ≤ k ≤ µ.

Then, for every integer k such that m ≤ k ≤M , we have:

g(m, k, M, µ) ≤ Uk ≤ g(m, k, M, µ)

where: g(m, k, M, λ) =


( 1

λ
−1)k−m−1

( 1
λ

−1)M−m−1
whenever λ ̸= 1

2

k−m
M−m whenever λ = 1

2

Proof. By Prop. 6.3, we have:

∑
m≤o<k

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µ − 1

)
∑

m≤o<M

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µ − 1

) ≤ Uk ≤
∑

m≤o<k

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µ − 1

)
∑

m≤o<M

∏
m<l≤o

(
1
µ − 1

)
Then: ∑

m≤o<k

(
1
µ − 1

)o−m

∑
m≤o<M

(
1
µ − 1

)o−m ≤ Uk ≤
∑

m≤o<k

(
1
µ − 1

)o−m

∑
m≤o<M

(
1
µ − 1

)o−m

Thus: ∑
0≤o<k−m

(
1
µ − 1

)o

∑
0≤o<M−m

(
1
µ − 1

)o ≤ Uk ≤
∑

0≤o<k−m

(
1
µ − 1

)o

∑
0≤o<M−m

(
1
µ − 1

)o
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We conclude that:
g(m, k, M, µ) ≤ Uk ≤ g(m, k, M, µ)

where: g(m, k, M, λ) =


( 1

λ
−1)k−m−1

( 1
λ

−1)M−m−1
whenever λ ̸= 1

2

k−m
M−m whenever λ = 1

2

In Prop. 6.4, the computation of the lower and upper bounds on the probability to reach
the state M before the state m comes down to the same computation as in the case when the
stochastic rates µk are all equal. Each bound is then expressed as the quotient between two
sums of power of a same number. This quotient can be simplified further. This gives rise to two
different expressions depending on whether this number is equal to 1, or not. The former case
is obtained in the case of a fair random walk where each rate µk is equal to 1

2 .

6.2.2 BD model revisited

In this Section, we will instantiate the results obtained in Sect. 6.2.1 to the BD model. First,
we instantiate the closed expression for a one-dimensional system of Prop. 6.2.

Proposition 6.5. Let m, M ∈ N. In the birth- and death-process over the state space QR with
the parameters (µk)m<k<M and the initial state q, the probability Uq to reach the state [A→M ]
before the state [A→ m] is equal to:

Uq =
m! +∑

m<o<q(A)(o!) ·
(

kA′
kA

)o−m

m! +∑
m<o<M (o!) ·

(
kA′
kA

)o−m .

Proof. Let q ∈ QR. For any integer q(A) such that m ≤ q(A) ≤ M , we denote as Uq the
probability that the system reach the state [A → M ] before the state [A → m], knowing that
the system starts in state q. We have:

Uq =
1 +∑

m<o<q(A)
∏

m<l≤o

(
l·kA′
kA

)
1 +∑

m<o<M

∏
m<l≤o

(
l·kA′
kA

)
Then:

1 +∑
m<o<q(A)

o!
m! ·

(
kA′
kA

)o−m

1 +∑
m<o<M

o!
m! ·

(
kA′
kA

)o−m

Thus,
m! +∑

m<o<q(A)(o!) ·
(

kA′
kA

)o−m

m! +∑
m<o<M (o!) ·

(
kA′
kA

)o−m .

Thus, the expression in Prop. 6.5 allows us to compute the probability of eventually exiting
a bounded region. Namely, this is possible due to the nature of the probability functions of the
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BD model. That is, both probability functions of the BD model are naturally monotonic (see
Fig. 6.3), which allow us to compute an interval of probabilities that encapsulates the likelihood
of belonging to a given region, or even exiting it as we previously described in the case study of
Sect. 2.2. This becomes more clear in the following proposition.

Indeed, we use in the following proposition that since the BD probability functions are
monotonic, we can get an upper bound on Uq by over-estimating the probability of synthesis
events, and a lower bound by under-estimating the probability of synthesis events. To achieve
this, we bound the number of occurrences of A between m and M .

Proposition 6.6. Let m, M ∈ N. In the birth- and death-process over the state space QR,
let µM = kA

kA+M ·kA′
and µm = kA

kA+m·kA′
such that for each state q such that m < q(A) < M ,

µM ≤ kA
kA+q(A)·kA′

≤ µm. Then, for every state q such that m < q(A) < M , we have:

h

(
m, q(A), M,

M ·kA′

kA

)
≤ Uq ≤ h

(
m, q(A), M,

m·kA′

kA

)

where: h(m, q(A), M, λ) =


λq(A)−m − 1
λM−m − 1

whenever λ ̸= 1

q(A)−m
M −m whenever λ = 1

Proof. By Prop. 6.3, we have

1 +∑
m<o<q(A)

∏
m<l≤o

(
M ·kA′

kA

)
1 +∑

m<o<M

∏
m<l≤o

(
M ·kA′

kA

) ≤ Uq ≤
1 +∑

m<o<q(A)
∏

m<l≤o

(
m·kA′

kA

)
1 +∑

m<o<M

∏
m<l≤o

(
m·kA′

kA

)
Then:

1 +∑
m<o<q(A)

(
M ·kA′

kA

)o−m

1 +∑
m<o<M

(
M ·kA′

kA

)o−m ≤ Uq ≤
1 +∑

m<o<q(A)

(
m·kA′

kA

)o−m

1 +∑
m<o<M

(
m·kA′

kA

)o−m

Thus: ∑
m≤o<q(A)

(
M ·kA′

kA

)o−m

∑
m≤o<M

(
M ·kA′

kA

)o−m ≤ Uq ≤
∑

m≤o<q(A)

(
m·kA′

kA

)o−m

∑
m≤o<M

(
m·kA′

kA

)o−m

It follows that: ∑
0≤o<q(A)−m

(
M ·kA′

kA

)o

∑
0≤o<M−m

(
M ·kA′

kA

)o ≤ Uq ≤
∑

0≤o<q(A)−m

(
m·kA′

kA

)o

∑
0≤o<M−m

(
m·kA′

kA

)o .

We conclude that:

h

(
m, q(A), M,

M ·kA′

kA

)
≤ Uq ≤ h

(
m, q(A), M,

m·kA′

kA

)
where:

h(m, q(A), M, λ) =


λq(A)−m − 1
λM−m − 1

whenever λ ̸= 1

q(A)−m
M −m whenever λ = 1.
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Concrete transition system

3 ⋅ kA′ 

kA+3 ⋅ kA′ 

kA′ 

kA + kA′ 

kA

kA + kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="zCJw/715uujzkUOJlTsPP7+0J3Q=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZe6GCyiIJSkCrqsunFZwT6gDWEynbRDJw9mJkIJ2bjxV9y4UMSt/+DOv3HSZqHVA8M9nHMvd+7xYs6ksqwvo7SwuLS8Ul6trK1vbG6Z2zttGSWC0BaJeCS6HpaUs5C2FFOcdmNBceBx2vHG17nfuadCsii8U5OYOgEehsxnBCstueZ+3xeYpGM3vcyyWUEnKK9HWeaaVatmTYH+ErsgVSjQdM3P/iAiSUBDRTiWsmdbsXJSLBQjnGaVfiJpjMkYD2lP0xAHVDrp9IoMHWplgPxI6BcqNFV/TqQ4kHISeLozwGok571c/M/rJcq/cFIWxomiIZkt8hOOVITySNCACUoUn2iCiWD6r4iMsI5F6eAqOgR7/uS/pF2v2ae1+u1ZtXFVxFGGPTiAY7DhHBpwA01oAYEHeIIXeDUejWfjzXiftZaMYmYXfsH4+AYVxphK</latexit>

kA

kA + 2 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="Z+jNTaL8SQxO9juziHIuQuitytI=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsIiCUGZaQZdVNy4r2Ad0SsmkmTY0kxmSjFBCPsSNv+LGhSJuXAj+jem0C209EHI4596bmxOmjErled/O0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s+vu7TdlkglMGjhhiWiHSBJGOWkoqhhpp4KgOGSkFY5uJn7rgQhJE36vxinpxmjAaUQxUlbqudUgEgjrUU9fGTO94BnUQT5ZhywjRldMgPuJghP3xBjTc0te2csBF4k/IyUwQ73nfgb9BGcx4QozJGXH91LV1UgoihkxxSCTJEV4hAakYylHMZFdna9g4LFV+jBKhD1cwVz93aFRLOU4Dm1ljNRQznsT8T+vk6nosqspTzNFOJ4+FGUMqgROkoJ9KghWbGwJwoLaXSEeIpuWsnkWbQj+/JcXSbNS9qvlyt15qXY9i6MADsEROAU+uAA1cAvqoAEweATP4BW8OU/Oi/PufExLl5xZzwH4A+frBwr3opM=</latexit>

kA

kA + 3 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="4fUdaswXvLNGXq+0aFDZnnTW0Y8=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsIiCUGZaQZdVNy4r2Ad0SsmkmTY0kxmSjFBCPsSNv+LGhSJuXAj+jem0C209EHI4596bmxOmjErled/O0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s+vu7TdlkglMGjhhiWiHSBJGOWkoqhhpp4KgOGSkFY5uJn7rgQhJE36vxinpxmjAaUQxUlbqudUgEgjrUU9fGTO94BnUQT5ZhywjRldNgPuJghP3xBjTc0te2csBF4k/IyUwQ73nfgb9BGcx4QozJGXH91LV1UgoihkxxSCTJEV4hAakYylHMZFdna9g4LFV+jBKhD1cwVz93aFRLOU4Dm1ljNRQznsT8T+vk6nosqspTzNFOJ4+FGUMqgROkoJ9KghWbGwJwoLaXSEeIpuWsnkWbQj+/JcXSbNS9qvlyt15qXY9i6MADsEROAU+uAA1cAvqoAEweATP4BW8OU/Oi/PufExLl5xZzwH4A+frBwyKopQ=</latexit>

kA

kA + 4 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="vgSf9AkRGGsMdfPqQuCU88iTJP4=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSIKQplpC7qsunFZwT6gM5RMmmlDMw+SjFBCPsSNv+LGhSJuXAj+jel0Ftp6IORwzr03N8dPGBXStr+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP+iIOOWYtHHMYt7zkSCMRqQtqWSkl3CCQp+Rrj+5mfndB8IFjaN7OU2IF6JRRAOKkTTSoFx3A46wmgzUldbzC55D5WaTlc9SolVDu3gYSzhzT7XWg3LFrtoZ4DJxclIBOVqD8qc7jHEakkhihoToO3YiPYW4pJgRXXJTQRKEJ2hE+oZGKCTCU9kKGp4YZQiDmJsTSZipvzsUCoWYhr6pDJEci0VvJv7n9VMZXHqKRkkqSYTnDwUpgzKGs6TgkHKCJZsagjCnZleIx8ikJU2eJROCs/jlZdKpVZ16tXbXqDSv8ziK4AgcgzPggAvQBLegBdoAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1se8tGDlPYfgD6yvHw4dopU=</latexit>

kA

kA + 5 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="dOum394mKYK/MseNvPcFlVQSpY0=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSIKQplpFV1W3bisYB/QGUomzbShmQdJRighH+LGX3HjQhE3LgT/xkw7C209EHI4596bm+MnjApp299WYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3inv7rVFnHJMWjhmMe/6SBBGI9KSVDLSTThBoc9Ixx/fZH7ngXBB4+heThLihWgY0YBiJI3UL9fdgCOsxn11pfXsgqdQudPJymcp0epcu3gQS5i5x1rrfrliV+0p4CJxclIBOZr98qc7iHEakkhihoToOXYiPYW4pJgRXXJTQRKEx2hIeoZGKCTCU9MVNDwyygAGMTcnknCq/u5QKBRiEvqmMkRyJOa9TPzP66UyuPQUjZJUkgjPHgpSBmUMs6TggHKCJZsYgjCnZleIR8ikJU2eJROCM//lRdKuVZ16tXZ3Vmlc53EUwQE4BCfAARegAW5BE7QABo/gGbyCN+vJerHerY9ZacHKe/bBH1hfPw+wopY=</latexit>

kA

kA + 6 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="c0JvdE3dkII9dR/y5xgrp+svM34=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSIKQplpRV1W3bisYB/QGUomzbShmQdJRighH+LGX3HjQhE3LgT/xkw7C209EHI4596bm+MnjApp299WYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3inv7rVFnHJMWjhmMe/6SBBGI9KSVDLSTThBoc9Ixx/fZH7ngXBB4+heThLihWgY0YBiJI3UL9fdgCOsxn11pfXsgqdQudPJymcp0epcu3gQS5i5x1rrfrliV+0p4CJxclIBOZr98qc7iHEakkhihoToOXYiPYW4pJgRXXJTQRKEx2hIeoZGKCTCU9MVNDwyygAGMTcnknCq/u5QKBRiEvqmMkRyJOa9TPzP66UyuPQUjZJUkgjPHgpSBmUMs6TggHKCJZsYgjCnZleIR8ikJU2eJROCM//lRdKuVZ16tXZ3Vmlc53EUwQE4BCfAARegAW5BE7QABo/gGbyCN+vJerHerY9ZacHKe/bBH1hfPxFDopc=</latexit>

kA

kA + 7 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="RwhmWcv9H5bcFOV4rK4uURuRsVE=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUUhDLTCnVZdeOygn1AZyiZNNOGZh4kGaGEfIgbf8WNC0XcuBD8G9N2Ftp6IORwzr03NydIGRXScb6twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu2fvH7RFknFMWjhhCe8GSBBGY9KSVDLSTTlBUcBIJxjfTP3OA+GCJvG9nKTEj9AwpiHFSBqpb9e8kCOsxn11pfX8gudQebPJKmAZ0aquPTxIJJy6p1rrvl12Ks4McJm4OSmDHM2+/ekNEpxFJJaYISF6rpNKXyEuKWZEl7xMkBThMRqSnqExiojw1WwFDU+MMoBhws2JJZypvzsUioSYRIGpjJAciUVvKv7n9TIZXvqKxmkmSYznD4UZgzKB06TggHKCJZsYgjCnZleIR8ikJU2eJROCu/jlZdKuVtxapXp3UW5c53EUwRE4BmfABXXQALegCVoAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1se8tGDlPYfgD6yvHxLWopg=</latexit>

8 · kA0

kA + 8 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="qiqLHbfgiEP81PdM1gIPRAYKFpw=">AAACMnicfVBLSwMxGMz6rPVV9eglWERBKLtVsMeqF71VsA/oLks2m21Dsw+SrFDC/iYv/hLBgx4U8eqPMLvtQVtxIDDMzJd8GS9hVEjTfDEWFpeWV1ZLa+X1jc2t7crObkfEKcekjWMW856HBGE0Im1JJSO9hBMUeox0vdFV7nfvCRc0ju7kOCFOiAYRDShGUktu5cYOOMJK2cVVihM/U43Mxn4s4chVF0dZlqmcZPAE/ptyK1WzZhaA88SakiqYouVWnmw/xmlIIokZEqJvmYl0FOKSYkaysp0KkiA8QgPS1zRCIRGOKjbI4KFWfBjEXJ9IwkL9OaFQKMQ49HQyRHIoZr1c/MvrpzJoOIpGSSpJhCcPBSmDMoZ5f9CnnGDJxpogzKneFeIh0h1K3XJZl2DNfnmedOo167RWvz2rNi+ndZTAPjgAx8AC56AJrkELtAEGD+AZvIF349F4NT6Mz0l0wZjO7IFfML6+AaJxrCs=</latexit>

7 · kA0

kA + 7 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="Im9VAdBP7lRpuQSDC8aoRKIQlyE=">AAACMnicfVBLSwMxGMz6rPVV9eglWERBKLtVqMeqF71VsA/oLks2m21Dsw+SrFDC/iYv/hLBgx4U8eqPMLvtQVtxIDDMzJd8GS9hVEjTfDEWFpeWV1ZLa+X1jc2t7crObkfEKcekjWMW856HBGE0Im1JJSO9hBMUeox0vdFV7nfvCRc0ju7kOCFOiAYRDShGUktu5cYOOMJK2cVVihM/U43Mxn4s4chVF0dZlqmcZPAE/ptyK1WzZhaA88SakiqYouVWnmw/xmlIIokZEqJvmYl0FOKSYkaysp0KkiA8QgPS1zRCIRGOKjbI4KFWfBjEXJ9IwkL9OaFQKMQ49HQyRHIoZr1c/MvrpzI4dxSNklSSCE8eClIGZQzz/qBPOcGSjTVBmFO9K8RDpDuUuuWyLsGa/fI86dRr1mmtfntWbV5O6yiBfXAAjoEFGqAJrkELtAEGD+AZvIF349F4NT6Mz0l0wZjO7IFfML6+AZ8lrCk=</latexit>

6 · kA0

kA + 6 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="l4mFBUM0MCGyV0YjrnfeXrh5T38=">AAACMnicfVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16tFLsIiCUHarqMeqF71VsA/olpLNZtvQ7IMkK5SQ3+TFXyJ40IMiXv0RZtsetBUHAsPMfMmX8VNGhXScF2tufmFxabmwUlxdW9/YtLe2GyLJOCZ1nLCEt3wkCKMxqUsqGWmlnKDIZ6TpD65yv3lPuKBJfCeHKelEqBfTkGIkjdS1b7yQI6yUN7pKcRJodao9HCQSDrrq4kBrrXKi4RH8N9W1S07ZGQHOEndCSmCCWtd+8oIEZxGJJWZIiLbrpLKjEJcUM6KLXiZIivAA9Ujb0BhFRHTUaAMN940SwDDh5sQSjtSfEwpFQgwj3yQjJPti2svFv7x2JsPzjqJxmkkS4/FDYcagTGDeHwwoJ1iyoSEIc2p2hbiPTIfStFw0JbjTX54ljUrZPS5Xbk9K1ctJHQWwC/bAIXDBGaiCa1ADdYDBA3gGb+DderRerQ/rcxydsyYzO+AXrK9vm9msJw==</latexit>

5 · kA0

kA + 5 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="WnFKsIYM5FY0IvBS50Xm25sIH1w=">AAACMnicfVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16tFLsIiCUHaroseqF71VsA/olpLNZtvQ7IMkK5SQ3+TFXyJ40IMiXv0RZtsetBUHAsPMfMmX8VNGhXScF2tufmFxabmwUlxdW9/YtLe2GyLJOCZ1nLCEt3wkCKMxqUsqGWmlnKDIZ6TpD65yv3lPuKBJfCeHKelEqBfTkGIkjdS1b7yQI6yUN7pKcRJodao9HCQSDrrq4kBrrXKi4RH8N9W1S07ZGQHOEndCSmCCWtd+8oIEZxGJJWZIiLbrpLKjEJcUM6KLXiZIivAA9Ujb0BhFRHTUaAMN940SwDDh5sQSjtSfEwpFQgwj3yQjJPti2svFv7x2JsPzjqJxmkkS4/FDYcagTGDeHwwoJ1iyoSEIc2p2hbiPTIfStFw0JbjTX54ljUrZPS5Xbk9K1ctJHQWwC/bAIXDBGaiCa1ADdYDBA3gGb+DderRerQ/rcxydsyYzO+AXrK9vmI2sJQ==</latexit>

4 · kA0

kA + 4 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="dQb/4dLrpKITPXe/trQjkKMR/9A=">AAACMnicfVBLSwMxGMz6rPVV9eglWERBKLu1oMeqF71VsA/oLks2m21Dsw+SrFDC/iYv/hLBgx4U8eqPMLvtQVtxIDDMzJd8GS9hVEjTfDEWFpeWV1ZLa+X1jc2t7crObkfEKcekjWMW856HBGE0Im1JJSO9hBMUeox0vdFV7nfvCRc0ju7kOCFOiAYRDShGUktu5cYOOMJK2cVVihM/U43Mxn4s4chVF0dZlqmcZPAE/ptyK1WzZhaA88SakiqYouVWnmw/xmlIIokZEqJvmYl0FOKSYkaysp0KkiA8QgPS1zRCIRGOKjbI4KFWfBjEXJ9IwkL9OaFQKMQ49HQyRHIoZr1c/MvrpzI4dxSNklSSCE8eClIGZQzz/qBPOcGSjTVBmFO9K8RDpDuUuuWyLsGa/fI86dRr1mmtftuoNi+ndZTAPjgAx8ACZ6AJrkELtAEGD+AZvIF349F4NT6Mz0l0wZjO7IFfML6+AZVBrCM=</latexit>

3 · kA0

kA + 3 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="+vXI5RdXeQJDDAtoqeaXn4raZHQ=">AAACMnicfVBLSwMxGMz6rPVV9eglWERBKLutoMeqF71VsA/oLks2m21Dsw+SrFDC/iYv/hLBgx4U8eqPMLvtQVtxIDDMzJd8GS9hVEjTfDEWFpeWV1ZLa+X1jc2t7crObkfEKcekjWMW856HBGE0Im1JJSO9hBMUeox0vdFV7nfvCRc0ju7kOCFOiAYRDShGUktu5cYOOMJK2cVVihM/U43Mxn4s4chVF0dZlqmcZPAE/ptyK1WzZhaA88SakiqYouVWnmw/xmlIIokZEqJvmYl0FOKSYkaysp0KkiA8QgPS1zRCIRGOKjbI4KFWfBjEXJ9IwkL9OaFQKMQ49HQyRHIoZr1c/MvrpzI4dxSNklSSCE8eClIGZQzz/qBPOcGSjTVBmFO9K8RDpDuUuuWyLsGa/fI86dRrVqNWvz2tNi+ndZTAPjgAx8ACZ6AJrkELtAEGD+AZvIF349F4NT6Mz0l0wZjO7IFfML6+AZH1rCE=</latexit>

2 · kA0

kA + 2 · kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="akPuLKCBo17CI0f1YCu/MW54/Gg=">AAACMnicfVBLSwMxGMzWV62vqkcvwSIKQtmtgh6rXvRWwT6guyzZbLYNzT5IskIJ+5u8+EsED3pQxKs/wuy2B23FgcAwM1/yZbyEUSFN88UoLSwuLa+UVytr6xubW9XtnY6IU45JG8cs5j0PCcJoRNqSSkZ6CSco9BjpeqOr3O/eEy5oHN3JcUKcEA0iGlCMpJbc6o0dcISVsourFCd+phqZjf1YwpGrLg6zLFM5yeAx/DflVmtm3SwA54k1JTUwRcutPtl+jNOQRBIzJETfMhPpKMQlxYxkFTsVJEF4hAakr2mEQiIcVWyQwQOt+DCIuT6RhIX6c0KhUIhx6OlkiORQzHq5+JfXT2Vw7igaJakkEZ48FKQMyhjm/UGfcoIlG2uCMKd6V4iHSHcodcsVXYI1++V50mnUrZN64/a01ryc1lEGe2AfHAELnIEmuAYt0AYYPIBn8AbejUfj1fgwPifRkjGd2QW/YHx9A46prB8=</latexit>

kA0

kA + kA0
<latexit sha1_base64="wL00ZUMoqWpxBhcaKN2Tx5yexgE=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl2KECyiIJSZKuiy6sZlBfuAdhgyaaYNzTxIMkIZZuXGX3HjQhG3foM7/8Z0OgutHgg5Oedebu7xYs6ksqwvo7SwuLS8Ul6trK1vbG6Z2zttGSWC0BaJeCS6HpaUs5C2FFOcdmNBceBx2vHG11O/c0+FZFF4pyYxdQI8DJnPCFZacs39vi8wScduenmUZfmdoRNUvF2zatWsHOgvsQtShQJN1/zsDyKSBDRUhGMpe7YVKyfFQjHCaVbpJ5LGmIzxkPY0DXFApZPma2ToUCsD5EdCn1ChXP3ZkeJAykng6coAq5Gc96bif14vUf6Fk7IwThQNyWyQn3CkIjTNBA2YoETxiSaYCKb/isgI61yUTq6iQ7DnV/5L2vWafVqr355VG1dFHGXYgwM4BhvOoQE30IQWEHiAJ3iBV+PReDbejPdZackoenbhF4yPb3zSmHs=</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="TtIgPQprnJE4HSS++PuM3etxya8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPe+uMuQ==</latexit>

;
<latexit sha1_base64="aNTwWJkVtOnhsJUR2s0AjOrmY5c=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Ie0oWy2k3bpbhJ2J0IJ/RVePCji1Z/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVHJo8lrHuBMyAFBE0UaCETqKBqUBCOxjfzvz2E2gj4ugBJwn4ig0jEQrO0EqPPVAJTgxgv1xxq+4cdJV4OamQHI1++as3iHmqIEIumTFdz03Qz5hGwSVMS73UQML4mA2ha2nEFBg/mx88pWdWGdAw1rYipHP190TGlDETFdhOxXBklr2Z+J/XTTG89jMRJSlCxBeLwlRSjOnsezoQGjjKiSWMa2FvpXzENONoMyrZELzll1dJq1b1Lqq1+8tK/SaPo0hOyCk5Jx65InVyRxqkSThR5Jm8kjdHOy/Ou/OxaC04+cwx+QPn8wc6K5Cv</latexit>

1A
<latexit sha1_base64="BBtfy9G0GOGhqfLmTpoSA0D2EvM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj14rGK/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiih/8CLB0W8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtJ1Sax/LRjBP0IzqQPOSMGis9eNe9UtmtuDOQZeLlpAw56r3SV7cfszRCaZigWnc8NzF+RpXhTOCk2E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofaz2aUTcmqVPgljZUsaMlN/T2Q00nocBbYzomaoF72p+J/XSU145WdcJqlByeaLwlQQE5Pp26TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZG07RhuAtvrxMmtWKd16p3l+Uazd5HAU4hhM4Aw8uoQZ3UIcGMAjhGV7hzRk5L8678zFvXXHymSP4A+fzBwOTjQQ=</latexit>

2A
<latexit sha1_base64="mDK0Qq67d+/ctwoS6aW8p2K3uVQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj14rGK/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiih/8CLB0W8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtJ1Sax/LRjBP0IzqQPOSMGis9VK97pbJbcWcgy8TLSRly1Hulr24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmL8jCrDmcBJsZtqTCgb0QF2LJU0Qu1ns0sn5NQqfRLGypY0ZKb+nshopPU4CmxnRM1QL3pT8T+vk5rwys+4TFKDks0XhakgJibTt0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNpyiDcFbfHmZNKsV77xSvb8o127yOApwDCdwBh5cQg3uoA4NYBDCM7zCmzNyXpx352PeuuLkM0fwB87nDwUYjQU=</latexit>

3A
<latexit sha1_base64="4DMcR/6wtLC/AN+UjKTEjcxN2fI=">AAAB6XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbBRI+oF49o5JHAhswOszBhdnYz02tCCH/gxYPGePWPvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJHCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNHGqGW+wWMa6HVDDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiQvBWMbmd+64lrI2L1iOOE+xEdKBEKRtFKD9XrXrHklt05yCrxMlKCDPVe8avbj1kacYVMUmM6npugP6EaBZN8WuimhieUjeiAdyxVNOLGn8wvnZIzq/RJGGtbCslc/T0xoZEx4yiwnRHFoVn2ZuJ/XifF8MqfCJWkyBVbLApTSTAms7dJX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQxtOwYbgLb+8SpqVslctV+4vSrWbLI48nMApnIMHl1CDO6hDAxiE8Ayv8OaMnBfn3flYtOacbOYY/sD5/AEGnY0G</latexit>

4A
<latexit sha1_base64="Uts/ZzrApHz3DDMxfUp+jKPJKm4=">AAAB6XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHaRRI+oF49o5JHAhswOszBhdnYz02tCCH/gxYPGePWPvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJHCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNHGqGW+wWMa6HVDDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiQvBWMbmd+64lrI2L1iOOE+xEdKBEKRtFKD9XrXrHklt05yCrxMlKCDPVe8avbj1kacYVMUmM6npugP6EaBZN8WuimhieUjeiAdyxVNOLGn8wvnZIzq/RJGGtbCslc/T0xoZEx4yiwnRHFoVn2ZuJ/XifF8MqfCJWkyBVbLApTSTAms7dJX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQxtOwYbgLb+8SpqVsndRrtxXS7WbLI48nMApnIMHl1CDO6hDAxiE8Ayv8OaMnBfn3flYtOacbOYY/sD5/AEIIo0H</latexit>

5A
<latexit sha1_base64="qODHxy5LTQT9pvTl7s1tLi8mlI0=">AAAB6XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZRo0fUi0c08kiAkNlhFibMzm5mek3Ihj/w4kFjvPpH3vwbB9iDgpV0UqnqTneXH0th0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omCjRjNdZJCPd8qnhUiheR4GSt2LNaehL3vRHt1O/+cS1EZF6xHHMuyEdKBEIRtFKDxfXvWLJLbszkGXiZaQEGWq94lenH7Ek5AqZpMa0PTfGbko1Cib5pNBJDI8pG9EBb1uqaMhNN51dOiEnVumTINK2FJKZ+nsipaEx49C3nSHFoVn0puJ/XjvB4KqbChUnyBWbLwoSSTAi07dJX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQxtOwYbgLb68TBqVsndWrtyfl6o3WRx5OIJjOAUPLqEKd1CDOjAI4Ble4c0ZOS/Ou/Mxb8052cwh/IHz+QMJp40I</latexit>

6A
<latexit sha1_base64="p+Y1cu0Wl5taOPenP7PQbTCPh5w=">AAAB6XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRqEfUi0c08kiAkNlhFibMzm5mek3Ihj/w4kFjvPpH3vwbB9iDgpV0UqnqTneXH0th0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omCjRjNdZJCPd8qnhUiheR4GSt2LNaehL3vRHt1O/+cS1EZF6xHHMuyEdKBEIRtFKDxfXvWLJLbszkGXiZaQEGWq94lenH7Ek5AqZpMa0PTfGbko1Cib5pNBJDI8pG9EBb1uqaMhNN51dOiEnVumTINK2FJKZ+nsipaEx49C3nSHFoVn0puJ/XjvB4KqbChUnyBWbLwoSSTAi07dJX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQxtOwYbgLb68TBqVsndWrtyfl6o3WRx5OIJjOAUPLqEKd1CDOjAI4Ble4c0ZOS/Ou/Mxb8052cwh/IHz+QMLLI0J</latexit>

7A
<latexit sha1_base64="8NgT1dHezvHhXvb74UWnAaG3RI0=">AAAB6XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRBI+oF49o5JHAhswOvTBhdnYzM2tCCH/gxYPGePWPvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaHSPJaPZpygH9GB5CFn1FjpoXrdK5bcsjsHWSVeRkqQod4rfnX7MUsjlIYJqnXHcxPjT6gynAmcFrqpxoSyER1gx1JJI9T+ZH7plJxZpU/CWNmShszV3xMTGmk9jgLbGVEz1MveTPzP66QmvPInXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2dukzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGRtOwYbgLb+8SpqVsndRrtxflmo3WRx5OIFTOAcPqlCDO6hDAxiE8Ayv8OaMnBfn3flYtOacbOYY/sD5/AEMsY0K</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="1D1M+XvlZpNUCS4SsUNcbJjqZsU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0Ip/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU1EmmGDZYIhLVDqlGwSU2DDcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnshHM04xiOlA8ogzaqz04Lpur1zxXG8Oskr8nFQgR71X/ur2E5bFKA0TVOuO76UmmFBlOBM4LXUzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDyfzUKTmzSp9EibIlDZmrvycmNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqJe9mfif18lMdB1MuEwzg5ItFkWZICYhs79JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadkg3BX355lTSrrn/hVu8vK7WbPI4inMApnIMPV1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gBNMo0m</latexit>

Figure 6.3: A DTMC of the BD model with non-constant transition probabilities.

In Prop. 6.6, the lower and upper bounds over the quantity of A are propagated by mono-
tonicy to get a lower and an upper bounds to the probability of reaching the state M before the
state m. Each of this bound is indeed a quotient between two sums of successive powers of a
same number, which can be simplified further. Note that the case when the number is equal to
1 is specific.

Consequently, the series of derivations given by Props. 6.5 - 6.6 permits a user to compute
probabilities to exit regions and further assign probability intervals to macro-transitions in order
to capture its tendency. This derivation is possible for the one-dimensional BD system, yet
remains difficult for the systems with higher dimensions. However, for systems composed of
higher dimensions, we can compute interval probabilities by sampling our expression given in
Prop. 6.1.

6.3 Conclusion

In this Chapter, we introduced the notion of chemical goals which allow us to carefully relate a
concrete transition system to an abstract one in order to re-introduce probabilities into a non-
deterministic process. Namely, a chemical goal corresponds to a reachable set of regions that
may be observed by some chemcial behaviors. We quantify these behaviors by observing the first
instance at which the quantity of a chemical component achieves a prescribed value of interest.
Accordingly, we derive a mathematical structure to under-approximate (resp. over-approximate)
the probability of exiting from a bounded region, thus giving us the derived interval of prob-
abilities of interest. We can use these computed quantities in order to observe the tendency
between pairs of macro-transitions in our macro-transition system. That is, the likelihood of
the direction of a particular macro-transition.

Finally, we further characterized the BD process discussed during the first case study of
Sect. 2.2. Here, we derived and characterized a series of functions that permits us to compute
exact probabilities of exiting a bounded region. This allows one to coarse-grain with confidence
the BD system dynamics at a lower level of representation, while retaining a general description
of its dynamics. More importantly, it provides an example of how one can carefully reason on the
concrete transition system in order to refine the abstraction process and increase its precision.
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Résumé Chapitre 7

Le manuscrit se termine par une récapitulation de l’objectif général du travail de thèse et de ses
contributions. Ce but était de fournir un cadre formel pour abstraire la dynamique stochastique
d’un de réactions, et qui produit un système de transitions abstraites qui est structurellement
analogue à ceux des modèles logiques. Notre cadre va plus loin : il peut également récupérer des
informations probabilistes à partir de réactions de référence et les fournir au système de tran-
sitions abstraites correspondant, qui fournit une mesure de la probabilité de macro-transitions
concurrentes. Il peut donc être utilisé pour évaluer les transitions d’un modèle logique qui
peuvent être négligées au cours du processus de modélisation.

En outre, la conclusion détaille également certaines des limites actuelles du cadre formel
présenté. Quelques solutions potentielles pour surmonter ces limites sont également mentionnées.
Principalement, le travail proposé dans ce manuscrit fournit une base que l’on peut utiliser pour
analyser grossièrement la dynamique des réseaux de réaction stochastiques. À partir de là,
il est possible d’étendre le cadre en le combinant avec d’autres techniques d’abstraction afin
d’augmenter la précision d’une analyse et de mettre à l’échelle les informations pertinentes d’un
système biologique d’intérêt.

Enfin, des perspectives de travail sont envisagées, qu’il serait intéressant de développer à la
suite des travaux proposés dans le manuscrit de la thèse.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion

In this manuscript, we have discussed extensively the design of approximation methods
for stochastic reaction networks. The abstractions we develop in the work are strongly moti-
vated by techniques borrowed from AI, a theory of approximation of mathematical structures.
Specifically, in order to abstract a concrete transition system, one must first define each of the
mathematical objects that characterize the concrete behaviors with the simplest element being
discrete values. We refer to this aforementioned system as the concrete semantics. After which,
we design the abstract semantics, which is an over-approximation of the concrete one. In the
abstract, we derive the abstract counterpart to each concrete element, with the most simplest
being intervals. We show how an interval in the abstract is a sound approximation of a concrete
value. In the end, we end up with a hierarchy of abstract functions to traverse from the concrete
domain into the abstract one. Additionally, we use Galois connections in order go back and forth
from the two domains. We derive the notion of macro-transition systems. We have proposed
a generic framework to coarse-grain stochastic reaction networks by sampling the quantity of
each kind of molecules within a set of intervals. Instead of neglecting unlikely transitions be-
tween abstract regions of states, we compute conservative bounds on their probability. More
specifically, whereas in the transition state space of logical models often focus on unidirectional
dynamics towards a focal point, the type of macro-transitions we characterize are bidirectional
and for each transition label interval probabilities. Thus, the interval probabilities provide in-
sight on the likelihood that a macro-transition will traverse to an abstract region. Thus, in our
formally derived framework we can make quantitative arguments regarding the general trend of
the underlying stochastic reaction system. Our goal is indeed to check whether we can derive as
accurate models as hand-written ones while ensuring a formal relationship between the potential
behaviors in the initial and the derived models. We expect to gain new insights to understand
the underlying assumptions behind logical modeling. Getting formal — but accurate — coarse-
grained models requires a specific treatment of boundary effects. It is indeed important not to
amplify the importance of some unlikely behaviors. In particular we ensure that every chemical
transition between abstract regions of states corresponds to a minimal number of steps. For
transitions induced by reverse reactions, we use overlapping intervals. Namely, we generalize
the classical interval lattice interval domain for the purpose of obtaining a more accurate coarse-
graining of the dynamics of the stochastic chemical transition system. Consequently, when a
chemical state can be arbitrary close to the boundary of an interval, we examine the capacity to
cross the next interval instead of just entering it. This induces a non-standard interpretation of
the dynamics of the coarse-grained systems. Fewer trajectories are considered in the abstract,
while soundness is still ensured (by construction). As in a non-deterministic setting, every con-
crete behavior is reflected in the abstract, but additionally an upper bound on their probability
is computed. Hopefully, rare events are assigned a small upper bound on their probability to
occur.
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7.1. Perspectives

7.1 Perspectives

An additional advantage of our framework is the ability to perform and combine numerical
abstractions, such as finite expansions of infinite increasing series and include their overall im-
pact as a unique bound on the numerical errors made on the computation of probability values.
However, scaling the framework to more complex systems would require one to formally parse
intricate relations between numerous variables. For example, to deal with higher dimensional
models, symbolic simplification of expressions [45] is possible. Another avenue of thought is
to use exact model reduction methods based on the structure of the components of an initial
reaction network [28]. Yet, in practice, exact model reduction techniques are not very efficient,
especially in a stochastic setting [29]. Still, in our context, we can be more optimistic since, on
the one hand not all the properties of the underlying stochastic system have to be preserved
and because on the other hand, we can admit numerical approximations on probability values
as any other sources of numerical imprecision and include them in the computation of sound
over-approximations. This latter approach, for example, could benefit from tropicalization tech-
niques, as done with ODEs in [11]. Nevertheless, our motivation was to be able to explain them
thoroughly and to focus on minimal difficulties that occur pervasively in models.

Ideally we would like to target bigger — but still reasonable — models such as the one
for the early events of the EGFR cascade presented in [12]. These models already cope with
around three hundred kinds of molecular species. To scale up to this kind of model, we will
restrict our study to the competition between pairs of macro-transitions. Yet special care will
have to be taken to deal with the denominator of probability functions. These denominators
involve the sum over the propensities of each potential event which make them particularly
tricky to abstract. Instead of using numerical approaches, we plan to use marginalization to
isolate independent subnetworks and reduce the number of terms in denominators accordingly.
Yet, here again perfectly independent reaction sub-networks are very unlikely to occur, thus
we plan to propose a relaxed version, at the cost of including an additional component in
the computation of bounds of probability values. Another avenue could focus on identifying
modular, functional subnetworks associated to particular biological processes, as done with
logical models in [37]. Additionally, given the current capabilities of computational resources,
there is continuous, growing interest in large scale hybrid modeling strategies to model biological
phenomena at different scales. For example, in [4] the authors are able to couple a large scale
Boolean network with a metabolic model. Thus, it would be interesting to investigate a formal
criteria for developing hybrid models, as well as how this may impact an underlying biological
phenomenon. For example, exploring comparisions between hybrid semantics [21].
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MOTS CLÉS

Interprétation abstraite, modélisation logique, méthodes formelles, réseaux de réaction stochastiques

RÉSUMÉ

Les paradigmes de modélisation pour la biologie des systèmes jouent un rôle important dans l’étude de la fonction
orchestrée de divers systèmes biologiques. En outre, ils permettent d’étudier un système in-silico afin d’obtenir des
informations mécanistiques à partir des trajectoires résultant du modèle. Un enjeu majeur pour dériver une représentation
idéale pour un processus de système est de fixer le compromis descriptif entre la simplicité et la précision. D’une part,
les modèles trop simples ont tendance à ne reproduire que les connaissances a priori. D’autre part, les modèles trop
descriptifs donnent lieu à des comportements trop difficiles à analyser, voire à calculer. Dans les deux cas, l’acquisition
de nouvelles connaissances est entravée. C’est pourquoi il est sans doute important, lors de la outils de mesurer l’impact
de la sélection des modèles sur la capture des phénomènes biologiques, en particulier ceux qui peuvent être vérifiés.

Dans ce manuscrit, nous présentons un cadre formel pour dériver automatiquement des modèles discrets de systèmes

biologiques à partir de réseaux de réactions stochastiques. Pour ce faire, nous utilisons des techniques offertes par

l’interprétation abstraite pour évaluer les comportements résultant des modèles logiques, un outil de modélisation popu-

laire en biologie des systèmes. Malgré le succès des modèles logiques pour résumer les observations expérimentales et

prédire les propriétés locales du système, leurs hypothèses de modélisation sous-jacentes restent souvent implicites. Au

lieu de cela, les modèles à gros grains que nous obtenons traitent de tous les comportements de la sémantique stochas-

tique des réseaux de réaction initiaux, qui est explicitement définie. Plus précisément, l’espace d’état du réactionnel est

divisé en régions abstraites et les transitions non déterministes entre les régions abstraites sont dérivées de manière

conservatrice. En outre, nous récupérons les probabilités de transitions du réseau réactionnel de référence, de sorte que

les limites du réseau réactionnel non déterministe sont calculées de manière conservatrice. Il est important de souligner

que nous pouvons utiliser ce cadre pour évaluer, par le biais du modèle formellement dérivé, les comportements du

modèle logique qui l’accompagne. En d’autres termes, le travail établi dans cette thèse ouvre une voie pour évaluer les

modèles qui sont naturellement discrets, tout en ouvrant la voie à l’établissement de techniques de réduction de modèles

plus efficaces pour les systèmes de réaction.

ABSTRACT

Modeling paradigms for Systems Biology plays an important role in investigating the orchestrated function of various
biological systems. Additionally, they permit one to study a system in-silico in order to gain mechanistic insights from
the trajectories resulting from the model. A common battle to derive an ideal representation for a system process is the
descriptive trade-off between the simplicity and accuracy. On one hand, too simple models are prone to reproduce only a
priori knowledge. On the other hand, too descriptive models result in behaviors too difficult to parse, or even yet compute.
In both cases, gaining new insights is hampered. Thus, it is arguably important in generating tools to measure the impact
model selection has in capturing biological phenomena, especially those which can be verified.

In this manuscript, we report a formal framework to automatically derive discrete models of biological systems from

stochastic reaction networks. To do so, we utilize techniques offered by Abstract Interpretation (AI) to assess the be-

haviors resulting from logical models, a popular Systems Biology modeling tool. Albeit the success of logical models in

recapitulating experimental observations and predicting local system properties, their underlying modeling assumptions

are often kept implicit. Instead, the coarse-grain models that we obtain deal with all the behaviors of the stochastic se-

mantics of the initial reaction networks, which is explicitly defined. More precisely, the state space of the reaction network

is split into abstract regions and non-deterministic transitions between abstract regions are derived conservatively. Also,

we recover the probabilities of transitions from the reference reaction network, so that bounds to the probability of unlikely

behaviors can be computed. Importantly, we emphasize how one can use this framework to assess, via the formally

derived model, the behaviors of the accompanying logical model of each reaction system. Namely, the work established

in this thesis bares an avenue to assess those models which are naturally discrete, while also paving a path towards

establishing more efficient model reduction techniques for stochastic, combinatorial systems.

KEYWORDS

Abstract interpretation, logical modelling, formal methods, stochastic reaction networks
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